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Abstract 

Scholars of literary dialect have often found themselves defending the focus of their 

study against allegations of exaggeration and stereotyping, particularly in areas like 

Ireland, where a legacy of colonialism and of derogatory representations of those 

who speak the non-fictional dialect in question have led to linguistic insecurity and 

sensitivity towards fictional dialect representations. As a result, literary dialect 

studies have traditionally focused on accuracy-based comparisons between literary 

and non-fictional linguistic varieties. Recently, some scholars have begun to grant 

literary dialect more attention, often employing quantitative linguistic methodologies 

in order to perform more scientific analyses of literary dialect. This dissertation aims 

to look beyond the question of authenticity in an investigation of Irish English 

literary dialect of the twentieth-century Abbey Theatre catalogue. This study treats 

the literary dialect involved as a discrete linguistic variety, related to real-life Irish 

English but deserving of a comprehensive analysis that does not rely on that 

relationship, and that does not have an accuracy judgement as its goal. 

 To that end, the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects (CHELD) was 

created, containing over 600,000 words of dialect from fifty texts by seventeen 

authors whose work, these texts included, has been produced by the Abbey Theatre, 

Ireland’s national theatre. In this dissertation, the construction of this corpus is 

detailed, from the digitization and annotation of texts to the analytical process. The 

corpus is then explored along a number of linguistic and sociolinguistic variables in 

order to approach a more complete picture of the linguistic characteristics of 

twentieth-century Irish English theatrical dialect of the Abbey. In addition, more 

specific studies are carried out; in the first, the language of the Abbey’s founders is 

explored in order to investigate how these authors’ language use can be linked to 

their political and literary aims. The second examines the language of Lennox 

Robinson and Sean O’Casey for evidence of an attempt to differentiate their work 

from that of the Literary Revival. The final study focuses on an analysis of the 

CHELD texts by premiere site in order to explore the possibility of an ‘Abbey 

linguistic style’ specific to plays written originally for an Abbey audience. The thesis 

concludes by looking to establish a broad picture of the characteristics of Literary 

Hiberno-English. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Dialects in Literature 

In literature, as in real life, the tensions between social and regional dialects and 

standard varieties of languages are readily apparent. Some writers1 who have chosen 

to represent non-standard2 linguistic varieties in their work have been praised for 

their use of dialect: for its accuracy, or purely for what it adds to the aesthetic of the 

work.3 Other writers who use literary dialect have invited censure from literary 

critics and the general public alike, usually in the form of criticism for a perceived 

lack of authenticity in their representations.4 The reasons for these varied responses 

to literary dialect are not always directly linked to the linguistic qualities of the 

dialect representation, but may relate more to sensitive cultural matters. Literary 

dialect is often a particularly tendentious subject in areas that have been colonized, 

such as Ireland. As an implement of colonialism, the language of the politically 

dominant becomes the standard language, while the non-standard dialects or other 

languages are often those spoken by the disadvantaged group. In such post-colonial 

areas, the relationship between standard and non-standard dialects may become a 

symbol for the power inequalities between the two groups; furthermore, authors who 

use non-standard dialects in their work—particularly those authors for whom the 

literary dialect is not their native variety—may be seen as perpetuating the negative 

stereotypes often associated with these power inequalities.5 

                                                 
1 Such as Mark Twain, William Faulkner, Eugene O’Neill, and William Carleton. See Blackburn; 
Fine; McCafferty 2005; Montgomery; Rulon. 
2 The term non-standard is used throughout the current text to describe language that does not 
conform to the norms of Standard English (Standard British English in particular) syntax and 
orthography. It is important to note that no value judgment is implied by the use of this term; 
linguistic features that are considered ‘standard’ are not implied to be ‘correct’, just as the ‘non-
standard’ features addressed in this work are not ‘incorrect’, ‘bad’, ‘deviant’, or ‘corrupted’. 
3 See Krapp ‘Psychology’. 
4 Take, for example, J. M. Synge; although Synge maintained that the dialect he presented was an 
authentic portrayal of Irish country speech in the preface to his The Playboy of the Western World, his 
literary dialect is often targeted by critics for its perceived inaccuracy. See Corkery; Grene, Synge; 
and Henn. 
5 For example Edgar Allan Poe, Joel Chandler Harris, and Thomas Nelson Page in an American 
context, and Martin McDonagh and J. M. Synge (See Welch 41-4) in an Irish context. 
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 For many linguists, a literary dialect represents an unreliable source of 

linguistic data, and so literary dialects are often ignored because of the difficulty 

involved in determining their accuracy in relation to real-life speech. Although some 

authors6 might see themselves as faithfully representing a certain dialect, not all 

authors are so careful in their construction of a literary dialect.7 As most literary 

authors lack formal training in linguistic field methods, even the dialects written by 

those aiming for accuracy are unlikely to be granted serious attention by linguists 

looking for sources of information on linguistic varieties. 

 Yet, for all the difficulties involved in working with literary dialects, they 

offer a remarkable source of insight, both to the linguist and to the student of 

literature. By treating a literary dialect like any other linguistic variety, with its own 

rules and lexicon, the scholar can legitimize it for serious linguistic study. The same 

tools used by linguists with real-life linguistic varieties can then be applied to 

discover more about the attributes of the literary dialect and the choices made by the 

author in creating that dialect. This approach offers the possibility of a new kind of 

analysis that takes advantage of the methods of computational linguistics. To the 

linguist, this represents an opportunity to study human language in an incarnation 

that, while far from new, remains relatively unexplored territory for the field of 

language study.8 In linguistics, speech is often referred to as ‘primary’ language, 

while writing is considered ‘secondary’ language. This is because speech is 

considered the immediate manifestation of the human brain’s language capacity, 

while written language is considered a way of representing and preserving speech.9 

This is not to say that either is objectively ‘better’ than the other, of course, although 

there may be those who consider speech a ‘purer’ expression of natural language, 

just as there may be those who consider written language to be more perfect than 

                                                 
6 Such as Lady Gregory. See Gregory, Our Irish Theatre, where she discusses ‘putting [Molière’s The 
Doctor in Spite of Himself] into our Kiltartan dialect’ (60) and asserts that she ‘was the first to use the 
Irish idiom as it is spoken’ (75). 
7 See Ferrison; Maynor.  
8 See, for example, Blake (1981), Fennell and Bennett (1991), and Minnick (2004), to be discussed in 
section 1.4. 
9 The argument that ‘[w]riting is not language, but merely a way of recording language by means of 
visible marks’ was made by Leonard Bloomfield (21) and was something of a necessary 
overstatement in light of the traditional privileging of writing over speech that was characteristic of 
linguistic study up to that time. Stubbs presents a detailed discussion of the relationship between 
speech and writing which acknowledges writing as more than ‘merely a way of recording language’ 
while maintaining the position of speech as the primary manifestation of language. See Fasold (276). 
See also de Saussure. 
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speech.10 Throughout the history of literary dialect studies, literary dialect has been 

grouped with other written language, which certainly makes sense. However, it is my 

contention that literary dialect represents something distinct from both speech and 

writing, a kind of ‘tertiary’ language. The creation of literary dialect represents a 

conscious effort on the part of the writer to ignore the standardized conventions of 

orthography and syntax in order to represent speech in writing. Theatrical dialect is 

particularly interesting from a linguistic perspective because, at its heart, a play 

script consists of a set of instructions from one person (the playwright) to another 

person (the actor) as to how the latter should speak.11 Additionally, the analysis of 

any literary dialect is a valuable source of insight into the linguistic knowledge of a 

particular subset of non-linguists. Looking at how writers construct a literary dialect 

can tell us how they think language works. Therefore, the detailed linguistic 

examination of literary dialect is helpful not only to future literary scholarship of the 

works in question, in that any discussion of these works that alludes to the language 

in which they are written would be best informed by a comprehensive understanding 

of that language, but also to the continued development of our knowledge 

surrounding human language. 

 

1.2 Literary Dialect and Ireland 

Perhaps more so than for many other nations12 the question of language is a 

prominent issue for Ireland,13 and more specifically, for the matter of Irishness (Irish 

                                                 
10 See Derrida for an argument against what the author terms ‘phonocentrism’, the privileging of 
sound and speech over writing.  
11 From a methodological standpoint, theatrical dialect also offers the advantage of being free from 
narratorial interruptions, which are often less naturalistic in tone and may not be written in dialect. 
The absence of such narratorial material affords the convenience of not having to excise or ignore this 
material, as well as a better proportion of relevant to irrelevant material per text. 
12 It is worth noting here that the use of words like nation and country is complicated when applied to 
Ireland, as ‘Ireland’ consists of two states, the Republic of Ireland, and Northern Ireland, which itself 
is part of the United Kingdom. 
13 As it would be for any post-colonial entity. As Croghan (Demythologizing) phrases it, ‘Individuals 
in such situations may inhabit the world of language more intimately than happens in a society which 
does not regard itself as a minority. For a minority, language may become a domain which can seem 
susceptible to control in contrast with the political, economic or military world, thus leading to a high 
consciousness of language and to the attitude that language is a system which can be actively 
manipulated. Such a preoccupation with and manipulation of language is found whenever identity is 
continuously subjected to external interference and when this outside interference is also adopted in 
some form within the group or sub-group, as happened, for example, among the Irish and many of the 
sub-groups who used Yiddish in the nineteenth century.’ (2) 
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identity). Firstly, there is the question of what exactly is the language of Irish 

identity. There is, of course, a language called ‘Irish’ (or Gaeilge, as it is known in 

the language itself) that remained the dominant language of Ireland until the 

nineteenth century (De Fréine 86). However, to assert that Irish is the primary 

language of Irishness would be to ignore the fact that for well over a century, 

English—in the form of Irish English14—has been the daily language of the majority 

of Irish denizens, both of the Republic and of Northern Ireland.15 Nevertheless, there 

remains a belief that as English is not native to the island of Ireland, it is unable to 

truly express Irish culture (Croghan, Demythologizing 10). As Martin Croghan 

presents the situation: 

  To propose that Irish is the true national language of Ireland would 

  win one a deviancy tag of some kind in many circles in Ireland but the 

  proposal that Hiberno-English is the real national language would be 

  generally greeted with incomprehension: some, including those who 

  would not give any support to the national claim for Irish, might  

  suspect a lack of patriotism or even dub one a West-Briton.   

  (Demythologizing 17) 

 Secondly, there is a great deal of cultural insecurity around the particular 

varieties of English spoken in Ireland. Due in some part to the sustained period of 

contact between Irish and English in Ireland,16 and to the nature of transmission of 

English from teacher to student at the time of the shift from Irish to English,17 the 

English of Ireland is markedly different from Standard British English, which has 

                                                 
14 Irish English is also known as Hiberno-English and Anglo-Irish. These terminological issues will 
be discussed in section 1.3. 
15 Both English and Irish are enshrined as official languages (with the Irish language also described as 
a ‘national language’) in the 1937 Constitution of Ireland (and were also described as such in the 1922 
Constitution of the Irish Free State), but Irish has remained a minority language since the nineteenth 
century, in spite of revival attempts. As of the 2011 census, only 4.1% of the population of the 
Republic of Ireland spoke Irish on a daily or weekly basis (Central Statistics Office, ‘Profile 9’ and 
‘Preliminary results’). In Northern Ireland, the Irish language has become affiliated with the Catholic 
religion and with Irish nationalism. In the 2011 Northern Irish census, of 1,735,711 residents age 
three or older, only 3.74% of the population could ‘[s]peak, read, write and understand Irish’ 
(Northern Ireland Statistics & Research Agency, Department of Finance and Personnel). 
16 English and Irish have coexisted in Ireland since the Anglo-Norman Invasion of 1169 AD; although 
English was not widely spoken until the nineteenth century, this nonetheless represents roughly eight 
centuries of contact between Irish and English before the twenty-first century. For a concise 
discussion of the history of English in Ireland, see Bliss, ‘Emergence’. 
17 During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, under the hedge-school system, English was taught 
to the Irish by travelling schoolmasters, who were themselves not native English speakers and whose 
English was already heavily influenced by the Irish language. See Bliss, ‘Emergence’ 17-18. 
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been, for much of Ireland’s recent history, the language of the social and political 

elite. Additionally, the people of Ireland have long had to contend with negative 

stereotypes, particularly those relating to language, that characterize the Irish as 

inherently ‘illogical and linguistically aberrant’ (Croghan, Demythologizing 3). 

Eminent Irish scholar and politician William Bedell Stanford, in his 1976 work 

Ireland and the Classical Tradition, says of the Irish that they ‘temperamentally 

prefer imaginative fluency to careful precision’ (64) and postulates a reason for the 

lack of evidence for the teaching of logic in early Ireland: ‘And possibly the Irish 

found it uncongenial to their thought-processes, which often, as in an “Irish bull”, 

imaginatively overleap strict logic.’ (7) This uncomplimentary characterization of 

the Irish mind has often extended to linguistic expression with the belief that the 

English of Ireland was inferior to that of England; J. J. Hogan, one of the earliest 

scholars to focus on Irish English, himself produced a 1934 volume on English 

philology partly intended to help Irish readers correct their linguistic faults (Hogan, 

Outline).18 With all of the negative cognitive and linguistic stereotypes involved, it is 

hardly surprising that the language question has been of particular importance to 

Irish drama. Nicholas Grene, in his 1999 book The Politics of Irish Drama: Plays in 

Context from Boucicault to Friel, encapsulates the importance of the language issue 

for Irish drama in light of the legacy of Irish stereotypes:  

  Figured in these expectations of Irish drama may be traces of the  

  Arnoldian notion of the eloquent Celt or his vulgar cousin the  

  Irishman with the gift of the gab. But the idea of Irish drama  

  constructed on difference, its language worked from Hiberno-English 

  variations on the received standard forms which are by implication  

  those of its audience, has been a determining condition within Ireland 

  as much as outside of Ireland. (263) 

Although I would argue against the notion that the language of Irish audiences falls 

under the category of ‘received standard’—even the more modern, globally-

influenced, relatively standardized Irish English still contains linguistic features that 

                                                 
18 Interestingly, Hogan’s attitude towards Irish English comes across as somewhat ambivalent; in 
announcing the usefulness of his volume for the Irish reader, he says ‘Thus, making the student aware 
of the peculiarities of his English, it should enable him to correct those of them which are to be 
counted faults.’ However, only two sentences later, Hogan laments what he sees as the increasing 
standardization of Irish English: ‘And, lastly, it may lead him to interest himself in the too long 
neglected study of the Irish form of English, which is now rapidly losing its individuality.’ (vi) 
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set it apart from Standard British English—the argument is nevertheless interesting; 

for Grene, literary use of Irish English is a fundamental part of the ‘othering’ and the 

marginalization that are integral to the Irish dramatic tradition, even within Ireland 

(Grene, Politics 264). Grene takes as his typical Abbey audience the Dublin middle 

class and it is true that, by and large, few Irish playwrights (Grene offers up Hugh 

Leonard and Bernard O’Farrell; I would add Dermot Bolger) have made middle-

class Dublin their subject, preferring instead to present depictions of rural Ireland 

and/or the Irish urban working classes. However, while many may associate 

linguistic non-standardness in an Irish context with the (presumably uneducated) 

rural Irish and the Irish urban working classes, it is a fallacy to presume that non-

standard features of Irish English literary dialect cannot be found in the speech of 

middle-class Dublin, or in the plays set therein.19 This belief that linguistic non-

standardness belongs only to the rural past, or to the uneducated present, may be 

seen as indicative of the type of linguistic insecurity that remains in effect today. 

 In spite of the linguistic anxieties—and perhaps because of the subsequent 

importance of language—in Ireland, the use of Irish English literary dialect has 

enjoyed a long and notable history. Although Irish characters, complete with dialect 

representations, have appeared in literature as early as Shakespeare, if not earlier, 

John Garvin looks to the late nineteenth century for the beginnings of Irish English 

as a ‘medium for literary expression’ (Garvin 101). For Garvin, the development of 

Irish English that took place during the large-scale language shift of the nineteenth 

century led to the wider usage of the variety as an artistic medium (Garvin 100-1). 

He mentions Douglas Hyde, Lady Gregory, Somerville and Ross, J. M. Synge, 

James Stephens, Sean O’Casey, and James Joyce as among the writers of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries whose work utilizes literary dialect. Three 

other writers in particular may be considered important to the development of Irish 

English literary dialect: Maria Edgeworth, whose 1800 novel Castle Rackrent is 

known not only for its attempt at accurate dialect representation but also for being 

regarded as the first Anglo-Irish novel; Charles Lever, famously denounced in The 

                                                 
19 This does raise the interesting possibility of determining the nature of Standard Irish English, whose 
features—while potentially different from those of Standard British English—form an acceptable 
prestige dialect for the educated middle class of Ireland, by examining the language of plays set in 
middle-class urban and suburban Dublin. 
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Nation by William Carleton for his stereotyped characters;20 and Dion Boucicault, 

whose portrayals of the Irish and their English speech were frequently criticized for 

their perpetuation of stage Irish stereotypes,21 but whose work represents a precursor 

to the Irish Literary Revival and the theatre movement established by W. B. Yeats, 

Edward Martyn, and Lady Gregory. To these names I would add Padraic Colum, 

George Fitzmaurice, Teresa Deevy, Lennox Robinson, M. J. Molloy, Brendan 

Behan, Hugh Leonard, John B. Keane, Tom Murphy, Billy Roche, Sebastian Barry, 

Dermot Bolger, and Marina Carr, the dramatists of the twentieth century whose work 

(along with that of Synge, Gregory, O’Casey, and Yeats) is the focus of the current 

research. Finally, of course, there are the writers of the North/Ulster whose work 

features literary dialect, including St. John Ervine, Frank McGuinness, Brian Friel, 

and George Shiels, to name but a few. 

 The popularity of Irish English in literature in spite of the negative 

stereotypes surrounding the dialect may owe something to its particular linguistic 

qualities. According to Alan Bliss:  

  Among the different varieties of English this is perhaps the most  

  flexible and the most expressive. To the richness of the English  

  language in one of its greatest periods it has added the subtlety of  

  Irish syntax, and in some respects it has extended Irish idiom beyond 

  the limits imposed on it in the Irish language. Above all, Anglo-Irish 

  is the variety of English which loses least when it is transferred from 

  the mouth of the speaker to the print on the page. (‘The Language of 

  Synge’ 49) 

For Bliss, spoken Standard English’s reliance on stress and intonation for emphasis 

puts readers of its written variety at a disadvantage, while readers of literary Irish 

English may utilize the information encoded in sentence structure to determine 

nuances of emphasis. For example, one method used for emphasis in Irish English is 

called left dislocation.22 In left dislocation, the most important element of the 

sentence—the element to be emphasized—is moved from its customary position to 

the beginning of the sentence. To illustrate: if one wished to emphasize the 

                                                 
20 See Kelleher 467. 
21 See section 1.4.2, page 42. 
22 This construction is also known as topicalization or fronting. For more information, see page 302. 
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prepositional phrase of the sentence ‘I went to the store’, one might employ left 

dislocation and phrase the sentence as ‘To the store I went’. In Standard English, 

unless one uses emphatic italics (as in ‘I went to the store’), the emphasis is lost in 

writing. 

 Whether the popularity of Irish English literary dialect derives primarily from 

the linguistic, political, and historical situation in Ireland or from the expressiveness-

enhancing qualities of Irish English syntax, one thing is certain: the use of literary 

dialect has had a significant impact on Irish English literature, and the role of Irish 

English literary dialect is worthy of serious academic attention. In fact, many 

scholars over the years have focused on aspects of Irish English literary dialect, from 

literary criticism of writers like J. M. Synge23 and Sean O’Casey24 to more general 

overviews of Irish English dialect markers in literature.25 The importance of literary 

dialect in the linguistic discussion of Irish English is such that a number of linguistic 

works conflate literary language with real-life Irish English, utilizing the former as 

evidence for the latter.26 Unfortunately, the field of Irish English literary dialect 

studies has been largely dominated by the issue of authenticity, as has the wider field 

of literary dialect studies in general. For those who intend to utilize a sample of 

literary dialect as linguistic evidence of real-life dialect features, the accuracy of the 

dialect in question (its relative fidelity to real-life speech) is of paramount 

importance. However, authenticity has also traditionally been the primary concern 

for those seeking to evaluate the literary effect of dialect. For as long as the field of 

linguistics has been involved in the study of literary dialect,27 the assumption has 

been that somehow linguistics can help to validate or invalidate a literary dialect by 

providing a concrete description of the features of, for example, Irish English, 

against which a literary example of the dialect may be weighed. The problem with 

this approach is two-fold; first, it fosters a simple binary evaluation of literary 

                                                 
 23 See Bliss, Alan J. “The Language of Synge.” J. M. Synge: Centenary Papers 1971. Ed. Maurice 

Harmon. Dublin: The Dolmen Press, 1972. 35–62. 
 24 See Partridge, A. C. Language and Society in Anglo-Irish Literature. Dublin: Gill & Macmillan, 

1984. 
 25 See Garvin, John. “The Anglo-Irish Idiom in the Works of Major Irish Writers.” The English 

Language in Ireland. Ed. Diarmaid Ó Muirithe. Dublin: Mercier, 1977. 100–114; Kiely, Benedict. 
“Dialect and Literature.” The English Language in Ireland. Ed. Diarmaid Ó Muirithe. Dublin: 
Mercier, 1977. 88–99; and Gilmartin, Elizabeth. “The Anglo-Irish Dialect: Mediating Linguistic 
Conflict.” Victorian Literature and Culture 32.1 (2004): 1–16. 
26 See Moylan; Dolan, Dictionary; Christensen; and Ó Muirithe, Dictionary. 
27 See Krapp, The English Language in America. 
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dialect. Under this system, a sample of literary dialect is either an authentic portrayal 

of real-life speech or it is not. More often than not, this binary evaluation extends to 

the analysis of a dialect’s literary effect; as Philip John Leigh puts it: 

  If a representation of literary dialect is judged to correlate with the  

  real speech of a marginalized group, we have support for claims that 

  it treats speaking others fairly, or sympathetically, or even empowers 

  them with counter-hegemonic voices. If, on the other hand, a text  

  does not achieve authenticity in its dialect representations when  

  compared to the ‘real’ data, we have support for claims that it treats 

  speaking others unfairly, stereotypically, and co-opts the voice of a 

  marginalized speech community for hegemonic purposes. (18) 

Note in particular the use of the word ‘marginalized’ in the quote above. As stated in 

the first paragraph of this introduction, the use of literary dialect to represent 

historically marginalized groups evokes the tension between those groups and the 

groups in power. For Leigh, this involves, on one hand, African slaves and freedmen 

in the United States, with their varieties of English (including, for example, Gullah) 

and on the other hand the white hegemony with the prestige dialect of Standard 

American English. For the current study, this involves the tension between the Irish 

people and Irish English on one hand, and the politically dominant English, with the 

prestige dialect of Standard British English on the other.28 

                                                 
28 The tension between the Irish people and the English language relates not only to the English 
language’s historical status as the language of political oppression, but also to the social and political 
attitudes that lay behind the language shift from the Irish language to English that took place in the 
nineteenth century. Seán De Fréine describes this shift as ‘a social phenomenon which has been called 
“collective behaviour”—that is, behaviour which is engaged in collectively by people and which is at 
variance with their traditional ways of doing things. It is characterised by panic, hysteria, or 
utopianism, or by any mixture of these emotions. This behaviour is particularly liable to occur in 
times of severe cultural strain.’ (82) The nineteenth-century outcome of the accrued cultural strain of 
several centuries for Ireland was, as De Fréine terms it, a ‘mass flight from the Irish language’ (83). 
Part of this ‘mass flight’ involved a number of social devices intended to discourage the use of Irish, 
including the infamous ‘tally sticks’, a system in which school-going children were required to wear a 
stick on a piece of string around their necks. Throughout the day, a notch was cut into the stick 
whenever the child spoke Irish, and at the end of the day, the child would be beaten for every notch. 
After the Great Famine of 1845-9, it was clear that learning to speak English was not merely a matter 
of social mobility, but of survival. The equation of ‘Irish’ with backwardness, coupled with a legacy 
of mocking stereotypes of Irish English (see page 42), has led to a certain degree of linguistic 
insecurity among the speakers of Irish English, and particularly among speakers of more marked, 
rural varieties of Irish English. 
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 The second issue with reliance on accuracy or authenticity to evaluate literary 

dialect involves linguistic reality. The speech of any real-life speaker of any 

linguistic variety will not exhibit all of the features29 commonly ascribed to that 

variety all of the time. One speaker might never use or even hear a given feature in 

their lifetime, while another speaker of the same variety may make frequent use of 

the same feature, and yet another’s use of the feature may be socially constrained.30 

This does not mean that the feature is or is not a part of the variety in question, and 

just as one would not say that a real-life speaker of, for example, Irish English is not 

an ‘authentic’ speaker of Irish English because they do not use all of the features 

considered typical of Irish English, or because they occasionally use features more 

commonly ascribed to other varieties of English, it makes little sense to grant or 

deny the coveted label of ‘authentic’ to the speech of a literary character for the same 

reasons. 

 If determination of authenticity is removed as a goal, what remains for a 

scholar of literary dialect to examine? This thesis is intended to go in some way 

towards answering this question. If there is an (over)emphasis on authenticity in 

literary dialect studies, it is because the spectre of the real-life linguistic variety in 

question looms over the discussion; the literary dialect is always examined in terms 

of its relationship to the real-life linguistic variety. The current research attempts to 

circumvent this issue by treating a literary dialect as though it were a real-life 

variety; that is, this research utilizes a descriptive sociolinguistic approach to the 

study of literary dialect. By setting aside the question of what real-life Irish English 

looks like, many of the problems associated with authenticity- or accuracy-based 

studies can be avoided; while I acknowledge that literary depictions of Irish English 

are based on real-life Irish English, I believe that the only way to get a complete 

picture of what literary Irish English looks like is to analyze the literary variety as 

though the real-life variety did not exist. This is not to set the current study up as 

antagonistic to more traditional studies concerned primarily with analysis of literary 

dialect as an attempted depiction of real-life language, however; it is merely to say 

that an analysis that approaches literary dialect as a language variety in its own right 

                                                 
29 Linguistic features might include phonological markers (pronunciations), lexical items (particular 
words), syntactic constructions (variations from standard grammar), or other items. 
30 That is, they may only use the feature in speech in certain social situations. 
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represents a new type of study that will supplement existing knowledge of literary 

dialect and hopefully benefit the field of literary dialect studies. 

  Leigh frames the driving questions behind literary dialect research as 

interrogating what literary dialect is, and what literary dialect does (2). In this thesis, 

I am mainly concerned with the former. While I do engage in a few limited attempts 

to link linguistic trends uncovered in the data analysis to relevant literary criticism, 

this is largely only where the strength of these trends compels that kind of attention; 

for the most part, I leave future scholars to delve into the complex issue of what it is 

that Irish English literary dialect does. The reasons for this approach are first, that 

this is a primarily linguistic study, and second, that the scale of the current project is 

such that a literary-oriented study of all of the data generated by this study represents 

a large-scale project in itself. 

 The current research is guided by the question ‘What are the defining features 

of twentieth-century Irish English theatrical dialect?’ This research takes a broad 

approach; rather than examining the dialect of a single play or author, or of a small 

group of plays or authors, I decided to analyze a large number of plays from a 

variety of authors in order to enable both a general description of twentieth-century 

Irish English theatrical dialect and more specific discussions based around analysis 

of sociolinguistic variables. In order to approach this topic, I drew upon the 

methodologies of several fields of study, including corpus linguistics, 

sociolinguistics, literary history, Irish studies, and digital humanities. I created a 

corpus of almost 650,000 words consisting of play scripts of fifty plays chosen31 to 

be representative of every decade of the twentieth century32 and of the south of 

Ireland at large.33 I annotated the corpus, called the Corpus of Hiberno-English 

Literary Dialects (CHELD), in order to track a number of linguistic and 

sociolinguistic variables. I then analyzed the corpus for these variables, the results of 

which are presented here. 

 Having discussed what it is that this research does, it is now necessary to note 

certain things that the research does not do. While this research is primarily linguistic 

                                                 
31 See page 54 for a discussion of the rationale behind selection of texts. 
32 As well as the beginning of the first decade of the twenty-first century. 
33 See page 56 (footnote 63) for a discussion on the reasoning behind excluding the province of Ulster 
in the current study. 
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in nature, it does not request of linguistics that it help to prove the accuracy or 

inaccuracy of Irish English literary dialect. Rather, the purpose of this thesis is to 

provide an extensive description of what Irish English literary dialect of the 

twentieth century looks like.34 This research also does not address any issues relating 

to the relative prevalence of literary dialect use in Irish theatre in English35 or discuss 

its relationship to works written entirely in Standard English; the only works 

analyzed here are those that contain literary dialect. Finally, this project is not 

concerned with depictions of Irish English on stage in general; all of the authors 

whose work is contained in the CHELD would be considered by linguists to be 

native speakers of some form of Irish English, and no works by non-Irish authors are 

analyzed here. While the investigation of these areas relating to Irish literary dialect 

would surely prove both fruitful and valuable, the time constraints of doctoral 

research prevented a more comprehensive examination of Irish English literary 

dialect that might include data on the number of works containing dialect in 

comparison to those containing only Standard English or an analysis of non-Irish 

writers’ representations of Irish dialect. These items are left to future research. 

 

1.3 Terminology 

The most pressing terminological issue for the current study relates to the names of 

the linguistic varieties discussed here. Historically, a number of terms have been 

used by scholars to designate the varieties of English spoken in Ireland, including 

Anglo-Irish, Hiberno-English, and Irish English (often with the modifiers Northern 

and Southern).36 There is no consensus among scholars as to which of these terms 

should be used and what precisely the terms designate. Anglo-Irish is an older term 

and is less commonly used in recent studies, although it may still be found overseas37 

                                                 
34 Admittedly in a selective sense; that is, this research aims to provide a description of Irish English 
literary dialect in a representational selection of theatrical texts from the Abbey Theatre catalogue of 
the twentieth century. 
35 It is also important to note here that this project does not deal with literature written in the Irish 
language. It remains for a scholar fluent in the Irish language to examine the particulars of dialectal 
variance in Irish-language literary dialect. 
36 There are additional terms used to describe the linguistic varieties of Ulster, including Ulster Scots 
and Ulster English. As the present study is not concerned with the English (or Scots) of Ulster—for 
reasons discussed in the chapter on methodology (See footnote 63 on page 56)—these terms will not 
be discussed further. 
37 See Gilmartin; Kirwin. 
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as a linguistic term (Hickey, Irish English 3). Although Anglo-Irish has been used by 

a number of scholars concerned with the English(es) of Ireland, including P. L. 

Henry, Séamas Moylan, J. J. Hogan, John Garvin, A. C. Partridge, and A. G. van 

Hamel,38 it is now considered by some scholars to be less appropriate for use in a 

linguistic context (Hickey, Irish English 3). This is largely due to its widespread use 

in a more cultural and political context, as in Anglo-Irish literature and Anglo-Irish 

politics and the fact that, linguistically, it should refer to an Anglo/English variety of 

the Irish language (given the use of Anglo- as a modifier preceding the word Irish). 

Hiberno-English is a term that was first used by Alan Bliss (‘Languages in Contact’), 

and has become a popular term for such linguists as Markku Filppula, John Harris, 

Martin Croghan, and Terence Dolan.39 While Hiberno-English as a term does not 

have the same issues of non-linguistic reference and modifier-related ambiguity as 

Anglo-Irish, some scholars40 have preferred to avoid Hiberno-English for its Latinate 

modifier, with its implications of antiquity. These scholars generally prefer the term 

Irish English. Although Irish English was used as early as the work of Mary Hayden 

and Marcus Hartog, it has gained ground more recently with the work of Jeffrey 

Kallen, John Kirk, and Raymond Hickey41 for whom the perceived neutrality of the 

term and its parallel with terms such as American English, Australian English, and 

British English form the basis of its appeal (Hickey, Irish English 5). Some scholars 

prefer to use multiple terms, either alternating between them or delineating a 

distinction in meaning between terms. For example, Loreto Todd describes Anglo-

Irish as ‘a variety of English spoken over most of Ireland. It is descended from the 

English brought to Ireland by seventeenth-century Planters from England, modified 

by contacts with Irish, Ulster Scots and Hiberno-English’ (32). Hiberno-English she 

describes as ‘a variety of English employed mainly by uneducated speakers whose 

ancestral mother tongue was Irish’ (36). This distinction and attendant definitions 

has been refuted by Raymond Hickey (Irish English) on several bases: 

                                                 
38 See Henry, An Anglo-Irish Dialect; Henry, ‘A Linguistic Survey’; Henry, ‘Anglo-Irish and its Irish 
Background’; Moylan; Hogan, The English Language in Ireland; Hogan, An Outline; Garvin; 
Partridge; van Hamel. 
39 See Filppula, ‘The Grammar of the Irish Dialects of English’; Filppula, The Grammar of Irish 
English; Harris, Perspectives; Harris, ‘The Hiberno-English “I’ve it Eaten” Construction’; Croghan, 
‘A Bibliography’; Croghan, Demythologizing; Dolan, ‘Translating Irelands’; Dolan, A Dictionary of 
Hiberno-English. 
40 Such as Raymond Hickey. 
41 See Kirk and Kallen; Kallen, ‘English in Ireland’; Kallen, Focus On: Ireland; Hickey, 
‘Suprasegmental Transfer’; Hickey, ‘An Assessment’; Hickey, ‘Models for Describing’; Hickey, A 
Source Book; Hickey, A Sound Atlas; Hickey, Dublin English; Hickey, Irish English. 
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  There are a number of difficulties here. The first is that there is no  

  smooth dialect continuum across the whole of Ireland. Hence to hold 

  the view that Anglo-Irish is spoken over most of the country is  

  erroneous. [...] Within present-day Ireland only some varieties can be 

  clearly identified on the basis of source. This really only applies to  

  Ulster Scots and to contact English in the small Gaeltachtaí, the  

  remaining Irish-speaking districts [...]. It would be a distortion to  

  speak now of ‘Gaelic-based English’ in a general sense. Nor can one 

  identify anything like ‘planter-based English’ today. (4) 

 While I agree with scholars like Raymond Hickey that Irish English 

represents the most accurate and neutral term for the varieties of English spoken in 

Ireland, I have elected to use both Irish English and Hiberno-English for the current 

study, with some modifications and specifications. Where I am referring to the 

English spoken in Ireland, including both Northern and Southern varieties, I use the 

term Irish English. When I am referring to the real-life variety to which the literary 

variety of my corpus is related, I use the term Southern Irish English.42 The most 

common term used in this thesis is Literary Hiberno-English, by which I mean 

specifically the literary dialect of the texts contained in my corpus. My reasoning for 

using both Irish English and Hiberno-English in this way is a matter of arbitrarily 

emphasizing distinction: using the Hiberno- prefix when I discuss the literary 

variety, rather than the modifier Irish helps to differentiate the varieties further and 

aids in preventing confusion around exactly to which—the literary dialect or the real-

life variety—I am referring. 

 There are several other terms used in this thesis that merit some explanation 

here. In general, these terms relate to the methodological procedure of treating a play 

as a linguist would treat a transcribed sample of speech. For example, those 

participants in a linguistic study whose speech may be recorded and analyzed would 

be called speakers; in this study, the same people are referred to either as characters 

or as character-speakers. In a study of real-life speech, the speakers would take 

conversational turns; here, the character-speakers have lines, and the two are 

                                                 
42 Note that the ‘Northern/Southern’ boundary with regard to linguistics does not exactly correspond 
to the boundary between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland; Cavan, Donegal, and 
Monaghan, which are part of the Republic of Ireland, would be considered part of the Northern Irish 
English dialect area. See footnote 63 on page 56. 
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considered parallel concepts. The term text is another that must be specifically 

defined here; in the context of the current study, text is generally equivalent to the 

term play and is used to describe one of the fifty pieces of theatrical work contained 

in the CHELD. Finally, the term non-standard is used frequently in this work. As 

noted above, this term is not intended to imply any value judgment whatsoever. In no 

way should non-standard be considered equivalent to bad, incorrect, deviant, 

uneducated, or any other negative adjective that someone might use to refer to 

another’s speech. The term non-standard is used in two contexts in the current study. 

In the first, relating to syntax, non-standard simply means that a sentence, clause, or 

phrase is constructed in a manner that is different from the way it would be 

constructed in prescribed Standard English. In the second context, relating to 

phonology, non-standard refers more precisely to orthography; in this context, non-

standard means ‘spelled differently than conventional orthography would dictate’.  

 

1.4 Literature Review 

The literature relevant to the current study can be divided into three broad groups. 

The first two of these involve investigations of literary dialect, both literary and 

linguistic in nature, respectively. These include studies specific to Irish English43 as 

well as studies of a more general nature44 or concerning other dialects of English.45 

The third area of research relating to this study includes discussions of authenticity 

and stereotyping, chiefly in relation to representations of the Irish and Irish English 

in literature.46  

 A survey of relevant studies on the topic of Irish English literary dialect in a 

linguistic context reveals several significant knowledge gaps in current research on 

this topic. Studies of literary dialect that consider Irish English literature have tended 

to focus largely on the question of ‘authenticity’ and related concerns deriving from 

the long history of stereotyping of the Irish and of Irish English. While the 

importance of these concerns is indisputable, my work reveals the need for a more 

                                                 
43 See Bliss, ‘The Language of Synge’; Amador Moreno, An Analysis. 
44 See Krapp, The English Language; Ives. 
45 See Williamson and Burke; Minnick. 
46 See Waters; Cheng. 
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scientific study of Irish English literary dialect as an expression of linguistic 

knowledge.  

 

1.4.1 Literary Dialect 

Current scholars of literary dialect agree that while the topic has traditionally been 

somewhat unpopular within the fields of linguistics and literary studies, compelling 

reasons exist for paying literary dialect a greater deal of serious academic attention. 

Sumner Ives points to a long history of the use of literary dialect in English as a 

stylistic device, dating back to Chaucer, Spenser, and Shakespeare (146). In spite of 

this, literary dialect has received relatively little scholarly attention; Shane Walshe 

highlights the fact that, more than fifty years later, Ives’s 1950 work and that of his 

predecessor, George Philip Krapp (The English Language) are still the two most 

frequently cited works on literary dialect (5). Walshe frames the issue as a matter of 

preference, saying that ‘the actual analysis of literary dialect has played merely a 

peripheral role for those who study literature, with the majority of scholars (perhaps 

understandably) focusing instead on what a character says rather than how he says it, 

i.e. on content rather than form’ (3). Lisa Cohen Minnick presents the matter 

differently, highlighting the negative associations attached to literary dialect: 

  Traditionally, critiques of literary dialect have often been   

  impressionistic reactions to how the representations of speech look on 

  the page. These reactions are understandable in light of Dennis  

  Preston’s findings about negative reactions to the attempts of  

  linguists, folklorists, and other researchers to represent nonstandard 

  linguistic features, especially phonological features, in print. (xiii) 

Both authors express an understanding of the limited attention paid to the study of 

literary dialect while simultaneously bemoaning it. Minnick cautions against the 

summary dismissal of literary dialect, saying that ‘[r]eactions to dialectal 

representations without analysis of the specific strategies incorporated into those 

representations is not far removed from dismissing individuals without knowing 

anything about them’ (xv). For Minnick, as for other literary dialect scholars, the 
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kind of impressionistic critiques usually given to literary dialect are insufficient; 

more in-depth analyses are required—and deserved—for this topic. 

 Fortunately, a number of scholars have worked to develop the field of literary 

dialect studies. Krapp’s 1925 book The English Language in America is considered 

to be the first systematic study of literary dialect. While Krapp’s work has been 

widely criticized from a linguistic standpoint for its reduction of American English 

to a single dialect consisting of a formal/colloquial distinction (243), and for its 

claim that all cases of literary dialect demonstrate a sense of ‘amused superiority’ on 

the part of the standard dialect speaker (229), it nevertheless represents an important 

first step in the academic treatment of literary dialect. Following on from Krapp, 

Sumner Ives represents the next point in the history of literary dialect studies with 

his 1950 ‘A Theory of Literary Dialect’. Ives described a framework within which he 

believed those studying literary dialect should work. Focusing particularly on 

phonological representations of speech, Ives presents a set of specific steps for the 

literary dialect researcher to follow; first, he says, the researcher must undertake a 

reconstruction of the speech or speech type of the dialect’s author in order to perform 

a ‘phonetic interpretation of the spelling devices with which [the literary dialect] is 

written’ (173). This phonetic interpretation consists of a category-based analysis 

wherein each respelled word is grouped according to the type of phonological 

deviation from the standard that it appears to indicate, at which point the ‘phonetic 

“laws”‘ of the literary dialect may be ascertained (174). The next step in Ives’s 

analysis involves testing whether or not these phonetic ‘laws’ are ‘authentic’ in 

comparison with the real-life dialect. In order to do this, Ives suggests three options, 

ranked in order of validity: 

  A reasonably satisfactory verification of the existence of the  

  individual features can be found in: (1) the present occurrence of the 

  feature in the speech of some person whose biography puts him in the 

  same category in the same area; (2) the present occurrence of the  

  feature in the speech of areas which are known to have contributed  

  settlers to the critical area; or (3) the presence of the feature in certain 

  scattered areas which are known to retain consistently once-common 

  features that have passed out of most varieties of the language[.] (175) 
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The final step Ives prescribes is for the researcher to ‘determine what degree of 

individuality the dialect has’: to analyze whether or not the dialect is restricted in 

some social or regional way (175). Throughout, Ives stresses the importance for the 

researcher to have a competent grasp not only of the speech patterns of the dialect’s 

author, but of the linguistic features of the real-life ‘target’ dialect. Ives’s ‘Theory’ 

remains an important and influential work for literary dialect today, much more so 

than Krapp’s. Although his emphasis on phonology to the near-exclusion of 

everything else and his emphasis on the issue of accuracy have been criticized by 

subsequent scholars,47 his approach to phonological analysis has been utilized as 

recently as Lisa Cohen Minnick’s 2004 Dialect and Dichotomy. 

 Since Krapp and Ives, a number of scholars have demonstrated a willingness 

to work in this intersection of English-language literary studies and linguistics, 

mostly focusing on the linguistic varieties of the United States, and on the dialects of 

the American South and African American Vernacular English (AAVE) in 

particular. Juanita V. Williamson and Virginia M. Burke’s 1971 collection A Various 

Language: Perspectives on American Dialects contains several essays on American 

literary dialects, with analyses of Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, Joel Chandler 

Harris, and Eugene O’Neill, as well as reprints of Ives’s ‘A Theory of Literary 

Dialect’ and Krapp’s ‘The Psychology of Dialect Writing’. Working with German 

literary dialects, Barbara A. Fennell presents one current methodology for the 

application of linguistic knowledge to literary studies. In her 1994 ‘Literary Data and 

Linguistic Analysis: The Example of Modern German Immigrant Worker Literature’ 

(and the follow-up book Language, Literature, and the Negotiation of Identity: 

Foreign Worker German in the Federal Republic of Germany), she demonstrates 

how a sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic analysis of German Immigrant Worker 

literature can provide literary insight into the themes and devices of the genre, while 

also increasing linguistic understanding of the language contact phenomena at work. 

In a 1991 collaboration with John Bennett, Fennell advocates strongly for the 

application of sociolinguistics to the study of literature and applies her analysis to 

John Kennedy Toole’s A Confederacy of Dunces. Although this article does not 

directly address literary dialect, Fennell and Bennett nevertheless aptly demonstrate 

the utility of linguistic methodologies for the study of literature. 

                                                 
47 See, for example, Cole. 
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  Lisa Cohen Minnick’s Dialect and Dichotomy is one of the most innovative 

pieces of recent scholarship in the area of literary dialect studies; one might even say 

that it is one of the seminal studies of a new kind of literary dialectology, in which 

technological innovations are exploited in order to bring meaning to literary dialect 

studies beyond accuracy comparisons. In this eminently readable 2004 study, 

Minnick directly addresses the broader issue of literary dialect studies and the need 

to integrate linguistic methods with literary analysis. She provides a brief history of 

English-language literary dialect (particularly in the American context) and a review 

of the pertinent literature before conducting her own linguistic analyses of 

Huckleberry Finn, The Sound and the Fury, Their Eyes Were Watching God, and 

Charles W. Chesnutt’s The Conjure Tales. Minnick’s work is particularly notable for 

its use of methods from computational linguistics and its emphasis on race, racism, 

and racial politics as important factors to consider in the evaluation of (in this case 

African-American) literary dialect. Ultimately, Dialect and Dichotomy reiterates and 

rephrases for the twenty-first century the urgings of Sumner Ives towards careful and 

linguistically-informed examinations and criticism of literary dialect. 

 More recent is Philip John Leigh’s 2011 Ph. D. thesis A Game of Confidence: 

Literary Dialect, Linguistics, and Authenticity. In this thesis, inspired in large part by 

Minnick’s work, Leigh criticizes the long-held obsession with binary authenticity 

traditionally found in literary dialect studies while emphasizing the need to 

understand authors’ literary dialect construction techniques before attempting to use 

dialect features to support ‘arguments about the racial politics inherent in 

representing vernacular dialects in literature’ (12). As may be assumed by Leigh’s 

emphasis on racial politics, this research also revolves around literary dialects in an 

American context, and those of the nineteenth century in particular. 

 One of the primary motivations for literary dialect studies is the validation of 

literary dialects for use as linguistic evidence. This is an area where the accuracy48 of 

                                                 
48 While this is by no means an official definition, I would contrast the concept of ‘authenticity’ with 
that of ‘accuracy’ by asserting that accuracy represents something of a scientific measurement of how 
closely a literary dialect adheres to the rules and features of its real-life counterpart, while authenticity 
represents more of a qualitative assessment of how faithful a literary dialect is to its readers’ mental 
image of the real-life dialect and the culture it represents. As will be discussed later in this chapter 
(see page 45), Walshe sees one main distinction between ‘authenticity’ and ‘accuracy’ as the 
possibility for measures of relativity; for Walshe, a literary dialect can be relatively accurate, while 
authenticity allows only for the authentic/inauthentic binary. 
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a literary dialect is a reasonable concern, particularly in light of the fact that our only 

evidence of dialects from before the advent of modern recording technology comes 

from written sources. Minnick quite adeptly summarizes some of the controversy 

surrounding the utility of literary dialects to the field of linguistics: 

  Much of the argument over whether literary dialect is an appropriate 

  subject of analysis for linguists has long been framed by the  

  perception that because writing is not speech, and because written  

  attempts at representing speech can never really reproduce speech,  

  then for many linguists, written representations of orality cannot be 

  worth studying. (xvi) 

Cynthia Goldin Bernstein (‘Contextualization’) traces this attitude back to Ferdinand 

de Saussure and the beginnings of modern linguistics: ‘[l]inguists have presumed 

literary language to be unnatural language and thus to lie outside the domain of 

linguistics. The discipline restricted its field of study to natural language, that is, 

speech.’ (3) According to Bernstein, the echoes of the Saussurean emphasis on sound 

as the true bond between signifier and signified and the exclusion of written 

language from the development of speech-act theory have delayed the acceptance of 

literary language as natural language. She notes, however, that attitudes towards 

literary dialect are beginning to change in the field of linguistics (as well as within 

literary studies). An example of one author’s effort to legitimize a literary dialect for 

linguistic study can be found in Michael Ellis’s ‘Literary Dialect as Linguistic 

Evidence: Subject-Verb Concord in Nineteenth-Century Southern Literature’. In this 

study, Ellis presents some of the issues involved with the use of literary dialect as 

linguistic evidence, such as the necessity of assessing the reliability of authors,49 the 

tendency of literary dialect to be exaggerated for style, and the legacy of generic 

literary dialect: that is, the use of stock (mis)spellings and grammatical features 

employed by other authors, rather than a faithful attempt to portray a dialect as it is 

heard by the author. Bearing these issues in mind, Ellis then analyzes pieces 

containing nineteenth-century Southern (American) literary dialect for patterns of 

subject-verb concord, a subject of research he deems promising due to the 

complexity of subject-verb concord patterns in nineteenth-century Southern 

                                                 
49 As Ellis states it, ‘Since literary dialect is essentially a matter of style, it is likely that for many 
authors the accurate and objective rendering of regional speech was not a primary concern’ (128). 
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American English and the implied need for an author to have knowledge of those 

patterns appropriate to the dialect at hand in order for the portrayal to ‘sound right’ 

(130). Ellis approaches this analysis methodically, explicitly addressing and 

considering the relevant issues in a way that makes this piece valuable reading even 

for those whose research interests lie in dialects other than Southern American 

English. 

 While there has certainly been a great deal of attention paid to American 

literary dialects, this does not mean that the literary dialects on the other side of the 

Atlantic have been completely ignored in the scholarship. The work of Norman Page 

is particularly notable in this context, as he has written a number of pieces on 

English literary language in general (Speech in the English Novel and The Language 

of Literature) and on the patterns of language use by particular authors, including a 

book-length study of the language of Jane Austen (The Language of Jane Austen). 

Another work in this area—that is, a treatment of English literary dialect (primarily 

that of the British Isles)—is Norman Blake’s Non-Standard Language in English 

Literature, in which the author presents a survey of the use of non-standard language 

in English literature from Chaucer to the date of publication. While Blake is largely 

concerned with works by English authors, he does discuss Maria Edgeworth’s dialect 

use with Irish characters. He also briefly mentions J. M. Synge and the Irish 

dramatists of the early twentieth century before making an interesting observation on 

the nature of Irish English literary dialect:  

  But it is not easy to describe this variety as non-standard any more: it 

  is the language of Ireland and it can be employed for patriotic reasons 

  in the struggle against the English. It may be non-standard seen from 

  England, but it is not deviant in Ireland, even though it is found more 

  commonly among the rural population and the urban masses because 

  the upper classes had been more subject to the influence of standard 

  English. (166) 

What makes this interesting is the open-minded attitude with which Blake views 

Irish English (although he does appear to equate the label ‘non-standard’ with 

‘deviant’). For Blake, it seems that Irish authors writing in their native dialect of 

English are engaging in vernacular literature written by Irish people for Irish people. 
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While I would say that the intended audience for Irish English literary dialect is 

certainly a debatable topic, Blake’s assessment is nevertheless a thought-provoking 

one. By asserting Irish English’s status as a regional dialect, rather than as a mere 

deviation from Standard English, Blake grants it legitimacy as a literary language, at 

least for a certain demographic: ‘the rural population and the urban masses’. 

 While Blake’s treatment of Irish English literary dialect is necessarily concise 

in nature, other scholars working within Irish literary studies have been able to 

devote more attention to literary dialect in Ireland. Some of the earliest analyses of 

note in this area were undertaken in the 1970s, including John Garvin’s 1977 essay 

entitled ‘The Anglo-Irish Idiom in the Works of Major Irish Writers’, in which the 

author presents a historical survey of the use of Irish English dialect in literature up 

to that point. In the same volume, Benedict Kiely presents an essay called simply 

‘Dialect and Literature’, which is an artistic exposition on the literary value of dialect 

usage. Partridge also includes a very brief discussion of some of the Irish English 

linguistic features used by early twentieth-century Irish writers (Synge and O’Casey 

in particular). Though his analysis is far from linguistically rigorous insofar as it 

consists entirely of brief lists of feature examples in the works of Synge and 

O’Casey, uses only P. W. Joyce’s 1910 work English as We Speak it in Ireland as a 

reference work (and no more recent texts), and features idiosyncratic category 

headings,50 it is nevertheless notable for its attempt to categorize types of Irish 

English dialect features used by these authors. Richard Wall, who has also produced 

a glossary of Irish English dialect terms used by the writers of the Irish Literary 

Revival (Wall, Dictionary), wrote in a 1990 article in the Irish University Review of 

the ‘hermetic’ nature of Irish literary dialect, arguing that Irish writers’ use of dialect 

features makes their work less accessible to outside readers. Wolfgang Zach also 

deals with how language and identity interact in the work of Irish writers, examining 

the different ways in which Irish writers have negotiated the complex issue of 

linguistic identity in a piece entitled ‘Blessing and Burden: The Irish Writer and his 

Language’. While most of this work is concerned with offering a historical review of 

language use in Irish literature since Swift, focusing on the question of which 
                                                 
50 Insofar as it consists entirely of brief lists of feature examples in the works of Synge and O’Casey 
(see in particular 220-1 and 234-5), uses only P. W. Joyce’s 1910 work English as We Speak it in 
Ireland as a reference work (and no more recent texts), and features idiosyncratic category headings 
(that is, Joyce's categorization of these features does not correspond with the way they would be 
categorized in a more modern work). 
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language (Irish or English) is used, Zach also makes certain observations on the 

nature of Irish English that deserve particular attention here:  

  When, in the 19th century, language did not demarcate the Irish from 

  the Anglo-Irish any longer, ‘confusion’ was complete, though more in 

  the linguistic than in the social sphere. What followed from this  

  cultural dislocation was a basic insecurity about identity and language 

  which has since determined the literary discourse in Ireland, at least to 

  a great extent. (185) 

He speaks of the Irish writer’s ‘linguistic “off-centredness”’ and the use of Irish 

English as a means of forging Irish identity within an English-speaking sphere. That 

is, if England is the center of the English-language literary world, and if Standard 

English is the linguistic variety of that center, then Irish writers and their own native 

dialect are by definition off-center. Using Irish English in their works is a way of 

asserting Irish identity via linguistic difference. Most importantly, Zach emphasizes 

the lack of any standard, prescribed form of Irish English as the key to the kind of 

individualistic linguistic identity construction performed by Irish writers writing in 

English. In the absence of a prescribed standard, Irish writers are free to create a 

literary idiolect that best expresses their own identity. One way that the current study 

can be seen to address Zach’s assertion is in that it collectively treats literary 

idiolects in order to extract common features of Irish English theatrical dialect as a 

whole. 

 John M. Kirk’s 1999 essay in Irma Taavitsainen and Gunnel Melchers’s 

Writing in Nonstandard English is of particular note for its clear outlining of two 

approaches to the study of non-standard language in literature: first, the exploration 

of the use of literary texts as linguistic evidence, and second, stylistic analyses of the 

realism and effectiveness of literary dialects, and of their roles within the works in 

which they appear (45). He situates his essay firmly within this second motivation 

and re-presents a ‘map of speech realism’ that attempts to model language variation 

first proposed in his 1997 ‘Irish English and Contemporary Literary Writing’. 

Finally, Elizabeth Gilmartin’s 2004 article in Victorian Literature and Culture 

contains an intriguing proposition. Gilmartin argues that, by using Irish English 

literary dialect, the writers of the Irish Literary Revival were constructing a bridge 
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between English (as in Standard British English) and the Irish language at a time 

when there was a considerable degree of tension between the two: ‘[f]or Synge and 

Gregory, the hybrid dialects of Anglo-Irish proved to be a means to a compromise 

that, at a time when language loyalty equalled national loyalty, allowed these writers 

to challenge this concept of linguistic identity.’ (13) It is important to note that while 

the English language as it is spoken in Ireland does certainly link (historically and 

linguistically) to both the Irish language and Standard British English, and while 

language and the construction of a uniquely Irish identity were important issues for 

the writers of the Irish Literary Revival, ‘the hybrid dialects of Anglo-Irish’ as a 

linguistic compromise between Irish (Gaeilge) and Standard British English would 

be a rather one-sided compromise. Anglo-Irish/Irish English is still English, and 

while the literary dialects of Synge and Gregory contain individual Gaeilge lexical 

items and syntactic structures inspired by Gaeilge syntax, their works would be 

largely unintelligible to a monolingual Irish-speaking audience.51 

 While these works are more literary in nature, there have been several 

linguistic studies of literary Irish English. Jiro Taniguchi’s 1972 work A 

Grammatical Analysis of Artistic Representation of Irish English with a Brief 

Discussion of Sounds and Spelling is one of the most influential studies of the syntax 

of literary Irish English to date, and one that makes the important point that literary 

language does not, and should not, conform to the norms of real-life speech: ‘[t]he 

speech of daily life is dull, disjointed, full of repetitions, inconclusive, and in order to 

have any literary quality, needs a great deal of grafting and pruning.’ (‘Preface’ i) 

From this premise, Taniguchi embarks on an extensive descriptive effort, 

cataloguing the syntactic systems of literary Irish English. Although, as Hickey 

(Source Book) points out, this work may be of less use to linguists studying real-life 

Irish English, and although it often presents a ‘two-dimensional and undifferentiated 

view of Irish English’ (76), I would argue that it is nevertheless an important work 

for the study of Irish English literary dialect, as it is the first work to take the view 

that literary language is not, and should not be, identical to real-life speech.  

                                                 
51 Also note that even in the early years of the Abbey Theatre, the players went on occasional 
performance tours to both England and the United States, where one may presume the plays were 
understood by non-Irish English-speaking audiences. 
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 Alan Bliss is another scholar of linguistics who has explored the language of 

Irish literature, particularly in his 1972 essay ‘The Language of Synge’, published in 

J.M. Synge: Centenary Papers 1971, which is largely a descriptive endeavour in 

which the author presents and discusses some of the ways in which Synge employed 

Irish English dialect features in his writing. In a similar vein to Ellis, James P. 

Sullivan applies his analysis of theatrical Irish English to the question of using 

literary dialect as linguistic evidence for earlier forms of real-life Irish English and 

concludes that theatrical portrayals of the linguistic variety are indeed reflective of 

trends in the real-life dialect. More recently, Carolina Amador Moreno published An 

Analysis of Hiberno-English in the Early Novels of Patrick MacGill: Bilingualism 

and Language Shift from Irish to English in County Donegal. In this work, Amador 

Moreno analyzes two novels by Donegal writer Patrick MacGill from a linguistic 

standpoint in order to determine their usefulness as linguistic data from a period of 

transition in the history of Irish English. Amador Moreno refers to linguistic studies 

of real-life Irish English to frame her discussion of language use in Patrick MacGill’s 

work and to establish potential sources for the dialectal features in question. She 

concludes that MacGill’s Donegal literary dialect represents an attempt by the author 

to ‘render as closely as possible the speaking voice of this community’ (279) during 

the shift from Irish to English at the beginning of the twentieth century.  

 A further study of literary Irish English, albeit in a film context, is Shane 

Walshe’s 2009 Irish English as Represented in Film, in which the author analyzes a 

film corpus of 50 works for syntactic, lexical, and discourse features regarded as 

characteristic of Southern Irish English. Although Walshe is concerned with Irish 

English fictional dialect in film rather than written literature, his use of a corpus 

marks this work out as a clear precursor to the current study. However, Walshe’s 

work suffers somewhat from a methodological issue; although he marks accuracy as 

a concern for his study, his analysis is based on a binary ‘occurring/not occurring’ 

evaluation for the dialect features in question. That is to say, a film in which a 

feature appears once in the characters’ speech is on equal footing, in Walshe’s 

analysis, with a film in which the feature appears in every sentence. While this is not 

as much of an issue for the qualitative analysis of film dialect in Walshe’s book, it is 

problematic for his quantitative-based accuracy assessments. 
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 Since Krapp and Ives, a number of scholars, including Fennell, Minnick, and 

Leigh, have argued in favor of the use of linguistic knowledge and methodologies in 

the study of literary dialect. Although many of the scholars within the area of 

English-language literary dialect studies focus on American varieties of English, the 

significance of literary dialect for Ireland has not escaped scholarly notice. Scholars 

like Garvin, Kiely, Wall, Zach, Gilmartin, Taniguchi, and Walshe have all examined 

the phenomenon of literary dialect in Ireland in general, and scholars like Amador 

Moreno, Bliss, and Partridge have undertaken detailed analyses of dialect usage by 

particular authors, like Synge, O’Casey, and Patrick MacGill. With the possible 

exception of Taniguchi, these authors are largely concerned with the question of 

authenticity (or accuracy); for some, like Ellis, Sullivan, and Amador Moreno, 

whose work represents an effort to vet literary dialect as evidence for real-life dialect 

features, this concern with accuracy makes sense. However, the overemphasis on 

authenticity (or accuracy) has left a scholarly gap within the area of Irish English 

literary dialect studies—one that the current thesis hopes to address. 

 

1.4.2 Authenticity 

The preoccupation in the scholarly literature with authenticity and the portrayal of 

Irishness is entirely understandable, given the historical context of the dialect; since 

as early as the sixteenth century, the stock character known as the ‘Stage Irishman’ 

has existed. While the precise traits assigned to the Stage Irish character have 

changed somewhat over the years, the portrayal of the Irish in non-Irish literature has 

often been, at best, condescending-if-positive, and at worst, explicitly negative. That 

is, even when Irish characters are portrayed in a relatively positive light, they are not 

presented as fully-developed characters deserving of respect, and during periods of 

particular tension between England and Ireland, they were frequently portrayed as 

semi-human savages. One of the earliest studies of the Stage Irishman is a 1937 book 

by George Duggan entitled The Stage Irishman: A History of the Irish Play and 

Stage Characters from the Earliest Times. J. O. Bartley, writing a few years later in 

1942, criticized this work for incompleteness and apparent inaccuracies, and 

attempted in his piece ‘The Development of a Stock Character I: The Stage Irishman 

to 1800’ to more directly address the early evolution of the Stage Irishman. Bartley’s 
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work, including also his 1954 Teague, Shenkin, and Sawney: Being an Historical 

Study of the Earliest Irish, Welsh, and Scottish Characters in English Plays and his 

1949 collaboration with D. L. Sims, ‘Pre-Nineteenth Century Stage Irish and Welsh 

Pronunciation’, establishes him as one of the early authorities on the Stage Irishman. 

The work of Bartley and Sims is exceptionally valuable, as it directly addresses 

language (phonology in particular) in connection with Irish stereotypes. Other works 

concerned primarily with the history and composition of the Stage Irishman include 

Annelise Truninger’s Paddy and the Paycock: A Study of the Stage Irishman from 

Shakespeare to O’Casey, and Katrin Urschel’s ‘Jokes from a Small Island: The 

Stage Irishman, Paddy-Whackery, and the Irish Comic Tradition’, which contains a 

clear and concise (at three pages) overview of the topic. For an analysis of some of 

the negative stereotypes of the Irish in another realm, that of political cartoons, there 

is Lewis P. Curtis’s Apes and Angels: The Irishman in Victorian Caricature, in 

which the author examines some of the truly derogatory depictions of Irish people. In 

this book, Curtis explores the evolution of representations of the Irish in Victorian-

era publications like Punch and Puck, cataloguing the transformation of the Irish into 

simianized brutes.  

 One work that contains an excellent analysis of certain types of Irish 

characters is Maureen Waters’s The Comic Irishman. In this book, Waters looks at 

several types of ‘comic Irishmen’, such as ‘the rogue’, ‘the rustic clown’ and, of 

course, ‘the stage Irishman’, and applies her analysis to the works of such authors as 

James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Flann O’Brien, and Sean O’Casey. Two other works 

that should be noted in this area are Joep Leerssen’s Mere Irish and Fior-Ghael: 

Studies in the Idea of Irish Nationality, Its Development and Literary Expression 

Prior to the Nineteenth Century and Remembrance and Imagination: Patterns in the 

Historical and Literary Representation of Ireland in the Nineteenth Century. In these 

studies, which differ from each other primarily in the time period of focus, Leerssen 

provides a comprehensive analysis of how the Irish have been represented, and have 

represented themselves, historically. Leerssen discusses the pre-nineteenth- and 

nineteenth-century construction of an Irish national identity in the context of and as a 

reaction to the stereotyped representations of Irishness of the past. In addition to the 

common issue of stereotyping, Leerssen’s work also addresses self-stereotyping and 
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the construction of the notion of the ‘Real Ireland’ developed by cultural nationalists 

in their pursuit of an Irish national identity.  

 As Walshe points out, ‘[h]istory would suggest that also among the Irish 

there is a commonly-held belief that the rural West is the quintessence of Irishness.’ 

(10) He mentions Douglas Hyde’s Gaelic League at the beginning of the twentieth 

century as well as Daniel Corkery and the Irish Ireland movement as contributing 

factors in this phenomenon. Two authors who have analyzed the importance of the 

rural in the construction of the Irish literary identity are Fintan O’Toole, in his 1985 

‘Going West: The Country Versus the City in Irish Writing’ and Edward Hirsch, in 

‘The Imaginary Irish Peasant’. Hirsch’s piece is particularly interesting; it discusses 

the mythological nature of the Irish peasant figure and how the representation of this 

figure has changed over time, from the Stage Irishman to the spiritually-endowed 

Irish peasant of Synge and his associates. The author also addresses the issue of 

literary dialect, relating its use to the creation and perpetuation of the ‘Irish peasant’ 

figure. Finally, there is Vincent Cheng’s 2004 work Inauthentic: The Anxiety over 

Culture and Identity. In this book, Cheng confronts the question of what constitutes 

‘authentic Irishness’. As might be expected, Cheng’s discussion does not generate 

much in the way of an answer to this question so much as it reveals the problematic 

nature of authenticity in a place like Ireland, with a legacy of colonialism, a large 

and varied diaspora, a nationalist tradition that set out to define Irishness in the 

pursuit of self-governance, and the continued othering of Irishness by colonial 

forces, diasporic tourists, and the Irish themselves. 

 The preoccupation with authenticity or accuracy as it features in the literature 

on Irish English literary dialect makes sense in light of the legacy of racially- or 

ethnically-based negative stereotyping of the Irish discussed52 in this section.53 

Considerable scholarly attention, from Duggan, Bartley, Sims, Truninger, Urschel, 

Waters, and others, has been paid to the study of the Stage Irishman. Other, more 

ostensibly ‘positive’ representations of the Irish, generally involving the glorification 

of the rural West and the Irish peasant figure, have been explored by scholars like 

Leerssen, O’Toole, Hirsh, and Cheng. It is no surprise that, given the history of 

attempts to ‘pin down’ what Irishness is, any discussion of the literary representation 

                                                 
52 See page 42. 
53 As it does with regard to the study of African American literary dialect, for similar reasons. 
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of Irish English, the very vehicle of verbal expression for the majority of Irish people 

since the nineteenth century, has had to contend with the issue of authenticity. 

 

1.5 Conclusions 

In confronting the notion of ‘authenticity’, Walshe suggests replacing the term (at 

least in the context of literary or film dialect analysis) with one that allows for 

degrees of comparison, rather than being absolute. He offers ‘accuracy’ as an 

alternative: ‘[u]nlike “authenticity”, it stakes no claims to originality, suggesting 

fidelity instead.’ (14) Walshe’s discussion highlights an interesting issue for the area 

of literary dialect studies; in spite of all of the progress made in the field over the last 

century, it is difficult for analyses of literary dialect to ‘escape’ the question of 

accuracy or authenticity. For some scholars, like Sullivan,54 the focus on accuracy is 

deliberate; they are attempting, in some way, to prove that a literary dialect is 

accurate enough to be considered evidence of real-life dialect. Even the non-

linguistic impressionistic studies of literary dialect are concerned with accuracy and 

stereotyping. Yet, even when authors—like Taniguchi—claim that there is no need 

or desire for literary dialect to accurately reflect real life dialect, they still look for 

features in the literary dialect that are considered characteristic of the real-life 

linguistic variety. Taniguchi acknowledges that literary dialect is not the same as 

real-life speech, but he does not take the step of recognizing literary dialect as a 

discrete linguistic variety. The current study does take that step, asserting that only 

by analyzing literary dialect outside its relationship to real-life linguistic varieties 

can a more thorough understanding of the form and function of literary dialect be 

gained. 

 Although the concern with authenticity and accuracy is understandable, given 

that literary dialect studies are attempting to analyze something (a literary dialect) 

that is generally intended to be a representation of something else (a real-life dialect), 

the concept of authenticity is problematic for several reasons. First, and most 

importantly, there is the question of what is authentic; what the precise traits required 

for the conferral of authenticity are, and who gets to determine these criteria. My 

                                                 
54 See also Brook. 
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earlier discussions on stereotyping, identity construction, and the use of linguistics in 

literary dialect studies should make it clear that no one is qualified to define 

‘authentic Irishness’. A significant part of this problem is that, even for an island as 

small as Ireland, with such a relatively homogenous population,55 the ‘Irish 

experience’ varies greatly from person to person; what is there to decide which of 

these experiences is authentic? Complicating the matter is the impressionistic and 

often contradictory nature of some literary dialect criticism. For example, regarding 

playwright Martin McDonagh’s use of literary dialect, critics like Lisa Fitzpatrick 

and Patrick Lonergan view McDonagh’s work as effective in part for its 

exaggeration of Irish reality.56 At the same time, critics like Mary Luckhurst and 

John McDonagh have rejected Martin McDonagh’s work on the basis of the 

perceived inaccuracy of his literary dialect, saying that ‘many of his idioms for the 

Aran Islands are incorrect’ (125), and that his ‘tortured syntactic constructions’ 

undermine his work by situating its language in a past age (226-7). Both kinds of 

assessments of Martin McDonagh’s work, those asserting its authenticity and those 

asserting its inaccuracy, cannot be correct, and yet both are; as these assessments are 

based on the impressions of their authors, they are both valid representations of the 

literary dialect’s effect on Fitzpatrick, Lonergan, Luckhurst, and John McDonagh. 

Leigh points out a similar situation in the American literary dialect sphere, where 

Hazel Carby and Henry Louis Gates Jr. offer conflicting evaluations of the 

representation of black speech in Frances Ellen Watkins Harper’s Iola Leroy (12). 

For Leigh, there is a danger involved in these kinds of subjective analysis: ‘Even 

more suggestive and perhaps unsettling are the ways in which impressionistic 

statements like Gates’s and Carby’s, stated as objective fact reverberate in critical 

works that cite them.’ (13) Concern with authenticity begets concern with 

                                                 
55 That is, a population that was, until recently, largely composed of white, Irish- or Irish English-
speaking Catholics. 
56 As Fitzpatrick says, ‘The setting of the works and the playwright’s use of certain markers of 
Irishness—the cottage scene, the crucifix on the wall, the characters’ names, and their use of a dialect 
which seems, initially, to be a form of Irish-English—does not necessarily imply an attempt to 
represent or perform an actual Ireland, or an Irish identity’ (‘Language Games’ 142). Lonergan also 
acknowledges a deliberate lack of realism in McDonagh’s work, pointing out discrepancies between 
the geography of the Irish locations on which McDonagh based his plays’ settings (namely Leenane 
and the Aran Islands) and those settings as described in the plays themselves. For Lonergan, this is 
deliberate and necessary, and ‘[t]o require of McDonagh’s work such features as authenticity and 
accuracy in the presentation of political and social facts is to miss the point of his works entirely’ 
(158). 
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authenticity, and if one’s criteria for authenticity in literary dialect cannot be based 

on objective fact, they may instead be based on a subjective critical legacy. 

 If authenticity—or accuracy—is problematic, the question remains: what can 

be done with literary dialect? As Leigh poses the question, ‘what kinds of data can 

we produce from dialect texts and what can we do with such data?’ (21) The current 

study seeks to engage with this question by approaching a literary dialect—that of 

Irish English in the twentieth century—as a linguistic variety in its own right, one 

that is related to a spoken variety, but that is not entirely governed by the same set of 

rules. Literary dialect is in fact a type of natural language, produced by human 

beings and reflective of their linguistic knowledge. Just as modern linguists probe 

speaker judgements for evidence of underlying linguistic knowledge, so too can we 

examine literary dialect as a manifestation of that knowledge as it relates to the 

construction of Irish English dialect. 

 The chapters that follow operate under the following assumptions: that Irish 

English theatrical dialect of the twentieth-century Abbey Theatre is a discrete 

linguistic variety separate from twentieth-century real-life Irish English; that this 

Literary Hiberno-English represents an expression of language corresponding to the 

linguistic knowledge of a set of writers whose language use was highly conscious;  

that examining this dialect in detail can provide insight into the linguistic knowledge 

of the dialect’s writers, particularly with respect to sociolinguistic variation; and that 

in order to adequately describe Literary Hiberno-English as a dialect, one must 

ignore the temptation to compare the literary dialect with its real-life counterpart. 

The questions guiding the current research are: what are the defining features of 

twentieth-century literary dialect of the Abbey Theatre? Can corpus linguistics offer 

insight into this question, and how might one create a corpus of appropriate language 

in order to investigate Literary Hiberno-English? How can a tool like the CHELD 

provide unprecedented access to the specific characteristics of literary dialect? 

Finally, how can a data-driven analysis of literary dialect offer insight into the 

relationship between language and its critical and historical context? The following 

chapters attempt to address these questions. 

 In Chapter Two, ‘Corpus Compilation, Annotation/Tagging, and 

Exploration’, I describe in extensive detail the methodology for this study. 
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Beginning with the creation of the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects, I 

discuss the processes of text selection, digitization, editing, mark-up, and storage. I 

then elaborate the detailed tagging operations performed on the CHELD, as well as 

the motivations behind each tagging decision. Finally, I discuss the methodology 

behind the analyses performed on the corpus, including corpus search procedures. 

 Chapter Three, ‘Linguistic Analysis of Literary Hiberno-English’, presents 

the findings of the CHELD analysis in detail. Each sociolinguistic variable, from 

Character Gender to Decade of First Production, is examined under the headings of 

Characteristics of Speech Relating to Quantity, Syntactic Non-standardism, and 

Phonological Non-standardism, with visual representations of the data in the form of 

charts and graphs included. At the end of this chapter is a comparison between the 

language of the 1990s/2000s CHELD and real-life Irish English in the form of the 

ICE–Ireland, a corpus of Irish English compiled in the 1990s and early 2000s. Again, 

the purpose of including real-life data is not to make an accuracy-based assessment 

of the CHELD’s dialect use, but merely to explore two different methods of 

expressing Irish identity. 

 Chapter Four, ‘Yeats, Gregory, and Synge and the Literary Dialect of the 

Revival’, looks closely at the language of Yeats, Gregory, and Synge in comparison 

with each other. Each author’s ‘linguistic fingerprint’ is presented, and the question 

of how one might link language use with a writer’s literary and political aims—for 

example, how one might link literary dialect with the Revivalists’ desire to present 

Ireland in a more positive light than had previously been seen on stage—is explored. 

 The potential of the CHELD to add a new dimension to discussions of a 

playwright’s literary aims is further explored in Chapter Five, ‘Reactions to the 

Revival: Literary Dialect in the Work of Lennox Robinson and Sean O’Casey’. In 

this chapter, I discuss how writers in the period following that of the Literary 

Revival responded to the depictions of Ireland—and of Irish English—found in the 

work of their predecessors. I explore the characteristics of literary dialect in 

Robinson and O’Casey and discuss how differences between their literary dialect 

styles and those of the Revivalists may indicate a desire to present a different, or at 

least a more inclusive, picture of Ireland on stage. 
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 Chapter Six, ‘The Linguistic Style of the Abbey Theatre’, looks at premiere 

site as a potentially valuable source of insight into what comprises the Abbey’s 

distinctive literary dialect style. In this chapter, I present linguistic findings based on 

the CHELD texts’ premiere site and address the following questions: do plays 

exhibit different linguistic characteristics based on whether they were first produced 

by the Abbey (including plays produced by the Abbey founders before the founding 

of the Abbey and plays first produced by the Peacock Theatre) or by another theatre 

company? Are there conclusions we might draw based on those linguistic differences 

involving intended use of dialectal variation in relation to audience? What are the 

specific characteristics of plays whose first intended audience was at the Abbey or 

the related Peacock, and how can that help us determine a distinctive ‘Abbey style’ 

of literary dialect? 

 This thesis closes with Chapter Seven, ‘Conclusions’, in which I draw 

attention to the contributions offered by the current study, present suggestions for 

future study involving the CHELD, and discuss the issues of intellectual property 

that will affect its future usage.
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CHAPTER TWO 

CORPUS COMPILATION, ANNOTATION/TAGGING, AND 
EXPLORATION 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The creation of any linguistic corpus presents the researcher with a number of 

considerations, from size (word count) to representativeness to storage and handling 

of the texts involved. Once the corpus has been compiled, the researcher must 

approach the question of annotation/tagging, which presents a new set of issues: by 

what means the corpus will be annotated, what annotation scheme(s) will be used, 

how the annotations will be handled and tabulated, and how the researcher will 

analyze the resulting data. When the linguistic variety under consideration is a 

literary dialect, there are additional issues to consider, such as how to deal with non-

dialectal language that appears within the texts, or with more stylized language, such 

as songs and poetry, that can appear in a text. 

 For any corpus, there are also challenges encountered throughout the process 

of compilation and annotation; for example, if compilation of the corpus involves 

transcription, the researcher must decide how to deal with the possibility of 

transcription errors. Confronting these issues requires the ability to consider 

practicality while maintaining the integrity of the corpus; often, this equates to the 

question, ‘How much do I trust a computer to do this for me?’ When the corpus 

compiler faces a task that would be faster performed by a computer, but where a 

human would perform the same task with a greater degree of accuracy and precision, 

a balance must be struck. For example, to return to the question of transcription 

errors, one might think of two methods of text digitization. First, a human might 

transcribe the text from hard copy, typing it up as a word processing document. 

Alternatively, the researcher might rely entirely on a combination of book scanner 

and optical character recognition (OCR) software. The first option is more time- and 

labor-intensive, but is likely to result in a document with few errors. The second 

option involves less time on the researcher’s part, both in that it takes less time to 

perform and in that allowing the computer to do most of the work frees the 
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researcher up for other tasks while the computer is working. However, the 

limitations of currently-available software mean that there will be transcription errors 

resulting from the character recognition process.57 The researcher must consider both 

the time constraints (as well as any other practicality-related constraints that might 

exist for a particular research project, such as availability of software, the use of 

research assistants, and even the cost of transcription) and the need for accurate 

transcriptions in devising a methodology. Consulting the methodologies of other 

corpus projects, even those with foci of investigation that greatly differ from that of 

the project at hand, can be a valuable exercise for the corpus compiler; in that spirit, 

it is also important for any corpus compiler to carefully document all steps of the 

corpus creation process for future reference. 

 

  

                                                 
57 See page 71 for more on this. 
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2.2 Final Corpus Specifications 

Specifications for the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects can be found in 

table 1 below. 

Table 1  
Corpus Specifications 
 
 Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects 

Number of texts 50 

Total number of words58 639,145 

Number of authors 17 

Number of line-turns 38,665 

Average number of words per line-turn 16.53 

Time range of texts 1902–2002 

Text collection period October 2011 to November 2012 

Methods of text collection Formatting of previously-digitized texts from 

Project Gutenberg (11 texts)59 

 Full machine-assisted digitization from hard copy 

to digital text file (36 texts) 

 Direct manual transcription from hard copy (3 

texts) 

Language of texts Hiberno-English 

 

2.3 Corpus Composition 

Information on word counts within the CHELD for author gender, decade of first 

production, playwright, and geographic area of setting can be found in table 2 below. 

 
Table 2  
Detailed Word Counts 
 
  CHELD 

Author Gender   

 Male 486,018 

 Female 153,127 

                                                 
58 This number—and all other numbers concerning word counts—represents the total number of 
usable words in the entire CHELD and does not include any stage directions, character-speaker names 
at the beginning of lines, meta-textual information, or any other non-spoken material found in the 
texts. 
59 Further discussion of digitization methods to be found in section 2.5.1. 
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Decade of First Production   

 1900 88,279 

 1910 52,027 

 1920 56,189 

 1930 53,111 

 1940 52,448 

 1950 64,171 

 1960 50,893 

 1970 36,242 

 1980 39,408 

 1990 93,221 

 2000 53,156 

Playwright   

 Barry, Sebastian 10,353 

 Behan, Brendan 17,395 

 Bolger, Dermot 47,422 

 Carr, Marina 63,753 

 Colum, Padraic 32,399 

 Deevy, Teresa 42,445 

 Fitzmaurice, George 33,832 

 Gregory, Lady Isabella 

Augusta 

46,929 

 Keane, John B. 51,296 

 Leonard, Hugh 54,994 

 Molloy, M. J. 42,917 

 Murphy, Tom 49,947 

 O’Casey, Sean 53,044 

 Robinson, Lennox 42,803 

 Roche, Billy 15,700 

 Synge, J. M. 25,272 

 Yeats, W. B. 8,644 

Geographic Area of Setting   

 Connacht 114,453 

  Galway 60,421 

  Mayo 54,032 

 Leinster 187,694 

  Dublin 156,358 

  Louth 2,964 

  Wexford 23,608 
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  Wicklow 4,764 

 Munster 167,636 

  Clare 37,490 

  Cork60 25,183 

  Kerry 54,960 

  Limerick 16,497 

  Tipperary 17,887 

  Waterford 15,619 

 Other 169,362 

  Midlands 96,152 

  Unknown 

Rural 

73,210 

 

2.4 Considerations Behind Corpus Design 

2.4.1 Text Selection 

Ireland’s contribution to the international body of English-language literature is 

considerable, particularly in light of the island’s relatively small size and population. 

As Lionel Pilkington (Theatre & Ireland) writes: 

  Ireland is home to a disproportionately large number of well-known 

  dramatists. If you glance at recent Tony Award nominations [...] or at 

  the number of Irish plays performed in London, New York, Toronto 

  and Sydney, it is also clear that as far as mainstream international  

  English-speaking theatre is concerned, Ireland continues to be  

  responsible for high numbers of contemporary plays and playwrights. 

  (1-2) 

 For that reason, it was necessary to impose broad initial limitations on the scope of 

the current study. 

 

                                                 
60 One of the texts, Sebastian Barry’s Boss Grady’s Boys, takes place on the Cork-Kerry border. The 
word count for that text is included here under Cork, merely because Cork comes first in alphabetical 
order. All geography-related analyses center on the province as the unit for comparison, so the 
ambiguity of Boss Grady’s Boys with regard to county of setting does not affect these analyses. 
However, if there were county-related analyses run on the CHELD, Boss Grady’s Boys would have to 
be excluded, given the ambiguity in county of setting. 
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2.4.1.1 Temporal Focus 

While Ireland has enjoyed a lengthy history of literary excellence, with a strong 

tradition of literary dialect use, the twentieth century was chosen as the temporal 

focus of the current study for two reasons. Firstly, the twentieth century began with 

the Irish Literary Revival under sway. The Literary Revival of the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries is commonly associated with the work of William 

Butler Yeats, Douglas Hyde, John Millington Synge, Æ (George William Russell), 

and Lady Augusta Gregory, and represents a movement in Irish literature whose 

echoes are still felt even in the twenty-first century. The twentieth century also saw 

Ireland’s final push for independence and establishment as a nation-state, both of 

which are intimately linked with the literary movements. Secondly, the twentieth 

century was chosen because of the greater number of published texts from which to 

compile the corpus, allowing for the best and most productive variety in potential 

corpus texts. This, in turn, affords the best chances for a well-balanced and 

representative corpus. 

 

2.4.1.2 Medium 

Theatrical literature—that is, play scripts—was chosen as the ideal medium for this 

corpus for a number of reasons, both pragmatic and philosophical. For the type of 

literary language closest in spirit to natural61 spoken language, one must look to 

dialogue as a focus of study. For practical purposes, then, theatrical literature 

represents the medium with the best ratio of usable to unusable material; ‘unusable 

material’, here, refers to non-spoken text such as narration or—in the case of play 

scripts—stage directions and character and set descriptions. 

 Theatrical literature embodies a unique intersection between primary and 

secondary language: that is, between spoken and written language. At their core, 

play scripts consist of written instructions as to how an actor is intended to speak, 

giving theatrical language a liminal status that transcends the traditional 

primary/secondary language framework. 

                                                 
61 In keeping with the intention to analyze literary language in a form that is closest to natural spoken 
language, segments of texts in which poems (or other verse) or songs were recited or sung were 
excluded from corpus analyses. 
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 Finally, theatrical literature has enjoyed a position of particular prominence 

in Ireland, especially throughout the twentieth century. The Irish Literary Theatre, 

the entity that would later become the Irish National Theatre Society, and finally the 

company of the Abbey Theatre, was established in 1899 and was the first cohesively 

‘Irish’ theatrical movement. The Irish Literary Theatre began as an attempt to 

present Irish culture in a favorable light (Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 20); since 1925 

the Abbey Theatre’s status as a national theatre representative of Ireland has been 

formalized by the existence of a government subsidy (Welch 82). 

 

2.4.1.3 Further Delimitations 

Within the twentieth century, thousands of plays were produced in Ireland,62 

necessitating another level of limitation. Restricting potential corpus text candidates 

to those plays produced by the Abbey Theatre63 resounds with the spirit of selection 

of the twentieth century. Further, the Abbey, as the Irish national theatre, has an 

important part to play with respect to the issue of literary language in Ireland. As 

Robert Welch says in The Abbey Theatre 1899-1999: Form and Pressure, ‘In the 

twentieth century the Abbey was one of the crucial spaces in which the Irish said to 

themselves, and to each other: “we’re here; we exist. This is how we talk; this is 

what we do. This is how terrible we are. This is also our gentleness, our hurt. These 

are our memories, our shame, our delight.”‘(viii) Focusing on those plays produced 

                                                 
62 While the North of Ireland - meaning the province of Ulster - has a rich and fruitful tradition of 
theatrical dialect of its own, the time limits involved in the completion of doctoral dissertation 
research necessitated that Ulster be left aside to future research. Thus, ‘Ireland’ in the current study 
refers only to the southern provinces of Ireland: Connacht, Leinster, and Munster. This Ulster-South 
division reflects the tradition of North-South as the most significant dialect boundary within the island 
of Ireland. According to Filppula (The Grammar of Irish English), ‘[t]he most important dialect 
division among the Irish dialects of English has traditionally been drawn along the north/south axis. 
At the northern end, dialects spoken roughly in the area comprising the historical province of Ulster 
with its nine counties form what could be called “northern [Hiberno-English],” whereas the speech in 
the other three provinces, i.e. Leinster, Connacht, and Munster, is the domain of “southern [Hiberno-
English].” [...] Within Northern [Hiberno-English], there is a further division into Ulster Scots (or 
Scotch-Irish) and variants of what is commonly termed “Ulster English”: Mid-Ulster English, spoken 
in areas around Belfast and reaching as far west as Donegal, and South Ulster English, spoken in the 
southern parts of Ulster. [...] Within southern [Hiberno-English], there do not appear to be equally 
well-defined subdivisions, and most researchers are content to point out a general division into rural 
and urban dialects.’ (32) In contrast to Filppula’s last statement, Raymond Hickey does assert three 
dialect areas for Southern Irish English: the east coast dialect area, the south/south-west, and a 
transition area between the North and the South (‘Dialect divisions’). 
63 Note: it is not necessary that candidate plays have been first produced by the Abbey, merely that 
they have been produced by the Abbey at some point in their production history. 
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by the Abbey Theatre acknowledges the importance of the Abbey for twentieth-

century Irish English literary dialect, yet still leaves well over one thousand plays as 

candidates. For the initial selection of corpus texts, therefore, candidates were 

limited to plays written by Irish authors64 who had at least four plays produced by 

the Abbey Theatre. From this list, an initial fourteen playwrights65 whose works 

were readily available and were seen to contain identifiable dialect markers were 

identified. Three plays66 per playwright were chosen with preference given to plays 

that provided for the best possible spread across the twentieth century, as well as 

plays whose geographical setting is explicitly given (or is able to be identified from 

context) in order to obtain the best possible geographical spread for the corpus. A 

mostly successful attempt was also made to avoid plays with large amounts of 

unusable text in the form of verse sections or non-Irish (or Northern) characters 

whose dialogue would not be usable. Several of the plays used in the final corpus 

did, however, contain non-Irish or Northern characters. For the purpose of 

maintaining clarity within the corpus texts, all dialogue by these characters was 

excised for the version of the text used in corpus processing; a ‘full’ version of each 

play, containing those characters’ dialogue, was also preserved. A list of these 

characters, along with the reasons for excision of their dialogue, is given in table 3 

below (see section 2.5.2.1 for discussion of file names). 

  

                                                 
64 While the question of ‘Irishness’ is often an issue within Irish Studies, it is not a vital question for 
the current study. All of the authors whose work comprises the CHELD are unproblematically Irish. 
65 Dermot Bolger, Marina Carr, Padraic Colum, Teresa Deevy, George Fitzmaurice, Lady Gregory, 
John B. Keane, Hugh Leonard, M. J. Molloy, Tom Murphy, Sean O’Casey, Lennox Robinson, J. M. 
Synge, and W. B. Yeats. 
66 I chose to use three plays per playwright rather than four in order to allow a measure of choice 
between texts: for example, a playwright may have had four plays produced by the Abbey, but only 
three of them have a specific county of setting within Ireland. 
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Table 3 
List of Excised Characters 
 
File Name Character Reason for Excision 

BB_01_QUA English Prisoner Character is English. 

 Hangman Character is English. 

 Jenkinson Character is English. 

DB_01_BLI Elder Osbourne Both Mormons are probably 

Americans, but only Elder 

Osbourne explicitly ‘others’ 

Ireland in his speech. 

 The Head/George MacSpracken Character is Scottish. 

GF_01_COU Pats O’Connor Character is a returned émigré, 

and while his speech does 

contain a few Irish English non-

standardisms, he is also 

presented as speaking a very 

stereotypical American English 

dialect. 

GF_03_KIN Bishop Character is presented as 

English. 

 Jew Character is presented as non-

Irish. 

LG_06_WHI Carter Character is English. 

 First Sailor Character is French. 

 First Williamite Character is either non-Irish or 

a Northerner (as a member of 

the Williamite army, which was 

composed of Northern 

Protestants and non-Irish 

troops). 

 King James II Character is English. 

 Second Sailor Character is French. 

 Second Williamite Character is either Dutch or a 

Northerner. 

 Williamite Captain Character is either Dutch or a 

Northerner. 

LR_02_BIG Captain Despard Character is English. 
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 Mrs. Alcock Character is self-professed as 

English (Although she has lived 

in Ireland for much of her adult 

life, Mrs. Alcock still identifies 

as English). 

SO_02_PLO Corporal Stoddart Character is English. 

 Sergeant Tinley Character is English. 

 Soldiers Characters are English. 

TD_03_WIL Captain DeLacey Character is English. 

WY_02_ONB Conchubar Entirety of character’s speech is 

in verse. 

 Cuchulain Majority of character’s speech 

is in verse—speech that is not 

in verse is included in the 

corpus. 

 

After the initial selection of forty-two plays, several gaps were identified in the 

corpus that needed to be addressed: therefore texts were added on an individual basis 

from the entire Abbey catalogue. Plays were added as needed to equalize word 

counts in terms of county of the play’s setting, decade of first production, and gender 

of the playwright. Working with the full range of Abbey plays, a considerable degree 

of success was achieved in equalizing word counts in terms of decade of first 

production. Somewhat less success was achieved with county of play’s setting and 

with author gender; these issues will be discussed in the section on 

representativeness. 

See table 4 for a complete and final list of the texts included in the CHELD.  
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Table 4 
Final List of Corpus Texts (asterisks indicate those plays added after the initial selection period) 
 
Playwright Title 

Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys* 

Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow* 

Bolger, Dermot Blinded by the Light 

 April Bright 

 The Passion of Jerome 

Carr, Marina The Mai 

 By the Bog of Cats 

 Ariel 

 Portia Coughlan* 

Colum, Padraic The Land 

 The Fiddler’s House 

 Thomas Muskerry 

Deevy, Teresa The King of Spain’s Daughter 

 Katie Roche 

 The Wild Goose 

 In Search of Valour*67 

Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker 

 The Piedish 

 King of the Barna Men68 

Gregory, Lady Isabella Augusta Spreading the News 

 McDonough’s Wife69 

 Dave 

 Coats* 

 The Dragon* 

 The White Cockade* 

Keane, John B. Sive 

 The Man From Clare 

 The Field 

Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock 

 Summer 

 Love in the Title 

Molloy, M. J. Old Road 

 The Paddy Pedlar 

                                                 
67 Also known as A Disciple and The Enthusiast. 
68 Also known as The Ointment Blue. 
69 Also known as McDaragh’s Wife. 
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 Petticoat Loose 

Murphy, Tom Famine 

 Conversations on a Homecoming 

 The House 

O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock 

 The Plough and the Stars 

 Red Roses for Me 

Robinson, Lennox The Big House 

 Church Street 

 The Lucky Finger 

Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain* 

Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen 

 Riders to the Sea 

 The Playboy of the Western World 

Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ní Houlihan 

 On Baile’s Strand 

 The Pot of Broth 

 

Full details on these plays, including year of first production and county of setting, is 

given in appendix A. 

 

2.4.2 Corpus Size 

There was no initial target word count for the CHELD; as the availability of suitable 

texts and the time required to process them were not known at the outset, 

construction of the CHELD was more of an attempt to compile as large a corpus as 

possible, given the limitations on time and materials. Indeed, the size of any corpus 

depends on both the focus of the research and the practical considerations. As Tony 

McEnery et al. discuss, corpora used for primarily grammatical research are 

generally smaller than those used for lexical research (71-3); while lexical 

information is certainly available in the CHELD, lexis is not the focus of the current 

study. Additionally, as a specialized corpus with a fairly narrow focus (Southern 

Irish English Abbey-related theatrical dialect of the twentieth century), the CHELD 

would be acceptable to scholars of corpus linguistics with a much smaller word 
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count than a general reference corpus like the British National Corpus (BNC) or the 

Bank of English,70 both of which are multi-million-word corpora. 

 As it transpires, however, the CHELD’s word count is considerable for a 

specialized corpus. A real-life counterpart to the CHELD—that is, a corpus of real-

life Irish English with which one might compare the literary Irish English of the 

CHELD—is the ICE–Ireland, the Irish component of the International Corpus of 

English. The ICE–Ireland has both Northern and Southern components, each of 

which consists of both spoken (transcribed) and written portions. To date, the ICE–

Ireland remains the largest publicly-available corpus of island-wide Irish English. 

The ICE–Ireland consists of just over 1 million words in total. As the CHELD 

contains language that bridges the gap between written and spoken language, one 

might compare the CHELD’s word count to that of either the written or spoken 

segments of the ICE–Ireland; with the ICE–Ireland’s 426,809 words for the former 

and 652,966 words for the latter, both of which contain Northern data as well as 

Southern data (which the CHELD does not), the CHELD’s 639,145 words certainly 

compare favorably. 

 

2.4.3 Representativeness 

More than size, representativeness was held as the guiding concern of the 

construction of the CHELD; working within the catalogue of the Abbey, every 

attempt was made to create a corpus that could be said to be truly representative of 

‘Irish English theatrical dialect of the twentieth century’ in a broad sense. 

 What this means for the CHELD is that it must contain samples—and a 

degree of balance among samples—from all available geographic areas and decades 

                                                 
70 The British National Corpus was collected in the 1990s. From the BNC website: ‘The British 
National Corpus (BNC) is a 100 million word collection of samples of written and spoken language 
from a wide range of sources, designed to represent a wide cross-section of British English from the 
later part of the 20th century, both spoken and written. The latest edition is the BNC XML Edition, 
released in 2007.’ (British National Corpus) The Bank of English is part of the Collins Corpus, ‘a 2.5-
billion word analytical database of English. It contains written material from websites, newspapers, 
magazines and books published around the world, and spoken material from radio, TV and everyday 
conversations.’ The Collins Corpus is an open corpus used for dictionary compilation. The Bank of 
English is a curated 650 million-word sub-corpus of the Collins Corpus consisting of a ‘selection of 
sources, to give a balanced and accurate reflection of English as it is used everyday’ (About the 
Collins Corpus and the Bank of English™). 
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within its temporal restrictions, and that it must represent both the male and female 

voices in the authors of its texts. 

 For Ireland, geographical representativeness would require the inclusion of 

corpus material from all of the relevant dialect areas, whether they be Hickey’s east 

coast/west-southwest/northern border or Filppula’s simple rural-urban divide for the 

southern provinces of Ireland. For this study, texts were categorized according to the 

stated county of their setting; for cases in which this information was not given by 

the author, two new categories were created, covering plays set in the Midlands of 

Ireland and those whose setting could not be pinned down any further than 

‘Unknown Rural’. 

 In terms of a simple rural-urban divide, 172,855 words of the corpus belong 

to urban-set plays, representing 27% of the corpus total. While at first this may 

appear to represent a significant discrepancy, it is, in fact, more representative of the 

population divide seen in real-life Ireland.71 Looking at the corpus texts in terms of 

Hickey’s dialect areas, one can see that the East Coast Dialect Area and the 

West/Southwest are well represented (see figure 1 below). 

  

                                                 
71 This assertion is based on the 2011 census statistics from the CSO (‘Population of each province’) 
in which 18% of the total population resides in the five major cities (Dublin, Cork, Limerick, 
Waterford, and Galway) of the Republic. Please note that this is not the same rural/urban 
classification as used in the CSO reports; in that classification, ‘urban’ includes suburbs and towns 
with populations of 1,000 residents and over. The reason for not using the CSO classification in this 
case is that it simply does not apply properly to the CHELD, which works on the linguistic definitions 
of rural and urban. In Ireland, this is colloquially given by linguists as ‘Dublin versus everywhere 
else’; in this case, the other cities were included for the CSO statistics. In the CHELD, however, the 
only plays given as taking place in an urban setting are those set within Dublin and Lady Gregory’s 
McDonough’s Wife, which is set in Galway City. 
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Figure 1 
Map Showing Geographic Distribution of Corpus Texts by Setting72 
 

 

 

                                                 
72 Map adapted from blank map at Seomra Ranga. Included here with permission. 
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There is a fair distribution across the south of Ireland in terms of corpus texts. Yet, 

some gaps remain; some counties are unrepresented, and Hickey’s north-south 

border dialect area in particular—via the northern border counties—is largely 

uncovered. Addressing these gaps is not always feasible, given that a play must have 

been written using literary dialect, explicitly set in a particular county, produced by 

the Abbey, and published as a script before it could be considered for the corpus. 

However, while some gaps in county coverage still remain, each of the three 

provinces of the South of Ireland is well-represented, as well as the Midlands dialect 

area. 

 The second area of representativeness for the CHELD involves the temporal 

environment of a text. While it might be best to categorize texts based on the year in 

which they were written, this information is often unavailable, and so texts in the 

CHELD are categorized based on the year in which they were first produced, 

analyzed by decade. Note that this is not necessarily equivalent to the year (or 

decade) in which a play was first produced specifically by the Abbey. While a text’s 

status as part of the Abbey Theatre catalogue forms a convenient framework for the 

current study, the original year of production for the play is used in order to establish 

the play’s temporal linguistic environment. The average word count for the entire 

twentieth century is 58,104 words per decade. Some decades, like the 1990s (at 

93,221 words) are considerably denser than the average, and some decades, like the 

1970s (at 36,242 words) are somewhat less dense, but each decade has at least two 

texts’ worth of coverage. 

 One issue that remains a concern for the corpus is the issue of author gender. 

In terms of word count, male authors have roughly three times the representation of 

female authors. Unfortunately, this is not an issue that is readily remedied; there 

simply are not as many female authors in the Abbey catalogue, and where plays by 

female authors exist, relatively few of them have been published. A cursory glance at 

the literature relating to women and Irish theatre reveals that this observation is 

hardly unexpected; virtually all of the relevant scholars, from Anna McMullan to 

Mária Kurdi to Melissa Sihra discuss the scarcity of female authorial representation 

in twentieth-century Irish theatre. Sihra’s 2007 work Women in Irish Drama: A 

Century of Authorship and Representation includes as an appendix a list of over two 

hundred and fifty female Irish playwrights from the seventeenth century to the 
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present day (221-30). Of these, there are fifty-seven playwrights who have had plays 

produced by the Abbey between the establishment of the Abbey and 2005, which 

may be taken as the absolute upper limit of the CHELD’s scope.73 The total number 

of published Abbey-produced plays by these playwrights is sixty-five.74 Nineteen of 

these do not fulfil the criteria for inclusion in the CHELD.75 Eighty-seven percent of 

the remaining plays (forty out of forty-six) are by the three authors already included 

in the corpus (Lady Gregory, Teresa Deevy, and Marina Carr). The remaining six 

plays were published at some point, but are now unavailable. While every effort was 

made to search out and include the work of as many female authors as possible, an 

author gender gap remains for the corpus, and female author representation is limited 

to three playwrights. All analyses performed on the corpus are proportionally-based, 

so any contrastive author gender-related analyses remain viable; it is simply an 

unfortunate and unavoidable fact of the corpus that an overwhelming majority of its 

words were authored by one gender. 

 

2.5 Corpus Compilation, Storage, and Handling 

2.5.1 Digitization of Corpus Texts 

As seen in table 1 above, there were three methods used to obtain Plain Text76 (.txt) 

files of the corpus texts. Eleven texts existed already in digital format, having been 

digitized previously as part of Project Gutenberg (see following sections for details 

on these and the other texts). Thirty-six texts were scanned from hard copy using a 

home-built book scanner (details below). Finally, three texts were unsuitable for 

scanning and required hand transcription. 

 

                                                 
73 Given that the most recent CHELD play was first produced in 2002 and rounding up to 2005 as the 
nearest half decade. 
74 A further sixty-one plays by these authors were never published. 
75 For example, they may be translations or adaptations, may not contain Irish English literary dialect, 
or may have been written by playwrights who did not spend their formative years in Ireland, and thus 
cannot be considered native speakers of Irish English in a linguistic sense. 
76 Plain Text is the file format required for the corpus processing software used in this study. Each 
corpus text also has a corresponding Word document (.doc) file in which some of the more complex 
formatting is preserved. These .doc files were kept for readability purposes and are stored with the 
other corpus files. 
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2.5.1.1 Previously-Digitized Texts 

The eleven texts that existed on Project Gutenberg prior to the beginning of the 

current study are given below in table 5. 

Table 5 
List of Previously-Digitized Texts in the CHELD 
 
Author Title 

Colum, Padraic The Land 

 The Fiddler’s House 

 Thomas Muskerry 

Gregory, Lady Isabella Augusta Spreading the News 

 McDonough’s Wife 

 Coats 

 The Dragon 

Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen 

 Riders to the Sea 

 The Playboy of the Western World 

Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ni Houlihan 

 

Processing of these texts was fairly simple; the relevant material was simply copied 

and pasted into a Word document, where the formatting was cleaned up and mark-up 

added as discussed below in section 2.5.2.2. 
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2.5.1.2 Digitization via Scanning 

The thirty-six texts that were scanned from hard copy are given below in table 6. 

Table 6 
List of Texts Digitized by Scanning 
 
Author Title 

Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys 

Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow 

Bolger, Dermot Blinded by the Light 

 April Bright 

 The Passion of Jerome 

Carr, Marina The Mai 

 By the Bog of Cats 

 Ariel 

 Portia Coughlan 

Deevy, Teresa The King of Spain’s Daughter 

 Katie Roche 

 The Wild Goose 

Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker 

 The Pie-Dish 

 King of the Barna Men 

Gregory, Lady Isabella Augusta Dave 

 The White Cockade 

Keane, John B. Sive 

 The Man from Clare 

Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock 

 Summer 

 Love in the Title 

Molloy, M. J. The Paddy Pedlar 

 Petticoat Loose 

Murphy, Tom Famine 

 Conversations on a Homecoming 

 The House 

O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock 

 The Plough and the Stars 

 Red Roses for Me 

Robinson, Lennox The Big House 

 Church Street 
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 The Lucky Finger 

Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain 

Yeats, W. B. On Baile’s Strand 

 The Pot of Broth 

 

Information on the particular editions of these texts digitized for the corpus can be 

found in the list of works cited. 

 

2.5.1.2.1 The Scanner 

Using instructions given by Daniel Reetz of www.diybookscanner.org, I constructed 

a simple book scanning rig using a cardboard box as a cradle, a simple piece of 

picture frame glass as a platen, and one or two directional table lamps (depending on 

the need) as light sources. The camera, a Canon EOS Rebel SX with an EFS 18-

55mm lens, was mounted on an adjustable tripod for scanning. 

 Each text was scanned (photographed) one side (of the physical book) at a 

time, page by page. The resulting image files were uploaded to a computer and 

renamed to organize the files into the proper numerical page order. 

 

2.5.1.2.2 Image Processing 

After uploading, the images were processed using Scan Tailor, free software for 

post-processing of scanned images. Scan Tailor is used primarily as an intermediary 

step between scanning and optical character recognition (OCR) in order to facilitate 

the best-possible OCR outcome. 

 Using Scan Tailor, each image was rotated to its proper orientation. Where 

necessary (when both the left- and right-hand pages were included in the same 

image, as when the hard copy of a text consisted of a photocopy), the images were 

split into two pages. Each image was de-skewed, and the content of each page—

minus page numbers and other header/footer material—selected. Finally, the images 

were converted to black-and-white. 
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2.5.1.2.3 Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

The output from the Scan Tailor process was run through ABBYY FineReader 11 

for optical character recognition, a process by which text within an image file is 

recognized and converted into machine-readable text. After the completion of the 

OCR process, the results were dumped into a Word document. 

 While OCR has come a long way in recent years and ABBYY FineReader 

represents the best OCR software currently available, the process is never perfect, 

and results must always be carefully checked for errors. The quality of the scanned 

images used in this project showed some variation, and some texts had greater 

degrees of success with the OCR process than others. Even the best-processed, 

clearest images suffered errors in the conversion to text. Each recognized document 

was carefully examined, line by line, for recognition and formatting errors in 

comparison to the image file or, when the quality of the image file was poor, in 

comparison with the hard copy. The cleaned-up text was also marked up as discussed 

in section 2.5.2.2 below. 

 

2.5.1.3 Manual Transcription of Texts 

In three cases, manual transcription of the texts was required. Two of the texts were 

fairly old and in an unsuitable condition for scanning. One text was initially scanned, 

but the result was of such poor quality (due to the tightness of the binding) that I 

chose to manually transcribe it rather than re-scan. The three texts that were 

manually transcribed are listed in table 7 below. 

 
Table 7 
Manually-Transcribed Texts 
 
Author Title 

Deevy, Teresa In Search of Valour 

Keane, John B. The Field 

Molloy, M. J. Old Road 
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For each of these, a Word document was simply transcribed from the hard copy, with 

formatting corrections made as needed and mark-up added as described in section 

2.5.2.2 below. 

 

2.5.1.4 Transcription Errors 

All three digitization methods carry a small risk of transcription errors. With the 

Project Gutenberg texts, there is the possibility that errors were made during the 

original digitization process. With the texts scanned for this project, there is a chance 

of character recognition errors making it past the text examination stage.77 Finally, 

with the manually-transcribed texts, as with any typed document, there is the risk of 

typographical errors. In all three cases, I was able to correct the vast majority of 

these errors through the detailed text examination I performed with each text. 

Nevertheless, some errors did make their way through to inclusion in the final corpus 

product and were not discovered until the tagging process; unfortunately, a text 

cannot be altered within the corpus processing software once the tagging process has 

begun. However, this does not represent a significant problem for the corpus study; 

the high level of user involvement in corpus tagging78 allowed me to work around 

the few transcription errors encountered in the texts without difficulty. 

 

2.5.1.5 Normalization 

While normalization (standardization of orthography) is often a valuable tool in 

corpus building, one that can enhance a corpus’s readability, it would not have been 

an appropriate undertaking for the CHELD. The use of respelling represents a major 

tool in the creation of literary dialect, and so all spellings used by the various corpus 

authors were preserved in the final corpus. Given the high level of user engagement 

and oversight involved in the current CHELD analysis, the lack of standardization in 

                                                 
77 For example, the OCR software might recognize an ‘l’ (lower-case ell) as a ‘1’ (one), and the 
resulting word would look similar enough to the original that it could get past review. 
78 Due to the nature of the language under consideration (that is, language containing non-standard 
syntax and orthography) and the types of tags used, the tagging process for this project was largely 
manual; most automatic tagging (such as part-of-speech tagging) would not work well for a corpus 
like the CHELD. 
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spelling was not an issue, but any future studies of the CHELD, particularly those 

involving lexis, would have to take the variations in spelling into account. 

 

2.5.2 Text Storage and Handling 

2.5.2.1 File Naming 

Each text in the CHELD was given a concise file name for purposes of brevity and 

precision. The naming convention used for the corpus files was as follows: 

 (1) [AUTHOR’S INITIALS] _ [FILE NUMBER]79 _ [FIRST THREE LETTERS OF TITLE] 

A complete list of these file names is given in table 8 below. 

Table 8 
List of Corpus Text File Names 
 
Author Title File Name 

Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys SB_01_BOS 

Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow BB_01_QUA 

Bolger, Dermot Blinded by the Light DB_01_BLI 

 April Bright DB_02_APR 

 The Passion of Jerome DB_03_PAS 

Carr, Marina The Mai MC_01_MAI 

 By the Bog of Cats MC_02_BYB 

 Ariel MC_03_ARI 

 Portia Coughlan MC_04_POR 

Colum, Padraic The Land PC_01_LAN 

 The Fiddler’s House PC_02_FID 

 Thomas Muskerry PC_03_THO 

Deevy, Teresa The King of Spain’s Daughter TD_01_KIN 

 Katie Roche TD_02_KAT 

 The Wild Goose TD_03_WIL 

 In Search of Valour TD_04_INS 

Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker GF_01_COU 

 The Piedish GF_02_PIE 

                                                 
79 This file number relates to a given text’s rank in a chronologically-ordered list of each playwright’s 
corpus works. The only exceptions to this rule are the fourth and subsequent texts by Marina Carr, 
Teresa Deevy, and Lady Gregory; these texts were added to the corpus after the initial round of text 
selection. 
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 King of the Barna Men GF_03_KIN 

Gregory, Lady Isabella Augusta Spreading the News LG_01_SPR 

 McDonough’s Wife LG_02_MCD 

 Dave LG_03_DAV 

 Coats LG_04_COA 

 The Dragon LG_05_DRA 

 The White Cockade LG_06_WHI 

Keane, John B. Sive JK_01_SIV 

 The Man from Clare JK_02_MAN 

 The Field JK_03_FIE 

Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock HL_01_MAD 

 Summer HL_02_SUM 

 Love in the Title HL_03_LOV 

Molloy, M. J. Old Road MM_01_OLD 

 The Paddy Pedlar MM_02_PAD 

 Petticoat Loose MM_03_PET 

Murphy, Tom Famine TM_01_FAM 

 Conversations on a Homecoming TM_02_CON 

 The House TM_03_HOU 

O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock SO_01_JUN 

 The Plough and the Stars SO_02_PLO 

 Red Roses for Me SO_03_RED 

Robinson, Lennox The Big House LR_01_BIG 

 Church Street LR_02_CHU 

 The Lucky Finger LR_03_LUC 

Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain BR_01_POO 

Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen JS_01_INS 

 Riders to the Sea JS_02_RID 

 The Playboy of the Western World JS_03_PLA 

Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ní Houlihan WY_01_CAT 

 On Baile’s Strand WY_02_ONB 

 The Pot of Broth WY_03_POT 

 

2.5.2.2 Corpus Mark-Up 

Corpus mark-up is a system of codes inserted by the corpus compiler into the 

electronic version of a document. Mark-up is used for two main reasons: to provide 

metadata about the text and to govern formatting and processing. 
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 Only an extremely limited amount of mark-up was used with the CHELD. 

The mark-up system used was based on the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), an 

international effort to standardize the way in which electronic texts are represented. 

The CHELD mark-up scheme is greatly simplified, both because the full range of 

TEI elements was not needed for this project and to facilitate use of CHELD 

documents with a piece of corpus-processing software that was initially planned for 

use in this project.80 

 The final mark-up scheme for the CHELD consists, like that of all TEI 

documents, of a header and a body. The header of each CHELD document contains 

metadata, information about the text, and the body contains the text—that is, the 

play—itself. Within the body, only two pieces of mark-up are used, indicating stage 

directions and brief segments of non-Hiberno-English speech. The mark-up scheme 

used for all CHELD documents is shown below in table 9. 

  

                                                 
80 At the beginning of the CHELD project, a software package called Dexter Converter and Coder 
was chosen for corpus processing, including tagging. Dexter uses an XML-based system of encoding, 
and the mark-up scheme for the CHELD was designed to work around that system. However, several 
problems with the use of Dexter for the CHELD were noted early on in the corpus compilation 
process. While Dexter is an effective tool for processing perfectly formatted standard language 
documents one at a time, the Dexter Converter had too much difficulty processing the CHELD 
documents, which contain numerous (yet insignificant) formatting inconsistencies as a result of the 
OCR process and which are, of course, written in non-standard language. For that reason, another 
piece of corpus-processing software was sought, and the current program, UAM CorpusTool, was 
found. 
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Table 9 
CHELD Mark-Up Scheme 
 
Element Tags (beginning and 

ending) 

Description 

Header [header][/header]81 This element contains all of the 

elements that give document 

meta-data. 

 File Name [fileName][/fileName] This is the CHELD file name as 

described above, e.g. 

BB_01_QUA. 

 Title [title][/title] This is the title of the play. 

 Author [author][/author] This is the playwright. 

 Publication Information [pubInfo][/pubInfo] This is the publication 

information for the particular 

edition of the play used in the 

corpus. 

 Character List [charList][/charList] This is a list of the characters in 

the play. 

 Setting [setting][/setting] If any setting information has 

been given at the beginning of the 

play, it is included here, including 

both temporal and geographical 

settings. 

Body [body][/body] This is the body of the document, 

consisting of the play itself. 

 Stage Directions and 

Set Descriptions 

[note: ] This tag is used to indicate text 

within a play that is not actually 

spoken by a character. 

 Non-Hiberno-English 

Speech 

[lang: nonIE][/lang] This tag is used to indicate for the 

purpose of exclusion any lines 

spoken that are not Hiberno-

English, including short pieces of 

verse, songs, or lines in Irish. 

 

  

                                                 
81 Square brackets were used for the CHELD mark-up, rather than the conventional angle brackets 
(<>) generally used in TEI and other XML-based mark-up schemata, to work with the Dexter 
Converter. 
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2.5.2.3 Corpus Storage 

The CHELD is stored by individual text files in both Word document (.doc) and 

Plain Text (.txt) format. All annotations used for analysis in the current study are 

stored as XML documents in the UAM CorpusTool project folder. The corpus itself 

is stored in a personal Dropbox account, with back-up copies stored on two separate 

external hard drives. At the time of writing, the CHELD is not available to the wider 

public for reasons of intellectual property (See section 7.3.1). 

 

2.5.2.4 Hard Copy Records 

For each text within the corpus, a hard copy record sheet was created as a backup. 

This record sheet contains the following information: 

• File Name 

• Play title 

• Number of characters: Male/Female and by age group 

• Number of turns (segments): Male/Female and by age group 

• Number of words: Male/Female and by age group 

• Total number of syntactic non-standardisms: Male/Female and by age group 

• Syntactic non-standardisms by category: Male/Female and by age group 

• Total number of phonological non-standardisms: Male/Female and by age 

group 

• Phonological non-standardisms by category: Male/Female and by age group 

 

2.6 Corpus Annotation/Tagging 

2.6.1 Tagging Software 

The Dexter Converter/Coder suite82 was the software originally chosen for corpus 

annotation, but was replaced by the UAM CorpusTool, developed by Mick 

O’Donnell of the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. UAM CorpusTool allows for 

                                                 
82 See footnote 82. 
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tagging of multiple texts within a corpus on various user-defined levels, called 

‘layers’. Layers can be used to add tags to a text as a whole or to segments within the 

text; segmentation is done either manually by the user or automatically by the 

program itself. CorpusTool is capable of automatically generating segments by 

paragraph, sentence, clause, noun phrase (NP), or word. Both types of layers 

(manually- and automatically-generated) are used in the current project. Each layer 

requires a user-created scheme in which the various tags and their relationships to 

each other are defined and labelled. A complete description of each scheme used in 

CHELD tagging is included in appendix C. CorpusTool also includes an automatic 

parser, the Stanford NLP parser, which can be used to identify and parse the 

elements of each sentence within a text; however, given that the Corpus of Hiberno-

English Literary Dialects is largely composed of language considered non-standard, 

an automatic parser would be neither particularly effective nor necessary. Therefore, 

the only semi-automatic segmentation used in the current study involved 

segmentation of sentences for calculation of item frequencies. 

 

2.6.2 Selection of Annotation Foci 

Linguistic corpora like the CHELD can be used to investigate any number of topics 

relating to language, from syntax to semantics to phonology to lexicon. The current 

study represents an overview of the linguistic features of a literary dialect; while any 

of these linguistic topics would certainly be applicable to this study, the tradition of 

viewing literary dialect as ‘sub-standard’ in some way encouraged a focus on the 

non-standard. Syntax and phonology represent areas in which non-standardism can 

be readily identified and quantified, thus these were the topics of focus for the 

current study. 

 In order to analyze trends within syntax and phonology, a number of other 

elements relating to sociolinguistic variables had to be tracked as well. These 

included variables that apply to entire texts as well as variables that apply to 

individual lines of dialogue. In the following sections, I will discuss the annotation 

process for each of these elements. 
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2.6.3 Textual Information Layers 

2.6.3.1 Author Gender 

The Author Gender scheme operates on simple binary terms; texts were tagged in 

this layer according to whether the author83 of the play was (or is) male or female. 

While this does not preclude the possibility of non-binary genders, there is no 

evidence to suggest that any of the writers whose work is represented in the CHELD 

identified (or still identify, in the case of currently living writers) as anything but 

cissexual male or female. 

 

2.6.3.2 Decade of First Production 

In this scheme, each text was tagged based on the decade in which it was first 

produced, from 1900 to 2000. For example, Lady Gregory’s The White Cockade, 

which was first produced in 1905, is tagged as ‘1900’ in this scheme. 

 

2.6.3.3 Location of First Production 

Although all of the plays included as CHELD texts have been produced by the 

Abbey Theatre at some point in their production history, not all of the texts were first 

produced at the Abbey, or even in Ireland. The scheme for the Location of First 

Production layer contains five tags: Pre-Abbey (for those plays whose first 

productions occurred prior to the Abbey’s founding in 1904), Abbey, Peacock (the 

Abbey’s affiliated teaching/experimental theatre), non-Abbey/Ireland, and non-

Abbey/International. A list of the CHELD texts arranged into these categories is 

given in table 10 below. 

  

                                                 
83 It is acknowledged that some texts may have had more than one contributing author. For example, 
Yeats’s Cathleen ni Houlihan is now understood by scholars of Irish theatre to have been co-written 
by Yeats and Gregory (see section 2.7.4). For the purpose of simplicity, however, all data relating to a 
text’s author deals with whoever it is that claimed credit for the work at the time of the play’s first 
production by the Abbey. 
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Table 10 
List of CHELD Plays with First Production Categorization 
 
Category Author Title 

Pre-Abbey Colum, Padraic The Fiddler’s House 

 Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen 

  Riders to the Sea 

 Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ni Houlihan 

  The Pot of Broth 

Abbey Carr, Marina By the Bog of Cats 

  Ariel 

 Colum, Padraic The Land 

  Thomas Muskerry 

 Deevy, Teresa In Search of Valour 

  Katie Roche 

  The King of Spain’s Daughter 

  The Wild Goose 

 Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker 

  The Pie-Dish 

 Gregory, Lady Augusta Coats 

  Dave 

  The Dragon 

  McDonough’s Wife 

  Spreading the News 

  The White Cockade 

 Keane, John B. The Man from Clare 

  Sive 

 Leonard, Hugh Love in the Title 

 Molloy, M. J. Old Road 

  The Paddy Pedlar 

  Petticoat Loose 

 Murphy, Tom The House 

 O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock 

  The Plough and the Stars 

 Robinson, Lennox The Big House 

  Church Street 

  The Lucky Finger 

 Synge, J. M. The Playboy of the Western World 

 Yeats, W. B. On Baile’s Strand 

Peacock Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys 
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 Bolger, Dermot April Bright 

  Blinded by the Light 

  The Passion of Jerome 

 Carr, Marina The Mai 

  Portia Coughlan 

 Fitzmaurice, George The King of the Barna Men 

 Murphy, Tom Famine 

Non-Abbey/Irish Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow 

 Keane, John B. The Field 

 Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock 

 Murphy, Tom Conversations on a Homecoming 

 O’Casey, Sean Red Roses for Me 

Non-Abbey/International Leonard, Hugh Summer 

 Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain 

 

2.6.3.4 Geographic Area of Setting 

In the Geographic Area of Setting scheme, texts were tagged according to the county 

(in the southern provinces of Ireland) in which the play is set, with two additional 

non-county categories (discussed previously): Other: Midlands and Unknown Rural. 

The addition of these categories was necessity-driven; if there had been texts 

included in the corpus whose given settings were ‘Unknown urban’ or ‘West’, 

corresponding tags would have been generated. See table 11 for a list of the included 

county categories. 
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Table 11 
County Categories in the Geographic Area of Setting Layer 
 
County/Category 

Clare 

Cork 

Dublin 

Galway 

Kerry 

Limerick 

Louth 

Mayo 

Tipperary 

Waterford 

Wexford 

Wicklow 

Other–Midlands 

Unknown Rural 

 

2.6.4 Line-by-Line Tagging Layers 

2.6.4.1 Character Gender 

Character gender was tracked via an annotation scheme that involved manual 

segmentation of each corpus text. Each line of a text’s dialogue was highlighted as a 

segment and tagged for the gender of the character speaking that line. The Character 

Gender layer is perhaps the most pivotal layer of the entire corpus, as it contains only 

usable material—stage directions are not highlighted as segments in this layer, and 

the program is directed to ignore any stage directions that come in the middle of a 

character’s line in its calculations—and all of the usable material. The only other 

layer used to highlight entire lines of dialogue is the Character Age layer, and as not 

all characters have explicit ages given, not all of the dialogue is segmented in that 

layer. Therefore, the Character Gender layer is used not only in analyses that involve 

character gender, but in any analysis that involves looking for items within the 

usable material of a text. For example, if one were to run a simple search for the 

word YOUNG within the corpus, the results would also include any time the word 

YOUNG is used in character descriptions, stage directions, or textual meta-data. A 

search for YOUNG within the various segments of the Character Gender layer within 
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the corpus, however, would return only instances where the word YOUNG is actually 

spoken by a character, and all of the instances where the word YOUNG is spoken by a 

character. 

 The scheme for the Character Gender layer is a fairly simple one—though 

not a binary one like the Author Gender scheme—with only one level. A segment 

within this layer can be tagged as ‘male’, ‘female’, ‘mixed/unknown’ for those lines 

either spoken by mixed-gender groups or where the speaker’s gender is unknown, or 

‘animal/nonhuman’ for the rare occasion when a line is spoken by a nonhuman 

character, such as the titular character of Lady Gregory’s The Dragon. 

 

2.6.4.2 Character Age 

Like Character Gender, Character Age is a layer utilizing user-created segments 

within each text. Unlike Character Gender, however, not all of the lines of dialogue 

contained in a text are segmented within Character Age; a character’s dialogue was 

only segmented in the Character Age layer if they were given an explicit age in 

number of years in the text, if their age in number of years can be inferred from 

information given in the text,84 or if a character’s age is given in such a way that it is 

possible to situate them within one of the age groups without conflict.85 

 The age categories used in the current study were adapted from those used by 

the creators of the ICE–Ireland and are as follows in table 12.86 

  

                                                 
84 For example, if a character is said to have been x years old at a given time in the past, and if y years 
are said to have passed since that time. 
85 For example, one of the age groups used includes all of the years between 20 and 29, so if a 
character’s age is given as ‘in his/her twenties’, it is possible to put that character within that age 
group. However, as the years between 30 and 39 are split between two age groups, if a character is 
said to be ‘in his/her thirties’, it is impossible to know without doubt which group that character 
belongs in; as such, that character’s lines will not be included in any age-related analyses. 
86 The age categories used by the ICE-Ireland are as follows: (0) 0-18; (1) 19-25; (2) 26-33; (3) 34-41; 
(4) 42-49; (5) 50+ (Kallen & Kirk 32). For the current study, this level of specificity was felt to be 
unnecessary and possibly even impractical, and so categories (1) and (2) were collapsed into YA and 
categories (3) and (4) were collapsed into MA. 
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Table 12 
Character Age Layer Categories in the CHELD 
 
Category Abbreviation Age Range 

Child CH 0-18 years 

Younger Adult YA 19-33 years 

Middle Adult MA 34-49 years 

Older Adult OA 50+ years 

 

A full list of all characters that were assigned age categories and whose dialogue is 

included in character age-related analyses can be found in appendix B. 

 

2.6.4.3 Note: Socioeconomic Status 

While socioeconomic status (SES) is an important variable in the study of 

sociolinguistics, it was not possible to accurately and objectively assign SES to 

characters in the CHELD. 

 

2.6.5 Linguistic Element Layers 

In each of the following layers, segments were user-generated to contain only that 

text within a line of dialogue that comprised a token of a given syntactic or 

phonological feature. 

 

2.6.5.1 Syntax 

Information on non-standard syntax within the CHELD is contained within the 

Syntax layer of annotation. As this corpus represents an effort to investigate Irish 

English literary dialect in its own right, and not merely an accuracy-based 

comparison to real-life Irish English dialect material, any and all syntactic non-

standardisms found within the corpus texts were segmented and tagged, not merely 

those that correspond to established features of real-life Irish English. This meant 

that the annotation scheme for the Syntax layer was an evolving one, with new tags 

added as new types of non-standardisms were encountered in the texts. Each of these 
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tags was categorized as belonging to the Nominal Area, the Verbal Area, the 

Prepositional Area, Sentence Structure, the Modifier Area, Discourse Markers, or 

Questions and Negation. The final scheme for the Syntax layer contains nearly 140 

tags, which will be discussed in more detail within the Results and Analysis section. 

A visual representation of the annotation scheme for the Syntax layer can be found in 

appendix C. 

 

2.6.5.2 Phonology 

Phonology in the CHELD is at once both simpler and more complex than syntax. 

Like syntax, phonology is tracked within the CHELD in its own layer, used to tag 

words that have been (presumably) deliberately misspelled by the author. Unlike the 

Syntax layer, however, the scheme for the Phonology layer is quite minimal, 

containing only two tags. These tags are used to differentiate between cases where 

words have been misspelled by the author in order to indicate a particular 

pronunciation—one that is different from the standard pronunciation—and cases 

where a word has been misspelled, but where the new spelling does not indicate any 

difference in pronunciation from the standard, what literary dialecticians call ‘eye 

dialect’.87 Each word was tagged once for each individual sound variation indicated 

by its spelling; for example, the word RUNNIN’ for RUNNING would be tagged only 

once, but the word OUL’  for OLD would be tagged twice, once for the pronunciation 

of the initial vowel and once for the assimilation of the final consonant. Given the 

hundreds of different words and word environments tagged in the Phonology layer, 

the current analysis concerns itself only with whether the misspellings are dialectal 

respellings or eye dialect, but a later analysis might examine the phonology of 

theatrical Irish English in more detail. 

 

  

                                                 
87 See Bowdre for an in-depth analysis of the literary functions of eye dialect. 
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2.6.6 Other Tagging Layers 

2.6.6.1 Sentences in Character Gender/Sentences in Character Age 

Syntactic non-standardisms in the CHELD were measured on the basis of frequency, 

with the sentence serving as the unit for frequency calculations. The sentence was 

chosen for this purpose because, while some non-standard syntactic constructions 

might transcend word, phrase, or clause boundaries, none of the constructions 

examined in this study transcend sentence boundaries. In order to calculate numbers 

of sentences, CorpusTool’s automatic segmentation tool was used to create two new 

layers, Sentences in Gender and Sentences in Age. Then, CorpusTool’s Autocode 

feature was used to assign tags to each sentence based on its category within the 

Character Gender and Character Age layers. For example, the Autocode feature was 

told to search for the following: 

 (2) Sentences in Gender (in) Character Gender [MALE] 

The results of this search were reviewed carefully, as the possibility exists within this 

process for the inclusion of irrelevant results. For example, CorpusTool’s sentence 

identification and segmentation tool operates by looking for definitive sentence-

ending punctuation, like the period (.) or the exclamation point (!). In some cases, 

however, lines of dialogue end with punctuation like the dash (—) or with no 

punctuation at all. In those situations, CorpusTool would group that line of dialogue 

together with the following line—until it encounters sentence-ending punctuation—

as a single sentence. The other main source for error in this process involves cases 

where mid-line stage directions contain entire sentences. Although the program is 

told to ignore all stage directions in its calculation of statistics for the Character 

Gender layer, these segments still appear in searches like the one described. For the 

former type of error, segment boundaries were manually adjusted. For the latter, 

these particular search results were discarded, and the Autocode feature was then 

told to code all of the remaining results as: 

 (3) Sentences in Gender [SENTENCES IN MALE] 

This process was repeated for all relevant categories (Character Gender: Female and 

all of the Character Age categories). 
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2.6.6.2 Search-Related Tagging 

Two other layers were created for the sole purpose of assisting with the various 

searches carried out on the corpus. These are the Playwright layer and the File Name 

layer. The annotation scheme for the Playwright layer consisted of one level, in 

which a tag was created corresponding to the surname of each of the corpus 

playwrights. In the File Name layer, there is again one level consisting of the fifty 

different File Name designations for the corpus texts. These layers were used 

whenever a need arose to examine a particular text or all of the texts by a particular 

author.  

 

2.6.7 Note on Tagging Protocol 

Each text was tagged once for each of the previously-discussed layers. For Syntax, a 

second pass was made through each of the corpus texts after the initial round of 

tagging was finished in order to maximize coding reliability. 

 In tagging the Syntax layer, a principle of parsimony was adopted; a given 

token of a particular syntactic construction was only tagged if there was absolute 

certainty that the words involved represented an actual token of that syntactic 

construction. If there were any chance that a different reading of the sentence in 

question could indicate an interpretation that did not involve that syntactic 

construction, the potential token was ignored and left un-tagged. 

 

2.7 Exploring the Data 

2.7.1 Characteristics of Speech Relating to Quantity 

Characteristics of speech relating to quantity were analyzed in the corpus in two 

areas: the number of turns taken per character and the number of words88 per turn, 

henceforth referred to as turn-taking and verbosity, respectively. Turn-taking and 

                                                 
88 It is important to note that while the previously-given word counts in the tables at the beginning of 
this chapter include all usable words for the various categories, most of the analyses (the exceptions 
being those analyses that concern the Character Age variable) performed on the CHELD use only 
those words belonging to speakers of a defined gender—that is, not including turns taken by mixed-
gender groups, non-human speakers, or turns where the gender of the speaker is unknown. 
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verbosity are two important elements of speech analysis at the conversational level. 

Looking at the relative number of turns taken by an individual—or, in a corpus of 

this size, by a group like ‘male characters’ or ‘OA characters’—can give an 

indication of that individual’s status in the conversation (or that group’s status and 

conversational behavior). Looking at how many words are spoken per turn can give 

us an idea of how verbose an individual or group is compared to other individuals or 

groups. Together, these two variables give an idea of the relative conversational 

power each group holds. As Lakoff writes:  

  In conversation, power is demonstrated by the holding of the floor. In 

  general, the one who has the floor the most, and/or is responsible for 

  more successful topics than anyone else, has the most power at least 

  for the purposes of the conversation. Most often, people who come 

  into a conversation with the most real-world power tend to display the 

  signs of power within the conversation: they monopolize floor and  

  topics. (49)  

 Within the CHELD, turn-taking is measured by counting the number of lines 

(that is, the number of segments within the Character Gender layer or, for character 

age-related analyses, within the Character Age layer) spoken by a particular group. 

Calculating this is simply a matter of searching for Character Gender (or Character 

Age) segments within other segments that correspond to whatever other elements 

one might desire to investigate. For example, if one wished to calculate the number 

of turns taken by female characters of plays written by male authors that were first 

produced in the 1950s, one would formulate the search request so: 

 (4) Character Gender [FEMALE] (in) Author Gender [MALE] in Decade [1950] 

In order to use the resultant number to calculate the turn-taking statistic for this 

query, one would also need to know the number of female characters in plays written 

by male authors first produced in the 1950s. This information is kept in hard copy, 

within the records kept for each corpus text. 

 To calculate the number of words per turn spoken by a particular group, the 

Statistics function of CorpusTool was used. Using the same type of search query 
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formulation as in (4) above, the Statistics tab can give a number of items relating to 

textual information, the most useful of which is the word count. 

 

2.7.2 Syntactic and Phonological Non-Standardism 

As stated previously, syntactic and phonological non-standardism were measured on 

a frequency basis: syntax according to the number of constructions per sentence, and 

phonology according to the number of respelling tokens per word. In order to find 

these non-standardisms, CorpusTool’s in-built search function was used; search 

queries were formulated as in the example in (5) below: 

 (5) Syntax [SYNTAX] (in) Character Age [YA] (in) Decade [1990] 

This search command would return a tabulated list of all syntactic non-standardisms 

found within lines of dialogue spoken by characters classified as YA in plays whose 

first production took place between the years 1990 and 1999. This same type of 

search was also used to find more specific counts, as with the syntactic and 

phonological categories, as in: 

 (6) Syntax [NOMINAL AREA] (in) Character Gender [FEMALE] (in) File Name  

  [LG_03_DAV] 

In this example, the search would result in a tabulated list of all of the times a female 

character uses a nominal area-related syntactic non-standard construction in Lady 

Gregory’s play Dave. Finally, this type of search was also used to look at specific 

constructions, as in: 

 (7) Syntax [AFTER PERFECT] (in) Geographic Area [DUBLIN] 

In this case, the search would return a tabulated list of all occurrences of the AFTER 

perfect in plays set in Dublin. 

 

2.7.3 Note on Author Gender Analyses 

Initially, I ran all analyses on the Author Gender variable using the entirety of the 

CHELD. However, I soon discovered that the massive disparity in word count 
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between male and female authors was creating problems with the numbers generated 

by these analyses. This disparity represents a continuing issue for the CHELD, but 

one that could not be solved readily while working within the Abbey catalogue. As 

discussed earlier in this chapter,89 any attempt to balance the CHELD for author 

gender would be limited by the inadequate representation of female playwrights in 

the Abbey catalogue, and further constrained by the availability of published texts 

containing dialect by those playwrights. A greater degree of balance between the 

author genders could have been reached by opening up the CHELD to non-Abbey 

texts, but this option was rejected due to the importance of the Abbey for Irish 

theatre. The central role played by the Abbey in the Irish Literary Revival—and the 

continuing legacy of that role, as well as the tendency for the Abbey to be 

conservative in what it stages—makes the Abbey a useful parameter for the study of 

Irish English literary dialect. In order to remedy the issue of female playwright 

representativeness while maintaining the parameters set out for the study, I selected a 

sub-corpus of male authors for comparison with the female-written segment of the 

CHELD. This sub-corpus was balanced with the female-written portion of the 

CHELD for word count; at 151,745 words, the male-written sub-corpus is much 

closer to the 153,127 words of the female-written element. Selection criteria for 

these texts were as follows: the texts selected for this sub-corpus were balanced as 

much as possible with the female-written texts in terms of decade of first 

production,90 and an attempt was made to utilize as few individual male authors as 

possible, given that the female-written portion of the CHELD consists of the writings 

of only three playwrights. Details on the texts that comprise this male-written sub-

corpus are given below in table 13, while details on all of the female-written texts in 

the CHELD are given in table 14. 

  

                                                 
89 See page 65. 
90 Given the relatively small pool of male-authored texts that correspond to the female-authored texts 
in decade of first production, it was not possible to balance the two (author gender) sub-corpora for 
county of setting; however, all but one of the female-authored texts fall under the ‘rural’ heading, 
while all but two of the male-authored texts chosen for the Male Author sub-corpus have rural 
settings. 
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Table 13 
Male-Written Texts Included in Sub-Corpus for Comparison to Female-Written Texts 
 
Author Title Decade of First 

Production 

Bolger, Dermot April Bright 1990 

 The Passion of Jerome 1990 

Colum, Padraic The Land 1900 

 Thomas Muskerry 1910 

Fitzmaurice, George The Pie-Dish 1900 

 King of the Barna Men 1910 

Leonard, Hugh Love in the Title 2000 

Molloy, M. J. Old Road 1940 

Robinson, Lennox The Big House 1920 

 Church Street 1930 

 The Lucky Finger 1940 

 

Table 14 
Female-Written Texts in the CHELD 
 
Author Title Decade of First 

Production 

Carr, Marina The Mai 1990 

 By the Bog of Cats 1990 

 Portia Coughlan 1990 

 Ariel 2000 

Deevy, Teresa The King of Spain’s 

Daughter 

1930 

 Katie Roche 1930 

 The Wild Goose 1930 

 In Search of Valour 1930 

Gregory, Lady  Spreading the News 1900 

 The White Cockade 1900 

 McDonough’s Wife 1910 

 Coats 1910 

 The Dragon 1910 

 Dave 1920 
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One issue that remains for the author gender-related analyses is that of 

representativeness across the century. While it would have been interesting to look at 

changes across the course of the twentieth century with respect to author gender, this 

is not possible for the CHELD, given that it contains no female-written texts from 

the 1940s through the 1980s. Any century-wide analysis relating to the Decade of 

First Production variable in intersection with the Author Gender variable would 

therefore have a large gap in the middle, making it impossible to generalize trends 

across the century. However, smaller-scale studies of this variable intersection, 

particularly those involving the earliest and latest decades, are possible. 

 

2.7.4 Lady Gregory and the ‘Yeats’ Plays 

While W. B. Yeats was certainly a prolific playwright and one of the dominant 

voices of the early Abbey Theatre, the majority of his theatrical works consist almost 

entirely of verse, making them unsuitable for inclusion in the CHELD. In spite of 

this, and in deference to Yeats’s position as one of the founders of the Abbey, three 

texts containing mostly naturalistic prose in dialect were chosen for the CHELD: 

Cathleen ni Houlihan, The Pot of Broth, and On Baile’s Strand. Although Cathleen 

ni Houlihan first appeared under Yeats’s name, it is now known—and indeed it 

appears to have been known in Dublin from the beginning (Pethica xxxiii)—that this 

play was in fact a collaboration with Lady Gregory, with Gregory providing most of 

the dialect material. According to James Pethica in his introduction to the Cornell 

Manuscript Materials edition of (Yeats’s) Collaborative One-Act Plays, 1901-1903,  

  ‘[t]he draft materials collected here largely confirm what Yeats’s  

  dedication [to the copy of The Hour-Glass, Cathleen ni Houlihan,  

  The Pot of Broth that he inscribed to Lady Gregory] and the differing 

  creative tendencies of the two writers might lead us to expect: that the 

  peasant realism in the play was principally Lady Gregory’s work,  

  while Yeats’s creative interest was focused mainly on the figure of  

  Cathleen herself. (xxxiii) 

Nicholas Grene alludes to these ‘differing creative tendencies’ in his own discussion 

of the authorship of Cathleen ni Houlihan:  
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  It may even be thought characteristic that where Yeats’s Bridget, the 

  mother in The Land of Heart’s Desire, has no function in the play but 

  to be ‘old and bitter of tongue’, Gregory’s Bridget reminds her  

  husband forcibly of her contribution to their marriage when he  

  momentarily slights her for having come to him as a dowry-less wife. 

  [...] The pride of Augusta Gregory in the role of working woman  

  speaks out of such lines. (Politics 64) 

 Cathleen ni Houlihan is not the only CHELD play on which Gregory and 

Yeats collaborated; contained also within Collaborative One-Act Plays is The Pot of 

Broth, in which Lady Gregory’s influence can also be registered in the dialect style 

(Pethica xlvi). On Baile’s Strand represents another collaborative effort between 

Yeats and Gregory. After On Baile’s Strand’s first production in December of 1904, 

Yeats attempted to revise the play; part of this revision attempt included consultation 

with Lady Gregory on the dialogue, particularly that of the characters of the Fool and 

the Blind Man (Flannery 420). It is likely, then, that Lady Gregory was largely 

responsible for all of the realistic dialect material in these three plays. Given that it is 

this realistic dialect material that constitutes the material under investigation in the 

CHELD—all verse and song material in these plays (and all other CHELD texts) 

having been ignored for the purpose of this study—one might question whether these 

texts (at least as they pertain to the CHELD) should appear under Yeats’s name at 

all, or whether they might have been more accurately categorized in the CHELD as 

belonging to Lady Gregory. However, while it may be true that Lady Gregory 

authored those parts of these plays included in the CHELD analysis, the Yeatsian 

elements of these plays must be acknowledged as well. The ideas for all three plays 

seem to have come from Yeats (Pethica xxxii and xlvi), and Yeats’s influence on the 

plots is apparent (Grene, Politics 68). Whether one elects to consider these three 

CHELD texts ‘Gregory-influenced Yeats plays’ or ‘Yeats-influenced Gregory 

plays’, they must be viewed as separate from the Gregory texts of the CHELD. 

Whether there are observable differences in the dialect usage between the texts 

labelled ‘Yeats’ and those labelled ‘Gregory’ is a matter to be explored in Chapter 

Four. 
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2.8 Conclusions 

The procedures by which the CHELD was compiled and analyzed, from the 

digitization of texts to the tagging and calculation of non-standard items, are 

significant not only to future research into the CHELD but also to other future 

projects involving the compilation of corpora for linguistic research. In particular, 

my work elucidates some of the issues and considerations behind the use of literary 

texts—and plays in particular—in linguistic corpora. Text selection formed a major 

part of the initial stages of the current study, with considerable attention paid to 

ensuring the representativeness of the final corpus product in a number of areas. The 

digitization of corpus texts also represented a unique challenge, one that was met 

with a combination of high- and low-tech elements. Finally, the annotation process 

for the CHELD involved an extremely high level of specificity and detail with an eye 

towards ensuring that all analytical bases were covered, not only for the current 

study, but for the sake of future research performed on the CHELD. This detailed 

documentation of the processes and methods used in the current study’s guidelines 

provides both a model and a case study for future researchers into corpus linguistics 

and literary dialect. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF LITERARY HIBERNO-ENGLISH 91 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Linguistic analysis of the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects involves 

investigation of five primary sociolinguistic variables tracked in tagging the texts—

Author Gender, Character Gender, Character Age, Decade of First Production, and 

Geographic Area of Setting—in the areas of speech quantity, syntactic non-

standardism, and respelling/phonological non-standardism. The linguistic analysis of 

Literary Hiberno-English enabled by the CHELD demonstrates that, within the texts 

involved in this study, there are observable trends for each of the three measures 

investigated (speech quantity, syntax, and phonology). Some of the most interesting 

findings discussed in this chapter relate to the Author Gender and Character Gender 

variables; for example, female authors write their characters as more non-standard—

both syntactically and phonologically—than do male authors. Female characters take 

more turns than male characters, and while both character genders are roughly equal 

in their use of syntactic non-standardisms, female characters are more non-standard 

phonologically. Other interesting findings relate to the Decade of First Production 

variable; there is a general trend towards more turns per character, and turns of 

shorter length, as the twentieth century progresses. Geographically, while rural- and 

urban-set plays use comparable amounts of dialectal respellings, rural-set plays are 

considerably more syntactically non-standard. 

 In this chapter, I discuss the overall corpus findings, followed by the findings 

for each of the five primary sociolinguistic variables. I also investigate certain 

interesting variable intersections, such as the relationship between Character Gender 

and Author Gender, or between Character Age and Character Gender. Finally, I 

                                                 
91 All raw data given in appendix D. 
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include as a focus study a limited analysis of the Literary Hiberno-English of the 

1990s in comparison to the ICE–Ireland, a corpus of real-life Irish English speech.92 

 

3.2 Characteristics of Speech Relating to Quantity 

As indicated previously,93 characteristics of Literary Hiberno-English speech relating 

to quantity were measured in two ways. Turn-taking, or level of conversational 

participation, was measured as the number of turns94 per character. For all 

comparative analyses, this measure takes into account only those characters 

belonging to the group under consideration; for example, the tabulation for this 

figure for the category ‘CHARACTER GENDER: FEMALE’ involves only the 177 

characters who are female. The other measure in the speech quantity area is that of 

verbosity, or turn length, which is calculated as the number of words per turn. 

 

3.2.1 Corpus-Wide Findings 

There are 486 character-speakers whose lines of dialogue make up the text of the 

CHELD, and 38,665 turns,95 which gives a turn-taking calculation of 79.6 turns per 

character. With the corpus-wide word count of 639,145, the average length of a 

character’s turn comes in at 16.5 words per turn. 

 

  

                                                 
92 This comparison between literary Hiberno-English and real-life Southern Irish English is not 
intended to serve as an analysis of comparative accuracy on the part of the former, and at no point will 
there be any kind of value judgement made as to how ‘close’ the literary dialect is to the natural 
speech. Rather, this focus study is intended to take advantage of the availability of a comparable 
corpus (in the form of the ICE-Ireland) in order to explore two different ways of performing Irish 
identity at a time—the time of the Celtic Tiger—when Ireland and Irish identity enjoyed an 
unprecedented level of visibility on the world stage. 
93 See section 2.7.1, page 86. 
94 Recall that ‘turns’, in this context, correspond directly to ‘lines of dialogue’ and equate to segments 
created in the Character Gender layer (or the Character Age layer, in the case of analyses involving 
character age). 
95 Recall from the previous chapter (footnote 89 on page 86) that the turns making up these analyses 
involve only those turns taken by either male or female speakers. 
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3.2.2 Speech Quantity: Primary Sociolinguistic Variables 

3.2.2.1 Speech Quantity: Author Gender 

Characters written by male authors take 67.6 turns per character, while characters 

written by female authors take 79.1 turns per character; this represents a 17% 

difference between male- and female-written characters. 

Figure 2 
Turns per Character by Author Gender 
 

 

 

In terms of turn length, however, there is not much of a difference with respect to 

author gender. Both male and female authors use between seventeen and eighteen 
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Figure 3 
Words per Turn by Author Gender 
 

 

 

3.2.2.2 Speech Quantity: Character Gender 

The results for Character Gender with respect to quantity of speech are fairly similar 

to those for Author Gender; in both cases, the female element of the corpus takes 

considerably more turns per character, but both genders use roughly the same 

number of words per turn. Female characters take 29% more turns per character than 

their male counterparts at 84.3 turns per character for female characters versus 65.4 

turns per character for male characters. 

Figure 4 
Turns per Character by Character Gender 
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Both genders, however, use between seventeen and eighteen words per turn: 17.6 

words for male characters and 17.4 words for female characters. 

 
Figure 5 
Words per turn by Character Gender 
 

 

 

3.2.2.3 Speech Quantity: Character Age 

In terms of age, the group taking the most turns per character is the Middle Adult 

(MA) group (ages 34-49 years), at 142 turns per character. The Child (CH) group 

(ages 0-18 years) takes the fewest, at 53.1 turns. Over the course of a lifetime, there 

is an increase in turns taken per character that peaks in the MA group and drops off 

sharply for the Older Adult/OA (ages 50+) group. 

Figure 6 
Turns per Character by Character Age 
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While the OA group takes relatively few turns per character, its members use the 

most words per turn, at 18.1 words. As with turn-taking, CH characters take the 

shortest turns, at 12.5 words per turn. Over the course of the lifetime, the average 

character’s turns become generally longer. 

Figure 7 
Words per Turn by Character Age 
 

 

 

3.2.2.4 Speech Quantity: Decade of First Production 

Over the course of the century, there is a general trend towards more turns; between 

1900 (39.7 turns per character) and 2000 (121.05 turns per character), there is a more 

than two hundred percent increase in turn frequency. This trend can be seen in 

Figure 8, as well as several interesting peaks. The 1930s saw a marked increase in 

turns per character from the earlier decades, followed by a levelling-off for the mid-

century decades, and then a massive peak in the 1970s, where there are the most 

turns per character overall at 161.7 turns. This is followed by a sharp decline into the 

1990s, where there are only 101.1 turns per character, and finally another large 

increase (20% increase between 1990 and 2000) for the final decade.96 

  

                                                 
96 Note however that the CHELD texts of the ‘2000’ decade cover only the first few years of that 
decade. 
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Figure 8 
Turns per Character by Decade of First Production 
 

 

 

In contrast to the results regarding turn-taking, turn length displays a generally 

decreasing trend over the course of the century. The length of the average turn drops 

by some 40% between 1900 and 2000. 

Figure 9 
Words per Turn by Decade of First Production 
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3.2.2.5 Speech Quantity: Geographic Area of Setting 

Of the five Geographic Area of Setting groups, Munster character-speakers take the 

most turns per character, at 120.7 turns, and Midlands character-speakers take the 

fewest, at 51.9 turns per character. 

Figure 10 
Turns per Character by Geographic Area of Setting 
 

 

 

In contrast to turn frequency, Connacht character-speakers take the longest turns, 
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Figure 11 
Words per Turn by Geographic Area of Setting 
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Another way of looking at geographic variation, and one commonly employed in 

sociolinguistic studies, is via an urban/rural divide. In the CHELD, given the settings 

described by the authors, this essentially equates to ‘plays set in Dublin’ and ‘plays 

set elsewhere in Ireland’. Examining speech quantity this way, one can see that the 

urban-set plays have 79.1 turns per character, while the rural-set plays have 70.1 

turns per character, some 11% less. 

Figure 12 
Turns per Character by Urban/Rural Divide 
 

 

 

With words per turn, however, it is the rural plays that display greater quantity. 
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Figure 13 
 Words per Turn by Urban/Rural Divide 
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Figure 14 
Turns per Character: Character Gender by Author Gender 
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With turn length, there is more of a difference between the author genders. Each 

gender writes characters of their own gender as more verbose; male authors write 

male characters as taking 15% longer turns than female characters, and female 

authors write female characters as taking slightly longer turns than male characters 

(although for female authors, both character genders use between seventeen and 

eighteen words per turn). 

Figure 15 
Words per Turn: Character Gender by Author Gender 
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Figure 16 
Turns per Character: Character Gender by Character Age 
 

 

 

Both genders again display the same lifetime trends with turn length. Male 

characters experience a 49% increase over the course of the lifetime, a slightly more 

marked change compared to the 43% increase demonstrated by the female 

characters. 

Figure 17 
Words per Turn: Character Gender by Character Age 
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3.2.3.3 Speech Quantity: Character Gender by Decade of First Production 

Over the course of the century, male characters and female characters perform 

roughly the same in terms of turn-taking. While female characters tend to take more 

turns than male characters, the situation is reversed in the 1960s and in the 1980s. 

Figure 18 
Turns per Character: Character Gender by Decade of First Production 
 

 

 

In terms of turn length, the character genders display generally the same behavior 

over the course of the century. One decade of note is the 1920s, in which female 

characters experience a more marked increase in turn length than their male 
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Figure 19 
Words per Turn: Character Gender by Decade of First Production 
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3.2.4 Speech Quantity: Discussion 

The results for gender, of both the authors and the characters, are of particular 

interest with regard to Speech Quantity. It is interesting that authors and characters 

behave so similarly; both female authors and female characters write/take more turns 

per character than their male counterparts, but for both Author Gender and Character 

Gender there is practically no difference in turn length. To put these results in 

context, one might examine some studies relating to real-life language and gender 

interactions.97 While there still exists a widespread belief among non-linguists that 

women talk more than men, research findings from a diverse range of conversational 

settings have consistently indicated the contrary for several decades. Men not only 

talk more frequently than women,98 they also take longer turns than women.99 There 

is, as well, the oft-cited 2007 study by Mehl et al., in which the authors found no 

significant difference between men and women in terms of the number of words 

used per day. This is in contrast to the results from the CHELD, both those relating 

to the Author Gender variable and those relating to the Character Gender variable. 

Perhaps the best way to compare the results collated by Mehl et al. is to look at 

Speech Quantity in terms of the number of words per character for Character 

Gender, and the number of words per text (essentially amounting to play length) for 

Author Gender, with ‘character’ and ‘text’ roughly paralleling ‘day’ as used in the 

Mehl et al. study. As one can infer from the turns per character and words per turn 

results relating to Character Gender, it is the female characters who do most of the 

talking in the CHELD: 1,400 words per character compared to the males’ 1,177 

words per character (a 19% difference). For Author Gender, the reverse is the case; 

in the adjusted Author Gender sub-corpus, male authors use ~27% more words per 

text than female authors (13,379 words per text versus 10,502 for female authors). 

While the latter results (those relating to Author Gender) are better suited to a study 

of real-life gender politics among authors of dramatic works, the Character Gender 

results are more interesting for our purposes, given that they reinforce common—if 

erroneous—stereotypes about the volume of women’s speech. In the CHELD, at 

                                                 
97 Please note again that reference to studies of real-life language do not indicate any assessment of 
the accuracy of Literary Hiberno-English; any discussion of the findings of these studies is intended 
purely to provide context for the findings of the study of the CHELD.  
98 See Argyle, Lalljee, and Cook; Eakins and Eakins; Swacker, ‘Women’s verbal behaviour’; 
Bashiruddin, Edge, and Hughs-Pelegrin. 
99 See Swacker, ‘The sex of the speaker’. 
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least, there is some truth to the old proverb comparing women’s tongues to lambs’ 

tails in wagging frequency. 

 One final item of interest with regard to Speech Quantity and gender is the 

intersection of the Author Gender and Character Gender variables. While female 

authors give their characters of both genders about the same number of words per 

turn (between seventeen and eighteen), male authors give their male characters 

longer turns than their female characters. This tendency for an author gender to grant 

more attention to the speech of characters of their own gender is something that will 

be seen again later in the discussion of phonological non-standardism. 

 The Character Age results for Speech Quantity are also quite interesting, 

particularly those relating to the Older Adult group, where characters take few-but-

long turns. One might speculate about the reasons for this by imagining the Literary 

Hiberno-English society as a place where people gain more confidence over the 

course of their lifetimes, taking more and more speech turns (and speaking more in 

general), and then stepping back in their older years, participating less frequently in 

the conversation but still making substantial contributions. However, while 

speculation of this kind is interesting, one caveat that is often applied to 

sociolinguistic studies of age-related variation is also relevant here in the fictional 

realm: 

  We must be sure that something we view as linguistic change because 

  older people say one thing and younger people say something else is 

  not just the phenomenon of age-grading [italics in original], of using 

  speech appropriate to your age group. How can we be sure that [...] 

  the younger people will not change their linguistic ways as they get 

  older, with those changes being in the direction of the use of the  

  groups which are presently described as being older? (Wardhaugh  

  196-7) 

That is, one cannot be sure that any changes seen occurring throughout the CH → 

YA → MA → OA progression are a result of individual characters changing 
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(consciously or unconsciously) their speech as they age and not the result of 

linguistic change or innovation at the societal100 level, or vice versa. 

 The results relating to Decade of First Production also present an interesting 

contrast. While turn frequency generally increases over the course of the century, 

turn length decreases, so that characters are taking more and more turns as the 

century progresses, but using fewer and fewer words each time they speak. Perhaps 

one might compare this result to the perceived decrease in eloquence over time 

complained about by many older English speakers, or to literary trends away from 

flowery longwinded prose and towards a simpler, more naturalistic, writing style. 

 Finally, there is an interesting and unanticipated item relating to Geographic 

Area of Setting. In Connacht, speakers take some of the fewest conversational turns, 

yet some of the longest turns. The reasons for this are open to speculation; perhaps 

these lengthy turns might be related to the equation of the Irish peasantry with the 

tradition of oral storytelling, and the equation of the West of Ireland with the Irish 

peasantry.101 Again, this is merely conjecture, but this is nevertheless an interesting 

result in comparison to results from the other geographic areas studied. 

 To consolidate these results, one might say that the writers whose literary 

acts created Literary Hiberno-English as studied in the CHELD were perhaps, 

consciously or unconsciously, reinforcing perceived trends in speech, whether 

correct or not. Women in the CHELD do speak more than men overall, elders102 are 

fond of telling long stories, and loquacity has been on the decline for some time. 

 

3.3 Syntactic Non-standardism 

For each of the primary sociolinguistic variables, syntactic non-standardism was 

measured in terms of the frequency of tokens per sentence, both overall and broken 

down by category. In general, the results relating to individual syntactic categories 

                                                 
100 That is, the fictional Irish society presented in the CHELD texts, not the real-life Irish society in 
which the authors of the CHELD texts lived (or still live). 
101 See O’Toole. 
102 For those readers approaching or over fifty years of age who may be offended by my description of 
characters over fifty years of age as ‘elders’, please recall that contextually, these characters are 
generally presented within the CHELD texts as such, regardless of how young a member of this age 
group living in the second decade of the twenty-first century might feel. 
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were fairly unremarkable; nonetheless, these analyses are still presented below. For 

the analyses involving the intersections between primary sociolinguistic variables, 

however, the category-related analyses are omitted, as it was felt that the specificity 

involved in these variable intersections did not contribute to meaningful category-

based analyses. 

 

3.3.1 Corpus-wide findings 

For the entire CHELD, the frequency of syntactic non-standardisms comes in at 0.26 

tokens per sentence, or roughly one token of non-standardism occurring every four 

sentences. The most frequently-used category of syntactic non-standardism is the 

Verbal Area, at 0.077 tokens per sentence, followed by Nominal Area (0.069), 

Sentence Structure (0.0635), Questions and Negation (0.0172), Prepositional Area 

(0.0148), Discourse Markers (0.0128), and finally Modifier Area (0.00635).  

Figure 20 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Corpus-Wide 
 

 

 

In terms of individual syntactic constructions, the most frequently-used type of 

construction across the corpus is the group of definite article non-standardisms103 

(with 1,709 tokens). The other syntactic construction type with 1,000+ tokens is IT’S 

clefting (1,421 tokens); second-person plural pronouns contains nearly 1,000 tokens 

(905 tokens). Four syntactic construction types contain subtypes: second-person 

                                                 
103 See Appendix D for explanations of all individual syntactic constructions. 
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plural pronouns, habitual aspect constructions, uninflected BE, HAVE, and DO, and SO 

and repetition. The most frequently-used subtype within second-person plural 

pronouns is the YE-type pronoun, with 654 tokens representing 72% of all second-

person plural pronouns tokens. Within the habitual aspect constructions, the most-

used subtype is the DO + verb construction, with 107 tokens representing 50% of all 

habitual aspect constructions tokens. The DO + verb type of habitual aspect 

construction contains two subtypes, DO + lexical verb and DO + linking verb. Of 

these, DO + linking verb represents the majority, with 58% of the total DO + verb 

tokens (n=62). Within uninflected BE, HAVE, and DO, the most frequently-used 

subtype is uninflected HAVE, with 43 tokens (41%). Finally, within SO-type repetition, 

there are three subtypes: repetition with SO, SO without repetition, and repetition 

without SO. Of these, SO without repetition is the most popular by far, with 78% of 

the total SO-type repetition tokens (n=184). 

 

3.3.2 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Primary Sociolinguistic Variables 

3.3.2.1 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Author Gender 

Within the female-written portion of the CHELD, the rate of syntactic non-

standardism (overall) comes in at 0.314 tokens per sentence, some 36% higher than 

the rate of syntactic non-standardism in the male-written sub-corpus, which registers 

at 0.231 tokens per sentence. 
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Figure 21 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Author Gender 
 

 

 

For male authors, the Nominal Area is the most-used category of syntactic non-

standardism, followed by the Verbal Area. Female authors, however, rely first on 

Verbal Area constructions, followed by Sentence Structure. 

Figure 22 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Author Gender 
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3.3.2.2 Syntactic Non-standardism: Character Gender 

The difference between the two primary character genders in terms of frequency of 

syntactic non-standardism is negligible, at only 0.002 tokens per sentence: 0.262 for 

male characters and 0.26 for female characters. 

Figure 23 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender 
 

 

 

For both male and female characters, the most-used category of syntactic non-

standardism is the Verbal Area. For female characters, the rate of Verbal Area non-
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Figure 24 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Character Gender 
 

 

 

For male characters, the most-used individual construction type is the definite article 

non-standardisms: 1,062 tokens, representing 37% of all Nominal Area tokens for 

male characters. This is followed by IT’S clefting (769 tokens/33% of Sentence 

Structure tokens for male characters) and second-person plural pronouns (582 

tokens/20% of Nominal Area tokens for male characters). For female characters, IT’S 
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Structure tokens for female characters. Definite article non-standardisms come in 

second for female characters (645 tokens) and represent 36% of all Nominal Area 

tokens for female characters, and third place for female characters belongs to 

subordinating AND, with 407 tokens representing 21% of all Sentence Structure 

tokens for female characters. 

 

3.3.2.3 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Age 

Characters in the CHELD peak twice over the course of the lifetime. The first peak, 

representing the highest overall level of non-standardism, takes place in the YA 

group. At a rate of 0.339 tokens per sentence, the YA group is 15% more non-

standard than the CH group. The MA group is the most standard of all of the age 

groups, with a rate of syntactic non-standardism of 0.261 tokens per sentence. 

Characters peak again in the OA group, rising 26% to a rate of 0.329 tokens per 

sentence. 
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Figure 25 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Age 
 

 

 

Within the syntactic categories, three of the categories follow a slightly different 

lifetime pattern compared to the overall syntactic pattern. For Modifier Area non-

standardisms, there is a decline between the CH and MA groups before increasing 

for the OA group. For the Nominal Area non-standardisms, there is a continual 

increase over the course of the lifetime. For the Prepositional Area, there is a gradual 

increase between the CH and MA groups, followed by a drop for the OA group. This 

is in contrast to the other four categories—Verbal Area, Sentence Structure, 

Discourse Markers, and Questions and Negation—which increase between CH and 

YA, drop for MA, then rise for the OA group. 
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Figure 26 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Character Age 
 

 

 

For three of the groups—CH, YA, and OA—the most-used individual syntactic 

construction type is definite article non-standardisms. For the CH group, these 42 

tokens represent 44% of all Nominal Area tokens. For the YA group, there are 272 

tokens representing 33% of Nominal Area tokens. For the OA group, there are 237 

tokens of definite article non-standardisms representing 34% of the OA Nominal 

Area tokens. For the MA group, the most-used construction type is second-person 

plural pronouns, with 297 tokens (35% of all MA Nominal Area tokens). Over half 

of these second-person plural pronouns tokens are YE-type (68%, n = 203). 

However, given that the various sub-types of second-person plural pronouns are 

geographically constrained,104 this is more likely a question of geography, rather 

than age. 

 

3.3.2.4 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Decade of First Production 

Syntactic non-standardism seems to come in two waves over the course of the 

twentieth century. First, there is a high period in the first two decades of the century, 

with a high point of 0.653 tokens per sentence—that is, one every 1.5 sentences—in 

the 1910s, followed by a sharp decline. Between the 1910 peak and the 1930 low, 

there is a drop of 72%. This is followed by another peak in 1940, with a syntactic 

                                                 
104 See page 275-6. 
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non-standardism rate of 0.295 (one token every four sentences), and a more gradual 

decline over the remaining decades with the exception of a brief peak in the 1990s. 

Figure 27 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Decade of First Production 
 

 

 

In terms of the various categories of syntactic non-standardism, there are a number 

of changes throughout the century. Initially, Sentence Structure forms the most 

popular category, with a commanding lead for the first two decades. The Nominal 

Area non-standardisms spend four decades as the most-used category, but it is the 

Verbal Area constructions that appear in first place most frequently, with five 

decades in total105 as the most-used category. The remaining four categories 

generally follow the same two-wave pattern as syntax overall, with one interesting 

exception; in the 1980s, the Discourse Markers category experiences a remarkable 

peak of 0.0179 tokens per sentence. 

  

                                                 
105 Two decades near the beginning of the century, and then the final three decades of the century. 
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Figure 28 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Decade of First Production 
 

 

 

For the individual constructions, there are some interesting results with respect to 

waxing and waning popularity over the century. See table 15 for the top three 

individual constructions for each decade. 

Table 15 
Top Three Syntactic Constructions: Decade of First Production 
 
Decade Most-used syntactic 

construction 

Second-most-used 

syntactic construction 

Third-most-used 

syntactic construction 

1900 IT’S clefting (n=751) subordinating AND 

(n=401) 

definite article non-

standardisms (n=361) 

1910 IT’S clefting (n=297) definite article non-

standardisms (n=282) 

subordinating AND 

(n=185) 

1920 definite article non-

standardisms (n=114) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=101)—

predominately YOUS-

type (n=95) 

non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=79) 

1930 IT’S clefting (n=84) left dislocation (n=82) definite article non-

standardisms (n=77) 

1940 definite article non-

standardisms (n=124) 

SURE (n=101) second-person plural 

pronouns (n=100)—

predominately YE-type 

(n=85) 
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1950 definite article non-

standardisms (n=239) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=106)—

predominately YE-type 

(n=90) 

left dislocation (n=81) 

1960 definite article non-

standardisms (n=187) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=177)—

entirely YE-type 

non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=85) 

1970 definite article non-

standardisms (n=99) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=94)—

predominately YE-type 

(n=87) 

lack of DO support 

(n=35) 

1980 definite article non-

standardisms (n=59) 

SURE (n=39) second-person plural 

pronouns (n=32)—

predominately YE-type 

(n=29) 

1990 second-person plural 

pronouns (n=148)—

predominately YEES-

type (n=70) 

non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=142) 

non-auxiliary 

contracted HAVE 

(n=103) 

2000 definite article non-

standardisms (n=100) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=88)—

predominately YE-type 

(n=69) 

non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=85) 

 

The overall most-used construction type, definite article non-standardisms, begins 

the century in third, then second, place before taking over from IT’S clefting in 1920. 

It cedes its place to IT’S clefting in 1930, then returns to first place, where it remains 

until 1990, when it is surpassed by second-person plural pronouns. Second-person 

plural pronouns itself spends several decades in second place before losing out to 

SURE in 1980. Second-person plural pronouns then spends one decade in first place 

and finally returning to second place behind definite article non-standardisms at the 

end of the century. 

 Additionally, there are some interesting one-time appearances in this chart. 

Lack of DO support appears once, in 1970, where it takes third place. Non-auxiliary 

contracted HAVE appears once, in third place, in 1990. 
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3.3.2.5 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Geographic Area of Setting 

The most non-standard area, syntactically speaking, is the province of Connacht. 

Connacht’s 0.503 tokens per sentence (roughly one token every other sentence) 

represents a 229% increase over Leinster, the most syntactically standard area, with a 

rate of 0.153 tokens per sentence (one token every seven sentences). 

Figure 29 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Geographic Area of Setting 
 

 

 

Within the syntactic categories, there is some limited variation across the five 

geographic areas in terms of category ranking; Nominal Area, Verbal Area, and 

Sentence Structure are always the top three categories, while Prepositional Area, 

Modifier Area, Discourse Markers, and Questions and Negation are always the 

bottom four. In Leinster, Munster, the Midlands, and the Unknown Rural texts, the 

Verbal Area is the preferred category of syntactic non-standardism. In Connacht, it is 

the Nominal Area that is the most-used category. For all areas, the Modifier Area is 

least popular, but the order of the final three categories varies somewhat among the 

geographic areas. The order in Leinster, Munster, the Midlands, and the Unknown 

Rural areas is Questions and Negation, Discourse Markers, and the Prepositional 

Area (and finally the Modifier Area). In Connacht, it is Prepositional Area, 

Questions and Negation, then Discourse Markers (followed by the Modifier Area). 
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Figure 30 
Syntactic Non-Standardism by Category: Geographic Area of Setting 
 

 

 

While definite article non-standardisms are the most-used construction type in 

Connacht, Leinster, the Midlands, and the Unknown Rural texts, it takes second 

place in Munster, losing out to IT’S clefting. See table 16 below for the top three 

syntactic construction types by area. 
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Table 16 
Top Three Syntactic Constructions: Geographic Area of Setting 
 
Area Most-used syntactic 

construction 

Second-most-used 

syntactic construction 

Third-most-used 

syntactic construction 

Connacht definite article non-

standardisms (n=490) 

IT’S clefting (n=420) subordinating AND 

(n=322) 

Leinster definite article non-

standardisms (n=262) 

IT’S clefting (n=220) second-person plural 

pronouns (n=160)—

predominately YOUS-

type (n=157) 

Munster IT’S clefting (n=580) definite article non-

standardisms (n=525) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=287)—

entirely YE-type 

Midlands definite article non-

standardisms (n=213) 

non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=188) 

second-person plural 

pronouns (n=155)—

predominately YEES-

type (n=89) 

Unknown Rural definite article non-

standardisms (n=224) 

IT’S clefting (n=111) non-standard subject-

verb concord (n=109) 

 

To return to the urban/rural analysis, it can be seen that the urban-set plays have a 

rate of syntactic non-standardism of 0.124 tokens per sentence, or one token every 

eight sentences, while the rural-set plays have a rate of 0.317 tokens per sentence, or 

one token every three sentences, considerably more frequent than the urban plays. 
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Figure 31 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Urban/Rural Divide 
 

 

 

3.3.3 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Variable Intersections 

3.3.3.1 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Author Gender 

Broken down by Author Gender, both male and female authors write their male 

characters as more non-standard in their syntax than their female characters. 

However, the difference between the genders is much greater with male authors than 

with female authors. Female authors write their male characters as only 6% more 

non-standard than their female characters, while male authors write a 76% gap 

between the character genders. 
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Figure 32 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Author Gender 
 

 

 

3.3.3.2 Syntactic Non-standardism: Character Gender by Character Age 

Depending on their gender, characters in the CHELD display slightly different 

lifetime patterns for syntactic non-standardism. Male characters zig-zag 

dramatically, peaking in the YA group and again, slightly less radically, in the OA 

group. Female characters, on the other hand, decrease between CH and MA before 

increasing slightly for OA in terms of syntactic non-standardism. Their high point 

for syntactic non-standardism is in the CH group, and their lowest is MA, and the 

increase they experience for OA is only slight, not even as high as their rate of non-

standardism for the YA group. 
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Figure 33 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Character Age 
 

 

 

3.3.3.3 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Decade of First 

Production 

In general, male and female characters follow the same pattern over the course of the 

century. Male characters experience slightly more dramatic fluctuations in the 1930s 

and 1940s compared to their female counterparts, but the gap closes after this period. 

Near the end of the century, however, their paths diverge; while female characters 

decrease in usage of syntactic non-standardism between 1990 and 2000, male 

characters continue to increase. 

Figure 34 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Decade of First Production 
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3.3.4 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Discussion 

Some of these syntax results deserve further discussion. First, one might take a 

closer look at some of the individual syntactic constructions used in the CHELD 

overall. To date, there have been published four works representing general ‘guides’ 

to the syntax of (general Southern) Irish English.106 While there is not consensus 

among these works as to what constitutes ‘characteristic’ syntax of Irish English, 

there are eight syntactic constructions that are mentioned in all four of these works. 

These are: the AFTER perfect, definite article non-standardisms, the extended-now 

perfect, the habitual DO BE + -ING construction, the resultative perfective, the 

narrative infinitive, non-standard uses of the preposition ON, and subordinating AND. 

Of these eight, four appear in the top twenty-five (most-used syntactic constructions) 

of the CHELD: the AFTER perfect, definite article non-standardisms, the resultative 

perfective, non-standard uses of the preposition ON, and subordinating AND. All eight 

appear somewhere in the CHELD top fifty most-used constructions.107 While, again, 

the question of ‘authenticity’ or ‘accuracy’ in Hiberno-English literary dialects is not 

a concern of the current study, this does tell us that there is some degree of similarity 

between what linguists think of as ‘characteristic of general Southern Irish English’ 

and what may be thought of as ‘characteristic of Literary Hiberno-English’. Indeed, 

very few (if any) of the syntactic constructions mentioned by any of these authors 

cannot be found in the texts of the CHELD. 

 Again, the results involving gender—both Author Gender and Character 

Gender—are particularly interesting for the CHELD. Studies of real-life English 

have demonstrated a tendency for female speakers to adhere more to linguistic norms 

associated with standard or prestige varieties—and non-localized varieties—than 

their male counterparts.108 The reasons for this are up for debate, with some 

suggested reasons relating to potential covert prestige (Trudgill, Sociolinguistics 74) 

in linguistic non-standardness associated with working-class speech for male 

speakers or to the societal pressures put on female speakers to adhere to certain 

behavioral (including linguistic behavior) expectations: 

                                                 
106 Joyce; Henry, ‘Linguistic Survey’; Filppula, The Grammar of Irish English; Hickey, Irish English. 
For a concise introductory text, see Amador Moreno, An Introduction to Irish English. 
107 Out of over one hundred syntactic constructions found in the CHELD. 
108 See Milroy and Milroy, ‘Varieties and Variation’; Bright; Cheshire, ‘Linguistic Variation’; 
Eisikovits. 
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  Secondly, it has also been pointed out that many societies seem to  

  expect a higher level of adherence to social norms—better   

  behaviour—from women than they do from men. If father comes  

  home drunk on Saturday night and vomits over the living-room  

  carpet, this is bad. But if mother does the same, many people would 

  feel it is worse. A woman interviewed in a Norwegian dialect survey 

  said, when asked why she used the prestige pronunciation [ɛg] ‘egg’ 

  while her brothers said [ӕg]: ‘It isn’t done for a woman to say  

  [ӕg].’(Trudgill, Sociolinguistics 73) 

 While real-life women may tend towards ‘better behavior’, including linguistic 

behavior, this is not a trend one finds at work within Literary Hiberno-English. 

Female characters are almost exactly as non-standard as male characters, and female 

authors are decidedly more non-standard than male authors in the creation of their 

theatrical dialects. The former represents an intriguing departure from the real-life 

English trends and reflects a remarkable degree of equality between the sexes with 

respect to the use of non-standard syntax. The latter is equally worthy of note and 

will be discussed further later on. 

 Another noteworthy item within the syntax results relates to the relationship 

between Character Age and level of non-standardism. While adulthood has been 

referred to as ‘a vast wasteland in the study of variation’ (Eckert 165) (that is, 

variation of real-life linguistic varieties) due to the relative lack of studies109 and the 

treatment of adults as a homogeneous age group, a general link between participation 

in the labor marketplace and increased linguistic conservatism or adherence to the 

linguistic standard has been demonstrated. Thus, adults of working age tend to be 

more conservative (less non-standard) in their language use than the younger age 

groups,110 but there is some evidence that the retiring/retired age group—and 

particularly its male members—reverts to less conservative linguistic behavior, 

                                                 
109 ‘Age is sociolinguistics’ underdeveloped social dimension. [...] [S]ociolinguistic research on age 
and ageing is, with only a few specific exceptions, rare. [...] When sociolinguistics has taken its data 
from adult populations, age as a social issue has generally been neutralized. That is, adulthood hasn’t 
been construed as a life stage, but rather as an unmarked demographic condition whose marked 
alternative is youth. It has usually been assumed that adulthood (implying young and midadulthood 
[sic]) is the empty stage on which the social dramas of gender, class, and ethnicity are played out in 
their various contexts.’ (Coupland 69) 
110 See, for example, Labov, Social Stratification; Trudgill, Social Differentiation. 
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perhaps as a result of decrease in concern with power relationships (Eckert 165).111 

While this behavior is reflected in the CHELD, where speakers reach their most 

conservative point in the MA group and their second-least conservative point after 

fifty 112 years of age, ‘disengagement with the marketplace’ as the motivation for 

change is somewhat problematic with the CHELD, as most of the speakers in the OA 

age group are not actually retired; this will be addressed in more detail in the 

phonology discussion in section 3.4.4 below. 

 Another area in which real-life linguistic trends are reflected in the CHELD 

is the change-over-time dimension. As real-life Irish English has changed over time, 

becoming closer syntactically (in general) to Standard British English over the 

course of the century, so too does Literary Hiberno-English. Perhaps most 

interesting, however, is the slight rise in non-standardism from the 1980s on, 

particularly given the increase in Ireland’s participation in the international market 

during this period. 

 Finally, there is an interaction between the setting of a play and the level of 

syntactic non-standardism. Examining the urban/rural divide, one can see that the 

language of rural-set plays is considerably less standard syntactically than that of the 

urban-set plays. Given the nature of urban areas to be more cosmopolitan, more 

connected with the outside, and with a greater potential for influence by non-local 

dialects,113 this is hardly surprising. 

                                                 
111 See Labov ‘Social Motivation’. 
112 Note: this is not to equate ‘fifty years of age’ with ‘retiring/retired’; this is merely the area where 
the age groups used in real-life studies overlap with those used in the current study. Indeed, as we will 
see in section 3.4.4, there really is no real ‘retiring/retired’ age group when it comes to the characters 
of the CHELD. 
113 In addition to urban areas’ greater potential for interaction with and influence by non-local 
dialects, there is another element of the urban/rural dynamic that may be at play here. Rural areas tend 
to be more conservative linguistically, and studies (see Kerswill) have demonstrated a tendency for 
linguistic change and innovation to originate in urban areas before spreading outward to rural areas. 
Further, although there is as yet no widely recognized Irish Standard English, Raymond Hickey 
(Dublin English) argues that a non-localized variety of Irish English ‘roughly based on the speech of 
middle-class Dublin’ (3) has arisen as a prestige dialect: ‘It may well be part of the colonial legacy in 
Ireland that speakers are very sensitive to the danger of being seen to have a thick, boorish Irish 
accent, particularly because a condescending attitude to the Irish has a considerable tradition in 
Britain. However, here as in other spheres of life, one notices the ambivalence of the Irish relationship 
with Britain. On the one hand the Irish do not want to be all too readily regarded by the British (or 
others) as having an unacceptable accent, on the other hand they would regard it as pandering to the 
British to adopt an accent approaching Received Pronunciation (RP)[...]. Hence, it is true to say that 
speakers from the Irish Republic do not emulate RP. Instead the supraregional standard of Dublin 
origin provides an orientation for the southern middle-class Irish.’ (33) While the emphasis here is on 
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 Syntactically, then, Literary Hiberno-English shares some similarities with 

real-life Irish English in terms of the particular non-standard constructions that 

comprise its distinguishing features. Literary Hiberno-English is also reflective of 

real-life trends with regard to age as a sociolinguistic variable, increasing 

standardization over the course of the twentieth century, and the disparity in level of 

non-standardism between urban and rural areas. However, Literary Hiberno-English 

flouts convention when it comes to gender, both in the way that character-speakers 

demonstrate remarkable gender equality in syntactic usage patterns and in the way 

that gender influences the way that the creators of the dialect utilize syntax in 

constructing their literary language. 

 

3.4 Respellings and Phonological Non-Standardism 

All respellings in the CHELD were measured in terms of frequency of occurrence on 

a per-word basis.114 For the overall corpus-wide findings, results are given both for 

the total number of respellings and for the two respelling categories: dialectal 

respellings, in which a non-standard pronunciation is indicated, and eye dialect, in 

which a word is respelled in such a way that it still conforms to standard 

pronunciation. For any more specific analyses, including both those involving the 

primary sociolinguistic variables and those involving the intersections of primary 

sociolinguistic variables, only the dialectal respellings results are reported here. 

There are two reasons for this: firstly, because the number of eye dialect tokens 

represents such a small portion of respellings in the CHELD, and secondly, because 

eye dialect tokens do not truly represent any actual phonological phenomenon at 

work,115 and thus are not a measure of relative phonological non-standardism. As the 

main study of this thesis is concerned primarily with the linguistic and 

sociolinguistic qualities of Literary Hiberno-English, eye dialect is not, for the most 

part, relevant here. In some of the focus studies in the following chapters, however, 

eye dialect is included as part of a measure of overall orthographic non-standardism; 

                                                                                                                                          
phonology rather than syntax, it may be taken as indication of a certain general attitude towards the 
linguistic trends—including non-standard syntax—of rural varieties of Irish English. 
114 See page 88. 
115 Eye dialect is usually used by authors to indicate, in a general way and without actually depicting 
any particular pronunciations, that a character’s speech is deviant from the standard, and, often, that 
the character is of limited intellect. See Krapp, The English Language; Krapp, ‘Psychology’; Bowdre. 
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where eye dialect is included, it is in discussions of literary style, rather than of 

linguistic qualities. 

 

3.4.1 Corpus-Wide Findings 

Across the corpus, the rate of respellings—both dialectal respellings and tokens of 

eye dialect—comes in at 0.0394 tokens per word. This represents roughly one 

respelling occurring every twenty-five words. By far, this is composed mostly of 

dialectal respellings: that is, respellings indicating actual pronunciation differences. 

Dialectal respellings represent some 88% of the total number of respellings. 

Figure 35 
Respellings by Category: Corpus-Wide 
 

 

 

3.4.2 Phonological Non-standardism: Primary sociolinguistic variables 

3.4.2.1 Phonological Non-standardism: Author Gender 

Female-authored texts have a significantly higher rate of phonological non-

standardism than their male-authored counterparts (within the Male Author sub-

corpus). Dialectal respellings in the female-written portion of the CHELD occur at a 

rate of 0.082 tokens per word (roughly one every twelve words) compared to 

0.00693 tokens per word (about one every 144 words) for the Male Author sub-

corpus; this means that the rate of dialectal respellings is some twelve times higher 

with female authors than with males. 
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Figure 36 
Dialectal Respellings: Author Gender 
 

 

 

3.4.2.2 Phonological Non-Standardism: Character Gender 

The difference between the character genders is somewhat more pronounced with 

respect to phonological non-standardism than it was with syntactic non-standardism. 

Female characters have a 30% higher rate of dialectal respellings than their male 

counterparts (0.0417 versus 0.032 tokens per word). 
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Figure 37 
Dialectal Respellings: Character Gender 
 

 

 

3.4.2.3 Phonological Non-Standardism: Character Age 

The OA group represents the age group with the highest rate of phonological non-

standardism (in the form of dialectal respellings tokens) with 0.0443 tokens per 

word. In terms of lifetime patterns, phonological non-standardism follows a similar 

course to syntactic non-standardism; characters become slightly more non-standard 

between the first two age groups, then drop in their use of dialectal respellings for 

the MA group, and finally reach their peak in the OA group. 

Figure 38 
Dialectal Respellings: Character Age 
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3.4.2.4 Phonological Non-Standardism: Decade of First Production 

Phonologically, non-standardism follows a zig-zag pattern over the century. 

Interestingly, the first two decades, which are remarkably non-standard syntactically, 

are among the most standard phonologically. After that, there is a cycle of highs and 

lows, with peaks every twenty years. The all-time low (most standard) is reached in 

the 1970s, with a rate of 0.00292 respellings per word (one respelling every 343 

words). This is followed by some of the most non-standard behavior of the century; 

between 1970 and 2000, the most phonologically non-standard decade, with a rate of 

0.119 respellings per word, there is an almost four thousand percent increase. 

Figure 39 
Dialectal Respellings: Decade of First Production 
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By far, the most non-standard geographic area in terms of phonology is the 
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Figure 40 
Dialectal Respellings: Geographic Area of Setting 
 

 

 

When viewed via the urban/rural divide, there is actually relatively little geographic 

variation in the level of phonological non-standardism; urban-set plays display a rate 

of phonological non-standardism of 0.0334 dialectal respellings per word (one every 

thirty words), while rural-set plays have a rate of 0.037 respellings per word (one 

every twenty-seven words). 

Figure 41 
Dialectal Respellings: Urban/Rural Divide 
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3.4.3 Phonological Non-Standardism: Variable Intersections 

3.4.3.1 Phonological Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Author Gender 

There is an interesting disparity in the way that authors represent their own versus 

the other gender with phonological non-standardism. Each (author) gender represents 

their own (character) gender as more non-standard than the other. With female 

authors, this difference is considerably smaller, however; female-written female 

characters are only 21% more non-standard than female-written male characters, 

while male-written male characters are 74% more non-standard than their male-

written female counterparts. 

Figure 42 
Dialectal Respellings: Character Gender by Author Gender 
 

 

 

3.4.3.2 Phonological Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Character Age 

Both character genders display patterns of phonological non-standardism over age 
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OA group, when it comes to phonological non-standardism, they peak in the YA 

group before declining as they age into the OA group. Male characters zig-zag 
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more dramatically non-standard for the OA group. 
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Figure 43 
Dialectal Respellings: Character Gender by Character Age 
 

 

 

3.4.3.3 Phonological Non-Standardism: Character Gender by Decade of First 

Production 

As with syntax, the two character genders display generally similar behavior over the 

course of the twentieth century; male characters might have a slightly more dramatic 

peak in 1940 than female characters, but up through 1980 their levels of 

phonological non-standardism are fairly comparable. In 1990, however, their paths 

diverge. Both groups experience a continued (from 1980) rise in 1990, but this 

increase is 16% higher for female characters than male characters. Their behavior in 

2000 is also markedly different; male characters’ usage of dialectal respellings 

continues to rise, while that of female characters drops off sharply. 
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Figure 44 
Dialectal Respellings: Character Gender by Decade of First Production 
 

 

 

3.4.4 Phonological Non-standardism: Discussion 

Perhaps the most interesting item with respect to respellings in the CHELD is the 

fact that the authors of the CHELD utilize so many more dialectal respellings than 

tokens of eye dialect. Given the common use of eye dialect as a way of imparting 

information—usually negative—about a character’s intelligence,116 this could 

indicate the prevalence of other motives for the authors of the CHELD in the 
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 In particular, Connacht presents an interesting case with phonological non-
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one might expect this trend to extend to phonology as well, as a sign of a generally 

elevated level of non-standardism in the Literary Hiberno-English of Connacht. 

However, this is not what is found in the data; while Connacht may be quite non-

standard syntactically, this area displays remarkable adherence to orthographic 

standards. From the perspective of the creators of these texts, this could indicate a 

belief that the syntactic constructions of Connacht are the dialect’s most unique 

features. 

 As with syntax, there are some interesting results relating to gender. Again, 

female authors utilize more non-standard elements—dialectal respellings in this 
                                                 
116 See Minnick; Jones, Strange Talk. 
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case—than male authors. With phonology, though, there is also a greater degree of 

non-standardism found with female characters than male characters. Again, this 

represents a subversion of expectations, given the more conservative nature of the 

language used by female speakers of real-life Englishes. It is also interesting to note 

that each author gender writes their own character gender as being more non-

standard phonologically than the other; this could indicate a difference in the way 

that the authors of the CHELD perceive strength of accent according to gender. 

Finally, the phonological behavior of characters as they age differs interestingly 

according to gender. While male characters become less standard phonologically in 

the final age group—as one might expect given what is known of real-life trends as 

discussed in the syntax section—female characters do the opposite, becoming 

steadily more standard after age thirty-three (the cut-off year for the YA group). One 

might speculate that this is due to the different ways that male and female roles in the 

society described by the CHELD change around retirement age. Eckert describes two 

conflicting reasons for changing linguistic behavior in the oldest age group; on one 

hand, detachment from the labor market could precipitate a loss of concern with 

adherence to standard linguistic norms. On the other hand, Eckert also points out the 

greater physical and economic vulnerability experienced by many older speakers 

(Eckert 165). While it would appear that the former might be at work in the CHELD, 

given the male proclivity for greater phonological non-standardism, this is unlikely 

to be the motivation for male OAs linguistic behavior. As indicated previously, most 

of the members of the OA age group are not what one would consider ‘retired’. Most 

of the male OAs are still at work in some capacity, many as farmers. Others are 

laborers or clerics. Even those who have retired from some other career often end up 

as landlords, like Mr Lewis in Bolger’s Blinded by the Light or Brennan in 

O’Casey’s Red Roses for Me. Very few of the male members of the OA group are 

completely detached from the marketplace. However, it would probably be fair to 

say that, while they are still participating in the market, their position within it is 

perhaps more secure by the time they enter the OA group; for example, many of the 

male OA farmers have sons or other family to inherit their land and to care for them 

when they eventually stop working. This greater sense of security could indeed lead 

to a lower perceived need for adhering to standard linguistic norms. On the other 

hand, the female members of the OA group occupy a completely different place in 

the society of the CHELD. Most of these women have fulfilled ‘traditional’ female 
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roles for their entire lives; they are mothers, housewives, or widows. Few of them 

work or have worked in any capacity, and most of those are occupied in assisting 

their husbands in the family business, for example by working in the family shop. 

For many of these women, particularly those whose husbands are deceased, aging 

brings about a greater and greater degree of vulnerability. For example, Mrs 

Mulholland (Madigan’s Lock) and Grandma Fraochlan (The Mai) are both widows 

whose husbands left them in difficult financial circumstances when they died: 

  MRS MULHOLLAND . You know what my Tom left me when he died? A 

  book of pomes and a talkin’ budgie. “Who’s the best little budgie on 

  the Lazy Acre?” A book of pomes and a budgie. 

      (Leonard, Madigan’s Lock, Act One) 

  THE MAI . You make our men seem like nothing. 

  GRANDMA FRAOCHLAN. I only talk about me own. 

  JULIE. Well maybe you should talk about him less, seeing as he left ya 

  penniless with seven offspring. 

       (Carr, The Mai, Act One) 

For some of these women, their livelihood depends on the financial assistance of 

others: Grandma Fraochlan is taken care of by her daughters and granddaughters, 

Amelia Gregg (Katie Roche) is supported financially by her brother, Stanislaus, Aunt 

Moll (Church Street) lives with her nephew and his wife, Blaize Scully (Portia 

Coughlan) lives with her son and his wife, and Juley Clancy (The Lucky Finger) is 

taken care of by her brothers, Richard and Maurice, and their families. In Norry Shea 

(The Country Dressmaker), one can see an example of the vulnerability felt by older 

women whose futures are uncertain. Norry’s husband is dead,117 and she lives off her 

daughter’s income as a dressmaker, but she fears the prospect of what might happen 

if her daughter never marries: 

                                                 
117 Presumably; at least Norry’s daughter Julia’s father does not appear present as of the time of the 
play, and there is none of the social judgment that one can expect in Irish plays of the time (the play 
was first produced in 1907) concerning unmarried mothers. Further, Norry indicates that she is one of 
the ‘Driscolls of Knockanasieg’ (Act One), yet her surname—and her daughter’s—is listed on the 
character list as ‘Shea’. 
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  NORRY. This will be a sorrowful day, I’m thinking. Not one of my  

  name was ever in the Workhouse, not one of the Driscolls of  

  Knockanasieg. But it is foreshown to me these months and years that 

  I’ll bring disgrace on my name, that I’ll get a pauper’s funeral, Matt 

  Dillane. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act One) 

It is not until her daughter Julia is set to marry the returned emigrant Pats O’Connor 

that Norry’s worries cease—and again, the expectation here is that Norry will then 

be dependent on Pats for her livelihood: 

  NORRY. Pats will buy me an arm-chair, he said, and I can sit at the fire 

  and do my knitting and sewing at my ease—that’s when we are all  

  living together in the slate house. The fear of the Workhouse will  

  never again come before my old eyes. He’ll buy the best of stuff for 

  me likewise, and I’ll go make a new brown habit for myself to lay me 

  out in when I’m dead, for he don’t think this one I’m making is  

  respectable enough. He’ll give me a decent burying too, and he  

  needn’t be ashamed of me, one of the Driscolls of Knockanasieg. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act Three) 

Finally, although their language is not analyzed in the age-related CHELD analyses 

(as their ages are only given as ‘quite old’ and ‘a little older’ in the character list, 

without a concrete number given),118 the sisters—Miss Pettigrew and Mrs De 

Lacy—from Lennox Robinson’s Church Street may serve as an example of what 

happens to older women in the society described by the CHELD who have neither 

husband nor family to care for them: 

  AUNT MOLL. Yes, make them as monumental as you like, but don’t  

  forget that there’s something behind Sarah Pettigrew’s gazebo of a  

  dress. 

  HUGH (laughing). A broken heart? 

  AUNT MOLL. No. An empty stomach. 

                                                 
118 See page 82. 
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  HUGH (sobered). Oh! 

  AUNT MOLL. I don’t know for certain, Hugh, but I believe that those 

  two women are hungry half the time. You know, apart from the big 

  old house they have rent-free for the rest of their lives, they never had 

  much money in their pockets, but they were the most generous  

  creatures in the world—at least Sarah was; we don’t know so much 

  about the Lucy one. No beggar was ever turned from their door  

  without a square meal and a shilling in his pocket. Well, now I hear 

  there’s neither bread nor a shilling for the decentest tinker walking the 

  roads. I think they were living on the bit that came from the railways 

  or some investments of the sort, but since they’ve failed—well,  

  your father would know, he handles their investments, but of course I 

  couldn’t ask him. There’s something to catch hold of there, Hugh. 

       (Robinson, Church Street) 

As with the other older women, Sarah Pettigrew and Lucy De Lacy rely on someone 

else—Hugh’s father Joseph Riordan, the Knock bank manager—to manage their 

financial situation. In this case, however, the arrangement has not worked out well 

for the women; although Joseph Riordan ‘handles their investments’, they are not 

directly under his care, they do not live with him (they are not, after all, his kin), and 

there is the implication, given in the quasi-fictional play-within-a-play constructed 

by Hugh with the information given to him by Aunt Moll, that Joseph has lost all of 

the sisters’ money in a selfish attempt to make some profit from it. 

 In order to avoid the poverty and financial instability suffered by Miss 

Pettigrew and Mrs De Lacy, the older women of the CHELD who are left without 

husbands must rely on their families—and particularly the male members of their 

families119—for support. One might speculate that this vulnerability, along with the 

need to accommodate those on whom they must depend, has led to a situation in 

which the female OAs of the CHELD120 feel increased pressure to conform to 

standard linguistic behavior as they age. 

                                                 
119 Only Grandma Fraochlan is depicted as being cared for by female family members. 
120 Again, recall that the language of the CHELD is the language of a fictional society created by the 
CHELD authors as a representation of real-life Irish society. 
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 While there is less detail in looking at phonological non-standardism in the 

CHELD than there is for syntax, there are some things that can be said about the 

sociolinguistics of the CHELD society based on phonological behavior. Again there 

are interesting interactions involving gender, where the women of the CHELD 

display a greater degree of non-standard pronunciation than the men, although this 

decreases over the course of their lifetimes. Their male counterparts, however, 

perhaps as a result of increasing economic stability as their sons age, are permitted 

greater expression of accent as they themselves age. The interaction between 

geography and phonology is also seen in the way that Connacht speakers use 

remarkably few dialectal respellings when compared with their heightened use of 

non-standard syntactic constructions, perhaps as a legacy of the lack of orthographic 

non-standardism in the works of authors like Synge and Lady Gregory. 

 

3.5 The 1990s CHELD and Real-Life Irish English 

While measurement of accuracy in dialect representation is not a goal of this thesis, 

there are still potentially valuable insights to be uncovered by comparing the 

language of the CHELD with that of real-life Irish English speakers. Language use is 

an expression of identity; the speech of English-speaking Irish men and women is as 

much an expression of Irishness as are the constructed dialects contained in the 

CHELD. A comparison between the two in the context of the current study is not so 

much a value judgment of accuracy as it is an examination of different methods of 

expressing Irishness in speech. Additionally, given the availability of a comparable 

corpus of real-life Irish English (in the form of the ICE–Ireland), it makes sense to 

take advantage of this opportunity to compare methods involved in the construction 

of Irish English linguistic identity. 

 

3.5.1 Methodology 

The first concern for this sub-study is the identification of an appropriate sample of 

real-life Irish English for comparison with the CHELD. In an ideal world, this would 

consist of a large corpus of transcribed speech comparable in size to the CHELD and 
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fulfilling the same criteria of representativeness as the CHELD, compiled over the 

course of the twentieth century. Of course, such a corpus does not—and cannot121—

exist, so one must look to existing sources of data. Of these, the one most 

comparable to the CHELD in structure is the ICE–Ireland, the Irish component of the 

International Corpus of English. The ICE–Ireland is an annotated machine-readable 

corpus that was compiled in the 1990s and early 2000s under the direction of Jeffrey 

L. Kallen of Trinity College Dublin and John M. Kirk of Queen’s University Belfast. 

The entire ICE–Ireland contains 1,079,775 words (Kallen and Kirk 9) and is 

divisible by language type (spoken/written) and region (North/South122). For 

comparison to the CHELD, the relevant portion of the ICE–Ireland is the Southern 

spoken element; although technically the material of the CHELD is written language, 

in the spirit of the study one might consider it equivalent to the transcribed speech of 

the Southern spoken element of the ICE–Ireland.123 More specifically, only the face-

to-face and telephone conversations of the ICE–Ireland were used (Text-IDs S1A-

046—S1A-100) in order to ensure the comparison of like types; the material in the 

CHELD consists almost entirely of conversations, rather than formal speeches, news 

broadcasts, broadcast interviews, etc. Using the same standards as applied to the 

CHELD,124 the word count for the portion of the ICE–Ireland used in this 

comparative sub-study is 106,720.  

 Only a small portion of the CHELD is suitable for comparison to the ICE–

Ireland; since the ICE–Ireland was compiled in the 1990s and early 2000s, it would 

not be scientifically valid to attempt a comparison with CHELD texts earlier than 

1990. This constraint, based on the nature of language change over time, is 

particularly relevant in this case, given the drastic social—and presumably 

linguistic—changes that occurred in Ireland around this time, known as the Celtic 

Tiger period. Only the CHELD texts from the 1990s were used in this sub-study.125 

These texts are listed below in table 17. 

 

                                                 
121 The reason for this being that recording technology was not sufficiently advanced or widely 
available to early twentieth-century linguists studying English in Ireland. 
122 Recall from page 56 (footnote 63) the significance of the North-South divide for Irish English. 
123 See page 19. 
124 That is, including no unspoken or non-Irish English material, like speaker IDs, utterances in other 
languages, or corpus notation. See page 52 (footnote 59). 
125 The three CHELD texts from the early 2000s (Marina Carr’s Ariel, Hugh Leonard’s Love in the 
Title, and Tom Murphy’s The House) were omitted so that the CHELD sub-corpus for comparison to 
the ICE-Ireland would be closer in size to the latter’s 106,720 words. 
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Table 17 
CHELD Texts for Comparison to the ICE–Ireland 
 

Author Title Year of First Production 

Bolger, Dermot Blinded by the Light 1990 

 April Bright 1995 

 The Passion of Jerome 1999 

Carr, Marina The Mai 1994 

 Portia Coughlan 1996 

 By the Bog of Cats 1998 

 

Combined, these texts give a word count of 109,718, comparable in size to the 

106,720 words of the relevant section of the ICE–Ireland selected for this sub-study. 

 

3.5.1.1 Tagging/Annotation 

The 1990s segment of the CHELD was already tagged prior to the commencement 

of this focus study, as part of the overall study described in this thesis. The ICE–

Ireland, however, needed to be tagged in the same way for comparison. The portion 

of the ICE–Ireland selected for this sub-study was saved as two separate .txt files of 

about the same size126 and loaded into the UAM CorpusTool software.127 Of the five 

sociolinguistic variables tracked in the CHELD,128 only Character/Speaker Gender 

and Character/Speaker Age are relevant for this study, as the documentation to the 

ICE–Ireland does provide age and gender in its speaker information. Author Gender 

does not apply to the ICE–Ireland, as there is no author,129 and tracking Decade of 

First Production/Decade of Recording would not provide particularly insightful 

results, since the span of this sub-study covers only about fifteen years. It would be 

                                                 
126 The reason for splitting the ICE-Ireland is that all together, it is a very large text file, and it would 
take longer for each tagging window in the UAM CorpusTool to load if it were left as one file. 
127 This ICE-Ireland (or, more precisely, the portion identified for use in this sub-study) corpus is a 
separate corpus project from the CHELD as far as the UAM CorpusTool is concerned. While it would 
be possible to simply add the ICE-Ireland files to the CHELD, I decided to keep them separate, first 
because fewer layers are required for tagging the ICE-Ireland in this context, and secondly because 
keeping them separate prevents the possibility of anything happening to alter the CHELD while work 
was conducted on the ICE-Ireland. 
128 Author Gender, Character Gender, Character Age, Decade of First Production, and Geographic 
Area of Setting. 
129 There are, of course, the compilers of the corpus, but they are not directing or authoring the 
speech, merely transcribing it. 
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possible to track each individual speaker (in the ICE–Ireland) for Geographic Area 

of Birth, as that information is also given in the guide to the ICE–Ireland, but this 

would not equate precisely to Geographic Area of Setting as used in the CHELD. In 

the CHELD, most of the texts are set in a particular area, and most—if not all—of 

the characters in a given text are local to that area. In the ICE–Ireland, there is much 

more variation in the area of origination of the speakers in any given conversation. 

Further, there is very little variation in Geographic Area of Setting for the CHELD 

texts used in this sub-study; of the six texts included in this sub-study, three are set in 

the Midlands and three are set in Dublin. It would be possible to single out the 

speech of ICE–Ireland speakers from Dublin and the Midlands for comparison to 

those six CHELD texts, but it was decided that the time commitment for doing so 

would not be worth the resulting data. 

 Given that the most interesting results from the main study described in this 

thesis related to gender, Character/Speaker Gender is the sociolinguistic focus for the 

current sub-study. As stated in the previous paragraph, Character/Speaker Age is 

also a possibility, but one that was left to the side for the moment as it would require 

a longer time commitment to tag the ICE–Ireland for age than for gender. 

 In terms of non-standardism, phonology is not really a possibility with the 

ICE–Ireland, which utilizes standard spellings with few exceptions.130 This leaves 

syntax as a target for study. The ICE–Ireland portion used in this focus study was 

tagged for syntax using the same scheme as that used for the CHELD. While this 

process was very similar to the process of syntactic tagging for the CHELD, there 

was one difference of note. The same principle of parsimony in tagging employed 

with the CHELD was used for the ICE–Ireland (that is, tagging a token only when it 

is absolutely certain that it is a token of the syntactic feature in question), but since 

the ICE–Ireland contains natural—rather than scripted—speech, there were many 

cases where a potential token had to go untagged because there weren’t enough 

contextual clues131 to ensure that it was in fact a token. Take, for example, the 

following utterance from conversation S1A-055 (Hospitals) in the ICE–Ireland: 

  

                                                 
130 One can find the occasional ‘oul’ or ‘‘tis’ in the ICE-Ireland, but not much more in terms of 
phonological variation. 
131 Note especially that there is no sentence-ending punctuation used in the ICE-Ireland. 
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  S1A-055$A: I ‘d say that There ‘s great characters there like  

  [unclear]4 sylls[/unclear]132 

 

The ‘[unclear]4 sylls[/unclear]’ portion of this utterance indicates that, when 

listening to the recording of this conversation, the transcriber could hear four 

syllables of speech following the word ‘like’, but they were unable to tell exactly 

what word or words those syllables were. In this utterance, there is a potential token 

of LIKE as a discourse marker. If the sentence reads as ‘There’s great characters there, 

like.’ with the four unclear syllables belonging to a separate clause or sentence, this 

would be certainly be a taggable token. However, the presence of the unclear 

syllables introduces confusion. The sentence could be, as spoken by its original 

speaker, ‘There’s great characters there, like Joshua Joe.’ (or substitute any four-

syllable sequence for ‘Joshua Joe’, for example ‘that guy Michael’ or ‘the girl from 

Clare’), in which case it would not be a token of discourse marker LIKE, but rather a 

situation of LIKE used in its comparative sense. In this case, LIKE in the sentence 

could be replaced by a phrase like SUCH AS, as in ‘There’s great characters there, 

such as Joshua Joe.’ In situations like this, the item was not tagged, as it cannot be 

determined whether or not there is actually a token of one of the syntactic 

constructions under study, such as discourse marker LIKE; this is exactly the same as 

the tagging criteria used with the CHELD, but the likelihood of a true token of 

syntactic non-standardism going untagged is greater with the ICE–Ireland due to the 

frequency of interruptions in natural conversations, the existence of unclear syllables 

and breaks in the recordings of the conversations, and the paucity of punctuation. 

 

3.5.1.2 Analysis 

One major alteration in the method of analysis had to be made in order to 

accommodate the ICE–Ireland. As the ICE–Ireland lacks sentence-ending 

punctuation, there is no fast or reliable method of segmenting by sentence; UAM 

CorpusTool segments sentences by looking for sentence-ending punctuation. 

Hypothetically, one could go through the ICE–Ireland utterance by utterance and 

                                                 
132 The ‘S1A-055$A’ here refers to the speaker’s Speaker ID within the ICE-Ireland. Please note also 
that the non-standard spacing used in this example is a characteristic of the ICE-Ireland. 
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hand-segment the sentences based on initial capitals (although this is far from 

reliable as a method of segmentation, as initial capitals are used for other purposes, 

such as the first-person singular pronoun and proper names), but the time needed to 

do so and the imperfect reliability of this method make this a less-than-ideal option. 

Instead, syntactic non-standardism is calculated as the frequency of tokens per 

utterance per turn for the purposes of this focus study (as opposed to tokens per 

sentence as in the main study). This change means only that the calculations for 

syntactic non-standardism frequency are slightly less precise than those of the main 

study.133 The other calculations for this sub-study remain the same as in the main 

study: that is, turns/utterances per character per speaker and words per 

turn/utterance. 

 

3.5.2 Results: Overall 

3.5.2.1 Characteristics of Speech Relating to Quantity 

Overall, characters in the 1990s sub-corpus take 111.4 turns per character, with 15.6 

words per turn. Both figures are considerably higher than their real-life counterparts 

in the ICE–Ireland sub-corpus; speakers in that corpus take only 88.3 turns each and 

use only 11.5 words per turn. That is, the fictional speakers in the CHELD take 26% 

more turns than their real-life counterparts, and those turns are 36% longer. A longer 

turn length for the CHELD is somewhat predictable; in the ICE–Ireland, turns can 

consist of one-word utterances like ‘Right’, ‘Mmm’, ‘Okay’, and so on. Utterances 

of this type often appear simultaneous (or nearly so) with other speech and are often 

a way for the listener to express agreement or solidarity with their conversational 

partner, or simply to indicate that they are following along with the story being told. 

Such utterances would be very strange in the CHELD: consider, after all, that the 

texts of the CHELD are plays, meant to be performed, where interruptions of this 

type would make the dialogue difficult to follow. For that reason, one would expect 

the more stylized turn-taking of the CHELD texts to lend itself to longer turns. 

However, particularly in light of the existence of these extremely short turns in the 

ICE–Ireland, one would probably expect to see more turns per speaker there than in 

the CHELD. The most likely reason for the actual findings, where speakers in the 
                                                 
133 See page 82.  
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CHELD take 26% more turns than their ICE–Ireland counterparts, relates to the 

composition of the CHELD texts in contrast to the composition of the ICE–Ireland. 

As plays, the CHELD texts are composed of longer stretches of conversation with a 

limited number of character-speakers. The ICE–Ireland, on the other hand, contains a 

larger number of conversations with a larger number of speaker-participants. The 

character-speakers of the CHELD texts therefore have more ‘time’ to take more 

turns, while the speakers of the ICE–Ireland are only contributing the turns of one or 

more brief conversations to the word count of the corpus. 

 

3.5.2.2 Syntactic Non-Standardism 

Syntax in the 1990s CHELD sub-corpus comes in at 0.212 tokens per turn/utterance, 

compared with 0.138 tokens per utterance in the ICE–Ireland.  

 
Figure 45 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: The ICE–Ireland and the CHELD 
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category usage,134 the preferred individual syntactic constructions for each sub-

corpus could offer some insight into how each group expresses Irishness’. First and 

foremost, one must bear in mind that although the authors of the 1990s CHELD texts 

would have been immersed in the very language spoken in the ICE–Ireland, they 

were also working within the Irish theatrical tradition and would have been 

influenced by the literary dialect usage of their predecessors. With that said, there are 

some things one might say about the preferred syntactic features of the CHELD in 

comparison with the ICE–Ireland. First, although the discourse marker LIKE is the 

favored feature of the ICE–Ireland, it is much less popular in the CHELD. Perhaps 

the discourse marker LIKE is not a strong enough marker of Irishness for literary 

dialect. After all, outside its duties of conveying similarity, the word LIKE  also exists 

as a pause word or filler (as in, ‘I, like, really loved Irish literary dialect.’) and as a 

colloquial quotative (as in, ‘And he was like, “Let’s go see the Lady Gregory 

play.”‘), both of which uses also carry strong American associations for many 

people. The fact that LIKE as an Irish English discourse marker is also not 

overwhelmingly non-standard135 could also have something to do with its limited 

popularity in the literary dialect of the CHELD. Interestingly, however, one of the 

top syntactic constructions for the 1990s CHELD is non-standard subject-verb 

concord, which, though quite markedly non-standard (it is in the feature’s 

designation, after all), is not exclusively Irish English; in any dialect of English, one 

might find non-standard concord between subject and verb. The most-used feature in 

the 1990s CHELD, second-person plural pronouns, is more markedly Irish English, 

although second-person plural pronouns do exist in other varieties of modern 

English. If one were to look for the appearance of items that might be considered 

obviously and exclusively Irish to non-specialists, items that would probably appear 

in a non-Irish person’s impression of the Irish, one would probably look at features 

like the AFTER perfect, subordinating AND, unbound reflexive pronouns, SO with 

repetition, and IT’S clefting and left-dislocation, to name a few. In the 1990s 

                                                 
134 The reasons for this being that a) most speakers, and even perhaps the most language-conscious 
playwrights, have little awareness of syntactic categories; b) these categories carry little significance 
beyond the academic need for simplification; and c) there is not 100% consensus among scholars of 
Irish English as to which syntactic structures belong to which categories, to what categories exist, or 
even to whether or not certain features treated as ‘syntactic’ might, in fact, be more lexical in nature 
(as in many of the Prepositional Area and Discourse Markers features). 
135 In that it appears at the end of a clause or sentence and does not alter the structure of the 
clause/sentence from a prescribed standard structure. 
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CHELD, none of these features appears more than one hundred times; the feature 

that comes closest is left-dislocation, with 60 tokens. IT’S clefting and subordinating 

AND appear 43 and 44 times, respectively, and unbound reflexive pronouns have 34 

tokens. While these four items appear in the top twenty most-used constructions of 

the 1990s CHELD sub-corpus, the AFTER perfect (number twenty-four on the list) 

appears only 18 times, and SO with repetition doesn’t appear in the top fifty (number 

sixty-three, n=2) out of the 76 constructions that appear in the CHELD sub-corpus. 

Interestingly, it is the unbound reflexive pronouns and SO with repetition, arguably 

the most stereotypically ‘Irish’ constructions of this group, that fare best in the ICE–

Ireland. The former is ninth in popularity (out of the seventy-five constructions that 

appear) in the ICE–Ireland, with 30 tokens, and the latter is not far behind, at twelfth 

place and 26 tokens. Left dislocation and IT’S clefting are the only others in this 

group to appear more than ten times each (the former with 20 tokens and the latter 

with 16), and subordinating AND and the AFTER perfect appear only six and four 

times, respectively. 

 

3.5.3 Results: Gender 

3.5.3.1 Characteristics of Speech Relating to Quantity 

In real life—at least as far as the ICE–Ireland is concerned—women take more 

conversational turns than men: 24% more turns, in fact (73.6 turns per speaker for 

males versus 91.6 turns for females). Turn length, however, is much the same for 

both genders: 11.05 words per turn for males and 11.6 for females. In the 1990s 

CHELD, the difference between the genders in conversational participation is more 

pronounced. Female characters take 99.9 turns per character, about 55% more than 

their male counterparts (64.6 turns per character). Again, though, the turns are close 

to the same length: 16.9 for males, 17.6 words per turn for females. Both groups136 

seem to go against the trends discussed in the linguistic analysis chapter with regard 

to sociolinguistic studies of male and female speech quantity.137 To review, there are 

a number of studies in which it has been demonstrated that males speak more 

frequently than females—that is, that they take more turns in mixed-gender 

                                                 
136 That is, both the 1990s CHELD sub-corpus and the ICE-Ireland sub-corpus. 
137 See page 107. 
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conversations than females—and that their turns tend to be longer than those taken 

by females. In 1990s Irish fiction and Irish reality (at least fiction and reality 

encapsulated by the CHELD and the ICE–Ireland), it appears that women play a 

larger part in the conversation. 

 

Figure 47 
Turns per Character/Speaker by Gender: The ICE–Ireland and the CHELD 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 48 
Words per Turn by Character/Speaker by Gender: The ICE–Ireland and the CHELD 
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3.5.3.2 Syntactic Non-Standardism 

In the main study of this thesis, it was noted that overall, the speech of female 

characters of the CHELD was equally as syntactically non-standard as that of their 

male counterparts—a trend that runs counter to the current sociolinguistic research 

finds relating to real-life speech. In the ICE–Ireland, women use 0.134 tokens of 

syntactic non-standardism per conversational turn, while male speakers use 15% 

more tokens per turn (0.154 tokens per turn). In the 1990s CHELD, however, the 

speech of women is again more non-standard; the speech of female characters is 

38% more non-standard than that of males (0.235 tokens per turn for males, 0.324 

tokens per turn for females). 

 
Figure 49 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism by Gender: The ICE–Ireland and the CHELD 
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second place (n=31). Female speakers, on the other hand, turn to the Verbal Area for 

their second-place construction, non-auxiliary contracted HAVE (n=151). In the 1990s 

CHELD sub-corpus, male characters use non-auxiliary contracted HAVE over all 

other constructions (n=39), with definite article non-standardisms in second place 

(n=36). For female characters, there are two different constructions featured, with 

second-person plural pronouns used the most (n=115) and non-standard subject-

verb concord in second (n=107). For the most part, the top five constructions are the 

same for both male and female characters in the 1990s CHELD sub-corpus (though 

of course variations in placing exist); both male and female characters have second-

person plural pronouns, non-standard subject-verb concord, lack of DO support, and 

non-auxiliary contracted HAVE in the top five. However, male characters include 

definite article non-standardisms as their second most-used syntactic construction. 

For female characters in the CHELD sub-corpus, on the other hand, this construction 

comes in seventh, with thirty-six tokens. The final place in the top five most-used 

syntactic constructions for female characters in the 1990s CHELD sub-corpus is 

reduced number of verb forms, which comes in third at 58 tokens. 

 

3.5.4 Discussion 

There are a number of challenges that face any attempt to compare variables across 

multiple data collections compiled by different parties. Most data collections, 

including corpora, are ‘purpose-built’; compiled by an individual researcher (or 

collaborating group of researchers) in order to investigate a single—often quite 

specific—aspect of language. Given the massive time and labor commitment that 

goes into the collection of linguistic data, it is often necessary for a researcher to go 

without the inclusion of any supplemental features that might make a data collection 

more exploitable by other research projects. Even with projects like the ICE–Ireland, 

which were designed for a wider utility, comparison between corpora often involves 

compromise and fine-tuning. Additionally, depending on the nature of the linguistic 

aspect under investigation, further tagging may be required. In this case, the ICE–

Ireland and the CHELD were largely compatible, although a significant degree of 

additional tagging of the former was required for investigative comparison of the 
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two. The outcome of this process is valuable insight into two differing methods of 

constructing and expressing Irishness through speech. 

 

3.6 General Discussion 

There are two ways that one might approach looking at Literary Hiberno-English 

holistically. The first is from the point of view of the authors. In many ways, this 

approach makes a lot of sense for the CHELD; unlike real-life Englishes, there are 

guiding intelligences (seventeen of them) controlling the shape of the dialect. From 

this perspective, one can see how an author’s gender affects the way that they choose 

to represent dialect in their work. While both male and female authors make their 

lines of dialogue roughly the same length, male authors write longer plays, while 

female authors create more back-and-forth dialogue between their characters, giving 

each character more turns than those written by male authors. Female authors also 

utilize more non-standard dialectal features, both syntactic and phonological, than 

male authors. While both female authors and those male authors included in the 

Author Gender Sub-corpus seem to perceive men as less standard syntactically, 

female authors seem to perceive women as having stronger accents, and so write 

their female characters using more dialectal re-spellings. 

 The other way to look at Literary Hiberno-English is, of course, via the lens 

intended by this study; that is, ignoring for a moment the influence of the seventeen 

authors whose work comprises the CHELD. In this, a picture138 of the language of 

Ireland’s theatrical reflection emerges. In this Ireland, the twentieth century saw a 

number of changes in linguistic behavior. Over time, speech acts became shorter, but 

more frequent. The Hiberno-English of this Ireland lost some of its syntactic 

distinctiveness over the course of the century, aligning itself more with the standard 

syntax of international Englishes as it came to participate more in a global world. 

The strength of its speakers’ accents, as portrayed in writing, ebbed and flowed in a 

twenty-year cycle. From the 1980s onward, however, there is an assertion of Irish 

linguistic identity in both syntax and phonology, perhaps in reaction to Ireland’s 

                                                 
138 Albeit a somewhat incomplete and selective picture, given that the CHELD contains neither all of 
the Abbey plays written in dialect in the twentieth century in Ireland nor any plays written in dialect 
and produced by any other theatre; further, the CHELD does not contain any plays using Northern 
Irish English literary dialect. 
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growing strength in the international economic market. In this Ireland, the Ireland of 

the CHELD, there is little difference between urban and rural speech in terms of 

strength of accent; of course, one would expect any differences in phonology 

between the two to be in terms of specific phonological features, rather than in 

strength of accent. While the current study does not attempt to investigate these 

differences in features for phonology, it has demonstrated geographical differences 

in speech quantity and in syntax. Rural Literary Hiberno-English, and particularly 

that of the province of Connacht, utilizes lengthier turns and features more non-

standard syntax than Urban Literary Hiberno-English. The urban variety, in turn, 

demonstrates a slightly different conversational style, one in which turns are shorter 

and more frequent; it is possible that the trend towards this style of speech over time 

could reflect a preference for the style of Dublin speech. 

 It has also been seen that, crucially, Literary Hiberno-English is not a 

homogenous entity with respect to speaker age or gender. Male speech and female 

speech in the CHELD are different, at times markedly so, and in ways that are 

surprising, given the body of knowledge surrounding gender as a sociolinguistic 

variable in real-life Englishes. Speakers of Literary Hiberno-English also undergo 

considerable changes in linguistic behavior over the lifetime; together, these items 

highlight what is perhaps the most valuable insight to be found in the CHELD. As 

the speech of the CHELD is, in fact, guided by the intelligences of its seventeen 

authors, the linguistic behaviors found within are reflective of the linguistic 

knowledge of these authors, who are themselves native speakers of real-life Irish 

English. Their efforts to duplicate their own language, or the language of their fellow 

Irish men and women, put on display their own beliefs regarding how that language 

is constructed. Further, it is highly likely that these reflections of the CHELD 

authors’ linguistic beliefs are unconscious in nature; while it is certainly possible that 

individual authors may have consciously subscribed to some of the linguistic 

stereotypes reinforced in the CHELD, it is considerably less likely that any of these 

authors would have put the effort into the kind of sociolinguistic specificity that has 

been extracted in this study while designing their dialects. Our analysis of the 

CHELD affords us a unique glimpse into the linguistic knowledge of some of 

Ireland’s twentieth-century creative minds, as well as giving us a more 

comprehensive view of the composition of Irish English theatrical dialect.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

YEATS, GREGORY, AND SYNGE AND THE LITERARY 

DIALECT OF THE REVIVAL 

 

4.1 Introduction 

While the analyses discussed in the previous chapter are perhaps of greatest interest 

to linguists, by examining more specific aspects of the literary Irish English of the 

Abbey Theatre, one may discover material that is of more use to literary scholars. 

Exploring the literary dialect of a particular text or author featured in the CHELD 

may provide further insight into literary criticism of that text or author. Likewise, 

looking at authors grouped by a common theme or movement in terms of their 

literary dialect usage may provide insight into internal differences within that theme 

or movement. 

 In this chapter, I analyze the specific dialect usage of three authors of the 

Irish Literary Revival of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: Yeats, 

Lady Gregory, and Synge. This chapter attempts to address the following questions: 

what differences may be observed in the literary dialects of these three authors? How 

can we characterize each author’s literary dialect usage through quantitative 

analysis? Are there links that can be explored between these authors’ literary dialect 

usage and the historical and critical contexts of their works, and finally, can a data-

driven analysis like this open up new readings into the critical literature, whether 

confirming or refuting the critics’ assessments of the work involved? 

 

4.2 Language and the Literary Revival 

That the founders of the Irish Literary Theatre began their endeavour with particular 

intentions and aims regarding the kind of material to be presented has been well 

documented. One of the initial objectives for Yeats and Lady Gregory was to 

‘correct false and demeaning stereotypes of Irish character and Irish sentiment’ 

(Welch 2), and one of their great concerns was the language in which their plays 
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would be written. These ‘false and demeaning stereotypes’ include, primarily, the 

characteristics of the Stage Irishman, discussed in Chapter One.139 Bartley (1942) 

emphasizes the role of literary dialect in the presentation of stock characters: 

‘[W]hen a national character is not elevated, the author can take advantage of dialect 

and manners, and make use of their strangeness and novelty, at whatever level of 

convention he is writing.’(439) Writing specifically of the Stage Irishman of the 

seventeenth century, he summarizes the stock character’s common traits thus: 

  An Irishman wore ‘trowses’, often blue in colour; his hair was long 

  and uncombed; he carried a light spear or ‘dart’; he ate ‘bonny  

  clabber’ and shamrocks, and drank immoderately of ‘usquebaugh’; he 

  dwelt among bogs; his country bred no vermin and no poisonous  

  creature could survive there; he swore freely, calling on Christ and  

  Saint Patrick; he mourned noisily and had a peculiar howl; he eked 

  out his English with Gaelic words and phrases; to fart in his presence 

  was to insult him gravely; in England he was usually a costermonger, 

  a chimneysweep, a footman, or a beggar. (441) 

As the Stage Irishman developed, some of these traits fell out of use, yet the 

character’s language use remained an important feature. According to Bartley, the 

Stage Irishman of the eighteenth century ‘now eats potatoes, not shamrocks, which 

are no longer mentioned; but he still drinks usquebaugh, swears by Christ and Saint 

Patrick, howls, and uses expressions from his native tongue. [...] He is likely to 

blunder in speech and action, and he makes bulls. [...] [H]e wears brogues, and talks 

with one.’ (443) While Bartley acknowledges that, in its earliest stages, the Stage 

Irish character may have had a grounding in reality (442), he argues that by the 

nineteenth century, this connection has largely been severed, particularly with 

respect to language use, and ‘[a]ny real attempt at accuracy in representing speech 

has gone by the board’ (446). Given the role of literary dialect in the development of 

the Stage Irish character, and the tendency for Irish characters in English plays to be 

reduced to this stereotype, it is hardly surprising that the Irish Literary Revival, as a 

movement, would include attempts to rectify the presentation of Irish speech in 

literature. 

                                                 
139 See page 42. 
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 Individually, language represents an important aspect of each of these 

authors’ works as well. Yeats’s preoccupation with literary style has been well 

documented; Welch mentions Yeats’s grand linguistic ambitions, the playwright’s 

hopes to harness the power of words to evoke Irish spirituality (Welch 7). Although 

Yeats may have found himself unable to reproduce the speech of the Irish peasantry 

in his dialect plays (given his reliance on Lady Gregory for dialect material; see page 

91), he clearly appreciated the artistic importance of Irish English dialect for his 

works, and so he essentially outsourced the writing of the dialect segments of these 

plays to Lady Gregory, who he saw as more of an expert in this mode of speech 

(Pethica xxx-xxxi). Lady Gregory is often noted for her use of ‘Kiltartanese’, her 

own rendering of the English language as it was spoken in Kiltartan, the area around 

her County Galway estate at Coole Park (Garvin 101). In her own words: ‘I say this 

with a little pride, for I was the first to use the Irish idiom as it is spoken, with 

intention and with belief in it.’(Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 75) While little has been 

said in the critical literature of Lady Gregory’s theatrical language use beyond this 

ascription of ‘Kiltartanese’ to her work, Raymond Hickey, linguistic scholar of Irish 

English, seems ready to credit her with a certain degree of linguistic realism: ‘From a 

purely linguistic point of view Lady Gregory’s plays are interesting precisely 

because of their minor literary status: here we can probably assume that her creative 

literary imagination did not take too many liberties in the representation of peasant 

speech (as opposed to Synge)’ (Corpus Presenter 273).  

 Indeed, Synge’s use—or alleged over-use—of literary dialect is famous; he is 

one of two authors in the CHELD (the other being Sean O’Casey) whose language 

use has been the subject of several linguistics-related studies.140 Declan Kiberd, in 

Synge and the Irish Language, discusses Synge’s use of Irish English literary dialect. 

He argues first that Synge’s language is an attempt to ‘write in an English as Irish as 

it is possible for English to be, an English into which toxins of the Gaelic mode of 

speech and syntax had been injected’ (Kiberd 199), framing Synge’s language use 

as, in part, a matter of constructing an English-language identity that is uniquely 

Irish, and decidedly not contemporary English (Kiberd 201). Kiberd further argues 

against those (in particular St John Ervine), who contend that Synge’s peasant 

speech was entirely artificial, saying that, while it may be ‘a heightened version of 

                                                 
140 See Johnston; Bliss, ‘The Language of Synge’; Kelly; Kiberd. 
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natural peasant speech’ (204-5), it is nevertheless rooted in that natural peasant 

speech, and particularly in the Irish language. Nicholas Grene also explores the 

relationship between Synge’s dialect and that of the people who inspired Synge’s 

characters. In particular, Grene notes that Synge’s dialect is ‘literally synthetic, in 

that he brings together dialect features from various parts of the country to suit his 

dramatic purposes’ (Synge 62). Alan Bliss directly confronts this notion that Synge’s 

language is unrealistic precisely because it lacks geographic variation: 

  First, it is not strictly true that the language of the plays is wholly  

  uniform; there is a chronological progression from the early to the  

  later plays. Secondly, if the dialogue of the plays is to be considered 

  as a translation from the Irish [...] the supposed homogeneity of the 

  language is less open to objection; what needs to be examined is its 

  suitability as a medium for the translation of Irish. Thirdly, the Anglo-

  Irish dialect is in fact much more uniform throughout the country than 

  these critics are willing to allow. (Bliss, Synge 43) 

While Bliss acknowledges that Synge’s language was ‘not, and was not intended to 

be, an accurate representation of peasant speech’ (50), he concludes that one should 

not consider Synge’s contribution to literary dialect in terms of its relative accuracy, 

but rather as ‘a medium of expression capable of the highest flights of comedy and 

tragedy, with which he brought to life upon the stage situations no more realistic 

than the language he used’ (54-5). Essentially, the critical consensus on Synge’s 

literary dialect is that it is perhaps not an accurate portrayal of the speech of the 

contemporary Irish peasantry, but that it is not as inaccurate as critics like St John 

Ervine suggest; one question for the current study is whether this claim is borne out 

by quantitative analysis of Synge’s CHELD plays. 

 Although Synge may have most frequently received attention for his 

language use, one cannot ignore the linguistic efforts of Lady Gregory and Yeats. 

Together these three writers represent three strong voices proclaiming the 

importance of language for the presentation of Irish identity during the formative 

years of the Abbey. The influence of Yeats, Gregory, and Synge on all later 

renderings of Irish English speech on the Abbey stage cannot be overstated. What 

remains is to explore the specific ways in which these authors differ in their usage of 
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Literary Hiberno-English. An analysis of the CHELD, as annotated for this study, 

can offer insight into elements of these authors’ writing style and their use of 

syntactic and orthographic non-standardism in the construction of their individual 

literary dialects. Examining the results of such analysis in light of the relevant 

critical and historical context can further develop our collective knowledge of these 

authors’ work, informing our assessment of current and future critical efforts. 

 

4.2.1 Speech quantity: Yeats, Gregory, and Synge 

First, we may address the speech quantity data as a way to examine differences of 

writing style among the three. 

Figure 50 
Turns per Character: Yeats/Gregory, Gregory, and Synge 
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Figure 51 
Words per Turn: Yeats/Gregory, Gregory, and Synge 
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141 See page 91. 
142 Recall the findings from the comparative study of the 1990s CHELD and the ICE-Ireland on page 
147. 
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conversational speech habits of real-life speech. Synge, with his lengthy turns, seems 

to be leaning towards presenting characters who are more storytellers than simple 

conversational participants. This is not surprising; Synge’s tendency towards lengthy 

poetic lines has been well documented in the literary criticism of his work. Nicholas 

Grene in Synge: A Critical Study of the Plays discusses how the actors had a difficult 

time with Synge’s lines because they were written in an ‘uneducated manner of 

speech’ but ‘forcing [the actors] towards lyrical eloquence’ (71). The results of the 

CHELD analysis serve to confirm the actors’ perceptions of the length of Synge’s 

lines; in comparison to the overall CHELD average turn length (16.5),143 Synge’s 

turns are more than ten words longer (a nearly 66% difference) and in comparison to 

the real-life speech of the ICE-Ireland,144 Synge’s turns are almost sixteen words 

longer (a 137% difference). While one cannot judge for certain how this compares to 

average turn length of the time of Synge’s writing, comparing Synge’s turn length 

with the overall CHELD and with the ICE-Ireland sub-corpus corroborates the 

assertions of Synge’s actors regarding the length of Synge’s lines. 

 Finally, in terms of turn length, one can scarcely see the influence of Yeats in 

the Yeats/Gregory collaborations; although the Yeats/Gregory plays have slightly 

longer turns than the plays authored solely by Gregory, the difference is a matter of a 

single word. This is unsurprising if one considers that, as acknowledged by Yeats,145 

the dialect material of the CHELD plays in question was authored almost entirely by 

Gregory, with Yeats acting more in an editorial capacity than an authorial one. 

 

4.2.2 Syntactic Non-standardism: Yeats, Gregory, and Synge 

Yeats/Gregory, Gregory, and Synge all use syntactic non-standardisms fairly 

frequently, as in the example lines below (non-standard constructions bolded for 

clarity). 

  TRAMP: Stop till I’ll help you , ma’am, you might scald your hand. I’ll 

  show it to you in a minute as white as your own skin, where the lily 
                                                 
143 See page 95. 
144 Bear in mind, of course, that the speech of the ICE-Ireland was recorded more than eighty years 
after the most recent Synge play contained in the CHELD (The Playboy of the Western World); 
however, the absence of an appropriate corpus of real-life speech compiled closer to Synge’s time 
necessitates the use of the ICE-Ireland data in this context. 
145 See Pethica xxxiii. 
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  and the rose are fighting for mastery. Did you ever hear what the boys 

  in your own parish were singing after you being married from  

  them—such of them that had any voice at all and not choked with  

  crying, or senseless with the drop of drink  they took to comfort  

  them and to keep their wits from going, with the loss of you? 

      (Yeats/Gregory, The Pot of Broth) 

  QUEEN: It is right for me to tell it; it is true telling! You not to be  

  married and wed by this day twelvemonth, there will be a terrible 

  thing happen you... 

        (Gregory, The Dragon) 

  NORA: The young priest says he’s known the like of it. “If it’s  

  Michael’s they are,” says he, “you can tell herself he’s got a clean 

  burial by the grace of God, and if they’re not his, let no one say a  

  word about them, for she’ll be getting her death,” says he, “with  

  crying and lamenting.” 

       (Synge, Riders to the Sea) 

See figure 52 below for syntactic non-standardism in each of these three authors. 

Figure 52 
Overall Syntactic non-standardism: Yeats/Gregory, Gregory, and Synge 
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Of the three, Yeats/Gregory uses the fewest; the three Yeats/Gregory plays use about 

one token every three sentences. This is closest to the overall CHELD average of one 

token every four sentences.146 Lady Gregory is in the middle between Yeats/Gregory 

and Synge, with one token every other sentence, but Synge uses syntactic non-

standardism the most by far. In Synge’s three plays in the CHELD, there is at least 

one token per sentence. While these are all above average rates of non-standardism 

in comparison with the corpus as a whole, the differences between these three are 

striking, and equally in line with what one might expect from these authors, given 

both the relevant literary criticism and what has already been seen of these authors’ 

linguistic styles. 

 For Lady Gregory, the folklorist, the emphasis may be on reproducing the 

syntax of the real-life Irish English she heard around her estate at Coole Park. 

Unfortunately, we have no way of quantitatively comparing Lady Gregory’s literary 

dialect with its real-life counterpart; almost nothing has been written regarding 

Kiltartanese save that Lady Gregory used it, and certainly the variety has been 

afforded no linguistic documentation or study. The sole specific linguistic 

construction associated with Kiltartanese, the ‘Kiltartan infinitive’ (narrative 

infinitive) appears relatively often in the CHELD plays by Lady Gregory. Take, for 

example, the following lines demonstrating the construction’s existence in each of 

Gregory’s CHELD plays (tokens bolded for clarity). 

  BARTLEY: His ghost to come before me! It is likely it was on account 

  of the fork! I to have it and he to have no way to defend himself the 

  time he met with his death! 

   (Gregory, Spreading the News) 

   

  

                                                 
146 See page 110. 
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  MCDONOUGH: (Turning to inner door.) Is it that you are gone from  

  me, Catherine, you that were the blossom of the branch! (Old woman 

  moans.) It is a bad case you to have gone and to have left me as  

  lonesome after you as that no one ever saw the like! (The old woman 

  moans after each sentence.) I to bring you travelling  you were the 

  best traveller, and the best stepper, and the best that ever faced the  

  western blast, and the waves of it blowing from you the shawl! I to be 

  sore in the heart with walking you would make a smile of a laugh. I 

  would not feel the road having your company; I would walk every  

  whole step of Ireland. I to bring you to the dance-house you would 

  dance till you had them all tired, the same in the late of the day as in 

  the commencement! Your steps following quick on one another the 

  same as hard rain on a flagstone! They could not find your equal in all 

  Ireland or in the whole ring of Connemara! What way did it fail me to 

  see the withering of the branches on every bush, as it is certain they 

  withered the time laughter died with your laugh? The cold of winter 

  has settled on the hearth. My heart is closed up with trouble! 

   (Gregory, McDonough’s Wife) 

  DAVE: You can save your chat. I know you well to be a class of a man 

  that is gathering up for himself. You not to have crookedness in  

  you, how would you go picturing it in every other one? I know well 

  what happened the three lambs you told Nicholas O’Cahan were torn 

  and ate with the fox! 

     (Gregory, Dave) 

  MINEOG: The time I was in the face of my little dinner to go startle 

  me with a thing of the sort! I’m not worth the ground I stand on! For 

  the Champion of next Thursday! I to be dead ere Thursday! 

   (Gregory, Coats) 
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  PRINCESS: I would sooner wed with the King of Poison! I to have to 

  go to his kingdom, I’d sooner go earning my wages footing turf, with 

  a skirt of heavy flannel and a dress of the grey frieze! Himself and his 

  bogs and his frogs! 

    (Gregory, The Dragon, Act One) 

  MATT: Take my life! O take my life! I to have brought destruction 

  on my King! 

   (Gregory, The White Cockade, Act Two, Scene Two) 

Note in particular that several of these examples contain more than one token of the 

narrative infinitive in a single line of dialogue. Although a few other authors do 

utilize this construction, Gregory uses it by far the most, with 78 tokens of the 

narrative infinitive in her six CHELD texts for a rate of 0.019647 tokens/sentence, or 

roughly one token every fifty-one sentences. While this may not appear to be very 

frequent, the narrative infinitive is Gregory’s seventh-most-used construction. In 

this, at least, it may be said that the CHELD analysis of Lady Gregory’s literary 

dialect demonstrates an agreement with popular critical assessment of that dialect. 

  Taking Lady Gregory’s level of syntactic non-standardism as a benchmark 

for the three writers, one can see how her collaboration with Yeats—whose dramatic 

language use tends towards more standard language—has a slight dampening effect 

on syntactic non-standardism. To illustrate this effect, compare the following 

examples. The first is from Lady Gregory's The Dragon. The second is an example 

of prose from On Baile's Strand, comparable to The Dragon in setting (in a castle in 

the distant past), presumably written by Lady Gregory and edited by Yeats. The third 

is an example of Yeats's blank verse from the same play (non-standard syntactic 

constructions bolded for clarity). 

  DALL  GLIC: It is a good thought I had bringing it in here, and she  

  gone to give learning to the Princess. She is not likely to come this 

  side. It would be a great pity to annoy her. 

  KING: (Hastily swallowing a mouthful) Look out now the door and 

  keep a good watch. The time she will draw upon me is when I am 

  eating my little bite. 
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  DALL  GLIC: I'll do that. What I wouldn't see with my one eye, there's 

  no other would see with three. 

  KING: A month to-day since I wed with her, and well pleased I am to 

  be back in my own place. I give you word my teeth are rusting with 

  the want of meat. On the journey I got no fair play. She wouldn't be 

  willing to see me nourish myself, unless maybe with the marrow bone 

  of a wren. 

(Gregory, The Dragon, Act One) 

   

  FOOL: He said a while ago that he heard Aoife boast that she'd never 

  but the one lover, and he the only man that had overcome her in  

  battle. (Pause.) 

  BLIND  MAN : Somebody is trembling, Fool! The bench is shaking.  

  Why are you trembling? Is Cuchulain going to hurt us? It was not I 

  who told you, Cuchulain. 

  FOOL: It is Cuchulain who is trembling. It is Cuchulain who is  

  shaking the bench. 

  BLIND  MAN : It is his own son he has slain. 

      (Yeats/Gregory, On Baile's Strand) 

   

  CUCHULAIN: 

  Because I have killed men without your bidding 

  And have rewarded others at my own pleasure, 

  Because of half a score of trifling things, 

  You'd lay this oath upon me, and now—and now 

  You'd add another pebble to the heap, 

  And I must be your man, well-nigh your bondsman, 

  Because a youngster out of Aoife's country 

  Has found the shore ill-guarded. 

  CONCHUBAR: 

  He came to land 

  While you were somewhere out of sight and hearing, 

  Hunting or dancing with your wild companions. 

      (Yeats/Gregory, On Baile's Strand) 
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In the first example, there are a number of syntactic non-standardisms: IT'S clefting 

(‘It is a good thought I had’), subordinating AND (‘and she gone’), left dislocation 

(‘well pleased I am’), and WITH (‘with the want of meat’), among others. There are 

fewer in the second example, primarily falling into the IT’S clefting category (‘It was 

not I who told you’, ‘It is Cuchulain who is trembling.’ ‘It is Cuchulain who is 

shaking the bench.’, and ‘It is his own son he has slain.’). The final example has no 

syntactic non-standardisms at all. Interestingly, not a single token of the narrative 

infinitive appears in any of the Yeats/Gregory collaborations analyzed in the 

CHELD. Whether Yeats, during the editing process, chose to remove certain 

syntactic non-standardisms from Lady Gregory’s dialect prose or Lady Gregory 

herself elected to reduce her dialect usage in her collaborations with Yeats is a matter 

better suited to manuscript study; nevertheless, the fact remains that one can see the 

influence of both authors in the literary dialect of these plays. 

  One can also see how Synge has taken this ‘uneducated manner of speech’ 

and exaggerated it for artistic effect in a way that resonates with his tendency 

towards lengthy lines of ‘lyrical eloquence’ (Grene, Synge 71). Take, for example, 

the following line from In the Shadow of the Glen (syntactic non-standardisms 

bolded for clarity): 

  NORA: (Looking uneasily at the body.) Maybe cold would be no sign 

  of death with the like of him, for he was always cold, every day since 

  I knew him, —and every night, stranger—(she covers up his face and 

  comes away from the bed); but I’m thinking it’s dead he is surely, 

  for he’s complaining a while back of a pain in his heart, and this  

  morning, the time he was going off to Brittas for three days or four, 

  he was taken with a sharp turn. Then he went into his bed and he  

  was saying it was destroyed he was, the time the shadow was going 

  up through the glen, and when the sun set on the bog beyond he made 

  a great lep, and let a great cry out of him, and stiffened himself out  

  the like of a dead sheep. 

      (Synge, In the Shadow of the Glen) 

Note first that the line consists only of two very long sentences, in which there are a 

number of syntactic non-standardisms, including IT’S clefting (‘it’s dead he is 
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surely’, ‘it was destroyed he was’), extended-now perfect (‘he’s complaining a while 

back’), WITH (‘he was taken with a sharp turn’), and subordinating THE TIME (‘this 

morning, the time he was going off to Brittas’, ‘he was saying it was destroyed he 

was, the time the shadow was going up through the glen’). In this, the results from 

the CHELD analysis and some of the critical literature surrounding Synge support 

each other. Recall Kiberd’s comments on Synge’s linguistic efforts in which he 

described Synge’s literary dialect as ‘a heightened version of natural peasant speech’ 

that is rooted in the Irish language. This connection to the Irish language is 

important; Kiberd asserts that Synge’s literary Irish English is often more of an 

attempt to render the Irish language in English than an attempt to portray English as 

it was spoken by the Irish peasantry of Synge’s time (60), a belief shared by both 

Bliss (Synge 43) and Gilmartin (12). Examining the top five constructions used by 

Synge in his CHELD texts lends some support to this notion. These include IT’S 

clefting, subordinating AND, null-subject relatives, unbound reflexive pronouns, and 

definite article non-standardisms. Filppula (Grammar) argues for a strong substratal 

influence for all of these, with the exception of null-subject relatives, which he does 

not mention; that is, Filppula considers it likely that these constructions owe their 

existence in English in large part to their parallel existence in the Irish language—the 

substratum (63-4, 87, 198, 258). In this, the results from the CHELD analysis again 

support the notion that Synge was attempting to write, in the words of Kiberd, in ‘an 

English as Irish as it is possible for English to be’ (199). With regard to the 

chronological progression spoken of by Bliss (Synge 43), one must be hesitant to 

overstate conclusions drawn from three texts that were first produced relatively close 

to each other in time (1903 for In the Shadow of the Glen, 1904 for Riders to the Sea, 

and 1907 for The Playboy of the Western World). However, given that Synge only 

wrote six plays altogether (one of which was left unfinished at his death), we may 

use these texts to offer some preliminary analysis regarding the progression of 

Synge’s usage of syntactic non-standardism over time. As Bliss postulates, there is a 

chronological progression in the form of a decrease in the rate of syntactic non-

standardism over these three plays. In the Shadow of the Glen has a rate of nearly 

two tokens per sentence (1.94 tokens per sentence), the highest of the three. Between 

In the Shadow of the Glen (1903) and Riders to the Sea (1904), there is a 38% 

decrease in the rate of syntactic non-standardism (1.21 tokens per sentence for 

Riders to the Sea) and a 13% decrease between Riders to the Sea and The Playboy of 
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the Western World (1.054 tokens per sentence), first produced in 1907. Even in these 

three texts, we can see a chronological progression of the type alluded to by Bliss, in 

which Synge appears to refine his language use, relying less heavily on non-

standardism in the construction of his literary style. 

 With regard to the individual syntactic items that each author uses, there is an 

interesting pattern: the top five constructions are exactly the same for all three 

authors (with variations in placing). IT’S clefting is number one for all three, and the 

rest of the top five all contain definite article non-standardisms, subordinating AND, 

null-subject relatives, and unbound reflexive pronouns. This indicates agreement—

likely unconscious—among these authors as to what constitutes Irish English. Given 

the close association and frequent collaborations among Yeats, Gregory, and Synge, 

it is equally possible that they may have developed their impressions as to the 

constituent grammatical features of Irish English in conjunction with each other as it 

is that they may have done so independently, based on the language heard around 

them. Of course, the similarity between the Yeats/Gregory plays and those authored 

solely by Lady Gregory in this respect can be attributed to the fact that it was largely 

Gregory who constructed the literary dialect of the plays written in collaboration 

with Yeats. Both Lady Gregory and Synge claimed to be representing the actual 

speech of the Irish peasantry. Gregory, the folklorist, declared that she was ‘the first 

to use the Irish idiom as it is spoken’ (Our Irish Theatre 75). Synge, in the preface to 

The Playboy of the Western World, asserted his own faithfulness to real-life Irish 

peasant speech: ‘In writing [The Playboy of the Western World], as in my other 

plays, I have used one or two words only that I have not heard among the country 

people of Ireland, or spoken in my own nursery before I could read the newspapers’ 

(Preface, The Playboy of the Western World). Thus, the consensus between Gregory 

and Synge as to the most prominent features of rural Irish English could indicate a 

degree of accuracy in representing that variety; however, one cannot ignore the fact 

that Synge was exposed to Lady Gregory and her writing before he ever wrote his 

first play. In this case, we can only conclude that research into texts outside the 

scope of this study would be necessary to draw more substantial conclusions 

regarding this consensus. 
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4.2.3 Phonological Non-Standardism: Yeats, Gregory, and Synge 

There is remarkably little use of phonological non-standardism in the construction of 

literary dialect with Yeats, Gregory, and Synge. None of these authors uses 

phonological respellings in any appreciable way. Of the three, Synge uses the most, 

and his texts have only thirty-one tokens of phonological non-standardism for his 

25,010 words. For example (respellings bolded for clarity): 

  MAHON: It was my own son hit me, and he the divil  a robber, or  

  anything else, but a dirty, stuttering lout. 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act II) 

  VOICES. There you are! Good jumper! Grand lepper! Darlint  boy!  

  He’s the racer! Bear him on, will you! 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act III) 

Lady Gregory has only one token for her 45,800 words,147 and there are no tokens of 

phonological non-standardism at all in the Yeats/Gregory collaborations. This under-

use of orthographic non-standardism is certainly interesting, particularly in light of 

the relatively high level of syntactic non-standardism usage in these authors’ works, 

and will be discussed in further detail below. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

To examine what these findings might mean stylistically for these authors, one might 

begin by considering the differences between syntax and phonology when it comes 

to literary dialect. Dialectal respelling (or even eye dialect)148 is more ephemeral 

than syntactic non-standardism if one considers a play in terms of stage production; 

even if the actors are dedicated to following the author’s written pronunciation 

indications faithfully—and capable of suppressing their native accents sufficiently—

there is no guarantee that the pronunciation they read, understand, and articulate will 
                                                 
147 SARSFIELD. Write your orders to them. Tell them to come round, and bring us help at Limerick. 
      (Gregory, The White Cockade, Act I, Scene II) 
148 Recall that a dialectal respelling is a respelling of a word intended to indicate a specific and non-
standard pronunciation, while eye dialect is a respelling that denotes no non-standard pronunciation, 
as in the spelling of PRONUNCIATION as ‘pronunciashun’. 
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be the same pronunciation that the author intended.149 For Yeats, Gregory, and 

Synge, who were significantly involved with the early productions of their plays, 

these dialectal respellings were not only unreliable, they were unnecessary. As Denis 

Johnston says of Synge, ‘It no more occurs to Synge to explain its pronunciation to 

his readers and performers than it would occur to a native Irish speaker to spell Cobh 

as Cove or Caitlin as Kathleen’ (9).  

 Additionally, these authors’ decisions not to employ phonological non-

standardisms may reflect a concern for their works’ circulation in written, rather than 

performative, contexts. For any author, the effect of respellings is much stronger for 

the plays as texts to be published and read. In written texts, respellings (both 

dialectal and eye dialect) have the effect of slowing down the reader, who has been 

trained to read standard orthography, often rendering a text more difficult to 

decipher. For a reader whose instinctual pronunciation of a respelling varies greatly 

from the pronunciation intended by the author, it can be occasionally difficult to 

identify precisely what word an author intended. One consequence of these three 

authors not relying on dialectal respellings to convey Irishness is that the linguistic 

effect of the physical texts of their plays becomes more accessible to a non-Irish 

audience. It has already been established that some of the intentions of the Abbey 

founders involved education (Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 62), including the re-

education of the public regarding the nature of Irishness. According to Lady 

Gregory, ‘[a] part of the new national movement had been, and rightly, a protest 

against the stage Irishman’ (Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 148). She and Yeats, guiding 

the development of the Abbey Theatre in its early years, kept this in mind when 

choosing plays to be produced by the theatre:  

  Briefly, many of the requirements of these plays may be summed up 

  in the statement that they must present Ireland past and present to the 

  sympathy of the world and throw a light on all the phases of Irish  

  character, not entirely cutting off those with which we are so familiar 

  on the stage, but adding to them, interpreting them anew. (Gregory, 

  Our Irish Theatre 157) 

                                                 
149 Unless, of course, the actors were working from a play script written entirely in the International 
Phonetic Alphabet; the present author is unaware of any dramatists writing in IPA. 
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Although in their initial circular describing the intentions of their theatrical project, 

Yeats and Gregory indicated an audience closer to home (‘[w]e hope to find in 

Ireland an uncorrupted and imaginative audience trained to listen by its passion for 

oratory[.]’ (Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 144)), the desire of the founders to present 

their version of Irishness to a wider audience is evident in their many early tours of 

England, Scotland, Wales, and the United States,150 as well as in Lady Gregory’s 

comments on their first tour of the United States. She says, ‘I think from the very 

first day Mr. Yeats and I had talked at Duras of an Irish Theatre, and certainly ever 

since there had been a company of Irish players, we had hoped and perhaps 

determined to go to An t-Oilean ur “The New Island,” the greater Ireland beyond the 

Atlantic’ (Gregory, Our Irish Theatre 97). Although the use—or non-use—of 

phonological respellings would not have mattered much in these touring productions, 

it would certainly have made a difference for English and American readers of 

published Abbey plays. 

 Beyond the issue of accessibility, there is a further matter of the historical 

function of respellings—both dialectal respellings and eye dialect—in the 

construction of literary dialect. As discussed in Chapter Three,151 eye dialect in 

particular has historically been used mockingly, as a way to indicate a character’s 

lower intelligence by presenting their speech as non-standard without indicating any 

actual linguistic variation. Preston (1982) argues that a reader’s negative judgement 

of a character’s speech extends to the use of dialectal respellings: 

  English has been spelled for so long, and we literates have read it for 

  so long in one shape, that its very appearance has taken on   

  significance beyond the message. I find it difficult to think of a  

  respelling (except such trivial, nonattributed ones as nite) that I do not 

  feel to be critical of the speaker. Generally, that criticism is in the  

  direction of lower social status, lack of education, illiteracy,  

                                                 
150 ‘So, in 1904 the National Theatre Society began annual visits to London, Oxford and Cambridge, 
moving on to a tour of England, Scotland and Wales in 1906 and 1907, where they played theatres 
such as the Albert Hall, Leeds, the Theatre Royal, Cardiff and the Edinburgh Lyceum. In September 
1911, the company set out on their first American tour, playing thirty-one cities in five months, 
returning in February 1912, and then promptly setting out again for a five-week engagement of twice-
nightly shows at the London Coliseum, with its revolving stage and more than 2,000 seats in four 
tiers. Immediately afterwards, they set out on a tour of English variety theatres.’ (Morash 142) 
151 See page 137. 
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  boorishness or thuggishness, or rusticity (though I know that all these 

  “criticisms” are open to romantic interpretations). (322) 

Preston notes as well a tendency for writers (and for folklorists in particular in his 

case) to feel obliged to respell the speech of certain sociolinguistic groups more than 

others; in particular, he observes that the speech of marginalized groups is respelled 

more often than that of more socially dominant groups (305). Although for Preston, 

writing from an American perspective, the marginalized speech at stake is Black 

speech, for writers in the British and Irish Isles, Irish English has historically 

occupied this position. Consider again the mocking stereotype of the Stage Irishman 

and the importance of accent—embodied in the derogatory term brogue—for its 

characterization.  

 In fact, while there are certainly tokens of syntactic and lexical non-

standardism to be found in the speech of Stage Irish characters, it has primarily been 

in the realm of phonology and respelling that writers have found the means to 

represent these characters’ Irish speech; in all of his extensive discussions of the 

Stage Irishman, Bartley focuses almost entirely on respellings, with little mention of 

other linguistic devices used by authors. In light of this, it is hardly surprising that 

Yeats, Gregory, and Synge, in their attempts to subvert the Stage Irish tradition and 

present their countrymen in a more positive light, would avoid the use of a literary 

dialect tool that could give readers a negative view of their characters. Minnick, 

recalling Preston, explains how this effect may not have applied to these authors’ use 

of accents in their plays’ productions: ‘[w]hile an individual might not react 

negatively to a particular phonological variant in actual speech, the written 

representation of the same variant may engender a negative response’ (13). For 

Preston, this is because the ‘negative responses are attached to the spellings 

themselves and not to the pronunciations represented’ (334). By avoiding 

phonological non-standardism in the written versions of their plays, Yeats, Gregory, 

and Synge were able to circumvent the negative associations of respelling while still 

allowing themselves to utilize accents in production. 

 As seen in this chapter, where these authors are using non-standardism is in 

the realm of syntax. Syntax is a much more lasting way of utilizing non-standardism 

for both stage productions and publication. Syntactic non-standardisms are encoded 
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within the lines of the plays, so transmission of these constructions from the 

author—through the actors—to the audience is ensured, provided the actors speak 

the lines as written. Recall Alan Bliss’s comments on the literary merits of Irish 

English,152 where he asserts that  

  Spoken standard English relies very extensively on stress and  

  intonation for emphasis and the expression of nuances; hence it loses 

  very much when it is reduced to written form. [...] In Anglo-Irish  

  emphasis and nuance are integrated into the structure of the sentence, 

  and are not affected by reduction to writing[.] (Bliss, Synge 49) 

The emphasis of Yeats, Lady Gregory, and Synge on syntactic non-standardism 

allows them to take advantage of the stylistic benefits of Irish English in a way that 

is both lasting and conforming to standard orthography. For these authors, heavy use 

of Irish English non-standard syntax could represent an opportunity to assert a 

linguistically non-Irish-language-related Irishness, in a way that would have a wide 

and lasting reach. What these authors have produced is undeniably English, but it is 

as Irish as English can be, aligning well with the motivations of the Irish Literary 

Theatre and, in its varying degrees of non-standardness, with the individual literary 

dialect usage styles of Yeats, Gregory, and Synge. 

 While this examination of the CHELD texts of Yeats, Gregory, and Synge 

does not offer up any particularly subversive insights, it does serve to confirm certain 

assumptions made by previous scholars regarding these authors’ language use and 

enables a more specific and data-driven analysis. In particular, the current study has 

demonstrated how a linguistics-based approach distinguishing between orthographic 

and syntactic non-standardism enables especially rich levels of analysis and helps to 

show that the literary and political goals of the revivalists are embedded in their texts 

at the language level. 

                                                 
152 See page 23. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

REACTIONS TO THE REVIVAL: LITERARY DIALECT IN THE 

WORK OF LENNOX ROBINSON AND SEAN O’CASEY 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we saw how analysis of the CHELD may be used to explore 

the role of literary dialect in the political and artistic ambitions of authors. In the 

context of the Irish Literary Revival, this role involved the conscious use of language 

to refute the negative stereotypes of the Irish that had been prevalent in British 

theatre for centuries. Writers like W. B. Yeats, Lady Gregory, and J. M. Synge 

employed language in order to present a view of the Irish—in particular of the Irish 

peasantry—that endowed them with a depth and dignity not seen in the tradition of 

the Stage Irishman. However, the construction of a new Irish identity through theatre 

did not end with the Revivalists, and as is often the case, there were some in Ireland 

who disagreed with the Revivalists’ depictions of Ireland, or at least wanted to open 

up the Revivalists’ definition of Irishness. Two writers who elected to take their 

theatrical efforts away from the often-idealistic representations of the rural peasantry 

of the Revivalists, were Lennox Robinson and Sean O’Casey. 

 In this chapter, I will examine the language use of Robinson and O’Casey as 

representatives of two new directions in Irish theatre, each of which presents a view 

of Irishness that is different from the rural idealism of the Revival. I will explore 

these authors’ literary dialect use in comparison with each other, with the Revivalists 

of the earlier decades, and with the larger trends of urban and rural language seen in 

the overall CHELD analysis in order to address the following questions: how does 

the language of Robinson and O’Casey’s CHELD plays reflect their literary aims?; 

in what specific ways were they moving away from the Literary Revival in terms of 

language use?; and, finally, how do the rural and urban Irelands presented by 

Robinson and O’Casey compare with the overall rural/urban dynamic of twentieth-

century Irish theatre as seen in the CHELD? 
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5.2 Language in the Works of Robinson and O’Casey 

As discussed previously,153 the twentieth century began with a pattern of strong 

syntactic non-standardism in the representation of Irishness on stage. In addition to 

the three authors discussed in Chapter Four, the plays of Padraic Colum and George 

Fitzmaurice also contribute to this model. In fact, although Synge displayed the 

greatest frequency of syntactic non-standardism in the previous discussion, his 

contribution to the syntactic non-standardness of the beginning of the twentieth 

century was eclipsed by Fitzmaurice: Synge’s rate of syntactic non-standardism is 

1.168 tokens per sentence, while Fitzmaurice’s is 1.183 tokens per sentence. The 

1910s saw more Gregory, Colum, and Fitzmaurice in the CHELD, with similar 

linguistic patterns to the previous decade, but in the 1920s there was a drastic change 

in the dialect of the Abbey Theatre with the work of Sean O’Casey and Lennox 

Robinson.  

 Thematically, both Robinson and O’Casey represent a shift away from the 

often idealistic work of the Abbey founders towards more realistic portrayals of Irish 

life, albeit with quite distinct versions of realism. Robinson was one of the chief 

proponents of the dramatic movement known as ‘Cork realism’, which presented a 

much bleaker view of rural Irish life: what Pilkington refers to as ‘rural 

demystification’ (Theatre and the State 72). O’Casey’s work, on the other hand, has 

moved completely away from the rural towards depictions of life much closer—

geographically, at least—to that of the Abbey and its immediate audience with his 

plays set in the Dublin slums. Even at the time of his plays’ first productions, 

O’Casey was lauded for presenting an authentic view of Irish city life: ‘With 

O’Casey’s tenement plays it was different from the beginning. O’Casey was 

perceived as writing from within; he was praised for the immediacy, the authenticity 

and reality of his representation of slum life’ (Grene Politics 110). The Irish Times 

reviewer, writing of Juno and the Paycock, said that ‘Mr. O’Casey lived among the 

people he portrays, and he makes his audience live among them, too’ (qtd. in Hogan 

and Burnham 192). P. S. O’Hegarty, in a 1924 review written in The Irish 

Statesman, said of The Shadow of the Glen that it was ‘a gramophone record of the 

Dublin accent and the Dublin tenement and the Dublin poor’ (O’Hegarty 399. Cited 

                                                 
153 See pages 116-7. 
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in Hogan and Burnham 146–7). Part of the perceived ‘authenticity’, the ‘realism’ of 

these authors’ writing, relates to their language use, which was drastically different 

from that of the authors of the 1900s and 1910s. Given that O’Casey was attempting 

to portray the working class of the urban Dublin slums, while Robinson’s plays (at 

least those featured in the CHELD) are set in middle/upper class households in rural 

towns, it would be expected that these authors would differ from each other in their 

dialect use as well; in fact, this is confirmed by the analysis of the CHELD. 

 

5.2.1 Speech quantity: Robinson and O’Casey  

In the overall study of the CHELD,154 it was shown that the speech of the urban-set 

plays of the CHELD differed from that of the rural-set plays of the CHELD in that 

the characters of urban-set plays took 11% more turns than their rural counterparts, 

but that characters of rural-set plays took turns that were on average almost two 

words longer. In the works of Robinson and O’Casey, however, the urban/rural 

dynamic takes a different turn. O’Casey’s characters take 42.7 turns each (on 

average), while Robinson’s characters take 58: a 36% difference. In another reversal 

of the trends of the main study, O’Casey’s urban characters take turns that are nearly 

eight words longer than their rural counterparts in Robinson’s plays (23.7 words per 

turn versus 16.4 words per turn for Robinson). 

Figure 53 
Turns per Character: Robinson and O’Casey 
 

 

                                                 
154 See page 102. 
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Figure 54 
Words per Turn: Robinson and O’Casey 
 

 

To illustrate this contrast, take the following exchanges: the first is from Robinson’s 

Church Street and the second is from O’Casey’s Red Roses for Me, both CHELD 

texts. 

  MRS RIORDAN: (Taking the floor.) I think we should go into tea at  

  once and not wait for Mr Riordan. 

  HONOR: Where is he, Mrs Riordan? 

  MRS RIORDAN: He’s playing golf. 

  JACK: Playing in the Captain’s prize; he’s bound to be late. 

  AUNT MOLL: The Captain’s prize! We all know what that means. 

  SALLIE: Daddie’s playing too. 

  AUNT MOLL: Oh, your father’s all right. Band of Hope. But that  

  nineteenth hole—! 

  JIM: You know everything, Miss Riordan. 

     (Robinson, Church Street) 
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  AYAMONN : Now what th’ hell do you want? 

  BRENNAN (taking no notice of Ayamonn’s remark—taking off his hat 

  in a sweeping bow: Ah, me two sweet, snowy-breasted Dublin doves! 

  Me woe it is to come ramblin’ in through marjoram moments scentin’ 

  the serious hilarity of a genuine courtin’ couple. I’m askin’ now  

  what’s the dear one’s name, if that isn’t thresspassin’ on others who 

  are in a firmer condition of friendship? Though, be rights, it’s a fair 

  an’ showy nosegay I should be throwin’ through a shyly opened  

  window into the adorable lady’s lap. 

  SHEILA (shyly): Me name is Sheila. 

  BRENNAN: Sheila is it? Ay, an’ a Sheila are you. Ay, an’ a suitable  

  one too, for there’s a gentle nature in the two soft sounds, an’ a silver 

  note in the echo, describin’ grandly the pretty slendher lass me two 

  ould eyes are now beholdin’. 

  AYAMONN  (going over and catching him by an arm to guide him out): 

  I can’t see you now, old friend, for the pair of us are heavily  

  harnessed to a question that must be answered before either of us is a 

  day older. 

  BRENNAN: Sure I know. An’ isn’t it only natural, too, that young  

  people should have questions to ask and answers to give to the dewy 

  problems that get in th’ way of their dancin’ feet? 

  (O’Casey, Red Roses for Me, Act One) 

 

Robinson’s lines are far shorter (44%) than O’Casey’s, which, at 23.7 words per 

turn, are closer to the average for the two previous decades (23.3 words per turn). 

Where one might expect O’Casey to utilize shorter turns, given the overall CHELD 

trend of shorter turns for urban texts, he instead elects to fashion his characters as 

Dublin versions of Synge’s rural storytellers, claiming a place for the urban in the 

new ‘real Ireland’ of the Abbey. 
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5.2.2 Syntactic Non-Standardism: Robinson and O’Casey 

With regard to syntactic non-standardism: in the main study,155 urban-set plays had a 

rate of 0.124 tokens per sentence, or one token every eight sentences, while rural-set 

plays had a rate of 0.317, or one token every three sentences. Again, with Robinson 

and O’Casey, the urban/rural dynamic is reversed: 

Figure 55 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Robinson and O’Casey 
 

 

 

O’Casey, with a rate of 0.273 tokens per sentence, has a rate of syntactic non-

standardism that is 176% higher than that of Robinson (0.0989 tokens per sentence). 

Take, for example, the following extracts (non-standard constructions bolded for 

clarity): 

  ATKINS: God help you, your reverence, ‘tis little you know  the class 

  of people that’s in this place. I was as innocent as yourself until I  

  went to live beyond in the village. There’s neither religion nor  

  decency in the village, a low thieving, murdering lot. Oh, my eyes  

  were opened, I assure you. I learned things that surprised me, indeed 

  and I did. Thanks be to God I come from the County Tipperary and 

  never set foot in County Cork till I took service with the poor  

  master’s father. 

(Robinson, The Big House, Scene Four) 

                                                 
155 See page 122. 
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  JULEY: I have them nearly finished. Dick, can I have six—yes, six 

  and seven-pence from you? 

  RICHARD: For what? 

  JULEY: Stanford’s account for the papers and the sweets. 

  STATIA: Why you want to be buying all them papers! 

  JULEY: Puck reads them as well as myself. 

   (Robinson, The Lucky Finger, Act One) 

 

  JOHNNY: Ah, leave Johnny alone, an’ don’t be annoyin’ him! 

  MRS. BOYLE: Come on, Johnny, till  I inthroduce you to Mr. Bentham. 

  (To Bentham) My son, Mr. Bentham; he’s afther goin’ through the 

  mill . He was only a chiselur of a Boy Scout in Easter Week, when he 

  got hit in the hip; and his arm was blew off in the fight in O’Connell 

  Street. (Johnny comes in.) Here he is, Mr. Bentham; Mr. Bentham,  

  Johnny. None can deny he done his bit for Irelan’, if that’s goin’ to 

  do him any good. 

  JOHNNY (boastfully): I’d do it agen, ma, I’d do it agen; for a  

  principle’s a principle. 

  MRS. BOYLE: Ah, you lost your best principle, me boy, when you lost 

  your arm; them’s the only sort o’ principles that’s any good to a  

  workin’ man. 

  JOHNNY: Ireland only half free’ll  never be at peace while she has a  

  son left to pull a trigger.  

  (O’Casey, Juno and the Paycock, Act One) 

 

  MRS. GOGAN (she has now sidled over as far as the shirt hanging on 

  the chair): Oh, you’ve got a cold on you, Fluther. 

  FLUTHER (carelessly): Ah, it’s only a little one. 

  MRS. GOGAN: You’d want to be careful, all th’ same. I knew a  

  woman, a big lump of a woman, red-faced an’ round-bodied, a little 

  awkward on her feet; you’d think, to look at her, she could put out her 

  two arms an’ lift a two-storied house on th’ top  of her head; got a  

  ticklin’  in her throat, an’ a little cough, an’ th’ next mornin’ she had a 

  little catchin’ in her chest, an’ they had just time to we her lips with a 
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  little rum, an’ off she went. (She begins to look at and handle the  

  shirt.) 

  FLUTHER (a little nervously): It’s only a little cold I have: there’s  

  nothing derogatory wrong with me. 

  MRS. GOGAN: I dunno, there’s many a man this minute lowerin’ a pint, 

  thinkin’ of a woman, or pickin’ out a winner, or doin’ work as you’re 

  doin’, while th’ hearse dhrawn be th’ horses with the black plumes 

  is dhrivin’ up to his own hall door, an’ a voice that he doesn’t hear is 

  muttherin’ in his ear, ‘Earth to earth, an’ ashes t’ ashes, an’ dust to  

  dust.’ 

  (O’Casey, The Plough and the Stars, Act One) 

In addition to differences of overall frequency of syntactic non-standardism, 

Robinson and O’Casey display differences in relation to preferred individual 

syntactic constructions. Robinson’s preferred syntactic constructions include non-

auxiliary contracted HAVE, lack of DO support, non-standard uses of the definite 

article, SURE, and reduced number of verb forms. Of these, he shares non-standard 

uses of the definite article and reduced number of verb forms with O’Casey. 

O’Casey’s other favored constructions include the YOUS-type second-person plural 

pronoun, non-standard subject-verb concord, and left dislocation. Note that the only 

construction these authors have in common among their top five with their 

predecessors of the Literary Revival is the non-standard uses of the definite article, 

further evidence of a break from Gregory, Yeats, and Synge. Recall also how much 

more syntactically standard the literary dialects of Robinson and O’Casey are in 

comparison to those of the Literary Revival; O’Casey’s literary dialect, the less 

standard of the two, is 157% more standard than an average of Yeats, Gregory, and 

Synge’s frequencies. In this, Robinson and O’Casey further demonstrate their break 

from the theatrical tradition set by the Literary Revival. 

 

5.2.3 Phonological Non-Standardism: Robinson and O’Casey  

The higher level of non-standardism in O’Casey’s plays as compared to Robinson’s 

extends to the realm of phonology as well; O’Casey’s plays have a rate of 

phonological non-standardism (dialectal respellings only) of 0.095 tokens per word 
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(one respelling every eleven words) compared to 0.00337 tokens per word (one 

respelling every 297 words) for Robinson. 

Figure 56 
Dialectal Respellings: Robinson and O’Casey 
 

 

 

For example, see the following exchanges from Robinson’s The Big House and from 

O’Casey’s Red Roses for Me (orthographic non-standardisms bolded for clarity): 

  VANDALEUR : I hope ye’re well. (To Alcock) I was riding in this  

  direction and me mother asked me to leave in a note, she and the  

  gerr’ls  want Mrs Alcock and Kate to go over to tea next week. Here 

  it is. ‘Tis  a bit crushed I’m afraid. 

  ALCOCK (ringing the bell): I’ll get it sent to Mary. Will you wait for 

  the answer? Sit down. 

  VANDALEUR  (sitting): Thank ye... Me fawther’s sick.156 

  BROWN: I’m sorry to hear that. Is he seriously ill? 

  VANDALEUR : I don’t know... I sold the black mare. 

  ALCOCK: Oh, did you get a good price? 

                                                 
156 Note in this example that Vandaleur’s first use of YE (‘I hope ye’re well’) is not bolded; he may be 
referring to the Alcock family, in which case this YE would be a token of second-person plural 
pronouns, a syntactic construction, and not a token of phonological variation. In the second use of YE 
in this example (‘Thank ye...’), he is speaking only to Alcock, and so this must be considered a token 
of phonological non-standardism. 
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  VANDALEUR : Rotten. 

  BROWN: I’ll go over and see your father this afternoon. 

  (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

 

  AYAMONN : Wait a second—Irish or English—a gentleman’s th’  same. 

  ROORY: ‘Tisn’t . I’m tellin’  you it’s different. What’s in this Ruskin of 

  yours but another oul’  cod with a gift of the gab? Right enough for  

  th’  English, pinin’ afther  little things, ever rakin’ cindhers  for th’  

  glint of gold. We’re different—we have th’ light. 

  AYAMONN : You mean th’  Catholic Faith? 

  ROORY (impatiently): No, no; that’s there too; I mean th’  light of  

  freedom; th’  tall white candle tipped with its golden spear of flame. 

  The light we thought we’d lost; but it burns again, strengthenin’ into 

  a sword of light. Like in th’  song we sung together th’  other night. 

   (O’Casey, Red Roses for Me, Act One) 

In these examples, one can see O’Casey’s much more liberal use of orthographic 

non-standardisms in the construction of literary dialect. In fact, O’Casey’s dialectal 

respellings represent 22% of the CHELD total, a disproportionate contribution for 

one author (out of seventeen CHELD authors). This is particularly notable in light of 

the scarcity of orthographic non-standardism in the work of all of the CHELD 

authors who preceded him. Prior to O’Casey, the largest use of dialectal respellings 

in the CHELD can be found in the work of George Fitzmaurice, whose rate of 

phonological non-standardism comes in at 0.0118 respellings per word; O’Casey’s 

rate of phonological non-standardism is over eight times larger. This serves to 

further emphasize the unprecedented level of phonological non-standardism in 

O’Casey’s work. 
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5.3 Discussion 

As with the analysis of the work of Yeats, Gregory, and Synge in the previous 

chapter, this analysis of the CHELD plays of Robinson and O’Casey may offer 

insight into the stylistic choices of these two authors, particularly in light of their 

own literary aims. Both Robinson and O’Casey have contemporary claims towards 

realism: Robinson with his association with the ‘Cork realists’, O’Casey with his 

perceived authentic presentation of the Dublin slums. If the authors of the Literary 

Revival are set up as the standard against which realism—including linguistic 

realism—must be defined, then an inauthentic or incomplete picture of Ireland is one 

which, like the work of the Revivalists, focuses primarily or entirely on a rural, 

peasant Ireland in which dialectal variation is largely achieved through heavy 

syntactic non-standardism. For Robinson, refuting this image of the ‘Real Ireland’ 

meant showing that ‘rural’ does not always equal ‘peasant’. Robinson’s plays show a 

middle-class rural Ireland in which linguistic non-standardness plays a relatively 

small role. For O’Casey, defining Ireland onstage in opposition to the Revivalists 

meant drawing the audience’s attention completely away from the countryside, 

showing that Ireland existed in the city as well. Linguistically, this entailed, for 

O’Casey, turning his characters into urban versions of Synge’s storytelling peasants, 

including liberal use of syntactic non-standardism and unprecedented use of 

phonological non-standardism. 

 For both Robinson and O’Casey, their literary efforts insisted on opening up 

the definition of Irishness to incorporate groups not included by the Revivalists. 

Nowhere is this more linguistically evident than in the clear sociological 

stratification of non-standardness in the works of both authors. While, in the main 

study of this thesis, there was not enough information to assign socioeconomic status 

to all characters,157 the social dynamics of Robinson and O’Casey’s works are such 

that one can see certain elements of social status-based linguistic variation in effect. 

Robinson’s CHELD plays focus largely on middle- to upper-class characters, with a 

few characters of markedly lower social standing. Robinson’s The Big House best 

serves as illustration of this phenomenon; The Big House focuses on the upper-class 

Alcock family of Ballydonal House, including St. Leger Alcock, his wife, and their 

                                                 
157 See page 83. 
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daughter Kate. In social contrast to the Alcocks are Atkins and Annie, their servants. 

Consider the following exchange from Scene Three of The Big House, in which St. 

Leger, his wife, and Kate converse (note: Mrs Alcock’s dialogue was not analyzed as 

part of the CHELD, as she is English: see page 57): 

  MRS ALCOCK: It’s so disorderly, so—so Irish to run away like that. 

  KATE: I know it is, but I just felt “Oh, damn Scholes”, and said it. 

  MRS ALCOCK: You didn’t, Kate. 

  KATE: Practically; getting back here was all that mattered. I suppose 

  he can have the law on me if he likes but he won’t, he’s too decent, 

  he’s got a nice tame English secretary by this time and is blessing his 

  stars to be rid of me. But you’re quite right, mother, in saying it was 

  so Irish of me to cut and run, that’s why I ran, because I felt myself 

  going to pieces. 

  MRS ALCOCK: How, Kate? 

  KATE: Morally, mamma dear. You’ve no idea what it’s like in London 

  now, how an Irish girl feels, the things people say, the things the  

  papers say, the “we-told-you-so-ness” of them all. Well you can take 

  it in either of two ways, either you’re a martyred emigre like Margaret 

  de Burgh and are shown off and have people asked to meet you, and 

  carry pictures of your castle before the fire and after the fire (so like 

  an advertisement for a hair restorer or a baby food—why doesn’t  

  Shell or Pratts take it up “Before using our No. 1 spirit the castle was 

  like this— after —!”), and you dress very plainly and get asked out to 

  very good luncheons and talk of being betrayed by England, thrown 

  to the wolves, call yourself an outpost of the Empire and how you  

  made a gallant last stand and, altogether, are more “I-told-you-so”  

  than anyone else. (She pauses for breath.) 

  ALCOCK: Jealous! You had no photographs, we’re still intact. 

     (Robinson, The Big House, Scene Three) 
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In this selection, there are no tokens of phonological non-standardism at all, and only 

two tokens of syntactic non-standardism: one reduced number of verb forms (“got”) 

and one non-auxiliary contracted HAVE (“You’ve”). Contrast this with the speech of 

Atkins the butler in the following extract: 

  BROWN: I see. Part of the celebrations? 

  ATKINS: But indeed he needn’t be bothering. I have Faddy O’Reilly 

  tutored in the bell. He’s to be there since ten o’clock, the rope in his 

  hand, the cook’s alarm clock hanging on the wall in front of his face 

  and on the stroke of eleven he’s to start bell-ringing, ring for a quarter 

  of an hour and then walk into the kitchen for the bottle of stout the  

  master’s after ordering for him. 

  BROWN: I see. Well, it’s a great day. 

  ATKINS: It is, Father. 

  BROWN: You’ll be expecting your grandson home now. Is he still in 

  Salonika? 

  ATKINS: He is. When he couldn’t get through them Dardanelles he 

  gev up and he’s sitting in Salonika ever since. 

     (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

Atkins’s speech in this extract is considerably more non-standard than that of the 

Alcocks in the previous exchange; not only does it include several syntactic non-

standardisms (for example, an AFTER perfect in ‘the master’s after ordering’, a 

resultative perfective in ‘I have Faddy O’Reilly tutored, and a non-standard 

demonstrative THEM in ‘them Dardanelles’), but it also includes a token of 

phonological non-standardism (‘gev’ for GAVE). Robinson also includes a character 

of more complex social status in Vandaleur O’Neill. The O’Neill family occupies a 

similar social position to the Alcocks; they are also landowners, and their eventual 

burning-out by local Republicans indicates an aristocratic status. St. Leger Alcock 

describes O’Neill’s family thus: 
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  ALCOCK: If family counts for anything he gets full marks. A quarter of 

  him is Irish—the best old Irish, the other three-quarters are successive 

  English invasions. Compared to him we’re second-rate interlopers. 

  His father is first cousin and heir to Lord Rathconnell, but the father is 

  drinking himself to death, he won’t last a twelvemonth longer. Van 

  doesn’t drink, Van will be the next lord. 

   (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

However, there are textual clues indicating a social gulf between the Alcocks and the 

O’Neills. Vandaleur himself is introduced in stage directions as a ‘gawky common-

looking young man’ (Scene One). Another character, Despard, an English captain, 

assumes he is a ‘farmer’s son’ upon meeting him and refers to him as a ‘clodhopper’ 

(Scene One). This differentiation between the O’Neills and the Alcocks extends to 

the linguistic level as well. Take the following extract from Scene One of The Big 

House in which Vandaleur O’Neill visits Ballydonal House: 

  VANDALEUR : Sure I know... Jerry Mangan’s not the better of the fall 

  he got, yet. 

  KATE: Oh, did he get a fall? I hadn’t heard. 

  VANDALEUR : Lepping a small bit of a fence on that old red mare of 

  his. Sure he’s the rottenest rider in the country. 

  ALCOCK: I wish I had a horse to offer you, Despard, the only beast in 

  the stables is the old carriage mare. 

  KATE: I’m sure the Goods or the O’Sullivans would lend him a horse. 

  VANDALEUR : Sure me fawther would lend him one. What about  

  Prince Chawming? 

  DESPARD (shortly): No, thank you. 

  VANDALEUR : He’s quiet but a good goer and a very handy lepper... 

  You know him, Kate? 

  KATE: Yes... Have you any flowers left, Van? 
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  VANDALEUR : I don’t know. ‘Tis the gerr’ls looks after the flowers. 

    (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

Vandaleur’s speech is markedly non-standard when compared to the Alcocks. This 

extract includes several phonological non-standardisms (‘me’, ‘fawther’, 

‘Chawming’, and ‘lepper’, for example) and a number of syntactic non-standardisms 

(discourse marker sure, non-standard comparatives and superlatives in ‘rottenest’, 

and non-standard subject-verb concord in ‘the girls looks’, for example). 

Additionally, Vandaleur’s speech is remarked on by the other characters for being 

non-standard: 

  KATE: I don’t mind Van, I like poor Van. It’s the “gerr’ls”, as he calls 

  them. What day did you say you’d go? 

    (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

It is in this social status-based linguistic variation that Robinson further asserts the 

existence of types of Irishness—and Irish English—not contained within the 

paradigm set out by the Literary Revivalists.  

 O’Casey achieves a similar effect in his work, although his plays feature 

lower-class Dubliners as the character majority. In Juno and the Paycock, Charles 

Bentham, a National School teacher, is the odd character out among the Boyle 

family, differentiated from the others by his education and social standing, as well as 

by his speech. Take the following exchange between Charles Bentham and the Boyle 

family in Act One of Juno and the Paycock: 

  MRS. BOYLE: This is my husband; Mr. Boyle, Mr. Bentham. 

  BENTHAM: All, very glad to know you, Mr. Boyle. How are you? 

  BOYLE: Ah, I’m not too well at all; I suffer terrible with pains in me 

  legs. Juno can tell you there what... 

  BENTHAM: Juno! What an interesting name! It reminds one of  

  Homer’s glorious story of ancient gods and heroes. 
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  BOYLE: Yis, doesn’t it? You see, Juno was born an’ christened in  

  June; I met her in June; we were married in June, an’ Johnny was  

  born in June, so wan day I says to her, ‘You should ha’ been called 

  Juno,’ an’ the name stuck to her ever since. 

  MRS. BOYLE: Here, we can talk o’ them things agen; let Mr. Bentham 

  say what he has to say now. 

  BENTHAM: Well, Mr. Boyle, I suppose you’ll remember a Mr. Ellison 

  of Santry—he’s a relative of yours, I think. 

  BOYLE (viciously): Is it that prognosticator an’ procrastinator ! Of 

  course I remember him. 

  BENTHAM: Well, he’s dead, Mr. Boyle... 

    (O’Casey, Juno and the Paycock, Act One) 

The Boyles’ speech is full of orthographic non-standardisms, such as ‘me’ for MY , 

‘agen’ for AGAIN , and a number of instances of ‘-in’’ for –ING, as well as syntactic 

non-standardisms, including non-standard demonstrative THEM (‘them things’), the 

historic present (‘I says’), and non-standard WITH (‘I suffer terrible with pains in me 

legs’). Bentham’s speech, on the other hand, is remarkably standard in comparison, a 

linguistic indication of the social gap between Bentham and the Boyles. 

 What compounds the linguistic distinctions made by these two authors is that, 

in both cases, the characters whose speech is different from the protagonists’ may be 

seen as antagonists, or at the very least, as oppositional. In The Big House, when the 

Republicans show up to burn the Alcocks’ house down, Annie appears to have 

known of their plans to do so, and is said to behave ‘insolently’ (Scene Three). 

Vandaleur O’Neill and his family represent, for Kate, her own failure to thrive in 

England as an Irish exile: ‘Compared to them I feel I’m a thorough failure, a returned 

empty’ (Scene Three). Bentham’s behavior in Juno and the Paycock is more clearly 

villainous in nature; having courted and impregnated Mary Boyle, and having ‘made 

a banjax o’ th’ Will’, preventing the Boyles from receiving their inheritance, he flees 

to England, leaving the entire Boyle family in distress. In both cases, the antagonists 

are the characters whose accents are marked in comparison to the protagonists. 
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 In making these social status-based linguistic distinctions, and in linking 

them to characters’ specific roles in the narrative, Robinson and O’Casey have made 

strong statements regarding Irishness and inclusion. Robinson’s CHELD works 

assert the presence of the middle- and upper-class rural Irish and show that 

sometimes, these people may be the protagonists of the story while conversely 

demonstrating that sometimes, the very people lauded as the true Irish by the 

Revivalists, the people whose language most closely resembles that of the characters 

written by the Revivalists, may be capable of committing terrible acts against their 

social superiors, and having those acts appear as anything but heroic. For O’Casey, it 

is a matter of showing the often middle-class Dubliner Abbey audience that there is 

richness worthy of theatrical representation in the Dublin slums, that these people’s 

stories are just as entertaining, just as moving, just as worthy of being told as those 

of the rural poor. In both cases, these authors have clearly utilized linguistic variation 

as a tool in their literary efforts towards opening up the Abbey Theatre’s definition 

of Irishness in the post-Revival world. 

 The analysis presented in this chapter serves to further demonstrate the utility 

of CHELD analysis for scholars of twentieth-century Irish theatre. Just as in the 

previous chapter, this study has shown that detailed, data-driven linguistic variation 

analysis adds a new dimension to these works’ critical literature. By carefully 

analyzing the specific linguistic strategies of Robinson and O’Casey in the 

construction of their literary dialects, one can link those linguistic strategies to these 

authors’ wider literary aims. In doing so, we see that, even down to the language 

level, Robinson and O’Casey were writing to expand the definition of stage-worthy 

Irishness set out by Literary Revivalists like Yeats, Gregory, and Synge.
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE LINGUISTIC STYLE OF THE ABBEY THEATRE 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The CHELD’s utility for the investigation of the role of language in twentieth-

century Irish theatre is not limited to analyses of individual authors or literary 

movements. Another way to view the literary effect of dialect usage at the Abbey is 

to examine variations resulting from the locations of the plays’ first productions. 

Scholars have remarked on the realistic production style and naturalistic acting for 

which the Abbey Theatre became known early on in its existence. Christopher 

Morash highlights the fact that ‘by the end of 1910 forty-nine shows (out of a total of 

sixty-three) would use box-set interiors, putting the Abbey firmly on the road to a 

realistic production style which would dominate until the early 1960s.’ (128; see also 

186-7) He refers also to ‘the popularity of what was known as “the Abbey Play”’; 

the very existence of this term indicates the hegemonic nature of the realistic 

production style for the Abbey (192). The actors at the Abbey Theatre in its early 

years were trained and directed by the Fay brothers, Frank and William, who 

encouraged a naturalistic style of acting to accompany the theatre’s preferred 

production style (Pilkington, Theatre & Ireland 54). Although the brothers severed 

their connections with the Abbey in 1908, their influence on acting style at the 

Abbey persisted; Morash notes that, in 1920, after joining the Abbey’s company, the 

actor Gabriel Fallon ‘arranged to take private acting lessons in the traditional Abbey 

style from Frank Fay in his Upper Mount Street flat.’ (Morash 175-6) 

 Given the existence of these particular styles of acting and production at the 

Abbey, one might posit an associated style of literary dialect construction and 

usage.158 The subtleties of this dialect style can be investigated by tagging the plays 

of the CHELD for the location of their first production; although all of the plays 

contained in the CHELD were produced at the Abbey at some point in their 

production history, not all of them were first produced by the Abbey or its affiliate, 

                                                 
158 Indeed, this very supposition is one of the underlying assumptions of the present study. 
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the Peacock Theatre. As discussed in Chapter Two,159 the plays of the CHELD were 

tagged according to whether they were first produced before the official opening of 

the Abbey (pre-Abbey), at the Abbey, at the Peacock Theatre, elsewhere in Ireland 

(non-Abbey/Ireland), or outside Ireland (non-Abbey/international). A full listing of 

the plays and their categorizations is given in Chapter Two, and is reproduced below 

for convenience. 

Table 10 
List of CHELD Plays with First Production Categorization 
 
Category Author Title 

Pre-Abbey Colum, Padraic The Fiddler’s House 

 Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen 

  Riders to the Sea 

 Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ni Houlihan 

  The Pot of Broth 

Abbey Carr, Marina By the Bog of Cats 

  Ariel 

 Colum, Padraic The Land 

  Thomas Muskerry 

 Deevy, Teresa In Search of Valour 

  Katie Roche 

  The King of Spain’s Daughter 

  The Wild Goose 

 Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker 

  The Pie-Dish 

 Gregory, Lady Augusta Coats 

  Dave 

  The Dragon 

  McDonough’s Wife 

  Spreading the News 

  The White Cockade 

 Keane, John B. The Man from Clare 

  Sive 

 Leonard, Hugh Love in the Title 

 Molloy, M. J. Old Road 

  The Paddy Pedlar 

  Petticoat Loose 

                                                 
159 See page 78. 
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 Murphy, Tom The House 

 O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock 

  The Plough and the Stars 

 Robinson, Lennox The Big House 

  Church Street 

  The Lucky Finger 

 Synge, J. M. The Playboy of the Western World 

 Yeats, W. B. On Baile’s Strand 

Peacock Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys 

 Bolger, Dermot April Bright 

  Blinded by the Light 

  The Passion of Jerome 

 Carr, Marina The Mai 

  Portia Coughlan 

 Fitzmaurice, George The King of the Barna Men 

 Murphy, Tom Famine 

Non-Abbey/Irish Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow 

 Keane, John B. The Field 

 Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock 

 Murphy, Tom Conversations on a Homecoming 

 O’Casey, Sean Red Roses for Me 

Non-Abbey/International Leonard, Hugh Summer 

 Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain 

 

In this chapter, I will present an analysis of the CHELD texts along the Premiere Site 

variable, exploring differences among the various categories in the realms of speech 

quantity, syntactic non-standardism, and phonological non-standardism. This chapter 

will attempt to address the question of a distinct ‘Abbey style’ of language usage: 

can a detailed examination of language usage lead to conclusions regarding the 

prevalence of certain types of linguistic variation based on a play’s premiere 

location?  
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6.2 Language at the Abbey 

For this discussion, the most relevant variables are those of syntactic non-

standardism and phonological non-standardism; however, I will begin by addressing 

speech quantity as a way of approaching language via dialogue style. 

 

6.2.1 Speech Quantity: The Linguistic Style of the Abbey Theatre 

The category with the lowest number of turns per character is the Pre-Abbey plays, 

with 47 turns per character; the highest by far is the Non-Abbey International plays, 

with 180.2 turns per character. The Abbey, Peacock, and non-Abbey Ireland plays all 

show rates of between 69 and 70 turns per character. 

Figure 57 
Turns per Character by Premiere Site 

 

With words per turn, there is an interesting effect; the average number of words per 

turn decreases as ‘distance’ from the Literary Revival increases. The Pre-Abbey 

plays display a rate of 21 words per turn, while the Abbey and Peacock plays both 

display rates of 18.3 words per turn. The Non-Abbey Ireland plays have 15.2 words 

per turn, and the Non-Abbey International plays have only 12.3 words per turn. 
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Figure 58 
Words per Turn by Premiere Site 

 

The image that this presents us with of the proposed Abbey linguistic style is one of 

low turn-taking, high verbosity, indicating theatrical dialogue consisting of few, but 

lengthy turns, quite different from a more naturalistic dialogue style of shorter turns 

as seen in the real-life ICE-Ireland corpus.160 Take the following extracts; the first is 

from George Fitzmaurice’s The Pie-Dish, which premiered at the Abbey (in 1908). 

The second is from Hugh Leonard’s Summer, first produced by the Hudson Guild 

Theatre of New York (1974). 

  JACK: Ah, ‘tisn’t a coolness we’ll be having, Eugene, over a thing of 

  nothing. Whisper—what turned me in again was this: the cows were 

  tied up in the stall by me, and it’s just on the points I was of making 

  for the priest for the old lad here, when the sound of my name came to 

  me like, and it mother’s voice I thought. 

  EUGENE: Sure ‘twas, but she’s shy of rising it too high entirely, for  

  fear she’d rouse grandfather. It’s around to the hay-haggard she’s  

  gone on the search for you, I am thinking. It’s a sudden tie she got to 

  slip him in to the settle-bed, and she muttering to herself that you  

  having the great strength you would be the best to rise him and put  

  him into it, and it there longside him, and it’s going on and talking to 

                                                 
160 See pages 147-8. 
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  herself she was that ‘twouldn’t be all the bad if it’s in the settle-bed 

  itself she had him before the priest. 

  JACK: Amirra, what patch would it be on me to hyse him up in the  

  room itself, if it’s wishing to her it was, Eugene? 

  EUGENE: Ha! It’s in dread of her life she’d be to do that, thinking he’d 

  kick the traces and go wild all out if he woke up and found himself 

  there. But it’s a fancy of hers that that great fury might come on him 

  if he woke in the settle-bed with his pie-dish there on the table before 

  him, and I softening the putty here at the fire for the ornaments that 

  are to be the finishing of it. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Pie-Dish) 

   

  STORMY: People do that? 

  RICHARD: Sure. 

  STORMY: Want to take it with them? 

  RICHARD: Right. 

   (Leonard, Summer, Act One) 

Note that both examples consist of four lines each of exchange between two adult 

male characters. The lines from the Abbey-premiered The Pie-Dish consist of 269 

words, compared to eleven words for the internationally-premiered Summer extract, 

indicating a preference among plays premiered at the Abbey for lengthy, 

storytelling-type lines. 

 

6.2.2 Syntactic Non-standardism: The Linguistic Style of the Abbey Theatre 

Looking at non-standardism, both syntactic and phonological, can indicate how 

authors’ use of dialectal variation varies depending on their intended audience; is an 

author more or less likely to use non-standard language when writing for the Abbey 
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Theatre compared to writing for another theatre’s audience (or is the Abbey more or 

less likely to accept a play for production that contains a high degree of non-

standardism)? Taking syntactic non-standardism first, an interesting pattern emerges, 

as seen below in figure 59. 

Figure 59 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism by Premiere Site 
 

 

 

The plays first produced before the opening of the Abbey are the least standard by 

far; this is unsurprising given the level of syntactic non-standardness seen at the 

beginning of the century. Abbey plays are more syntactically non-standard than 

plays produced by the Peacock by 42%, and non-Abbey Ireland plays are more 

syntactically non-standard than non-Abbey international plays by 51%. What is 

perhaps most surprising is how much more syntactically non-standard the Abbey and 

Peacock plays are than their non-Abbey counterparts; if the various categories are 

collapsed into a simple binary, including Pre-Abbey, Abbey, and Peacock as one 

category and Non-Abbey Ireland and Non-Abbey International as the other, the 

Abbey-associated plays are 143% more syntactically non-standard than their non-

Abbey-associated counterparts, pointing to the importance of syntactic non-

standardism for the Abbey’s linguistic style. 
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Figure 60 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Pre-Abbey/Abbey/Peacock versus Non-Abbey 
 

 

Take, for example, the following extracts; the first is from M. J. Molloy’s The Paddy 

Pedlar, which premiered at the Abbey in 1953, and the second is from Hugh 

Leonard’s Madigan’s Lock, which premiered at the Gate Theatre in 1958, produced 

by the Globe Theatre Company. 

  PEDLAR (with humble matter-of-factness): Is it to cut my neck ye  

  mean, sir? 

  OOSHLA (gravely): My comrade turned very wild and savage ever 

  since the wife and children were starved on him. Wait till I see  

  now... Tell him he’ll be fattening Hell, if he kills you this minute,  

  without first giving you time and chance to get the Holy Sacraments 

  from the priest. 

  PEDLAR: ‘Tis little money I have, sir, but ye’re welcome to the lot, 

  sir, if ye’ll  free me out, and not cut my neck, sir. 

  OOSHLA (pouring the last of the poteen into an eggshell): You’ll be 

  wanting extra courage soon, Paddy, so here’s what the cobbler gave 

  his wife—the last. 

  PEDLAR (taking the eggshell resignedly): I’m thankful to you, sir. 

  OOSHLA (gravely): Myself is a rogue, too, Paddy. I was stealing  

  enough spuds and oatmeal to keep me living until at last the roguery 
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  made its home the same as if it was a maggot in my brain. Then last 

  night I was troubled over the girl going foreign, and the next thing  

  the maggot twisted, and I stole a poor man’s spade, and sold it for  

  poteen to banish my trouble. The dirtiest turn ever I done; and was it 

  the same way the roguery kept ever growing till it made a ruffian of 

  you? 

   (Molloy, The Paddy Pedlar) 

 

  FOX: Who was that? 

  GEORGE: Mr. Fleeter, a grand man. Could never fathom why his wife 

  left him. She went off with his partner, you know. 

  LOUIS: The sleepin’ partner. 

  GEORGE: Then he went bankrupt. 

  FOX (Incensed): What about that bench? 

  LOUIS: Bench? This bench? 

  FOX: I have a complete and comprehensive record of this   

  neighbourhood. Theft upon theft, one robbery after another! 

  LOUIS (Smiling): Ah, no Guard. 

  FOX (Reading from his notebook): One scaffolding dismantled  

  overnight six years ago! One watchman’s hut stolen two years ago; 

  fourteen public benches missing—including one bench a year for five 

  years from this bank—new benches, whipped before the paint was  

  dry. 

  LOUIS: I never seen nothin’. 

  (Leonard, Madigan’s Lock, Act One)  

Compare the copious syntactic non-standardisms of the Molloy extract with the 

single token of syntactic non-standardism in the Leonard extract. 
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 When individual syntactic constructions are considered, there are some 

interesting differences and similarities to be seen. Both Abbey- and Non-Abbey-

affiliated161 texts utilize non-standard uses of the definite article more than any other 

syntactic construction type, and both groups have second-person plural pronouns in 

their top five. Abbey-affiliated plays, however, have IT’S clefting as their second-

place construction type, while the Non-Abbey-affiliated plays prefer another 

focussing device, left dislocation, which differs from IT’S clefting only in the absence 

of the copula construction. Subordinating AND features high on the list for Abbey-

affiliated plays, but does not even make it to the top ten of the Non-Abbey-affiliated 

plays, while the Non-Abbey-affiliated plays have a high usage of lack of DO support, 

which barely makes it to the Abbey-affiliated plays’ top ten. Null-subject relatives 

also feature highly in the Abbey-affiliate plays, yet not in the Non-Abbey-affiliated 

plays. In short, one may consider IT’S clefting, subordinating AND, and null-subject 

relatives as constructions that are distinctively part of the Abbey literary dialect 

style. 

 

6.2.3 Phonological Non-standardism: The Linguistic Style of the Abbey Theatre 

While with syntactic non-standardism, the pre-Abbey-premiered plays are 

considerably more non-standard than all other categories, phonologically, there is a 

different pattern. Looking only at dialectal respellings, the plays first produced by 

the Peacock are the least standard, followed by the internationally-produced plays, 

the Abbey-produced plays, and the Non-Abbey Ireland plays. Dialectal respellings in 

the Pre-Abbey plays are almost non-existent, as discussed in the chapter on language 

in the Literary Revival. 

  

                                                 
161 Abbey-affiliated texts include those that premiered before the official opening of the Abbey 
Theatre (and were written by the Abbey’s founders), those that premiered at the Abbey, and those that 
premiered at the Peacock Theatre. Non-Abbey-affiliated texts in this context refers to those that 
premiered either at other Irish theatres or abroad. 
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Figure 61 
Dialectal Respellings by Premiere Site 
 

 

 

For example, take the following extracts from CHELD plays in each of the five 

categories. The first is from Padraic Colum’s The Fiddler’s House, which was first 

produced in 1907 by Theatre of Ireland and performed at the Rotunda in Dublin. 

  ANNE: We oughtn’t to take another day from Brian MacConnell.  

  There’s only the patch at the back to be mown, and you could do that 

  yourself. 

  CONN: You can depend on me for the mowing. I’m going up now, to 

  go over an oul’  tune I have. 

  ANNE: James Moynihan would come over and stack for us. 

  CONN: James Moynihan is a decent boy, too. 

    (Colum, The Fiddler’s House, Act One) 

Note the scarcity of respellings in this extract. The second example is from Sean 

O’Casey’s The Plough and the Stars, which premiered at the Abbey in 1926. 

  CLITHEROE (angrily): Why didn’t you give me th’  letter? What did  

  you do with it? ... (He shakes her by the shoulder) What did you do 

  with th’  letter? 
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  NORA (flaming up): I burned it, I burned it! That’s what I did with it! 

  Is General Connolly an’ th’  Citizen Army goin’ to be your only care? 

  Is your home goin’ to be only a place to rest in? Am I goin’ to be  

  only somethin’ to provide merry-makin’  at night for you? Your  

  vanity’ll be th’  ruin of you an’ me yet... That’s what’s movin’  you: 

  because they’ve made an officer of you, you’ll make a glorious cause 

  of what you’re doin’ , while your little red-lipp’d  Nora can go on  

  sittin’  here, makin’  a companion of th’  loneliness of th’  night! 

  (O’Casey, The Plough and the Stars, Act One) 

 

There are far more cases of respelling in this extract, as one would expect from an 

O’Casey play, but this is not the height of orthographic non-standardism in the 

CHELD. For an example of that, we look to Marina Carr’s Portia Coughlan, first 

produced at the Peacock Theatre in 1996. 

  PORTIA: Ah mane, for Jaysus sache Damus, chan’t we jus’  sih an’ 

  talche or d’ya noh wanta talche ta me. Why does ud allas have ta 

  be thrashin’  an’ sweatin’ i’  tha boah house? 

  DAMUS: Missus, ud was you gev me tha chome an an’ now ya  

  wanta talche. 

  PORTIA: Ta my reckonin’ , bin a long time since ah gev you anathin’  

  approachin’ a chome an. 

  DAMUS: Thah a fac... (Lies back, sucking grass.) Whah kapes ya  

  chomin’ here so? 

  PORTIA: Ah chome here because ah’ve allas chome here an’ ah  

  reckon ah’ll  be chomin’ here long ater Ah’m  gone. Ah’ll  lie here  

  whin Ah’m  a ghos’ an’ smoche ghos’ cigarettes an’ watch ye  

  earthlin’s  goin’ abouh yeer pintless days. 

    (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Scene Three) 
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In this extract, only 39 words are not respelled, out of 111 total words. In contrast, 

the Non-Abbey Ireland texts show the lowest level of respelling usage of those that 

use an appreciable level of respellings (that is, excluding the Pre-Abbey plays). Take 

John B. Keane’s The Field (Gemini Productions at the Olympia Theatre in Dublin, 

1965) for example. 

  BULL: You’re aware of the fact that me and Tadhg has had the grazing 

  of this field for the past five years and has the grazin’  of it now? 

  MICK: Yes, I am. Of course I am. 

  BULL: Five times £40 is £200. A lot of money! 

  MICK: ‘Tis  a lot! 

  BULL: I’ll grant you ‘tis  a lot. A lot of countin’  in hard-earned single 

  pound notes. 

   (Keane, The Field, Act One, Scene One) 

The Non-Abbey International plays come in second only to the Peacock plays with 

regard to respellings, although this standing is largely influenced by Billy Roche’s 

Poor Beast in the Rain, which premiered in 1989 at the Bush Theatre in London. 

  GEORGIE: He was well down the field Molly. Mind you he ran a good 

  race for yeh though. The other horses had to gang up on him. It took 

  about fourteen of them to bate him... You’re just after missin’ Ole  

  King Cole. He told us a couple of right jokes and everything here,  

  didn’t he Joe? 

  MOLLY : I’d say that. 

  JOE: Oh that reminds me Molly, did you hear anything about Danger 

  Doyle being back in town? 

  MOLLY : Who was tellin yeh this? 

  JOE: Ah some auld one that was in here today was sayin’ that she  

  thought sure she saw Danger Doyle walkin’  along the Main Street  

  early this mornin’  with a suitcase in his hand. 
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  MOLLY : I never heard nothin’  about it then... 

  JOE: Well the news is out that he’s back. 

   (Roche, Poor Beast in the Rain, Act One, Scene One) 

Interestingly, if one were to look at eye dialect in the context of these categories,162 

the internationally-produced plays use no eye dialect whatsoever, while the various 

Irish-produced plays (with the exception of the Pre-Abbey plays) all use small 

amounts of eye dialect. 

Figure 62 
Respellings by Category by Premiere Site 
 

 

 

Collapsed into the simple ‘Abbey/Non-Abbey’ binary, it is again evident that the 

plays first produced by the Abbey or its affiliates are considerably more non-

standard than their counterparts. 

  

                                                 
162 While in the main study eye dialect was largely ignored because it does not tell us anything about 
the phonology of Literary Hiberno-English, it is included here because it can provide a metric by 
which we might analyse the possibility of a distinct Abbey Theatre-related dialect style. The 
relevance of eye dialect here is due to the question of audience; the audience of a play’s first 
production will vary by the location of that production, and the use or non-use of eye dialect, which is 
generally used to make negative commentary on a character’s intellect, may indicate something about 
what the author is trying to say about his (Irish) characters to a particular audience. 
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Figure 63 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism: Pre-Abbey/Abbey/Peacock versus Non-Abbey 
 

 

Coupled with the results regarding syntactic non-standardism, this gives us a picture 

of an Abbey linguistic style that leans considerably towards the non-standard. 

 

6.3 Discussion 

These comparisons offer several interesting points of analysis. First, on examining 

syntactic non-standardism, it is clear that the Abbey is more non-standard than either 

the Peacock or the non-Abbey-affiliated groups. This suggests that syntactic non-

standardism represents a significant part of what constitutes the Abbey linguistic 

style. Additionally, given the low rate of syntactic non-standardism in the 

internationally-produced plays, one might say that syntactic non-standardism as a 

literary device is something that the Irish do more for themselves than for outside 

audiences. At this point, it would perhaps be appropriate to recall that in Chapter 

Four,163 syntactic non-standardism was posited as a method for linguistically 

representing Irishness that might be more accessible to non-Irish readers and 

audiences than phonological non-standardism. In light of the results relating to 

premiere site, that speculation should be revisited. Looking at syntactic and 

orthographic164 non-standardism in terms of a simple Ireland/international binary, it 

                                                 
163 See page 186. 
164 Given that the concern here is with the question of relative accessibility of a text to speakers of 
varieties of English other than Irish English, for the purposes of this discussion I am considering both 
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can be seen that plays first produced for a non-Irish audience conform more to 

standards of syntax than plays first produced in Ireland, but that both groups are 

largely equal in terms of orthographic non-standardism.165 See figures 64 and 65 

below: 

Figure 64 
Overall Syntactic Non-Standardism by Premiere Site: Total Ireland versus International 
 

 

 

Figure 65 
Total Respellings by Premiere Site: Total Ireland versus International 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                                          
dialectal respellings and tokens of eye dialect under the generic heading of ‘orthographic non-
standardism’. 
165 Plays first produced in Ireland have about one respelling every twenty-four words, while plays first 
produced internationally have about one respelling every twenty-seven words, making the 
internationally-premiered plays slightly more standard than the Irish-premiered plays. 
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This would suggest166 that the high levels of syntactic non-standardism displayed by 

the early authors of the Abbey may not have been part of an attempt to present an 

Irishness in speech that would be more accessible to non-Irish audiences. Instead, 

perhaps, one might link the high syntactic non-standardism of the time to the general 

romanticization of the rural, peasant West167 practiced by the authors of the Revival. 

This wish to present the countryside as the uncorrupted ‘real Ireland’, coupled with a 

desire to present Irishness in a positive light,168 may account for both the high level 

of syntactic non-standardism and the practical non-existence of phonological non-

standardism in the early years of the Abbey. The use of syntactic non-standardism 

may be explained either by the belief of the founders that they were presenting the 

real, syntactically non-standard language of the countryside or by their need to 

present Irishness as different from Englishness by using syntactically marked 

language. The tradition of dialectal and eye dialect respellings as a means by which 

authors indicated the intellectual deficiency of characters may have led the Abbey 

founders to largely ignore respellings in their construction of literary dialect. Of 

course, one must be cautious when speculating on the significance of trends in this 

manner. For both syntactic and phonological non-standardism, it is entirely possible 

that the Abbey founders constructed their dialects as they did simply because they 

liked the way syntactic non-standardism sounded and did not like the way respellings 

looked, or were not aware of the use of respellings in literary dialect, or did not feel 

sufficiently comfortable in their own ability to recreate speech sounds in spelling to 

attempt to use respellings. 

 To return to the discussion of linguistic trends by premiere site, the findings 

concerning phonology are equally interesting to those relating to syntax, particularly 

the Peacock Theatre’s emergence as a strong center of phonological non-

standardism. There may be a link here between the status of the Peacock as an 

experimental theatre and the experimentation in phonological non-standardism of the 

1990s and 2000s. Given the more fluid nature of literary phonological non-

standardism (as discussed in Chapter Four above)169 in comparison with literary 

                                                 
166 Note however that there are only two CHELD texts that were first produced internationally, so any 
discussion of the meanings of differences between plays first produced for Irish audiences and those 
first produced for non-Irish audiences is pure speculation.  
167 See Hirsch and O’Toole. 
168 Recall the Abbey founders’ wish to ‘correct false and demeaning stereotypes’ (Welch 2). 
169 See page 172. 
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syntactic non-standardism, this suggests a sense of ‘playfulness’ associated with 

phonological non-standardism. This notion fits in quite well with some of the 

criticism of Irish English literary dialect: that it is old-fashioned, that it is not an 

accurate representation of the way real Irish people speak.170 Although some of that 

criticism might apply to certain types of dialectal respellings, much of the reasoning 

for these kinds of criticism likely relates more to the non-standard syntax of the 

plays. Not only has the high level of syntactic non-standardism seen in the earliest 

Abbey plays become a symbol of those plays, and therefore of that time, but syntax 

also provides a concrete yardstick by which one might measure one’s native dialect 

against the standard, for which numerous prescriptive grammatical texts exist. 

Perhaps language users will more readily accept regional variations in accent,171 and 

experimentations involving phonology in writing may provide a writer with a means 

of playing with literary language in a way that does not (often) subject one to 

criticisms of linguistic ‘wrongness’. The relatively high level of phonological non-

standardism in the plays first produced abroad suggests that these experiments in 

Irish English orthography are well received by non-Irish audiences. 172 Of course, it 

is important to include the caveat here that this analysis of plays first produced 

abroad only incorporates the CHELD-included Abbey plays that were first produced 

abroad, then produced at some point by the Abbey Theatre; in order to perform a 

more rigorous investigation into the relative popularity of syntactic and phonological 

non-standardism in Irish English plays abroad, one would need access to a 

comparatively-sized corpus of Irish English plays first produced abroad that were 

never staged by the Abbey Theatre. 

 The overall picture of the Abbey linguistic style (that is, of the plays 

belonging to the Pre-Abbey-, Abbey-, and Peacock-premiered categories) is one of 

low turn-taking, high verbosity, high syntactic non-standardism, and high 

phonological non-standardism. What is interesting about this is that these are the 

                                                 
170 For example, St John Ervine famously said of Synge that he ‘was a faker of peasant speech’ and 
that ‘[i]t is high time that all the tosh that was formerly spouted about Synge, and still is by 
sentimentalists late for the fair, was stopped’ (cited in Corkery vi) and John Garvin says of Lady 
Gregory’s Kiltartanese: ‘It was undoubtedly based on the local speech, but Lady Gregory too 
frequently assumed that all the people spoke Kiltartanese always, even in the heroic past and in the 
days of old romance’ (101). 
171 Although, of course, not entirely ready; prejudice does exist centered on certain pronunciations, 
and there are certainly accents that suffer from stigmatization. There are, as well, prestige accents, 
such as Received Pronunciation. 
172 Note again that there are only two texts in this group. 
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patterns that one sees if one looks at the Abbey in the period from the 1900s through 

the 1920s, indicating the lasting legacy of authors like Gregory, Synge, and O’Casey 

for the Abbey linguistic style. What if one were to look among the CHELD plays for 

a single text that best embodies this ‘Abbey style’ of literary dialect? By taking the 

four ‘scores’ for the average Abbey-affiliated play (turn-taking, verbosity, syntactic 

non-standardism, and phonological non-standardism) and calculating the distance 

between each Abbey-affiliated play’s scores and those averages, then averaging 

those distances, we can give each Abbey-affiliated173 play a score indicating its 

average distance from the ‘Abbey linguistic ideal’. Doing so, we calculate Marina 

Carr’s By the Bog of Cats, with its low turn-taking, high verbosity, high syntactic 

non-standardism, and high phonological non-standardism, as the ‘quintessential’ 

Abbey play, with an average distance of only 0.523 from the Abbey linguistic ideal. 

Conversely, one might consider Hugh Leonard’s Love in the Title, with a distance 

score of 84.08, as the Abbey-premiered play that conforms least to the Abbey 

linguistic style. 

 The fact that both syntactically and phonologically, the plays of the CHELD 

that were first produced by the Abbey or its affiliates are considerably less standard 

than those CHELD plays that were first produced by other Irish companies or by 

companies abroad indicates the strength of Irish English literary dialect as part of the 

Irish literary canon. This kind of non-standard language usage is clearly a hallmark 

of the Abbey style, and one cannot refute the continuing authoritative status of the 

Abbey when it comes to theatre in Ireland. 

 

                                                 
173 As a reminder, all of the CHELD texts are, technically, Abbey-affiliated, as they have all been 
produced at some point by the Abbey. By ‘Abbey-affiliated’ here I refer only to those texts whose 
first production falls into the Pre-Abbey, Abbey, or Peacock categories. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Contributions of this Study 

The research contained in this thesis contributes to the existing knowledge of literary 

dialect in four ways. Firstly, it develops a methodology for digitizing, compiling, and 

annotating samples of literary dialect. Secondly, it presents a framework for 

analyzing literary dialect that is not governed and limited by the question of 

authenticity or accuracy. Thirdly, it adds to the description of twentieth-century Irish 

English literary dialect in a way that considers Literary Hiberno-English a linguistic 

variety in its own right. Finally, the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects 

itself represents what I hope will serve as a useful resource for scholars of Irish 

English literary dialect of the twentieth century. 

 The methodological contributions offered by this research are twofold; 

firstly, this research provides a methodological framework for the digitization of 

texts and their integration into electronic corpora that is accessible to many 

researchers, even those with limited resources. With the exception of the digital 

camera, all of the materials used in the bookscanning rig were either free or 

relatively inexpensive; after the camera, the most expensive piece of equipment used 

in the bookscanning rig was the tripod. The platen was the glass from a picture 

frame, the cradle was a cardboard box, and the light sources were already-owned 

desk lamps. Aside from the ABBYY FineReader software, all of the software used 

for digitization and corpus compilation was freeware, including both ScanTailor and 

the UAM Corpus Tool. With the acquisition of a digital camera of fairly decent 

quality (even today’s inexpensive point-and-shoot cameras can be used to acquire 

images of sufficient quality) and a cheaper or free alternative to ABBYY 

FineReader, virtually any researcher would have the tools to compile a corpus that is 

similar in quality to the CHELD. Secondly, the annotation framework developed in 

this study may be copied or used as a guide for the tagging of any sample of literary 

dialect for the investigation of linguistic and sociolinguistic phenomena. While some 

of the annotation schemes contain information specific to Ireland and Irish English, 

such as the Syntax scheme or the various document annotation schemes, other 
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schemes, like the Character Gender scheme or the Character Age scheme, are more 

generic in their description of tags. The former type may be copied wholesale for the 

investigation of other Irish English texts, or adapted to suit texts relating to other 

linguistic varieties, and the latter may be used widely to investigate literary varieties 

of any language. 

 While the basic premise of this thesis—that a literary dialect is a linguistic 

variety in its own right and deserving of assessment outside its relationship to real-

life spoken linguistic varieties—appears quite simple, it actually represents a fairly 

radical departure from the common treatment of literary dialect. To my knowledge, 

this is the first study to examine an Irish English literary dialect as a source of 

information on the linguistic and sociolinguistic assumptions of the authors involved. 

By removing the issues of accuracy and authenticity from the equation and by taking 

the Irish English of the Abbey Theatre at face value, this thesis has demonstrated a 

new way of assessing literary dialect, one that may prove more fruitful than simple 

discussions of how close an author’s literary dialect may be to the ‘real thing’. 

Further, by examining a larger number of texts from a wider variety of authors, this 

thesis has shown that doing so may allow for meaningful generalizations on the 

tradition of literary dialect use within institutions like the Abbey Theatre. 

 These generalizations, arrived at through the examination of Literary 

Hiberno-English contained in this thesis, contribute greatly to the existing 

knowledge of Irish English literary dialects. Prior to this thesis, the existing 

description of literary (and particularly theatrical) Irish English may be summed up 

thus: that dialectal Irish English has been used by Irish authors and by non-Irish 

authors, often to offensive effect; that it has particularly been used by J. M. Synge, 

Sean O’Casey, Lady Gregory, and Marina Carr; and that it contains many syntactic, 

phonological, and lexical features found in Irish English. To this can now be added 

the fact that Literary Hiberno-English as examined in the CHELD displays a 

remarkable degree of sociolinguistic variation, that Irish English literary dialect is 

not a one-dimensional, homogenous entity. In particular, it has been demonstrated 

here that Literary Hiberno-English varies according to the gender of the character, 

the gender of the author, the age of the character, the decade in which it was first 

produced, and the location of its setting. Further, it has been demonstrated that, in 

some ways, the authors of Literary Hiberno-English have unconsciously replicated 
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linguistic stereotypes, such as the belief that women talk more than men. In other 

ways, the analysis of the CHELD has resulted in certain interesting departures from 

both reality and stereotype, as in the remarkable equality between the genders in 

terms of characters’ non-standard syntactic behavior. While the reasons for these 

findings are largely open to speculation, the findings themselves—in addition to their 

value as linguistic evidence—also represent a fertile area for literary scholars to 

explore the connections between literary dialect and literary history. For example, in 

Chapters Four and Five, it was demonstrated that a data-driven analysis of literary 

dialect in the works of authors like Yeats, Gregory, Synge, Robinson, and O’Casey 

can be linked to these authors’ literary and political aims, that these aims may be 

found operating at the language level when subjected to quantitative analysis. 

 Perhaps the greatest contribution offered by this thesis lies within the creation 

of the CHELD itself. The Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects is the largest 

(to-date) existing corpus of Irish English theatrical dialect. Given the importance of 

the language issue for Ireland and the central position of the Abbey Theatre for Irish 

literary culture, further investigation of Irish English literary dialects is necessary to 

begin to truly understand the nature and significance of literary dialect for Ireland, 

linguistically and literarily. The CHELD facilitates this investigation; as will shortly 

be discussed, in addition to the linguistic variables examined in this thesis, any 

number of other linguistic elements may be examined using the CHELD. 

 

7.2 Limitations of the Present Study 

The limitations of the Corpus of Hiberno-English Literary Dialects and the present 

analysis thereof must also be acknowledged. First, although I believe the CHELD’s 

size and relative representativeness to be substantial (consider the fact that the 

CHELD is more than half the size of the ICE–Ireland, which includes both Northern 

and Southern Irish English in both spoken and written forms), it is far from being a 

comprehensive corpus. The CHELD does not contain all of the published and widely 

available plays containing Southern Irish English literary dialect from the catalogue 

of the Abbey Theatre, nor does it contain any samples of Northern Irish English 

literary dialect from the Abbey catalogue. Further, it does not contain any of the 
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many plays containing literary dialect produced by Irish theatres other than the 

Abbey, or those produced outside Ireland written by non-Irish authors. Only a corpus 

containing all of these would be able to render a more complete picture of theatrical 

Irish English, and even still, it would remain incomplete without the inclusion of the 

unpublished play scripts. 

 The strength of the CHELD, however, remains in its representativeness. The 

CHELD is able to provide data from each decade of the twentieth century and from 

many of the counties of Ireland. The selection process of the CHELD involved no 

personal preference on my own behalf; the plays of the CHELD were not chosen for 

their aesthetic qualities, they were chosen because they fulfilled the necessary 

criteria. Even still, there are limitations to the CHELD’s representativeness that must 

be acknowledged. First, while I did not choose plays that I liked, I did choose plays 

that were available to me. Although many more plays were reviewed and vetted than 

ended up in the final corpus, I did not read and vet all of the 1,500 plays of the 

Abbey catalogue. The vetting process began with texts that were available to me in 

the James Hardiman Library at the National University of Ireland, Galway, and I 

only reached out of that library when it was necessary to acquire a given text in order 

to make the corpus more representative (for example, in my search for more texts by 

female authors). One issue that this raises is the question of canon; by and large, the 

texts that were readily available to me were those that are published because they are 

believed to belong to the Irish literary canon. It was not possible to include many 

texts that would have made the CHELD a more representative corpus simply because 

they were never published, as was the case with many of the female playwrights 

produced by the Abbey over the years. Indeed, the lack of parity between male and 

female playwrights is perhaps the CHELD’s greatest weakness. While this is not an 

issue that I would have been able to rectify myself, it is nevertheless problematic. 

 In terms of the analysis performed on the CHELD, the time limitations of 

doctoral study prevented a more complete exploration of the data on Literary 

Hiberno-English. First, the analysis of phonological variation is quite superficial. 

There was not time to perform both a complete phonological analysis of the data and 

a complete syntactic analysis of the data, and my own background in and greater 

familiarity with the syntax of Irish English led me to choose to more fully explore 

syntactic non-standardism in this study. Further, there are a number of other aspects 
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of language that were not analyzed in the CHELD, from the lexicon of the plays to 

more specific aspects of discourse analysis that could give a better view of the 

gender and age dynamics as they play out in Irish theatre. 

 

7.3 Future Research 

With these limitations of the present study in mind, there are several avenues for 

future research that can be suggested. First, the CHELD itself could be improved by 

the digitization of play scripts in manuscript form to integrate more female-authored 

plays into the dialect canon. Given the interesting and at times surprising results 

relating to author gender reported in this thesis, this kind of digitization work would 

undoubtedly prove fruitful, if difficult.174 Second, an analysis of lexis in the CHELD 

would flesh out the picture of Literary Hiberno-English provided in this thesis by 

adding a third dimension to the linguistic analysis. For that matter, scholars of Irish 

English phonology would find a great deal to interest them in a more detailed 

analysis of dialectal respellings in the CHELD. Even the syntax of Literary Hiberno-

English could be explored in more depth than was possible in the current study, 

including further exploration of the usage patterns of specific constructions. 

 Literary scholars of stylistics would likely be interested in the part-of-speech 

(POS) tagging capabilities of UAM Corpus Tool for stylistic analysis. POS tagging 

and analysis would be difficult to perform on the CHELD and would involve a 

considerable amount of user input, given the non-standard syntax and spelling, but it 

would not be impossible. Another potential avenue for literary scholars would be to 

compare the language of the CHELD with the language of adaptations and 

translations (neither of which are included in the CHELD) in order to learn more 

about how linguistic Irishness is translated. That is, what linguistic elements of Irish 

English do people choose to include when translating another language, or even 

another dialect of English, into Irish English? Finally, both literary scholars and 

linguists—and those whose work resides at the intersection of the two—would likely 

                                                 
174 Recently, the Abbey Theatre began a collaboration with the National University of Ireland, 
Galway to digitize the archives of the former, including play scripts. Although this project is still in its 
early stages, the effort may eventually facilitate the further integration of female-authored literary 
dialect into the CHELD, provided those scripts are made available for such use. 
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find interesting information in close studies of specific authors or works contained in 

the CHELD. 

 Essentially, future study of the CHELD is limited only by what scholars may 

choose to do with the corpus; any combination of the texts and particular linguistic 

variables is possible, and further tagging is also an option, for example more in-

depth phonological tagging or lexical tagging. Further, the CHELD is an open 

corpus; it is always possible to add and tag more and more texts, all the while 

making the CHELD a more inclusive and representative corpus. 

 

 7.3.1 Availability of the CHELD 

Finally, I must include a note with regard to the availability of the CHELD for the 

future research discussed above. Currently, the CHELD cannot be made available to 

other scholars due to issues of copyright and intellectual property. While some of the 

plays included in the CHELD are in the public domain (for example, all of the plays 

found on Project Gutenberg), the majority remain under copyright. In order for the 

CHELD to be made available for wider use, permission will need to be sought and 

obtained from the rights holders. 

 One other possible avenue for future research by other scholars involves my 

own willingness to consult with scholars and run requested analyses on the CHELD 

myself, providing the necessary information without exposing copyrighted texts 

beyond permitted use. I would certainly encourage any scholars interested in 

conducting research on the CHELD to contact me to discuss arrangements.
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APPENDIX A: FULL DETAILS OF THE CHELD TEXTS 

Author Title File Name Year of First 
Production 

Geographic 
Area of 
Setting 

Urban/Rural First 
Production 
Category 

Author 
Gender 

Barry, Sebastian Boss Grady’s Boys SB_01_BOS 1988 Munster–Cork Rural Peacock Male 
Behan, Brendan The Quare Fellow BB_01_QUA 1954 Leinster–

Dublin 
Urban Non-Abbey–

Ireland 
Male 

Bolger, Dermot Blinded by the Light DB_01_BLI 1990 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Peacock Male 

 April Bright DB_02_APR 1995 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Peacock Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 The Passion of Jerome DB_03_PAS 1999 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Peacock Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

Carr, Marina The Mai MC_01_MAI 1994 Midlands Rural Peacock Female 
 By the Bog of Cats MC_02_BYB 1998 Midlands Rural Abbey Female 
 Ariel MC_03_ARI 2002 Midlands Rural Abbey Female 
 Portia Coughlan MC_04_POR 1996 Midlands Rural Peacock Female 
Colum, Padraic The Land PC_01_LAN 1905 Midlands Rural Abbey Male 

(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 The Fiddler’s House PC_02_FID 1907 Midlands Rural Pre-Abbey Male 
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 Thomas Muskerry PC_03_THO 1910 Midlands Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

Deevy, Teresa The King of Spain’s 
Daughter 

TD_01_KIN 1935 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Female 

 Katie Roche TD_02_KAT 1936 Munster–Clare Rural Abbey Female 
 The Wild Goose TD_03_WIL 1936 Munster–

Waterford 
Rural Abbey Female 

 In Search of Valour TD_04_INS 1931 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Female 

Fitzmaurice, George The Country Dressmaker GF_01_COU 1907 Munster–
Kerry 

Rural Abbey Male 

 The Pie-Dish GF_02_PIE 1908 Munster–
Kerry 

Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 King of the Barna Men GF_03_KIN 19671 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Peacock Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

Gregory, Lady 
Isabella Augusta 

Spreading the News LG_01_SPR 1904 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Female 

 McDonough’s Wife LG_02_MCD 1912 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Abbey Female 

 Dave LG_03_DAV 1927 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Abbey Female 

                                                 
1 Not produced until after Fitzmaurice’s death, but the manuscript form containing the final play dates to 1914. 
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 Coats LG_04_COA 1910 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Female 

 The Dragon LG_05_DRA 1919 Munster–Clare Rural Abbey Female 
 The White Cockade LG_06_WHI 1905 Leinster–

Wexford 
Rural Abbey Female 

Keane, John B. Sive JK_01_SIV 1959 Munster–
Kerry 

Rural Abbey Male 

 The Man from Clare JK_02_MAN 1962 Munster–
Kerry/Clare 

Rural Abbey Male 

 The Field JK_03_FIE 1965 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Non-Abbey–
Ireland 

Male 

Leonard, Hugh Madigan’s Lock HL_01_MAD 1958 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Non-Abbey–
Ireland 

Male 

 Summer HL_02_SUM 1974 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Non-Abbey–
International 

Male 

 Love in the Title HL_03_LOV 2000 Munster–
Limerick 

Urban Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

Molloy, M. J. Old Road MM_01_OLD 1943 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 The Paddy Pedlar MM_02_PAD 1953 Connacht–
Mayo 

Rural Abbey Male 

 Petticoat Loose MM_03_PET 1979 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Abbey Male 
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Murphy, Tom Famine TM_01_FAM 1968 Munster–
Tipperary 

Rural Peacock Male 

 Conversations on a 
Homecoming 

TM_02_CON 1985 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Non-Abbey–
Ireland 

Male 

 The House TM_03_HOU 2000 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Male 

O’Casey, Sean Juno and the Paycock SO_01_JUN 1924 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Abbey Male 

 The Plough and the Stars SO_02_PLO 1926 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Abbey Male 

 Red Roses for Me SO_03_RED 1943 Leinster–
Dublin 

Urban Non-Abbey–
Ireland 

Male 

Robinson, Lennox The Big House LR_01_BIG 1926 Munster–Cork Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 Church Street LR_02_CHU 1934 Connacht–
Mayo 

Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

 The Lucky Finger LR_03_LUC 1948 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Abbey Male 
(included in 
sub-corpus) 

Roche, Billy Poor Beast in the Rain BR_01_POO 1989 Leinster–
Wexford 

Rural Non-Abbey–
International 

Male 

Synge, J. M. In the Shadow of the Glen JS_01_INS 1903 Leinster–
Wicklow 

Rural Pre-Abbey Male 
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 Riders to the Sea JS_02_RID 1904 Connacht–
Galway 

Rural Pre-Abbey Male 

 The Playboy of the Western 
World 

JS_03_PLA 1907 Connacht–
Mayo 

Rural Abbey Male 

Yeats, W. B. Cathleen ní Houlihan WY_01_CAT 1902 Connacht–
Mayo 

Rural Pre-Abbey Male 

 On Baile’s Strand WY_02_ONB 1904 Leinster–
Louth 

Rural Abbey Male 

 The Pot of Broth WY_03_POT 1905 Unknown 
Rural 

Rural Pre-Abbey Male 
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APPENDIX B: CHARACTER AGES IN THE CHELD 

Category Abbreviation Age Range 

Child CH 0-18 years 

Younger Adult YA 19-33 years 

Middle Adult MA 34-49 years 

Older Adult OA 50+ years 

Age Category Character File Reason for assigning 
category 

Details 

Child (CH) Young Prisoner 1/Scholara BB_01_QUA Stage directions in Act I ‘Two young prisoners aged about 
seventeen go past’ 

CH Young Prisoner 2/Shaybo BB_01_QUA Stage directions in Act I ‘Two young prisoners aged about 
seventeen go past’ 

CH April DB_02_APR Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I 

‘April Bright  — a teenage girl in a 1940s 
dress’. See note on Rosie’s age  — April is 
a year older. 

CH Rosie DB_02_APR Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I/Plot details 

‘[A] teenage girl in a 1940s school 
uniform.’ Later in the play, the character 
Eamon reveals that Rosie was conceived 
six months after the death of his son Peter, 
who ‘would have been twenty one’ and 
who died at age six. 
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CH Sive JK_01_SIV Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I 

‘She is aged about 18 and wears a grey 
tweed coat, a little too small for her.’ 

CH Nuala LG_05_DRA Plot details The play is concerned with the events of 
Nuala’s seventeenth birthday 

CH Paddy LR_03_LUC Stage directions at 
beginning of Act II 

‘Paddy, son of Maurice and Marjorie, an 
uncouth lad of sixteen, is sitting by the 
window chewing sweets and bananas.’ 

CH Puck LR_03_LUC Line spoken by Statia in 
Act I 

‘She’s only just seventeen.’ 

CH Josie MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Josie Kilbride, seven, Hester and 
Carthage’s daughter’ 

CH The Ghost of Joseph Swane MC_02_BYB Character description ‘The Ghost of Joseph Swane, eighteen’ 
CH Ariel MC_03_ARI Plot details The beginning of the play concerns the 

events of Ariel’s sixteenth birthday. 
CH Christy Clarke PC_03_THO Stage directions at 

beginning of Act I 
‘Christy Clarke, a youth of about 
seventeen, is seated in the armchair reading 
a periodical.’ 

CH Mollser SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is about fifteen, but looks to be only 
about ten, for the ravages of consumption 
have shrivelled her up.’ 

CH Ellie TD_04_INS Stage directions at 
beginning of play 

‘She is sixteen, small and sallow, with an 
air of smouldering fury.’ 

CH Donaill TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Donaill, his son, aged 10’ 
CH Maeve TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Maeve, his daughter, aged 16’ 
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CH Annie TM_02_CON Stage directions at 
beginning of play 

‘She is seventeen, standing behind the 
counter, motionless, staring blankly out the 
window, her expression simple and grave.’ 

CH Patrick WY_01_CAT Character description ‘Patrick Gillane, a lad of twelve, Michael’s 
brother’ 

CH (Act I), Young Adult 
(YA) (Act II) 

Lou HL_02_SUM Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I/Plot 
details 

‘They are: Story and Jan Loftus and their 
daughter Lou, aged seventeen’. Act II 
takes place six years later. 

CH (Act I), YA (Act II) Michael HL_02_SUM Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I/Plot 
details 

‘[..]Richard and Trina Halvey and their son 
Michael, who is eighteen’. Act II takes 
place six years later. 

CH/YA Millie MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Mille, her daughter, sixteen and thirty’. 
CH is assigned when Millie’s lines are 
spoken in dialogue with the other 
characters, YA is assigned when Millie 
delivers monologues as an adult. 

CH (Act I), YA (Act II) Elaine MC_03_ARI Character description/Plot 
details 

‘Elaine Fitzgerald, child of twelve and 
young woman.’ Act II takes place ten years 
after Act I. 

CH (Act I), YA (Act II) Stephen MC_03_ARI Character description/Plot 
details 

‘Stephen Fitzgerald, child of ten and young 
man.’ Act II takes place ten years after Act 
I. 

YA Prisoner C BB_01_QUA Line spoken by Scholara 
in Act II 

‘He turned twenty the day before 
yesterday[.]’ 
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YA Clara DB_03_PAS Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I, Scene 
I 

‘[W]e see Clara (in her early twenties)[.]’ 

YA Julia Shea GF_01_COU Line spoken by Luke in 
Act I 

‘Julia is a bit over twenty-seven, I’m 
thinking?’ 

YA Robbie Graham HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a truculent twenty-eight, dressed in 
flannels and sports jacket.’ 

YA Susie HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘She is 20, and speaks well but listlessly.’ 
YA Cat HL_03_LOV Stage directions at 

beginning of Act I 
‘She is 20 and lives in 1932.’ 

YA Triona HL_03_LOV Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘She is 30.’ 

YA Liam JK_01_SIV Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I 

‘She has only just sat down when a young 
man enters; aged about nineteen, he is 
good-looking and manly, his voice 
cultured and refined.’ 

YA Nellie Brick JK_02_MAN Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I, Scene 
II 

‘Nellie Brick (Morisheen’s daughter), a 
plain looking girl of 30, is sitting near the 
fire, darning socks.’ 

YA Padraic O’Dea JK_02_MAN Line spoken by Padraic in 
Act I, Scene II 

‘Would you believe that  — me thirty-three 
years and I don’t know the taste of a girl’s 
lips?’ 

YA William JK_03_FIE Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene II 

‘He is a young man in his late twenties, 
well-dressed and presentable.’ 

YA Cathleen JS_02_RID Stage directions at 
beginning of play 

‘Cathleen, a girl of about twenty, finishes 
kneading cake [.]’ 
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YA Christy JS_03_PLA Line spoken by Widow 
Quin in Act III 

‘Was your son that hit you a lad of one 
year and a score maybe, a great hand at 
racing and lepping and licking the world?’ 

YA Pegeen JS_03_PLA Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘Pegeen, a wild looking but fine girl, of 
about twenty, is writing at table.’ 

YA Widow Quin JS_03_PLA Character description ‘Widow Quin, a woman of about thirty’ 
YA Honor Bewly LR_01_CHU Stage directions in Act I ‘Honor Bewly is about the same age as [as 

Jim Daly]’ 
YA Hugh LR_01_CHU Stage directions at 

beginning of Act I 
‘He is about twenty-eight years old, 
dressed carelessly, grey flannel bags, a 
pullover, an old tweed jacket.’ 

YA Jim Daly LR_01_CHU Stage directions in Act I ‘Jim Daly is an odd, clever-looking fellow 
of twenty-six or twenty-seven.’ 

YA Sallie Long LR_01_CHU Stage directions in Act I ‘Sallie Long is a charming girl of twenty-
two or twenty-three.’ 

YA Charles LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘Charles comes in, twenty-one years old 
and looking very nice in his Sunday suit.’ 

YA Eddie LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act II ‘Eddie is about twenty.’ 
YA Emmy LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘Emmy comes in, a very pretty girl of 

twenty, a little too smartly dressed.’ 
YA Honor LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘About twenty-five, decently dressed for 

twelve o’clock Mass but she seems very 
excited and her hat is slightly on one side.’ 

YA Caroline MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Caroline Cassidy, twenty, his daughter.’ 
YA Carthage MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Carthage Kilbride, thirty’ 
YA Portia MC_04_POR Character description ‘Thirty’ 
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YA Stacia MC_04_POR Character description ‘Thirty, Portia’s friend’ 
YA Brigid MM_01_OLD Stage directions in Act I ‘She might be anywhere between eighteen 

and twenty’ 
YA Mary MM_01_OLD Stage directions in Act I ‘Twenty-six or twenty-seven, cool-headed, 

capable, cheerfully cynical, she seems in a 
hurry.’ 

YA Myles Cosgrave MM_01_OLD Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘He is a sturdy lad in the early twenties’ 

YA Honor MM_02_PAD Stage directions ‘Honor is about twenty, tall, slow moving 
and quiet, and good-looking, too, in an 
unsophisticated country way.’ 

YA Thady MM_02_PAD Stage directions ‘Thady is a big, easy-going, good-
humoured fellow in the late twenties.’ 

YA Harkaway MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act II ‘As she turns to run out through the 
monastery door, a sad man in his early 
thirties enters from the left carrying a stout 
stick.’ 

YA Mullee MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act I ‘Mullee enters, a burly farm worker in his 
late twenties.’ 

YA Petticoat Loose MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act I ‘She is in her middle twenties and is merry 
and attractive and coquettish in dress and 
manner’ 

YA Ellen PC_01_LAN Stage directions in Act I ‘She is about twenty-five, slightly built, 
nervous, emotional.’ 

YA Matt Cosgar PC_01_LAN Stage directions in Act I ‘Matt Cosgar is a young peasant of about 
twenty-eight.’ 
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YA Sally Cosgar PC_01_LAN Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘She is a girl of twenty-five, dark, heavily 
built’ 

YA Anne Hourican PC_02_FID Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘Anne Hourican is a pretty, dark-haired girl 
of about nineteen.’ 

YA James Moynihan PC_02_FID Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘James Moynihan is about twenty-eight.’ 

YA Maire Hourican PC_02_FID Stage directions in Act I ‘Maire Hourican is over twenty.’ 
YA Anna Crilly PC_03_THO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a handsome girl of about nineteen 

or twenty, with a rich complexion, dark 
hair and eyes.’ 

YA Charlie Bentham SO_01_JUN Stage directions in Act I ‘[H]e is a young man of twenty-five, tall, 
good-looking, with a very high opinion of 
himself generally.’ 

YA Jerry Devine SO_01_JUN Stage directions in Act I ‘He is about twenty-five, well set, active 
and earnest’ 

YA Mary Boyle SO_01_JUN Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘She is a well-made and good-looking girl 
of twenty-two’ 

YA Jack Clitheroe SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a tall, well-made fellow of twenty-
five.’ 

YA Nora SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a young woman of twenty-two, 
alert, swift, full of nervous energy, and a 
little anxious to get on in the world.’ 

YA Rosie SO_02_PLO Stage directions at 
beginning of Act II 

‘She is a sturdy, well-shaped girl of 
twenty; pretty and pert in manner.’ 
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YA The Covey SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘He is about twenty-five, thin, with lines 
on his face that form a perpetual protest 
against life as he conceives it to be.’ 

YA Ayamonn SO_03_RED Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘He is tall, well-built, twenty-two or so’ 

YA Sam (Singer) SO_03_RED Stage directions in Act I ‘Old Brennan returns shoving in before 
him a young man of twenty-three’ 

YA Sheila SO_03_RED Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a girl of about twenty-three’ 
YA Annie TD_01_KIN Stage directions in Act I ‘She is about twenty.’ 
Middle Adult (MA) Prisoner A BB_01_QUA Line spoken by Dunlavin 

in Act I 
(Reading off door card) ‘Age forty-three.’ 

MA Prisoner B BB_01_QUA Stage directions in Act I ‘A. is a man of 40’ 
MA Bosco DB_01_BLI Line spoken by Prisoner B 

in Act I 
‘I’m thirty-six, mac.’ 

MA Caretaker DB_03_PAS Stage directions in Scene 
III 

‘Although dressed in scruffy jeans and a 
dirty tee-shirt Bosco is actually almost 
forty years of age.’ 

MA Derek DB_03_PAS Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene II 

‘They watch as a Caretaker in his late 
forties enters.’ 

MA Jerome DB_03_PAS Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I, Scene 
II 

‘Derek (Jerome’s ponytailed younger 
brother who is around thirty-five)’ 

MA Penny DB_03_PAS Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I, Scene 
I 

‘Jerome (who is approaching forty)’ 
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MA Joan Ellis HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘Penny (an attractive woman in her mid to 
late thirties)’ 

MA May Carey HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘Joan Ellis, a good-looking woman of 
thirty-five, enters.’ 

MA Stephen Ellis HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘May Carey, who is forty, enters with Mrs. 
Mulholland, a fat woman in her sixties.’ 

MA Jan HL_02_SUM Line spoken by Jan in Act 
I 

‘He is thirty-eight, and suffering from a 
severe hangover.’ 

MA Katie HL_03_LOV Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘A married woman going on forty’ 

MA Mena JK_01_SIV Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I, Scene 
I 

‘She is 37’ 

MA Thomasheen JK_01_SIV Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I 

‘The newcomer is strong, well-
proportioned, hard-featured, in her early 
forties’ 

MA Maimie JK_03_FIE Lines spoken by Maimie 
in Act I 

‘He is fortyish.’ 

MA Jimmy JS_03_PLA Stage directions in Act I ‘I hadn’t much sense at nineteen.’ 
(indicating the age she was when she 
married Mick) ‘The last time he wore a 
pyjamas was seventeen years ago...the 
night of our honeymoon.’ 

MA Beck MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Beck, her sister, thirty-seven’ 
MA Connie MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Connie, her sister, thirty-eight’ 
MA Robert MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Robert, The Mai’s husband, forty-two’ 
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MA The Mai MC_01_MAI Character description ‘The Mai, forty’ 
MA Hester MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Hester Swane, forty’ 
MA Raphael MC_04_POR Character description ‘Thirty-five, Portia’s husband, has a limp’ 
MA Mrs Callaghan MM_01_OLD Stage directions in Act I ‘Enter Mrs Callaghan, a woman of forty or 

over’ 
MA Matthias MM_02_PAD Stage directions ‘He is a huge powerful fierce-looking man 

of forty-five or so; and he carries a 
murderous looking shillelagh.’ 

MA Honor Lally MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a good looking woman in her late 
thirties, but rather sad looking.’ 

MA Priest MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act I ‘He is in his middle or late thirties, and 
looks pale and sad and strained.’ 

MA Shawn Lally MM_03_PET Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a vigorous man of forty or more, 
head-strong and proud and wild, but not 
mean or evil looking.’ 

MA Felix Tournour PC_03_THO Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘He is about forty-five.’ 

MA Mrs Crilly PC_03_THO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a woman of forty, dressed in a 
tailor-made costume.’ 

MA Mrs Boyle SO_01_JUN Stage directions in Act I ‘She is forty-five years of age’ 
MA Mrs Madigan SO_01_JUN Stage directions in Act II ‘Mrs Madigan is a strong, dapper little 

woman of about forty-five.’ 
MA Bessie SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a woman of forty, vigorously built.’ 
MA Fluther Good SO_02_PLO Stage directions at 

beginning of Act I 
‘He is a man of forty years of age’ 
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MA Mrs Gogan SO_02_PLO Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a doleful-looking woman of forty, 
insinuating manner and sallow 
complexion.’ 

MA Mrs Breydon SO_03_RED Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘His mother is coming up to fifty’ 

MA Rector SO_03_RED Stage directions in Act II ‘He is a handsome man of forty’ 
MA Margaret Drybone TD_02_KAT Stage directions in Act II ‘Margaret Drybone comes in: she is small 

and pinched  — about forty  — with an air 
of suspicious, brooding intensity.’ 

MA Stanislaus Gregg TD_02_KAT Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘This is Stanislaus Gregg, a short stoutish 
man of about forty-five, dressed in light 
tweeds, and carrying a suitcase and 
raincoat.’ 

MA Stephen Power TD_03_WIL Stage directions in Act I ‘She is followed by Stephen Power, a 
small, wiry man of about forty, sandy-
haired.’ 

MA Agent/Mr Simmington TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Mr Simmington, an agent for an absentee 
landlord, about 40’ 

MA Captain TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Captain Shine, a landlord, about 50’ 
MA Clancy TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Clancy, a merchant, about 50’ 
MA Father Horan TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Father Horan, a curate, about 35’ 
MA First Policeman TM_01_FAM Character description ‘First Policeman, about 50’ 
MA John TM_01_FAM Character description ‘John Connor, the village leader, aged 

about 45’ 
MA Mark TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Mark Dineen, a villager, about 45’ 
MA Mother TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Mother, his wife, about 40’ 
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MA Michael TM_02_CON Stage directions in Act I ‘He is the same age as Tom; defensively 
inclined towards the supercilious, false 
panache to hide his failure.’ 

MA Peggy TM_02_CON Stage directions in Act I ‘She is forty’ 
MA Peter TM_03_HOU Stage directions in Scene 

II 
‘Peter is forty-ish.’ 

MA (Act I), Older Adult 
(OA) (Act II) 

Fermoy MC_03_ARI Plot details Fermoy says to Hannafin that he was seven 
when his mother died. The reader knows 
from earlier that she died 35 years prior to 
the first events of the play, making Fermoy 
42 then (in Act I) and 52 in Act II which 
takes place ten years later. 

OA Mr Lewis DB_01_BLI Plot details In Scene III, Mr Lewis says that it was 
‘forty years ago’ when he got his first 
posting in the guards. Since he could not 
have joined the guards prior to the age of 
18, he is at least fifty-eight years old. 

OA The Caller DB_02_APR Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene I 

‘She is in her sixties and dressed in black.’ 

OA Rita DB_03_PAS Stage directions in Act I, 
Scene VI 

‘Rita (a woman in her fifties)’ 

OA Matt Dillane GF_01_COU Line spoken by Luke in 
Act I 

‘My dear man, it isn’t a grey rib you have 
in the whisker and you turned sixty.’ 

OA Norry Shea GF_01_COU Line spoken by Norry in 
Act I 

‘I am an old woman of sixty-five years of 
age to-day’ 

OA George Kelly HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘They are both in their early 70s’ 
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OA Louis McClure HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘They are both in their early 70s’ 
OA Mrs Mulholland HL_01_MAD Stage directions in Act I ‘May Carey, who is forty, enters with Mrs 

Mulholland, a fat woman in her sixties.’ 
OA Sean JK_01_SIV Stage directions in Act I, 

Scene II 
‘His age might be anything from 55 to 70.’ 

OA Morisheen JK_02_MAN Line spoken by Morisheen 
in Act II, Scene I 

‘I left sixty some time ago an’ now I’m a 
next-door neighbour o’ seventy.’ 

OA Aunt Moll LR_01_CHU Stage directions in Act I ‘She is a little old woman, over seventy, 
plainly but not eccentrically dressed.’ 

OA Atkins LR_02_BIG Stage directions in Act III ‘He is a small stout man of sixty-five’ 
OA Annie LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘Annie Twohig follows her, a handsome 

woman much of Statia’s age and class.’ 
OA Juley LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘She is older than her brother Richard [who 

is about the same age as Statia, who is 
about fifty]’ 

OA Richard LR_03_LUC Stage directions in Act I ‘He is well-built, about her [Statia’s] age 
and can stand up to her.’ 

OA Statia LR_03_LUC Stage directions at 
beginning of Act I 

‘She is about fifty years old, a handsome, 
slightly over-dressed woman.’ 

OA Agnes MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Agnes, her aunt, sixty-one’ 
OA Grandma Fraochlan MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Grandma Fraochlan, her grandmother, one 

hundred’ 
OA Julie MC_01_MAI Character description ‘Julie, her aunt, seventy-five’ 
OA Catwoman MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Catwoman, fifties, lives on the bog’ 
OA Father Willow MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Father Willow, eighty’ 
OA Monica MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Monica Murray, sixties, a neighbour’ 
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OA Mrs Kilbride MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Mrs Kilbride, sixties, Carthage’s mother’ 
OA Xavier MC_02_BYB Character description ‘Xavier Cassidy, sixties, a big farmer’ 
OA Boniface MC_03_ARI Plot details While Boniface and Fermoy are talking at 

the beginning of the play, it emerges that 
their mother died 35 years ago. Then 
Boniface says that he didn’t leave the 
novitiate to take care of Fermoy when this 
happened. He says that he was a novice at 
seventeen, making him at the very least 
fifty-two. 

OA Sarah MC_03_ARI Plot details In Act II, Sarah talks about seeing 
Boniface as an infant, so there is no way 
she is not also OA. 

OA Blaize MC_04_POR Character description ‘Eighty, Portia’s grandmother’ 
OA Merrigan MM_01_OLD Stage directions in Act II ‘He is a powerful, burly man in the fifties’ 
OA The Lord MM_01_OLD Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a grizzled choleric looking, loud-

voiced old farmer of sixty-six or so’ 
OA William MM_01_OLD Stage directions at 

beginning of Act I 
‘Opposite Myles is William, a weather-
beaten rapscallion of fifty.’ 

OA Ooshla MM_02_PAD Stage directions ‘He is a well built man of fifty with the 
alert eye and quick speech of the man who 
has contrived to live for many years on his 
wits and by roguery.’ 

OA Martin Douras PC_01_LAN Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a man of about sixty, with a refined, 
scholarly look.’ 

OA Murtagh Cosgar PC_01_LAN Stage directions in Act I ‘Murtagh Cosgar is about sixty.’ 
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OA Conn Hourican PC_02_FID Stage directions in Act I ‘Conn Hourican is a man of about fifty, 
with clear-cut, powerful features.’ 

OA Mickie Cripes PC_03_THO Stage directions at 
beginning of Act III 

‘One of them, Mickie Cripes, is a man of 
fifty, stooped and hollow-chested, but with 
quick blue eyes.’ 

OA Myles Gorman PC_03_THO Stage directions in Act I ‘He is about sixty, and carries himself with 
energy.’ 

OA Thomas Muskerry PC_03_THO Stage directions in Act I ‘He is over sixty.’ 
OA Captain Boyle SO_01_JUN Stage directions in Act I ‘He is a man of about sixty; stout, grey-

haired and stocky.’ 
OA Brennan SO_03_RED Line spoken by Mrs 

Breydon in Act I 
‘Only seventy-six, he says[.]’ 

OA Samuel SO_03_RED Stage directions in Act IV ‘He is a man of sixty, and shows it.’ 
OA Mrs Marks TD_01_KIN Stage directions in Act I ‘Mrs Marks, a big woman of fifty-five or 

so’ 
OA Peter Kinsella TD_01_KIN Stage directions at 

beginning of play 
‘Peter Kinsella, a heavily built man of 
fifty, comes through the doorway.’ 

OA Amelia Gregg TD_02_KAT Stage directions in Act I ‘Amelia is an odd little woman of 
something over fifty, dressed with careful 
neatness, in dark things’ 

OA Frank Lawlor TD_02_KAT Stage directions at 
beginning of Act III 

‘Frank Lawlor, a big man of about fifty-six 
or so, comes to the door, also outside.’ 

OA Mrs Maher TD_04_INS Stage directions at 
beginning of play 

‘She is between fifty and sixty years of 
age’ 

OA Brian TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Brian Riordan, a villager, about 60’ 
OA Dan TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Dan O’Dea, a villager, about 65’ 
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OA Dan’s Wife TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Dan’s Wife, about 70’ 
OA Father Daly TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Father Daly, Parish Priest, about 65’ 
OA JP TM_01_FAM Character description ‘Justice of the Peace, about 65’ 
OA Missus TM_02_CON Stage directions in Act I ‘She is in her early fifties, carelessly 

dressed’ 
OA Bunty TM_03_HOU Stage directions at 

beginning of play 
‘He’s fifty-ish, round, busy in speech and 
movement.’ 

OA Tarpey TM_03_HOU Stage directions at 
beginning of Scene II 

‘Tarpey, fifty, in police inspector’s 
uniform.’ 
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APPENDIX D: SYNTACTIC FEATURES OF LITERARY 
HIBERNO-ENGLISH 

 

In this appendix can be found brief descriptions of each of the syntactic 

constructions found and tagged in the CHELD, organized by category. Also included 

are examples from the CHELD texts of each construction with the constituent words 

bolded for emphasis and clarity. Where available, reference is made to secondary 

texts containing further discussion of these constructions. Please note that these 

references are intended only to provide a grounding in the existing research and a 

direction for further study; these are not exhaustive lists of all of the available studies 

on any particular construction. For the sake of brevity, these references are 

abbreviated as indicated below. 

 
Source Abbreviation 

Joyce, P. W. English As We Speak It in Ireland. 

Dublin: Wolfhound, 1910. 

J10 

Henry, P. L. ‘A Linguistic Survey of Ireland: 

Preliminary Report.’ Lochlann 1 (1958): 49-208. 

H58 

Taniguchi, Jiro. A Grammatical Analysis of 

Artistic Representation of Irish English. Tokyo: 

Shinozaki Shorin, 1972. 

J72 

Harris, John. ‘The Grammar of Irish English.’ 

Real English: The Grammar of English Dialects 

in the British Isles. Ed. James Milroy and Leslie 

Milroy. London: Longman, 1993. 139-186. 

H93 

Filppula, Markku. The Grammar of Irish 

English: Language in Hibernian Style. London: 

Routledge, 1999. 

F99 

Hickey, Raymond. A Sound Atlas of Irish 

English. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 2004. 

H04 

Amador Moreno, Carolina. An Analysis of 

Hiberno-English in the Early Novels of Patrick 

MacGill. Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen, 2006. 

AM06 
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Hickey, Raymond. Irish English: History and 

Present-Day Forms. Cambridge: C. U. P., 2007. 

H07 

Moylan, Séamas. Southern Irish English: Review 

and Exemplary Texts. Dublin: Geography, 2009. 

S09 

Walshe, Shane. Irish English as Represented in 

Film. Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2009. 

W09 

Amador Moreno, Carolina. An Introduction to 

Irish English. London: Continuum Books, 2010. 

AM10 

 

The Nominal Area 

Constructions Relating to Determiners 

 Article omission: This tag is used to mark any place where Standard English 

 would employ an article (definite or indefinite), but where none appears. 

  If we had a dog now, like the rambling man, we’d have place to keep 

  our feet warm. 

       (Murphy, Famine, Scene Ten) 

 Demonstrative THEM: The use of THEM as a nominative demonstrative is a 

 feature often highlighted in discussions of Irish English, although it is not 

 exclusive to Irish English and is found in many other English dialects (J10 

 34-5; H58 130; T72 15; H93 145; H04 123; AM06 60; H07 242; W09 117-8; 

 AM10 33). 

  He was always queer, stranger, and I suppose them that’s queer and 

  they living men will be queer bodies after. 

      (Synge, In the Shadow of the Glen)  
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 Indefinite article A before vowel: In Standard English, the form of the 

 indefinite article (A/AN) is determined by the initial sound of the following 

 word: A before consonant sounds, AN before vowel sounds. This tag marks 

 occasions where the A form of the indefinite article appears before vowel 

 sounds (T72 49). 

  An’ her kids is in a awful stahe. 

    (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Act Three, Scene Four) 

 Non-standard use of the definite article: This tag is used to mark cases where 

 the definite article (THE) is used in places where it would not appear, or 

 would not be used for the same purpose, in Standard English. This is perhaps 

 one of the most well-known and frequently-cited items of non-standard 

 syntax in Irish English. Filppula (The Grammar of Irish English) lists 

 seventeen different types of non-standard definite article uses: 

  a) plural count nouns with generic reference 

  b) non-count abstract nouns and concrete mass nouns 

  c) quantifying expressions involving most, both, half and all 

  d) the numerals one and two used in the senses ‘same’ and ‘both’,  

  respectively 

  e) names of languages and branches of learning 

  f) physical sensations or states 

  g) names of diseases or ailments 

  h) names of social and ‘domestic’ institutions 

  i) names of geographical areas and localities, public institutions,  

  buildings, monuments, and streets 

  j) expressions involving reference to body parts or items of clothing 

  k) terms for members of the family 
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  l) terms for parts of the day, week, or year 

  m) names of festive days or seasons 

  n) expressions involving the -ing form of verbs, used to refer to  

  trades and professional or general activities 

  o) names of persons when qualified by an adjective or title 

  p) reference to means of transport 

  q) sentences containing nouns with a strong emotional colour (56) 

 For a more thorough discussion of non-standard uses of the definite article in 

 Irish English, see also J10 82-4, H58 131, T72 49-52; H93 144-5; F99 56-77, 

 H04 128, AM06 61-73, H07 251-4, M09 55;  W09 76-86, AM10 32-3. 

  Is it readying the dinner before you, or wringing out a shirt for the 

  Sunday like any good slave of a wife, you are used to find your  

  woman, McDonough? 

       (Gregory, McDonough’s Wife) 

  Here they are lowing with the hunger, and rackrented and robbed  

  and threatened by rogue landlords, and rogue Bailiffs and rogue  

  Attorneys. 

       (Molloy, The Paddy Pedlar) 

  Very poor families there, all the children sleep in the one bed. 

    (Bolger, Blinded by the Light, Act One, Scene Three) 
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 Non-standard use of the indefinite article: This tag is used to mark cases in 

 the CHELD where the indefinite article (A/AN) is used in places where it 

 would not appear, or would be replaced by a more definitive modifier, like 

 SOME, in Standard English. Often this has the effect of quantifying a non-

 count noun. 

  If William brings in a good news to him, you’ll be all right. 

       (Molloy, Old Road, Act One) 

Other Nominal Area Constructions 

 Compound noun phrases as modifiers: This tag marks certain non-standard 

 constructions where a  compound noun phrase is used in place of a simple 

 modifier.  

  The person I had most dependence on to be the most person to annoy 

  me! 

         (Gregory, Coats) 

 Diminutive -EEN: This tag is used to mark the use of —EEN appended to the 

 ends of nouns for diminutive effect (J10 90; H58 143). 

  It’d be a crazy pot-boy’d lodge him in the shebeen where he works by 

  day, so you’d have a right to come on, young fellow, till you see my 

  little houseen, a perch off on the rising hill. 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act One) 

 Nominalization: This tag is used to mark non-standard nominalizations of 

 verbs where there exists already an appropriate noun form (see also item (n) 

 in Filppula’s list of non-standard uses of the definite article) (T72 23, 85; 

 H93 148). 

  After all the rows, all the threatenings to walk out... 

      (Leonard, Love in the Title, Act One) 
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 Non-standard plurals: This tag is used to mark non-standard plural noun 
 forms (T72 9-10; W09 75-6). 

  Who got a vacancy to whisper them reports in your ears after all the 

  trouble I had making signs to the story-tellers, and they coming in  

  here full of their newses? 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act Three) 

 Oblique forms in subject function: This tag is used to mark pronouns in the 

 CHELD that appear in their oblique form in spite of fulfilling the subject 

 function in the sentence. This type of construction often appears when two 

 subjects are joined by AND (T72 16-20; H93 147; H07 242). 

  You’re just an old jealous-boots because Jan and me are going to be 

  grannies. 

       (Leonard, Summer, Act Two) 

 Redundant pronouns: This tag is used to mark pronouns in the CHELD that 

 appear directly after the noun they modify (and thus are redundant). 

  The creature he does look a stranger. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act One) 

 Resumptive pronouns: This tag is used to mark pronouns that occur towards 

 the end of a sentence  and refer back to an earlier noun. They differ from 

 anaphora in that they are not used to avoid repetition of a proper noun. In 

 sentences with more complex or ambiguous syntactic structure, resumptive 

 pronouns can be used to disambiguate the subject or object (H93 149-51; 

 F99 185-95; H07 244-5). 

  I never lost a bet yet that I wasn’t able to pay it! 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 Second-person plural pronouns: Like many varieties of English, Irish 

 English has second-person plural pronouns. Generally, these take the form of 
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 YE in the West and YOUS/E in the East (although this is a generalization). In 

 addition to YE and YOUS/E, the CHELD also has YEES (J10 88; H58 130;  

 T72 13-15; H93 146; H04 123; H07 237-42; W09 113-6; AM10 33-4). 

  Here’s the letter now, and maybe it’s the last thing I can do for any of 

  ye. 

      (Colum, Thomas Muskerry, Act One) 

  ‘If they can call that drunkard a saint,’ he’d say, ‘any of yous can  

  become one.’ 

    (Bolger, The Passion of Jerome, Act One, Scene Four) 

  Well, if they do, why’re yees all just standin’ back and gawkin’. 

     (Carr, By the Bog of Cats, Act One, Scene One) 

 Singular US: This tag is used to mark singular uses of the plural pronoun 

 form US in the CHELD, usually in imperative phrases. These uses are often, 

 but not exclusively, found in phrases using the verb TO GIVE (J10 81;  

 T72 12). 

  Stand us a half-one before you go? 

     (Keane, The Field, Act One, Scene One) 

  Give us a glass o’ malt, for God’s sake, till I stimulate meself from  

  the shock o’ seein’ th’ sight that’s afther goin’ out! 

     (O’Casey, The Plough and the Stars, Act One) 

 Time constructions: This tag marks certain expressions of time that show 

 influence from the syntax of Irish/Gaeilge. 

  I never left my own parish till Tuesday was a week. 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act One) 
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 Unbound reflexive pronouns: Perhaps one of the most widely known features 

 of Irish English, unbound reflexive pronouns are pronouns in the -SELF 

 form (MYSELF, HIMSELF, YOURSELF, etc.) that occur in a sentence without an 

 antecedent—a noun earlier in the sentence to which they refer. Unbound 

 reflexives are often used in Irish English to refer to the ‘master’ or ‘mistress’ 

 of the house, to refer to the person who is the focus of a conversation, to 

 convey polite intent, or, in the case of ITSELF, almost as a substitute for EVEN 

 (J10 33; T72 26-32; H93 147; F99 77-88; H04 128; AM06 73-81; H07 243-4; 

 W09 87-9; AM10 34-6). 

  A lost canal...not on the maps; a miracle: a sign Himself had sent. 

      (Leonard, Madigan’s Lock, Act One) 

  I was as innocent as yourself until I went to live beyond in the village. 

      (Robinson, The Big House, Scene Four) 

  Is it only ourselves that’s here? 

       (Colum, The Land, Act One) 

  ‘Tis dozing he is, and if he isn’t snoring itself! 

       (Fitzmaurice, The Pie-Dish) 

 Unmarked plurals: This tag is used to indicate plural nouns that are 

 unmarked, that is, that are missing the -S ending appended to regular plurals 

 in English (J10 84; T72 9; H93 146; H04 128; H07 237; W09 74-5). 

  An ass with an ear for music will be born in Banteer an’ a man of  

  seventy year will sire a noble son in the village of Bealabawn. 

    (Keane, The Man from Clare, Act Two, Scene One) 
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The Verbal Area 

The Habitual Aspect 

Irish English is known for having several non-standard ways of expressing the 

habitual aspect. Those that appear in the CHELD include suffixal -S on lexical verb 

stem, DO with lexical verb, DO with linking verb, and DO BE with -ING. These latter 

two are often treated as the same in the literature, but are separated here for the sake 

of precision in the corpus (J10 86; H58 133; T72 79-80; H93 162-3; F99 130-50; 

H04 123-4; AM06 85-93; H07 214-26; M09 51-2; W09 45-8; AM10 36-7). 

 Suffixal -S on lexical verb stem: This construction utilizes the regular present-

 tense verb ending -S to mark habituality. Often, other contextual clues from 

 the sentence (such as NEVER as an indication of habituality in the example 

 below) are needed to distinguish from other types of non-standard subject-

 verb concord. 

  I never bothers with women or dancin’, only to be left sit down  

  talkin’ with Daigan and to be throwin’ pints into one another until  

  our bellies are full to the brim and our minds at ease. 

    (Keane, The Man from Clare, Act One, Scene One) 

 DO with lexical verb: In this construction, the habitual aspect is marked by 

 the use of DO with a lexical verb; context can help determine whether DO is 

 being used to mark habituality or in an emphatic sense. 

  It’s a great rest I’ll have now, and great sleeping in the long nights 

  after Samhain, if it’s only a bit of wet flour we do have to eat, and  

  maybe a fish that would be stinking. 

       (Synge, Riders to the Sea) 

 DO with linking verb: This construction is identical to the previous, save that 

 it involves the use of linking verbs and adjectives rather than lexical verbs. 

  Odd times the sea does be glass calm. 

    (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act Two, Scene One) 
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 DO BE with -ING: This construction also involves the verb TO BE, and is 

 formed using the continuous/progressive form of the main verb. 

  An’ I notice that that Bentham fella doesn’t be comin’ here now— 

  there must be somethin’ on the mat there too. 

     (O’Casey, Juno and the Paycock, Act Three) 

Imperatives 

 Continuous imperative: This tag marks imperatives where the verb of the 

 command takes its continuous/progressive form. The negative form of this 

 construction (DON’T BE + [continuous verb form]) has often been grouped 

 together with the habitual DO BE construction.1 However, the existence of a 

 positive form of the same construction (as in the second example below) 

 gives sufficient reason to consider the continuous imperative as a separate 

 construction in its own right (T72 63-5; H93 157; F99 130-50; H04 126; 

 H07 222-4; W09 69-70; AM10 37). 

  Don’t be putting the blame on the parish, for such a thing was never 

  done in the parish before—it was done for the sake of Kitty Keary,  

  Jack Smith’s wife. 

       (Gregory, Spreading the News) 

  Only give me a guinea or two as an earnest for your new landlord,  

  and be  showing the rest to your pick of the bachelors around. 

      (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act Three) 

 DO YOU imperative: This tag marks imperative constructions introduced by 

 DO YOU. 

  Well, I’ll skelp home, and do you go too. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act Two) 

  

                                                 
1 See Filppula, The Grammar of Irish English 130-50 and Hickey, Irish English 222-3. 
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 LET YOU imperative: This construction consists of an imperative introduced 

 by the phrase LET YOU (J10 81; T72 61-3; H93 157; W09 70-1). 

  Let you stay and take a bit with us. 

    (Deevy, The Wild Goose, Act Three, Scene One) 

 Prescriptive MAY: This tag is used to mark occasions on which MAY  is used in 

 a prescriptive, rather than a permissive, sense. In these cases, MAY  could be 

 said to convey the sense of SHOULD (H93 157). 

  He’s on’y a childt Portia, ya may go softer an him. 

     (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Act One, Scene Four) 

Infinitives 

 FOR TO infinitive of purpose: This tag marks a construction where FOR TO is 

 used to introduce an infinitival verb of purpose (J10 51; T72 99; H93 167; 

 F99 168; H04 125; H07 186-9; W09 73-4). 

  What made you drag them hither for to write them in my genealogies 

  so? 

         (Gregory, Coats) 

 Infinitival complements: This tag is used to mark non-standard infinitival 

 complements in the CHELD (H07 190-1). 

  It is a pity she to have gone spending all for the King the way she  

  did, and to go in beggary and misery ever after. 

     (Gregory, The White Cockade, Act One) 
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 Narrative infinitive: This construction is also known as the Kiltartan 

 infinitive, after Lady Gregory’s apparent fondness for it. The narrative 

 infinitive may represent a transfer from the syntax of Irish/Gaeilge (J10 45-6; 

 H58 145; T72 99; F99 184-5; M09 53). 

  Edmund, is this the truth? You to keep it dark from me and you here 

  a Friday? 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act One) 

 Unmarked infinitives: This tag is used to mark occasions in the CHELD 

 when an infinitive appears in unmarked form—that is, when it appears 

 without a preceding TO (T72 90-4; H93 167; H04 125; H07 189-90). 

  It’s been neglected, that’s all, like time’s been allowed stand still. 

     (Bolger, April Bright, Act One, Scene One) 

Inflection 

 General non-standard subject-verb concord: This tag is used to cover a 

 variety of cases in which there is no standard concord between the subject 

 and verb of a clause. The more specific inflection-related tags listed below 

 are not included in this group. (H58 130; T72 110-11; H93 154-6; F99 150-9; 

 H04 125; H07 179-86; W09 60-3). 

  Women is strange things! 

      (O’Casey, Red Roses for Me, Act One) 

  Don’t the place belong to yourself and your sister? 

       (Deevy, Katie Roche, Act One) 
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 Reduced number of verb forms: This tag is used to mark places in the 

 CHELD where the two-form  and three-form verb form patterns found in 

 Standard English become non-standard one-form and two-form patterns. 

 Thus, something like SEE/SAW/SEEN in Standard English becomes 

 SEE/SEEN(/SEEN) in Literary Hiberno-English (T72 106-10; H93 151-4; H04 

 125; H07 173-4; W09 60-3). 

  Isn’t that where you done your four years? 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act Two) 

  I haven’t been called a good lad since the last time I seen you. 

        (Carr, Ariel, Act Two) 

 Regularized past forms: This tag marks cases where Standard English has an 

 irregular verb form for the past tense, but Irish English, either in real life or in 

 the CHELD, has a verb with a regularized -ED past form ending (H58 131; 

 T72 106-10; H07 174; W09 64-5). 

  And you never went near to see was he hurted or what ailed him at 

  all? 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act One) 

 Uninflected BE, HAVE, and DO: This tag marks places in the corpus where the 

 verbs TO BE, TO DO, and TO HAVE appear in their uninflected forms. Hickey 

 also mentions uninflected GET as a possibility, but no tokens of uninflected 

 GET were found in the CHELD (J10 81-2; H58 133; H93 162; F99 135-50; 

 H04 125; H07 175-6, 226-32). 

  There be good pieces in it sometimes. 

      (Colum, The Fiddler’s House, Act One) 
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 Do he run to you when he come in from the bog and put his arms   

 around you and give you a big smohawnach of a kiss and tell you that  

 the length of the day was like the length of a million years while he  

 was separated from you? 

      (Keane, Sive, Act One, Scene Two) 

  She have a gold cup for drinking sour milk and a certificate for  

  snoring. 

     (Keane, The Field, Act One, Scene Three) 

 Uninflected third-person singular present of other verbs: This construction is 

 similar in theme to the previous construction, but marks other uninflected 

 third-person singular present-tense verbs (H07 175-6). 

  He’ll be going to the Fair when he come back from the lawyer’s, I  

  suppose? 

       (Colum, The Land, Act One) 
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 Unmarked past subjunctive: In Standard English, the past subjunctive is 

 marked by the use of a different verb form: thus, ‘I was at the shop’, but ‘If I 

 were at the shop’ and not ‘*If I was at the shop’.2 Many varieties of English, 

 including many modern informal varieties, lack or under-use this distinctive 

 conjugation. The unmarked past subjunctive has been noted in Irish English 

 and was found to exist in the CHELD (J10 80; H58 132; T72 65-7). 

  I wish it was as big as a pig; a fowl with goose grease and pig’s  

  crackling. 

       (Yeats, On Baile’s Strand) 

Irish English Perfects 

 AFTER perfect: This is another well-known feature of Irish English. Also 

 known as the hot news perfect and the immediate perfective, the AFTER 

 perfect is formed thus: 

 [appropriate conjugation of the verb TO BE] + AFTER + [continuous verb form] 

 (J10 85; H58 132-3; T72 55-8; H93 160-1; F99 99-107; H04 124; AM06 94-

 101; H07 197-208; W09 48-53; AM10 39-40). 

  He’s afther leavin’ me now in such a state of agitation that I won’t be 

  able to do meself justice when I’m marchin’ to th’ meetin’. 

     (O’Casey, The Plough and the Stars, Act One) 

 BE perfect: This construction is formed by the use of the appropriate 

 conjugation of the verb TO BE as perfective auxiliary, as opposed to the more 

 standard use of the verb TO HAVE for this function (H93 160; F99 116-22; 

 H04 125; AM06 106-10; H07 177-8, 196-7; W09 54-5; AM10 41). 

  The night is come on, and the road is as slippery as a road of ice. 

         (Gregory, Dave) 

                                                 
2 As seen here, the asterisk (*) is used in linguistics to indicate an utterance that would be 
ungrammatical/unacceptable to speakers of the variety in question. 
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 Extended-now perfect: The extended-now perfect is a perfect that takes the 

 present tense form, in  spite of referring to an event which began at some 

 point in the past (J10 85; H58 132; T72 58-9; H93 161; F99 122-8; H04 124-

 5; AM06 105-6; H07 196; W09 55-7; AM10 41-2). 

  Well that’s one knife you’ve buried in me and you’re not here two  

  hours. 

       (Carr, The Mai, Act One) 

 Indefinite anterior perfect: The indefinite anterior perfect is essentially a 

 collapsing of the perfect into the simple preterite so that the form of the latter 

 is used to describe a perfective action (J10 85; H93 161-2; F99 91-8; AM06 

 110-12; H07 195; M09 49; W09 57-60; AM10 42-3). 

  Were you ever in the States? 

     (Murphy, Conversations on a Homecoming) 

 Resultative perfective: This construction is also known as the medial object 

 perfect or the statal perfect. This perfect takes the following form: 

  [appropriate conjugation of the verb TO HAVE] + [object] + [verb] 

 (J10 85-6; H58 133; T72 59; H93 160; F99 107-16; H04 124; AM06 101-5; 

 H07 208-13; M09 49-50; W09 53-4; AM10 41). 

  Well, he has the poor woman bewitched. 

        (Yeats, The Pot of Broth) 

  I knew he hadn’t enough ate. 

    (Gregory, The White Cockade, Act Two, Scene Two) 
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Other Verbal Area Constructions 

 BE deletion: This tag marks occasions where the verb TO BE would usually 

 appear in Standard English, but is not present in the CHELD (H04 126; H07 

 176-7). 

  I’m thinkin’, an’ I’m in a mood for deep thinkin’. There a lot in my 

  mind. 

    (Keane, The Man from Clare, Act One, Scene Two) 

 Continuous forms of stative verbs: This tag is used to mark cases in the 

 CHELD where a verb that is  normally considered stative in nature is used in 

 the continuous (T72 78-9; H93 164; AM06 81-4; M09 52-3; McCafferty & 

 Amador Moreno 274-5). 

  Are you wanting your supper? 

      (Deevy, The Wild Goose, Act Two) 

 Double modals: This tag is used to mark the existence of double modals in 

 sentences in the CHELD. Hickey (Irish English) highlights the fact that these 

 double modals, and in particular the sequence MIGHT COULD, are primarily 

 Scottish/Northern English, and thus should be expected to be found in Ulster 

 Scots, but not in Southern Irish English; he points out the fact that he found 

 no instance of MIGHT COULD in any of his recordings made in the south of 

 Ireland (191). Indeed, MIGHT COULD  does not appear in any of the texts of 

 the CHELD, but there is a single token of MUST NEEDS (H04 126; H07 191). 

  You must needs write about high London society, nightclubs, cocktail 

  parties, things you know as much about as—as me boot. 

       (Robinson, Church Street) 
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 Historic present: The historic present is another construction that involves 

 the use of present tense verb forms to describe past actions. Where the 

 extended-now perfect is used to describe situations that began in the past and 

 continue into the present, the historic present is used in the narration of 

 events that occurred completely in the past, often for dramatic effect (H93 

 156). 

  “If it’s Michael’s they are,” says he, “you can tell herself he’s got a 

  clean burial by the grace of God, and if they’re not his, let no one say 

  a word about him, for she’ll be getting her death,” says he, “with  

  crying and lamenting.” 

       (Synge, Riders to the Sea) 

 Non-auxiliary contracted HAVE: In Standard English, HAVE is usually only 

 contracted when fulfilling an auxiliary function. This tag is used to mark 

 when non-auxiliary HAVE is contracted.  

  We’ve no dog now, Josey, man. 

      (Barry, Boss Grady’s Boys, Act One) 

 Non-standard contractions: Irish English uses a number of contractions not 

 found in Standard English. These include, in particular, contractions of BE 

 and NOT; the CHELD has both AMN ’T and AIN ’T, which contrasts with 

 Hickey’s findings of a lack of AIN ’T in his Irish English data (Irish  English 

 178) (T72 111; H93 158; H04 123; H07 178; W09 116-7). 

  Amn’t I right, Donacha? 

     (Fitzmaurice, King of the Barna Men, Act One) 

  She’s a terrible nice girl Joe ain’t  she? 

     (Roche, Poor Beast in the Rain, Act One) 
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 There’sn’t a farmer’s daughter going into the town of Lyre but is   

 sinning in her heart with the dint of envying you and your good   

 fortune. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act Three) 

 Non-standard past forms: This tag marks non-standard past forms of verbs. 

 Both Joyce (77-8) and Hickey (Irish English 173) note a number of non-

 standard past verb forms. These include (standard form in parentheses): SLEP 

 (SLEPT), CREP (CREEPED), RUZ (RAISED), COTCH (CAUGHT), GOTHER 

 (GATHERED), HOT (HIT), SOT (SAT), PED (PAID), WOR (WERE), BLEMT 

 (BLAMED), LEP (LEAPED), BET (BEATEN), KEP (KEPT), RIZ (ROSE), and ET 

 (EATEN). The CHELD includes some of these, such as RIZ,  BET, and ET, as 

 well as others, such as BRUNG (BROUGHT), THRUN (THREW), and WRIT 

 (WROTE and WRITTEN) (J10 77-8; T72 106-10; H07 173; W09 63-4). 

  When I told Conor that Charlie Tynan had made me up a poem, he 

  said: “Anyone can do that”, and so he writ me one, too. 

      (Leonard, Love in the Title, Act One) 

  The bus’ll be gone, the banana’s rotten and I’ve et the sweets. 

      (Robinson, The Lucky Finger, Act Two) 

  The rents were ruz because of the chimneys! 

       (Murphy, Famine, Scene Five) 

  I see you now! Mrs a while till you’re thrun out! 

       (Deevy, In Search of Valour) 

  I don’t know; it’s true we’re too old and bet for lobbywatching and 

  shaking down anywhere, so that you’d fall down and sleep on the  

  pavement of a winter’s night and not know but you were lying snug 

  and comfortable in the Shelbourne. 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act One) 
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  What devil tempted me—what foolery was on me to leave my good  

  home in Glounasroan to meet this shame—the melt broke in me  

  from the boiling sun of June, my legs all scrope from scorths of  

  briars? 

       (Fitzmaurice, The Pie-Dish) 

 Overuse of conditional: The use of the conditional where Standard English 

 would more likely have an indicative tense is a feature considered by some to 

 be stereotypical of Irish English (H07 179). 

  Your father might stay with us when he’d be in this country. 

     (Colum, The Fiddler’s House, Act Three) 

 Overuse of progressive: Some scholars have noted a predilection for the 

 continuous present/progressive (rather than the simple present) in Irish 

 English that is also seen in the CHELD (T72 74-8, 81-5; Bliss, ‘English in 

 the South of Ireland’ 144; M09 52-3; W09 68-9). 

  There’s a wolf tooth growin’ in me heart an ud’s turnin’ me from  

  everwan an everthin ah am, ah wishin’ if tha wind or somethin’  

  would carry me from this place athout me havin’ ta do anythin’. 

    (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Act Three, Scene Three) 

 SHALL: A number of scholars on Irish English have commented on the non-

 standard uses of WILL  in the variety where Standard English prefers SHALL. 

 This tag marks the reverse: occasions on which SHALL is used, particularly in 

 the conditional, where Standard English speakers would more likely use 

 WILL /WOULD (J10 74-7; T72 74-7; H07 179). 

  As sure as the day Ooshla himself is the first good luck she sent the 

  Pedlar, for Ooshla should make an able Pedlar, and a hearty  

  comrade for the road! 

       (Molloy, The Paddy Pedlar) 
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 Subjunctive WAS/WERE: This tag is used when subjunctive forms of the verb 

 TO BE are used in place of conditionals, where Standard English prefers 

 WOULD/SHOULD (H93 58). 

  Nowan ever tachen my advice yeh, barrin Senchil, an’ looche ah tha 

  stahe a’ him...mebbe ya war behher off, married ta wan a’ tha richest 

  min in tha counta, beauhiful house, beauhiful clothes, beauhiful  

  everthin’. 

     (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Act One, Scene Two) 

 Use of future WILL in dependent clauses: This tag marks places where WILL  

 appears in dependent  clauses in the CHELD discussing future actions, where 

 Standard English would have a conjugated verb in the present tense instead 

 (T72 53-5). 

  We’re to find out if it’s Michaels they are; sometime herself will  be 

  down looking by the sea. 

       (Synge, Riders to the Sea) 

 Variation in compound tenses: It is common in many varieties of English for 

 there to be variation in usage and formation of the compound tenses. Literary 

 Hiberno-English is no different, and there are several tokens displaying this 

 variation in the CHELD. 

  If you’d have done all the time I have you wouldn’t look so young. 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act Two) 

 Variation with direct and indirect objects: This tag is used to mark places in 

 the CHELD where indirect objects appear without a preposition, making 

 them appear as though they were direct objects (T72 111; H07 174). 

  What happened your hands? 

    (Bolger, The Passion of Jerome, Act Two, Scene Two) 
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 WILL: Irish English has long been noted for particular uses of WILL  where 

 Standard British English would have SHALL instead (J10 74-7; T72 70-2;  

 H93 158; H04 129; H07 179; W09 67-8; AM10 44-5). 

  And will I  make the others doubles? 

     (Murphy, Conversations on a Homecoming) 

 

The Prepositional Area 

This section describes non-standard prepositional usage in the CHELD. While 

prepositional non-standardisms may seem to be more of a lexical matter than 

syntactic, they are included here in keeping with the tradition set by scholars like 

Filppula and Amador Moreno. 

 AT: There is one token of a peculiar use of AT in the CHELD, where AT is 

 used to mean something like ‘with (someone)’ or perhaps ‘at the mercy of 

 (someone)’; as this is the only instance of this construction, it is difficult to 

 discern the precise meaning of this usage. Contextually, the character 

 involved (the character Peg Above All) is describing how her employer 

 locked her in a barn to be raped by the landlord’s son. Other Irish English 

 uses of AT are described in T72 113 and H93 172.3 

  The minute I went in McEgan bolted the door and left me at the  

  landlord’s son. 

      (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act One) 

  

  

                                                 
3 This usage seems different from the use of AT to indicate aggression, as in ‘Let me at him.’ or ‘He’s 
always at me.’ Again, with only one token of this particular usage of AT, it is difficult to decipher the 
word’s exact meaning in this context. 
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 BY: Henry (‘Linguistic Survey’) has noted the usage of BY in Irish English to 

 indicate possession, as in ‘it is by me’, meaning ‘I have it’ or ‘I own it’ (145). 

 In the CHELD, BY retains some of this sense of possession, but often more in 

 the sense of attribution of qualities (frequently physical in nature) (H58 145; 

 H93 172). 

  The women where I come from have normal enough good looks but 

  they goes paradin’ in their figures through the village in gangs, and 

  you wouldn’t be inclined to be bothered with ‘em, an’ then the ones 

  that don’t show themselves off at all are ones with collops like thighs 

  and thighs like bellies by them an’ thick red legs with rings o’ fat on 

  their ankles so much that the whole lot of ‘em would turn a man  

  totally against women. 

    (Keane, The Man from Clare, Act One, Scene Two) 

  Not a whack I can see I’m saying if it isn’t the way the two eyes are 

  dazzled by me for want of a smoke and I forgetting buying my half- 

  quarter and we passing the shebeen. 

    (Fitzmaurice, King of the Barna Men, Act Two) 

 FOR: This tag is used to mark various uses of FOR in the CHELD that deviate 

 from expected uses in Standard English (T72 114). 

  Well, he was going to the doctor, and it would depind on what he said 

  whether he’d end up the day in the hospital or in the County Club, but 

  I think meself he’ll be for the club. 

      (Robinson, The Big House, Scene One) 

 FROM: This tag marks non-standard uses of FROM in the CHELD. 

  It should be my hearing that is failing from me, or that I am crippled 

  and have lost my walk. 

         (Gregory, Coats) 
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 IN: This tag is used to mark various non-standard uses of IN in the CHELD. 

 Note that this does not include occurrences of IN IT (see below). One notable 

 usage of IN found in the CHELD involves occasions where IN is used where a 

 Standard English speaker would prefer the preposition ON (J10 23-6; H93 

 172; F99 226-31; AM06 157-8; M09 57-8; AM10 46). 

  Don’t be giving me talk, you little pleesbeen, and your grandfather in 

  a settle-bed in the kitchen floor! 

       (Fitzmaurice, The Pie-Dish) 

  Is that the pie-dish I see in the table fornenst me? 

       (Fitzmaurice, The Pie-Dish) 

  I was very lonesome in the heart, and afeared; but now I’m in my best 

  days again, and fear nothing. 

    (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act Two, Scene Two) 

 IN (IT): This tag marks the well-noted construction IN IT, discussed at length 

 by many scholars of Irish English. This use of IN with IT is usually used to 

 express existence in a broad sense (J10 25; H58 134-5; F99 226-31; AM06 

 154-8; H07 247; M09 56-7; AM10 46). 

  There are no horses in it . 

       (Yeats, Cathleen ni Houlihan) 

  Don’t you know very well what day is in it? 

       (Deevy, Katie Roche, Act One) 

 INSIDE: This tag marks a single non-standard use of INSIDE in the CHELD, 

 where INSIDE is used where Standard English would use INTO.  

  My tribe didn’t come inside the province. 

         (Gregory, Coats) 
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 OF: This tag marks non-standard uses of the preposition OF. One particular 

 use of this preposition involves what Henry (‘Linguistic Survey’) refers to as 

 the ‘expletive genitive’, a construction where two nouns are linked by OF 

 (134). There is also a possessive construction taking the format ‘THE 

 [property] OF [owner]’, as opposed to ‘[owner]’ S [property], which is more 

 frequently employed in Standard English (J10 286; Henry, An Anglo-Irish 

 Dialect 139; T72 23-4; H93 172; F99 238-41; AM06 163-70; AM10 47-8). 

  I’ve found out things about you, I asked in that barn of a pub at  

  closing time. 

   (Bolger, The Passion of Jerome, Act One, Scene Seven) 

  And ya know thah famous portrait a Napoleon, up on hees whihe  

  horse, the fah legs of him diggin inta the flanks, off to destriy the  

  world? 

        (Carr, Ariel, Act One) 

 OFF: This tag marks non-standard uses of the preposition OFF found in the 

 CHELD. 

  The Good People touched my leg and took my walk off me. 

    (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act Two, Scene One) 

 ON: This tag marks non-standard uses of the preposition ON in the CHELD. 

 Scholars of Irish English have noted a number of uses of ON derived from the 

 Irish/Gaeilge preposition ar. Perhaps the best-known of these is the use of ON 

 to denote disadvantage, trouble, etc. (J10 27-8; H58 135, 145; T72 117; H93 

 172; F99 219-26; H04 127-8; AM06 159-63; H07 247-50; M09 56; AM10 46-

 7). 

  We’ll have to get it before it’s fecked on us. 

      (Leonard, Madigan’s Lock, Act One) 
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 OUT: This tag marks non-standard uses of OUT in the CHELD. These uses 

 often appear with the verbs GIVE, REACH, SHOW, and TELL. 

  Reach me out your hand. 

         (Gregory, Dave) 

  I’ll show out who you are! 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 OVER: This tag marks a single non-standard token of the preposition OVER in 

 the CHELD. 

  You put the measles over you and we going the road to school. 

         (Gregory, Coats) 

 TO: This tag is used to mark non-standard uses of the preposition TO in the 

 CHELD (H93 72). 

  Take the coat off you an’ heat your body to the fire. 

    (Keane, The Man from Clare, Act One, Scene Two) 

  I will never forget it to you. [note: in reference to a favor done for the 

  speaker by another character] 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 WITH: This tag marks another prepositional non-standardism known to exist 

 in Irish English. The uses of WITH in Irish English are more varied than in 

 Standard English and include WITH as part of an expression measuring time, 

 agentive WITH, instrumental WITH, and WITH denoting possession (H58 134-

 5, 144; H93 171-2; F99 231-8; H07 246; M09 58-9). 

  I didn’t see you with a dog’s age. 

     (Keane, The Field, Act One, Scene One) 
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  If myself was easily afeared, I’m telling you, it’s long ago I’d have  

  been locked into the Richmond Asylum, or maybe have run up into the 

  back hills with nothing on me but an old shirt, and been eaten with 

  crows the like of Patch Darcy—the Lord have mercy on him—in  

  the year that’s gone. 

      (Synge, In the Shadow of the Glen) 

  Ah, I’m not too well at all; I suffer terrible with pains in me legs. 

     (O’Casey, Juno and the Paycock, Act One) 

  Is the stomach delicate with you? 

      (Keane, Sive, Act Two, Scene Two) 

 Null preposition: This tag marks where no preposition appears in contexts 

 where Standard English would utilize one (T72 121). 

  Tom Egan the Dublin Road? On his way out too, they tell me, poor 

  fella— 

      (Murphy, The House, Scene Two) 

 Post-positive preposition: In modern Standard English, it is more common to 

 place a preposition before a noun. This tag marks occasions in the CHELD 

 where the preposition appears after the noun. 

  There is company, the road up. 

      (Keane, Sive, Act Two, Scene Two) 
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The Modifier Area 

 Intensifying adverbial THAT: This tag marks the use of THAT as an intensifier 

 (T72 25-6, 123). 

  I’m that busy keeping food to a sow and a litter of pigs that I couldn’t 

  get beyond the gate to see any one. 

       (Colum, The Land, Act One) 

 Intensifying AS: This tag marks the use of AS as an intensifier. 

  What’s wrong with yeh Steven? Jaysus you’re as miserable. No  

  wonder your missus ran off on yeh. 

    (Roche, Poor Beast in the Rain, Act Two, Scene One) 

 Modifier/modified concord: This tag is used to mark places in the CHELD 

 where a modifier does not agree in number with the noun it is modifying. 

  You’re meant to be gone this weeks, it’s just not fair. 

    (Carr, By the Bog of Cats, Act One, Scene Five) 

 Non-standard comparatives and superlatives: This tag marks occasions 

 where comparatives and superlatives take non-standard forms (T72 42). 

  Five below the forecast said and worser promised. 

     (Carr, By the Bog of Cats, Act One, Scene One) 

 Post-positive quantifiers and other modifiers: This tag marks places where 

 quantifiers and other modifiers appear after the noun they modify, where 

 Standard English would have them appearing before the noun (H07 257). 

  You’d think they were guests invited. 

      (Deevy, The King of Spain’s Daughter) 

  She could have fever enough to kill a thousand! 

      (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act One) 
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 Two-word conjunctions in comparatives: This tag is used to mark two-word 

 conjunctions used in comparatives. Hickey (Irish English 258) lists THAN 

 WHAT and LIKE WHAT as possibilities; in the CHELD, LIKE  WHAT is rendered 

 instead as AS WHAT (T72 38; H07 258). 

  I don’t know at all what it is holds me back from doing every crime 

  and every robbery, when there could not be put upon me a worse  

  name for badness than what is put upon me now. 

         (Gregory, Dave) 

 Unmarked adverbs: This tag is used to mark cases where an adverb takes the 

 adjectival form (missing the regular adverbial -LY  suffix) in a way one 

 would not find in Standard English (H58 130; H04 128; H07 256; W09 89-

 92). 

  And the two screws nod to each other across the fire to make a sup of 

  tea, but to do it easy in case they wake you, and you turn round in the 

  bed towards the fire and you say “I’ll take a sup as you’re at it” and 

  one of the screws says “Ah, so you’re awake, Mick. We were just  

  wetting it; isn’t it a good job you spoke up in time.” 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act One) 

 

Sentence Structure 

Relativization 

 Dislocated relatives: This tag marks a particular kind of sentence 

 construction in which a relative clause is separated from its subject and 

 dislocated rightward in favor of the main verb.  

  And if a spit was worthy of the death of heroes, what should the man 

  be worth that is skilled in turning it? 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Two) 
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 Double relativizers: This tag is used to mark occasions where two relativizers 

 appear in a row. 

  Open! unless that the falling sickness is come upon you, or that you 

  are maybe lying dead upon the floor! 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 HOW as relative pronoun: This tag marks uses of HOW as a relative pronoun. 

  Is it how you’re so twisted inside of you that you must have the  

  double meaning the whole time? 

      (Keane, Sive, Act One, Scene Three) 

 Null-subject relatives: This construction is also known as the subject-contact 

 relative. In Standard English, relative clauses are usually introduced by 

 relative pronouns; in this Irish English construction, however, there is no 

 relative pronoun to introduce the relative clause (T72 35-7, 123-4; H93 149-

 50; H04 127; AM06 129-31; H07 260-1; W09 100; AM10 51). 

  And that wouldn’t be sufficient either Polsh, without their doing the 

  big injustice entirely on me and I a sport, and shame on them, Polsh, 

  I’m saying, and double shame on them itself for, Polsh, ‘tis sleepy-eye 

  will have for a husband the gallant boochil will win the golden  

  crown. 

     (Fitzmaurice, King of the Barna Men, Act One) 

 Redundance of THAT: This tag marks places where THAT appears redundantly, 

 where THAT would not appear in Standard English (T72 121-2). 

  There’s no “must” about it—but that we haven’t the spirit to go! 

    (Deevy, The Wild Goose, Act Three, Scene Two) 
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 Relativizing AS: This tag marks the use of AS as a relative pronoun (W09 101-
 2). 

  And they were talking about Liam Dougan too as is now a top bodack 

  of a vastard for Simmington. 

       (Murphy, Famine, Scene Six) 

 Relativizing IF: This tag is used to mark the use of IF as a relativizer in place 

 of THAT. 

  I wish if  me Mam’d came soon. 

    (Carr, By the Bog of Cats, Act One, Scene Two) 

Subordination 

 Subordinating AND: Subordinating AND is another of the constructions 

 considered characteristic of Irish English. In this construction, AND is used to 

 introduce a subordinate clause and often—but not always—takes the 

 place of more standard WHILE or WHEN. It is often linked to the Irish/Gaeilge 

 use of agus (‘and’) for the same function (J10 33-4; H58 135; T72 126-45; 

 H93 165-6; F99 196-208; H04 127; AM06 132-9; H07 261-5; W09 109-12). 

  Yas, your mother is delighted; I was talking to her for a minute this 

  morning in the post office and she drawing out a wad of money. 

     (Murphy, Conversations on a Homecoming) 

 Subordinating TILL: This tag marks the use of TILL  as a subordinator. When 

 used in this way, TILL   often takes on the sense of SO THAT (T72 118; H93 

 165; H04 128; H07 265-6; W09 112-3; AM10 54-5). 

  Give me here the key till  I’ll lock this book in the chest. 

         (Gregory, Dave) 
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 THE TIME: This tag is used to mark the occurrence of THE TIME as a 

 subordinator in place of WHEN (H93 164-5). 

  If I aid you, will you swear to give me a right of way I want, and a  

  mountainy ram, and a load of dung at Michaelmas, the time that  

  you’ll be master here? 

    (Synge, The Playboy of the Western World, Act Two) 

 THE WAY: This tag marks the use of THE WAY  as a subordinator in the sense of 

 SO THAT (H93 164-5). 

  If it didn’t itself, Bartley, it is my belief you would carry a leaky pail 

  on your head in place of a hat, the way you’d not be without some  

  cause of complaining. 

       (Gregory, Spreading the News) 

Other Sentence Structure Constructions 

 Double conjunctions: This tag marks the use of two conjunctions where one 

 would suffice in Standard English. 

  Little I care when once I’m wed with the King’s daughter! 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 IT’S clefting: Cleft sentences, often used to assign prominence to a particular 

 element of the  sentence, are another feature commonly attributed to Irish 

 English. In a cleft sentence, the most important information in the sentence is 

 moved from its standard position to the front of the sentence and introduced 

 by a copula construction consisting of IT + [the relevant conjugation of the 

 verb TO BE] (J10 51-2; T72 146-81; H93 173-6; F99 243-60; H04 127; 

 AM06 112-18; H07 266-9; M09 54-9; W09 102-7; AM10 48-9). 

  If I were staying here to-night, it’s the pauper’s bed I’d have to sleep 

  on. 

      (Colum, Thomas Muskerry, Act Three) 
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 Pseudo-clefting: Like IT’S clefting, pseudo-clefting begins with a copula 

 construction. Unlike IT’S clefting, however, pseudo-clefting often utilizes a 

 conjunction—THAT, WHAT, or HOW—rather than the fronting of a sentential 

 element; thus, emphasis is not necessarily the goal of pseudo-clefting. 

 Pseudo-clefting is also referred to as prolepsis by some authors (H58 145; 

 AM06 123-4; M09 55). 

  ‘Twas that she had me pestered. 

       (Deevy, Katie Roche, Act One) 

  Is it that you would go grieving with my wife and I to be living yet? 

         (Gregory, Coats) 

  Is it telling you on the hearth here and in the day time? 

     (Fitzmaurice, King of the Barna Men, Act One) 

 Left dislocation: Left dislocation, also known as fronting and topicalization, 

 is another device used to assign emphasis to a particular sentential element in 

 Irish English. In this construction, the element to be emphasized is simply 

 dislocated from its normal position and moved leftward to the front of the 

 clause or sentence: hence ‘fronting’ (T72 157-8, 159-60, 167-81; H93 173-5; 

 F99 260-70; AM06 118-23; H07 266-7; W09 107-9). 

  Cheese and bread I’m making. 

      (Barry, Boss Grady’s Boys, Act Two) 

  Hardly able to walk she was, but still prowling like a vulture when 

  she’d no right to be here. 

     (Bolger, April Bright, Act One, Scene One) 
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 Null-conjunction dependent clauses: This tag marks sentences where 

 Standard English would utilize a conjunction for a dependent clause, yet none 

 appears in the CHELD. 

  But even so, ‘twill give them a clue... It would be better he had  

  stopped here. 

      (Deevy, The Wild Goose, Act One) 

 ONLY: This tag marks a non-standard usage of ONLY, in which ONLY serves in 

 the sense of EXCEPT (F99 208-17). 

  Who said a word about it, only yourself—doing the returned Yank  

  in front of these other fellows? 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act Two) 

 Optative sentences: This tag is used to mark a construction expressing wish 

 or desire (often a prayer) introduced by THAT, and thus having the appearance 

 of a subjunctive clause that has been detached from the clause on which it 

 would be dependent in Standard English. A parallel for this construction can 

 be found in Irish/Gaeilge, where a wish or desire of this nature would often 

 begin with the particle go, ‘that’ (J10 38; T72 68-9). 

  That the heart might wither up in your breast—you know what is  

  behind my words. 

      (Keane, Sive, Act One, Scene Three) 

 Redundant relative pronoun: This tag is used to mark redundant relative 

 pronouns (T72 171). 

  Josephine that is after bidding the car to wait for you and the Master, 

  maam, to bring you to the town for the night. 

         (Gregory, Dave) 
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 WITHOUT as conjunction: This tag marks the use of WITHOUT as a 

 conjunction, in the sense of UNLESS. 

  You are, without he will be turned back by someone having a  

  stronger star than your own, and I know of no star is better, unless it 

  might be the sun. 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 Word order variations: This tag is used to cover a variety of variations from 

 the standard word order. These are generally ‘intrusions’ of some kind, in 

 which two sentential elements that are generally linked are separated by a 

 third element, often one that is unnecessary to the meaning of the sentence. 

  Ah, God reward you, Cornelius Douras, for coming in. 

       (Colum, The Land, Act One) 

  I know, for a mother sees all, that a little trouble has come on your 

   mind for the last couple of days. 

    (Fitzmaurice, The Country Dressmaker, Act Three) 

  Bring in, Dave, the turf! 

         (Gregory, Dave) 

  Go down to the back door, and ask the washerwoman did Myles bring 

  down yet their share of spuds for the week. 

       (Molloy, Old Road, Act Two) 
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Questions and Negation 

  Inversion in embedded questions: In Standard English, while subject-verb 

 inversion is frequently a feature of non-embedded questions, embedded 

 questions do not usually utilize inversion, but instead are introduced by a 

 conjunction like IF or WHETHER. Irish English displays a tendency to utilize 

 subject-verb inversion even with embedded questions (J10 135-6; T72 207-8; 

 H93 167-8; F99 167-79; H04 127; AM06 126-9; H07 273-6; W09 94-5; 

 AM10 49-51). 

  The gentleman is asking do you know the town! 

       (Gregory, Spreading the News) 

 Lack of DO support: This tag refers to a construction of questions and 

 negation in which the verb DO, utilized in Standard English for support in 

 these contexts, does not appear (H04 126, 129; W09 65-7; AM10 53). 

  Had Maire any talk of going to the mill, father? 

      (Colum, The Fiddler’s House, Act One) 

 Narrow time reference for NEVER: Irish English has been known to utilize the 

 adverb NEVER with a much narrower time reference than is generally seen in 

 Standard English (H04 127; H07 254; AM10 42-3). 

  You never paid me yet for your last night’s fun. 

      (Molloy, Petticoat Loose, Act One) 

 Negative concord: This tag refers to the construction known more commonly 

 as the double negative, in which any negatable element of a negated verb’s 

 complement is also negated (Hickey, Irish English 269-70) (T72 44-5; H93 

 168-70; H04 126; H07 269-71; W09 93-2). 

  We don’t need no priest to tell us that. 

     (Bolger, April Bright, Act Two, Scene One) 
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 Negator contractions: This tag marks a pattern seen in negation in Irish 

 English and the CHELD in which the auxiliary verb of a negative clause is 

 contracted, rather than the negator. For example, Standard English has ‘I 

 won’t go’ as the negated version of ‘I will go’, whereas ‘I’ll not go’ can 

 appear in Irish English (H04 126-7; H07 178, 272-3; W09 93; AM10 45).  

  Now you’ll not marry her the time I’m rotting below in the Seven  

  Churches, and you’ll see the thing I’ll give you will follow you on the 

  back mountains when the wind is high. 

      (Synge, In the Shadow of the Glen) 

 Non-assertive forms: In Standard English, there are certain non-assertive 

 forms that generally only appear in negative, interrogative, or conditional 

 clauses. In Irish English, some of these non-assertive forms can often occur 

 in positive clauses. These include items like YET, AT ALL , ANY , ANYMORE, 

 and others. Of these, YET and AT ALL  appear in the CHELD (J10 89; H93 

 170). 

  But where at all did you get the stone? 

        (Yeats, The Pot of Broth) 

 Sentence-final question repetition: This tag is used to mark the repetition of a 

 question at the end of  an interrogative sentence (W09 128). 

  Wance ud was me ya wanted an’ no wan else, or have ya forgotton 

  thah, have ya? 

    (Carr, Portia Coughlan, Act Three, Scene Two) 

 WHAT WAY as interrogative adverb: This tag marks the use of WHAT WAY  as 

 an interrogative adverb, rather than more standard HOW (T72 8-9). 

  What way did it fail you to send me out messengers seeking me when 

  you knew her to be done and dying? 

       (Gregory, McDonough’s Wife) 
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Discourse Markers 

The tags in this section cover a variety of discourse markers. Where there is a 

particular meaning associated with a given discourse marker, a short explanation is 

given; otherwise, an example or two should suffice by way of explanation. 

SO and repetition 

 (H93 176; W09 127-8) 

 SO with repetition: 

  You’re a bucking mate, Mick, so you are. 

    (Bolger, Blinded by the Light, Act One, Scene Six) 

 SO without repetition: Without the repeated clause, this SO comes across as 

 something of a clincher. It often carries the same sense as Standard English 

 THEN. 

  I’ll tell them look out for a place so; they can get a room in the town. 

      (Deevy, The King of Spain’s Daughter) 

 Repetition without SO: 

  It’s the decent little affair it is, and faith, ‘tis heavy enough. 

    (Fitzmaurice, King of the Barna Men, Act Two) 
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Other Discourse Markers 

 BUT: 

 (H93 176; H04 128; W09 123-4; AM10 54) 

  A pity but she gave heed to the voice of God —.  

 [note: the meaning of  this sentence is something like ‘A pity that she did not 

 give heed to the voice of God.’] 

       (Deevy, In Search of Valour) 

  Nice legs, but. 

       (Leonard, Summer, Act One) 

 COME HERE: This COME HERE is used as a sort of attention-catcher 

  (W09 128-9). 

  And come here to me, Sylvester’s little sweetshop up for sale already 

  in the newspaper. 

      (Murphy, The House, Scene Two) 

 Emphatic repetition: 

 (AM06 124-5; W09 128) 

  And this time she’d dog me entirely entirely! 

       (Molloy, Old Road, Act One) 

  What did you do to her at all, at all? 

      (Gregory, The Dragon, Act Three) 

 Intrusive NOW: 

  The past now is a snip. 

      (Leonard, Love in the Title, Act Two) 
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 LIKE: While there are a number of uses of LIKE  as a discourse marker in 

 different varieties of English, the LIKE marked by this tag is different from 

 the use of LIKE as a pause word (often associated with particular varieties of 

 American English) or as a marker of semi-reported speech. This LIKE appears 

 at the end of a sentence or clause and may serve as a focusing device (H93 

 176; W09 125-6). 

  Good to be home like! 

      (Murphy, The House, Scene Two) 

 Redundant AND:  

 (T72 124; AM06 139-40) 

  Belied and they needn’t; many’s the time the Bible was a consolation 

  to a fellow all alone in the old cell. 

      (Behan, The Quare Fellow, Act One) 

 SURE: This particularly Irish English SURE appears at the beginning of a 

 sentence or clause and may also serve as an attention-catcher (T72 39-40; 

 H93 176; AM06 140-8; W09 121-3). 

  Sure I’m as much concerned in it as herself! 

       (Colum, The Land, Act Two) 

 WHAT: This WHAT appears sentence-finally and serves as a way of seeking 

 confirmation of the information in the sentence (W09 124-5). 

  An’ they’re all accouthered in their best to welcome him home, wha’? 

      (O’Casey, Red Roses for Me, Act Four) 
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APPENDIX E: RAW DATA 

 

Corpus-Wide Data 

Characters 486 
Turns 38,665 
Words 639,145 
Sentences 67,563 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 17,610 
 Nominal Area 4,666 
 Verbal Area 5,200 
 Prepositional Area 998 
 Sentence Structure 4,291 
 Modifier Area 429 
 Discourse Markers 863 
 Questions and Negation 1,161 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 25,165 
 Eye Dialect 2,978 
 Dialectal Respellings 22,187 
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Author Gender 

 Male Female 
Characters 125 105 
Turns 8,445 8,307 
Words 147,166 147,035 
Sentences 16,401 15,986 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 3,796 5,013 
 Nominal Area 1,055 980 
 Verbal Area 971 1,655 
 Prepositional Area 246 280 
 Sentence Structure 958 1,379 
 Modifier Area 85 112 
 Discourse Markers 210 251 
 Questions and Negation 271 356 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 1,045 13,106 
 Eye Dialect 25 1051 
 Dialectal Respellings 1,020 12,055 
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Character Gender 

 Male Female 
Characters 309 177 
Turns 20,211 14,927 
Words 355,346 259,623 
Sentences 39,083 28,353 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 10,221 7,370 
 Nominal Area 2,868 1,787 
 Verbal Area 3,008 2,190 
 Prepositional Area 562 436 
 Sentence Structure 2,352 1,933 
 Modifier Area 261 168 
 Discourse Markers 536 327 
 Questions and Negation 633 528 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 12,874 12,275 
 Eye Dialect 1,512 1,457 
 Dialectal Respellings 11,362 10,818 
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Character Age 

 CH YA MA OA  
Characters 24 71 55 58 
Turns 1,274 8,136 7,807 5,176 
Words 15,965 125,696 120,496 93,804 
Sentences 1,387 9,847 9,631 6,952 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 410 3,338 2,517 2,284 
 Nominal Area 96 837 862 698 
 Verbal Area 139 1,018 734 708 
 Prepositional Area 19 181 184 103 
 Sentence Structure 84 765 365 416 
 Modifier Area 18 97 55 69 
 Discourse Markers 25 181 151 116 
 Questions and Negation 29 259 15 173 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 509 6,023 5,197 4,621 
 Eye Dialect 37 794 725 461 
 Dialectal Respellings 472 5,229 4,472 4,160 
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Decade of First Production 

 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Characters 89 46 44 40 51 51 
Turns 3,536 2,278 2,465 3,629 2,796 3,419 
Words 86,012 50,941 54,944 49,563 50,825 61,376 
Sentences 6,860 4,070 4,780 6,764 4,985 7,248 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 4,275 2,656 1,358 1,240 1,468 1,595 
 Nominal Area 930 587 347 181 458 522 
 Verbal Area 1,134 754 487 388 345 471 
 Prepositional Area 217 172 88 56 101 133 
 Sentence Structure 1,625 892 246 352 249 254 
 Modifier Area 69 41 36 47 36 50 
 Discourse Markers 96 90 40 100 137 67 
 Questions and Negation 204 120 113 116 142 98 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 255 244 5,032 353 2,101 737 
 Eye Dialect 2 17 1,164 13 516 46 
 Dialectal Respellings 253 227 3,868 340 1,585 691 
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 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 
Characters 45 17 20 63 20 
Turns 3,044 2,748 2,512 6,368 2,421 
Words 49,277 34,569 38,107 105,253 34,995 
Sentences 6,269 4,408 4,701 10,268 7,210 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 1,387 610 565 1,723 733 
 Nominal Area 543 284 156 454 207 
 Verbal Area 415 113 184 645 264 
 Prepositional Area 70 39 13 72 37 
 Sentence Structure 186 82 51 247 107 
 Modifier Area 39 20 30 42 19 
 Discourse Markers 55 24 84 100 70 
 Questions and Negation 82 48 46 163 29 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 1,626 101 1,468 8,759 4,489 
 Eye Dialect 170 0 4 708 338 
 Dialectal Respellings 1,456 101 1,464 8,051 4,151 
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Geographic Area of Setting 

 Connacht Leinster Munster Midlands Unknown 
Rural 

Characters 91 144 74 103 74 
Turns 5,825 10,352 8,929 5,342 4768 
Words 111,339 180,342 160,385 93,430 70,366 
Sentences 9,977 20,373 18,374 9,938 8,901 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 5,015 3,123 5,292 2,218 1,965 
 Nominal Area 1,449 756 1,333 643 485 
 Verbal Area 1,310 981 1,467 805 638 
 Prepositional Area 324 133 368 84 89 
 Sentence Structure 1,373 677 1,429 403 411 
 Modifier Area 118 103 124 44 40 
 Discourse Markers 168 207 261 85 142 
 Questions and Negation 272 265 310 154 160 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 962 8,248 2,045 12,845 878 
 Eye Dialect 7 1,726 162 1,039 31 
 Dialectal Respellings 955 6,522 1,833 11,806 847 
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Character Gender by Author Gender 

 Male Author Female Author 
 Male Character Female 

Character 
Male 
Character 

Female 
Character 

Characters 79 46 55 50 
Turns 3,895 4,546 3,578 4,718 
Words 73,253 73,888 61,562 85,389 
Sentences 7,583 8,812 6,709 9,264 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 2,282 1,511 2,177 2,834 
 Nominal Area 678 374 400 580 
 Verbal Area 565 406 693 962 
 Prepositional Area 130 116 153 127 
 Sentence Structure 601 357 614 763 
 Modifier Area 52 33 44 68 
 Discourse Markers 113 97 114 137 
 Questions and Negation 143 128 159 197 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 659 386 4,913 8,193 
 Eye Dialect 13 12 411 640 
 Dialectal Respellings 646 374 4,502 7,553 
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Character Gender by Character Age 

 Male Character 
 CH YA MA OA  
Characters 10 33 33 35 
Turns 244 3,067 4,016 2,948 
Words 3,247 48,298 64,252 58,245 
Sentences 294 3,645 5,453 4,337 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 55 1,376 1,419 1,541 
Dialectal Respellings 98 1,540 2,138 2,701 

 

 Female Character 
 CH YA MA OA  
Characters 14 38 22 23 
Turns 946 4,347 3,003 1,793 
Words 12,143 72,566 51,145 32,728 
Sentences 1,089 6,138 3,981 2,600 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 355 1,962 1,098 743 
Dialectal Respellings 371 3,685 2,331 1,459 
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Character Gender by Decade of First Production 

 Male Character 
 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Characters 55 31 30 20 35 40 
Turns 1,976 1,459 1,497 1,588 1,619 2,680 
Words 48,741 33,524 29,694 20,105 30,296 48,582 
Sentences 3,917 2,672 2,771 2,836 2,926 5,674 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 2,252 1,677 792 411 957 1,229 
Dialectal Respellings 118 177 2,195 109 1,114 573 

 

 Male Character 
 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 
Characters 34 9 12 32 11 
Turns 2,562 1,359 1,975 2,066 1,430 
Words 42,078 16,846 29,075 34,994 21,411 
Sentences 5,333 2,217 3,662 4,221 2,854 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 1,181 285 398 485 554 
Dialectal Respellings 1,257 76 1,011 2,278 2,454 
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 Female Character 
 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Characters 34 15 14 20 16 11 
Turns 1,545 815 958 2,040 1,168 736 
Words 37,108 17,387 25,140 29,413 20,462 12,783 
Sentences 2,910 1,393 1,992 3,928 2,051 1,570 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 2,011 976 565 829 510 366 
Dialectal Respellings 133 50 1,670 231 471 118 

 

 Female Character 
 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 
Characters 11 8 8 31 9 
Turns 465 1,380 532 3,098 2,190 
Words 7,132 17,576 8,810 54,540 29,272 
Sentences 917 2,177 1,016 6,043 4,356 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 204 325 167 1,005 412 
Dialectal Respellings 197 25 453 5,674 1,796 
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The 1990s CHELD and the ICE–Ireland  — Overall 

 1990s CHELD ICE–Ireland 
Speakers 63 105 
Turns 7,017 9,272 
Words 109,718 106,720 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 1,490 1,282 
 Nominal Area 373 183 
 Verbal Area 578 470 
 Prepositional Area 51 26 
 Sentence Structure 232 54 
 Modifier Area 33 31 
 Discourse Markers 84 410 
 Questions and Negation 139 107 
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The 1990s CHELD and the ICE–Ireland  — Character/Speaker Gender 

 1990s CHELD ICE–Ireland 
 Male Character Female Character Male Speaker Female Speaker 
Speakers 32 31 22 83 
Turns 2,066 3,098 1,620 7,606 
Words 34,994 54,540 17,901 88,253 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 485 1,005 250 1,021 
 Nominal Area 114 259 35 146 
 Verbal Area 177 401 82 383 
 Prepositional Area 21 30 4 22 
 Sentence Structure 75 157 7 46 
 Modifier Area 10 23 3 28 
 Discourse Markers 37 47 93 314 
 Questions and Negation 51 88 26 81 
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Yeats, Gregory, and Synge 

 Yeats/Gregory Gregory Synge 
Characters 12 40 22 
Turns 342 2,010 917 
Words 8,312 45,800 25,010 
Sentences 741 3,970 1,426 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 250 2,356 1,666 
 Nominal Area 55 419 327 
 Verbal Area 58 707 519 
 Prepositional Area 20 163 73 
 Sentence Structure 92 769 619 
 Modifier Area 3 33 36 
 Discourse Markers 1 109 15 
 Questions and Negation 21 156 77 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 0 1 31 
 Eye Dialect 0 0 0 
 Dialectal Respellings 0 1 31 
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Robinson and O’Casey 

 Robinson O’Casey 
Characters 44 51 
Turns 2,552 2,179 
Words 41,907 51,539 
Sentences 4,816 4,048 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 476 1,104 
 Nominal Area 98 301 
 Verbal Area 165 384 
 Prepositional Area 19 55 
 Sentence Structure 69 220 
 Modifier Area 13 30 
 Discourse Markers 38 34 
 Questions and Negation 74 79 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 141 6,572 
 Eye Dialect 0 1,677 
 Dialectal Respellings 141 4,895 
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The Linguistic Style of the Abbey Theatre 

 Pre-Abbey Abbey Peacock Non-Abbey 
Ireland 

Non-Abbey 
International 

Speakers 25 279 88 80 14 
Turns 1,175 19,801 6,170 5,547 2,523 
Words 24,480 362,949 113,052 84,270 31,111 
 1,924 38,342 12,631 10,239 4,427 
Total Syntactic Non-Standardisms 1,043 12,004 2,796 1,381 424 
 Nominal Area 238 3,046 844 446 99 
 Verbal Area 278 3,595 807 405 122 
 Prepositional Area 56 757 133 47 7 
 Sentence Structure 349 2,988 653 268 48 
 Modifier Area 23 261 81 47 18 
 Discourse Markers 29 575 117 67 76 
 Questions and Negation 70 778 161 100 54 
Total Orthographic Non-Standardisms 16 14,090 7,281 2,658 1,158 
 Eye Dialect 0 1,681 723 577 0 
 Dialectal Respellings 16 12,409 6,558 2,081 1,158 
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Individual Syntactic Construction Counts 

Feature Number of tokens 
AFTER perfect 213 
article omission 38 
AT 5 
BE deletion 41 
BE perfect 156 
BY 30 
compound noun phrases as modifiers 3 
continuous forms of stative verbs 247 

continuous imperative 172 

demonstrative THEM 229 

diminutive -EEN 299 

discourse marker BUT 10 

discourse marker COME HERE 2 

discourse marker LIKE  67 

discourse marker SO 184 

discourse marker SURE 443 

discourse marker WHAT 9 

dislocated relatives 39 

DO YOU imperative 4 
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double conjunctions 6 

double modals 1 

double relativizers 3 

emphatic repetition 8 

extended-now perfect 164 

failure of negative attraction 4 

FOR 34 

FOR TO infinitive of purpose 40 

FROM 3 

habitual DO + lexical verb 45 

habitual DO + linking verb 62 

habitual DO BE + -ING 101 

habitual suffixal -S on lexical verb stem 4 

historic present 202 

HOW as relative pronoun 14 

IN 23 

IN (IT) 133 

indefinite anterior perfect 120 

indefinite article A before vowel 5 

infinitival complements 94 
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INSIDE 1 

intensifying adverbial THAT 19 

intensifying AS 2 

intrusive NOW 72 

inversion in embedded questions 202 

IT’S clefting 1421 

lack of DO support 544 

left dislocation 587 

LET YOU imperative 157 

modifier/modified concord 13 

narrative infinitive 100 

narrow time reference for NEVER 11 

negative concord 72 

negator contractions 139 

nominalization 311 

non-assertive forms 105 

non-auxiliary contracted HAVE 389 

non-standard comparatives and superlatives 36 

non-standard contractions 109 

non-standard past forms 48 
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non-standard plurals 24 

non-standard subject-verb concord 607 

non-standard use of the definite article 1709 

non-standard use of the indefinite article 99 

NOR as OR 11 

NOR as THAN 8 

null preposition 28 

null-conjunction dependent clauses 24 

null-subject relatives 599 

oblique forms in subject function 63 

OF 320 

OFF 4 

ON 223 

ONLY as EXCEPT 45 

optative sentence 35 

OUT 36 

OVER 1 

overuse of conditional 167 

overuse of progressive 341 

post-positive modifier 44 
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post-positive preposition 2 

post-positive quantifier 64 

prescriptive MAY  9 

pseudo-clefting 87 

reduced number of verb forms 480 

redundant AND 16 

redundant pronouns 7 

redundant relative pronouns 34 

redundant THAT 1 

regularized past forms 22 

relativizing AS 41 

relativizing IF 6 

repetition without SO 15 

resultative perfective 222 

resumptive pronouns 15 

second-person plural pronouns 905 

sentence-final question repetition 19 

SHALL 56 

singular US 47 

SO with repetition 37 
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subjunctive WAS/WERE 1 

subordinating AND 869 

subordinating TILL  83 

THE TIME 35 

THE WAY  62 

time constructions 27 

TO 18 

two-word constructions in comparatives 11 

unbound reflexive pronouns 795 

uninflected BE 37 

uninflected DO 24 

uninflected HAVE 43 

uninflected third-person singular present 10 

unmarked adverbs 240 

unmarked infinitives 98 

unmarked past subjunctive 228 

unmarked plurals 87 

use of future WILL  in dependent clauses 166 

variation in compound tenses 6 

variation with direct and indirect objects 65 
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WHAT WAY  as interrogative adverb 65 

WILL  115 

WITH 136 

WITHOUT as conjunction 1 

word order variations 312 

 


